
THE LAWS.

BOOK I.

 

PERSONS OF THE DIALOGUE.

An ATHENlAN GUEST,

CLINIAS the Cream, and

MEGlLLUS the Lacedaemonian.

DO you think, O guests, that a God, or ſome man, was the cauſe of the

establiſhment of laWS?

CLIN. A God, O guest, a God, as it is most just to aſſert: with us,

indeed, Jupiter; but, with the Lacedaemonians (whence originated this our

guest), I think, Apollo dictated the laws. Is it not ſo?

MEGIL. It is.

GUEST. YVhether, therefore, do you ſpeak according to Homer, viz.

that Minos ' every year, for the ſpace of nine years, went to converſe

with his father, and establiſhed laws for your cities, according to his

conceptions? '

CLlN. It is ſo ſaid by us: and, likewiſe, that his brother Rhadamanthus

(you have heard the name) Was most just. We Cretans, therefore, ſay

that he obtained this praiſe, from his distributing, at that time, things

pertaining to justice in a proper manner. *

1 Minos was an intellectual hero, or, in other words, a hero who energized according to

intellectua] virtue; and, as hc was iiluminated by Jupiter, from whom he proceeded, he is on

this account ſaid lo have converſed with his father. For an ample account of hetoes, ſee the

Notes to the Cratylus.

Gum-r.
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GUEST. His renown is indeed beautiful, and highly becoming the ſon

v of Jupiter. But ſince both you and this other have been educated in legal

institutions oſ this kind, I perſuade myſelf, it will not be unpleaſant to us

to ſpeak and hear about the establiſhment oſ Cities and laws, at the ſame

time that we are proceeding on our journey. But the way ſrom Cnoſſus

to the cavern ' and temple oſ Jupiter is, as We have heard, ſufficiently long;

and the resting-places along the road are, as it is proper they ſhould be

during the preſent hot weather, ſhady, from their poſition under loſty

trees. It will likewiſe be ſuitable to our age, to rest in them frequently;

and thus, by the alluremcnts oſ diſcourſe, render the whole of our journey

eaſy. _

CLIN. Indeed, O guest, in the courſe of our journey, we ſhall meet in

the groves with cypreſs trees of an admirable height and beauty, and

meadows in which while we rest we may diſcourſe.

GUEST. You ſpeak rightly.

CLIN. Entirely ſo. \Ve ſhall however ſpeak with more confidence

when we become ſpectators oſ theſe. But let us now proceed on our

journey with good fortune.

GUEST. Let it be ſo. But inform me, why the law instituted for you

public feasts, gymnastic exerciſes, and the custom of uſing arms.

CLIN. Ithink, O guest, that theſe particulars reſpecting us may be

apprehended with perfect eaſe. For you ſee that the nature of the whole

region oſ Crete is not plain, like that of Theſſaly. On this account,

'with them, horſes are more uſed, and, with us, courſes on foot. For this,

irregularity oſ the ground is more adapted to the exerciſe of pedestrial

faces. Hence, for this purpoſe, it is neceſſary that the arms ſhould be

lighter, that they may not hinder the race by their weight. But lightneſs

oſ bows and arrows ſeems to be adapted to this purpoſe. All theſe

particulars, therefore, are ſubſervient to our uſe in war; and the legiſlator,

as it appears to me, looking to this, establiſhed every thincr. For he

ſeems to have instituted public banquets, in conſequence oſ perceiving

that all men, when they engaged in war, were compelled by the thing

itſelf, for the ſake of their own defence, to feast at that time together.

* According to the Greek Scholiast, not only the greatest mysteries of Jupiter but alſo thoſe

of the Curetes were performed in this cavtrn.

But
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But he appears to me to be charged with folly by the multitude, in con

ſequence of their not having learnt that cities are perpetually at war with

each other. But ifduring the time of war it is neceſſary to feast together

for the ſake of defence, and that certain governors and men governed

ſhould be the armed defenders of them, this alſo ſhould be done in the

time of peace. 'For that which most men call peace, is only a name; but,

in reality, war is perpetually proclaimed according to nature, by all Cities,

against all. And thus conſidering, you will nearly find that the Cretan

legiſlator establiſhed for us all the laws, both public and private, as if

looking to war; and ordered them to defend theſe laws in ſuch a manner

as if nothing elſe was uſeful, either of poſſeſiions or ſtudies, unleſs a man

became Victorious in war; and as conſidering that all the goods of the

vanquiſhed become the property of the Victors.

GUEST. You appear to me, O guest, to be well exerciſed for the pur

poſe of explaining the Cretan laws. But explain this yet more clearly to

me. For you ſeem to me to ſay, that a city is then well establiſhed

when it is ſo constituted as to be able to vanquiſh other cities in war. Is

it not ſo?

CLlN. It is perfectly ſo; and I think that this our other guest will be

of the ſame opinion.

MEGIL. How can a Lacedazmonian, O divine man, anſwer otherwiſe?

GUEST. Whether, therefore, is this right from Cities towards cities, but

not from one village towards another ?.

CLIN. By no means.

GUEST. Is it therefore the ſamePT

CLlN. It is._

GUEST. But what then? Is it likewiſe the ſame from one houſe to.

another in the ſame village, and from oneman to-another?

CLIN. The ſame.. '

GUEST. But what ſhall we ſay. of one man. towardshimſelf? Shall we

conſider the relation as that of an enemy to an enemy? Or, how ſhall we ſay P

CLIN. O Athenian guest! for I am not willing tocall you Attic, becauſe

you appear to me rather to deſerve to be called by the ſurname of the

Goddeſs Minerva '. For, rightly reducing the diſcourſe to its principle,,

' Alluding to Minerva being Called the Goddeſsof Wiſdom.

you
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you render it more clear; and, by this mean, are able to find with facility

that which has now been rightly aſſerted,--l mean, that all men are enemies

to all, both publicly and privately, and likewiſe, that cach individual is an

enemy to himſelf.

GUEST. How do you ſay, O wonderful man?

CLIN. This, O guest: that for a man to vanquiſh himſelf is the first

and best of all victories, but to be vanquiſhed by himſelf is a thing the most

ſhameful and vile. For theſe things ſignify that there is war in cach of us

against ourſelves. -

GUEST. Again, therefore, let us refume the diſcourſe. For, ſince each

of us is either better or worſe than himſelf, whether ſhall we ſay that a

houſe, a village, and a city, have this ſame thing in them, or not?

CLIN. Do you mean that one is better, and the other worſe than itſelf?

GUEST. Ido. *

CLIN. Concerning this alſo you have rightly inquired. For this does

not leſs happen to cities, but in the highest degree. For, in thoſe in which

the better vanquiſh the multitude and the worſe, ſuch a city is with pro

priety ſaid to be better than itſelf, and may with the greatest justice be

praiſed for ſuch a victory. But the contrary must be the caſe with a con

trary city. ' e

Guasr. Whether, therefore, here, the worſe is at any time more excel

Jent than the better, must be left uninvestigated; (for it would require a

prolix diſcuſſion ;) but I understand what is at preſent aſſerted by you, thus :

That ſometimes citizens who are allied to each other, and of the ſame city,

being unjust and numerous, will forcibly attack the just, being fewer in

number, that they may ſubject them to ſlavery; and that, when they con

quer, the city may be justly ſaid to be inferior to itſelf, and at the fame

time depraved, but, when they are conquered, better than itſelf, and good.

CLIN. What is now ſaid, O guest, is wonderful in the extreme ; but, at

the ſame time, thus to confeſs is most neceſſary.

GUEST. Come then', let us again conſider this. Many brothers may be

born from one father, and from one mother. Nor is it at all wonderful that *

the greater part of them ſhould be unjust, and the leſſerjust.

CLIN. It is not wonderful.

GUEST. Nor will it be' proper for me and you to investigate this, that

when
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when the baſe vanquiſh, both the houſe and every kind of alliance may be

called inferior to themſelves, but better than themſelves when the baſe are

vanquiſhed. For we do not investigate theſe things at preſent for the ſake

oſ an elegant or inelegant arrangement oſ words, according to the m:in-,

ner oſ many, but for the ſake oſ diſcovcring what is natural rectitndc and

error concerning laws.

CLIN. You ſpeak most truly, O guest. . .

MEGIL. lt appears to me, too, that what has hitherto been ſaid is beau

tiful. r '

Gum-r. Let us beſides conſider this: Can any one become a judge of

ſuch brothers as we have just ſpoken oſ? '

CLIN. Doubtleſs.

GUEST. Which therefore will be the better judge? he who cuts off

thoſe that are unworthy, and orders the worthy to gmern themſeives? or

he who cauſes the worthy to govern, but ſuffers the unworthy to live, when

they are willing to be governed? But we will 'ſay that a third is a judge

with reſpect to virtue, if ſuch a one can be found, who, receiving one diſ

cordant alliance, will not destroy any one, but, reconciling the diſagreeing

parties, will establiſh for them laws by which they may be enabled to pre

ſerve friendſhip towards each other.

CLIN. Such a judge and legiſlator will be by far the best.

CUEST. And he will frame laws for them, by acting in a manner con

trary to looking at war.

CLlN. This indeed is true. ,

GUEST. But whate-Whether does he who aptly constitutes a city look

to external war, and by this mean principally adorn the lives oſ the citizens,

or to the war produced within the city, which is called ſedition, which

every one would particularly wiſh not to ariſe in his city ; and that, when.

it ariſcs, the city may be liberated From it with the utmost celerity?

CLlN. It is evident that he would look to the latter. *
GL'EST. \ththcr would any one chooſe that peaceiſhould be the reſult -

of ſedition, in conſequence oſ one part oſ the citizens being destroyed,

and the other part being Victorious, or rather that peace and friendſhip *

ſhould be the conſequence of reconciliation, and thus the mind of the citis

zcns be neceſſarily directed to external wars i
VOL. 11. i CLrN.
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CLIN. Every one wonld rather wiſh that the latter ſhould happen to his

city, than the former.

GUEST. W'onld not a legiſlator in a ſimilar manner?

CLIN. He would.
GUEST.ſi Does not every one establiſh all laws for the ſake of that

which is hest?

CLlN. How ſhould he not P

GUEST. But neither war nor ſedition is the beſt oſthings (For to be in want

of theſe is execrable), but mutual peace and henevolenee. Nor is that

victory by which a city vanquiſhes itſelf, one oſ the best oſ things, but it

ranks among things neceſſary. But to think that the best statc- of a city

conſiſts in fighting and conquering, is juſt as if any one ſhould think that

a Wearicd body, when undergoing medicinal purification, then acted in the

beſt manner, but ſhould pay no attention to a body which was not at all'

indigent of medical aſſistance. And ifany one thinks in a ſimilar manner,

either of the felicity oſ a city or of a private man, he will never become

aſipolitician, while he thus alone and primarily looks to external war; nor

will he be an accurate legillator, unleſs he establiſhes laws reſpecting war

for the ſake of peace, rather than laws reſpecting peace ſor the ſake of war.

CLIN. Theſe things, O- guest, appear in a certain reſpect to be rightly

ſaid. But I ſhould wonder to ſin) any one contending that our laws, and

likewiſe thoſe of the Lacedaemonians, were not with all poflible attention

framed for the ſake oſ war.

GUEST. Perhaps this is the caſe.. We ought not, however, to investigate

the preſent affair in a contentious but in a quiet manner; the greatest diligence

being employed, both by us and them, about things of this kind. Attend

therefore to my diſcourſe. ln the first place, we ſhall adduce Tyrtaeu: ', who

was by birth an Athenian, but afterwards a citizen of Laceclzemonia, and

who most of all men applied himſelf to theſe particulars: " I ſhall not

then (ſays he) conſider that man as worthy oſ being mentioned, or of any

' Tyrtzeus was an elegiac poet, lame, and deſpiſed by the Athenians. The Oracle of Apollo,

however, ordered the Lacedaemonians to uſe him as their general, in the war in which they

were then engaged with the Meſſenians. Tyrtaeus therefore coming to Lacedaemon, and being

inſpired by the God, ſo animated the Lacedcemonians that they vanquiſhed the Mefl'cmnns. He

flouriſhed 684 years before Christ

conſequence,
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conſequence, though he ſhould be the most wealthy of all men, and ſhould

poſſeſs abundance of goods (and he enumerates almost all goods), who does

not always conduct himſelf in the most excellent manner in warlike

affairs." Theſe poems perhaps you alſi) have heard. 'For this other aſſo-

ciate of ours is, I think, ſatiated with them.
MEGiL. Entirely ſo. i

CLIN. And theſe alſo have reached us, being brought from Lacedae

monia. 4

GUEST. Let us, therefore, in Common interrogate this poet thus: O

most divine poet, Tyrt'aeus! for you appear to us to be wiſe and good,

becauſe you have in the highest degree celebrated thoſe who in the highest

degree excel in war. I, therefore, and this Clinias the Cnoffian, appear

very much to agree with you in this particular. But we wiſh clearly to

know, whether or not we ſpeak about the ſame men. Inform us, there

fore, whether you alſo as well as we are clearly of opinion, that there

are two kinds of war? Or how do you ſay? For I think that a man much

worſe than Tyrtaeus would anſwer that there are two kinds; one, which

we all denominate ſedition, and which we conſider as the most grievous

of all wars; but the other kind, I think, is that which we all conſider as

milder than the former, and which we employ against thoſe who do not

belong to the city, and who are of a different tribe.

CLIN. How is it poſſible he ſhould anſwer otherwiſe?

GUEST. lnform us, therefore, who were the men, and 'what the kind

of war, in which you have ſo tranſcendently praiſed ſome, and blamed

others. For you appear to have praiſed thoſe that fought in external wars.

Thus, you ſay in your poems, that you can by no means endure thoſe

who are not hardy enough to behold bloody ſlaughter, and to aſpire after

fierce battle, hand to hand. From this, O Tyrtzeus, we ſhould infer, that

you praiſe thoſe who have been eminently illustrious in waging external

war. Shall we ſay that Tyrtzcus would grant this ?

CLIN. Certainly.

GUEST. But we, ſince theſe are good, ſhall aſſert that thoſe are far better

who evidently excel in the greatest war. We have too the poet Theognis '

' This poet flouriſhed about 549 years before Chriſt.

c 2 a witneſs
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a witneſs in our favour, who was a citizen of the Mcgarenſians in Sicily.

For he ſays :

XVho faithful in infane [edition keeps,

With ſilver and with ruddy gold may vie.

\Ve ſay, therefore, that ſuch a one will conduct himſelf in the most

difficult war in a manner nearly as much ſuperior to the other, as justice,

temperance, and prudence, when conjoined with fortitude, are ſuperior to

fortitude alone. For no one can be found faithful and ſound in ſeditions,

without the whole of virtue. But, as Tyrtzens ſays, there are a great num

ber of mercenaries who fight intrepidly and die willingly in battle, most

of whom are ferocious, injurious, reproachful, and, with avery few'ex

ceptions, are the most stupid of all men. But to what does all this tend ?

And what did he perſpicuouſly intend to ſignify by theſe aſſertions ? It is

evidently this, that both he who framed laws here from Jupiter, and every

other legillator who profits Cities in the ſmallest degree, establiſhes laws

by always looking as much as poflible to the greatest virtue. But it is, as

Theognis ſays, confidence in dire events, which may he denominated per

fect justice. But that which Tyrtseus ſo highly praiſes is indeed beauti

ful, and opportunely celebrated by the poet; yet it may most rightl-y be

ſaid to he honourable, the fourth in number, and in power.

CLIN. Shall we, therefore, O guest, rank our legiſlator among remote

legiſlators P

GUEST. Not him indeed, most excellent man, but ourſelves, ſince we

are of opinion, that both Lycurgus and Minos establiſhed all the laws in

Lacedamon, and here, in constquence of eſpecially directing their atten

tion to war.

CLrN. In what manner then ought we to ſpeak?

GUEST. As truth and justice, Ithink, require thoſe ſhould ſpeak who

diſcourſe about a divine republic ; for ſuch ought not to be conſidered' as

looking to a certain part of virtue, and that the most abject, but as regard

ing the whole of virtue, and inquiring after laws, according to the ſpecies

of virtue ;-not, indeed, investigating thoſe ſpecies which many at preſent

propoſe; for, at preſent, every one propoſes to inquire after that which

he is principally in want of. Thus, one inquires about an inheritancc,

another about women who are left the only heirs, another about an injury,

' and
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and others about ten thouſand things of a ſimilar kind. But we ſay that

inquiries' about laws rank among good inquiries, when they are ſuch as we.

have just nowbegun. And, indeed, I in every reſpect approve of the

manner in which you have entered on the diſcuſſion of laws. For you are
certainly right in beginning frorrſii virtue, and aſſerting that for its ſake

laws are framed. But you do not appear to me to be right in ſaying, that

the legiſlator ſramed all his laws by regarding a part of virtue, and this

he least; and this has been the cauſe of all that was afterwards ſaid by

me. Are you, however, willing I ſhould tell you in what manner I wiſh

you to distinguiſh in this affair?

CLlN. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. It is proper, O guest, to aſſert that the laws of the Cretans are

not raſhly approved by all men, and particularly by all the Greeks. For

they are rightly frained, ſince they render thoſe who uſe them happy; and

this becauſe they impart every good. But there are two kinds of goods,

one human, and the other divine; and the former is ſuſpended from the

latter. And if any city receives the greater goods, it alſo poſſeſſes the

leſſer; but if not, it is deprived of both. But the leſſer goods are thoſe of

which health is the leader, beauty the ſecond in order, and strength for

the courſe, and all the other motion-s pertaining to the body, the third.

But riches rank in the fourth place, which are not blind', but perceive

acutely, if they follow prudence. However, that which is the first leader

of all divine goods is prudence', That which ranks in the ſecond place'

' a Theophraſtus (ſays the Greek Scholiast) obſerves, that if wealth had life, it would come

only to the good. For every thing deſires its proper good; but this is the good of wealth, to.

become an instrument to the worthy: ſince that which is the good of any thing is the object oſ

deſire to that thing, and this alſo is according to nature to it. But all things aſpire after a diſ

poſition according to nature. However, ſince' wealth is without life, it now alſo falls among

the evil." '0 Otopeaww; paſty' rt (am axe' a arMu'roc, vrpo; P-OVW; a' whim' 'rang endeour cxarro' 'lap

'w ommu sprent' ayactou' rou'ro de Try may-'p ram arm-Bow, To "15 anew; Wine' w'mrflau 'ſo very man?

ayaflay, 'touro 'cat tpx'rov iſſapxsr 'rot/10 3' azure: xm 'ram puflu' wan-'m at Tn; 'an puaiv oyevtrm dia

'ww;* w' 3: mad" it What/To; owe exit from, mmvr-mxa' sly TO'l; wou;.-Schol..Graec..in Plat- p. 127.

* Meaning intellectual prudence, through which we obtain a knowledge of things good and'

advantageous, of things beautiful and the contrary; and which, in ſhort, is the governor of

man, referring cities and houſes, and the life of every individual, to a divine paladigm. Plato

immediately after this calls it intellect, becauſe it is generated from a pure and perfect in,

tellect.

after
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after. intellect is a temperate habit of the ſoul. From theſe mingled with

fortitude, the third in order will be justice. And the fourth will be forti

tude. All which are to be placed, according to nature before thoſe human

goods. A legiſlator, therefore, ought to follow this order, and ſhould com

mand the citizens to look to theſe divine goods in all their actions. But, of

theſe, human ſhould bereferred to divine goods, and all divine goods to

their leader intellect. After theſe things he ought to pay attention to the

marriages of the citizens, and to the procreation and education of children,

'both male and female, and likewiſe to the young, and thoſe who are ad

vancing to old age. Such too, among theſe, as behave well, he ſhould

honour as they deſerve, but ſhould reprobate in all the converſations of

theſe, their pains, pleaſures, and deſires. He ſhould likewiſe conſider, and

act as a guardian over, the studies of all lovers; and, through the laws,

praiſe ſuch as are worthy, and blame the coutrarics to theſe. \Vith reſpect

to anger and fear, too, he will ſhow what in each of theſe is laudable, and

what to be avoided ; likewiſe what perturbations are produced in the ſoul

through misfortune, and what the means by which theſe are avoided in

proſperity. Lastly, he will ſhow what paſſions men are ſubject to, through

diſeaſe, war, poverty, or the contraries to theſe ; and in all ſuch things he

will teach and deſine what is beautiful, or otherwiſe, in the diſpoſition of

each. After this, it is neceſſary that the legiſhtor ſhould pay attention to the

poſſeſſions and expenſes of the citizens, ſo as to know how they are con

ducted, together with ſocietics, and their diſſolutions, whether voluntarily or

involuntarily instituted ; where justice is found among theſe, and where it is

wanting; that by theſe means he may distribute honours to thoſe that obey the

laws,and puniſh thoſe who cannot be perſuaded to obey them. ln the lastplace,

having inſtituted every thing as far as to the end of every polity, it is neceſ

ſary he ſhould establiſh the manner in which the monuments of the dead

ſhould be raiſed,'and what honours are to be paid to them. The legiſlator, hav

ing establiſhed all theſe particulars, ſhould place over them guardians, ſome

of whom conduct public affairs according to prudence, but others according

to true opinion ; ſo that intellect, binding all theſe together, may evince that

the city follows temperance and justice, and not riches or ambition. After

this manner, 0 guests, l_ have wiſhed, and am now deſirous, you would

explain how all theſe particulars are to be found in thoſe laws which are

called
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called the laws of Jupiter, in thoſe onythian Apollo, and in thoſe which

Minos and Lycnrgns establiſhed; and how, being aſſumed in a certain

order, they may become evident to one who is ſkilled in the legiſlative

ſcience, either by art or from certain customs, though to us they are by no

means apparent.

CLIN. How then, O guest, ought we to diſcuſs what follows?

GUEST. It appears to me that we ought to commence our diſcuffion

from the beginning (as we began to do); conſidering in the firſt place the

purſuits of fortitude, and afterwards diſcuffing another and another ſpe

cies of virtue, if you are willing : and that we may diſcuſs the first object

of out' inquiry, we will endeavour to establiſh a paradigm, and referctto it

the other particulars, that by mutual converſe of this kind we may beguile

the tediouſneſs of the way. But afterwards we will conſider the purſuits

of the whole of virtue, and evince that our preſent diſcuflion, if divinity

is willing, looks thitherward.

CLIN. You ſpeak well. Endeavour therefore, in the first place, tojudge

for us reſpecting this praiſer of Jupiter.

GUEST. I will endeavour to do this, both for you and myſelf. For the

diſcourſe is common. Speak therefore. Shall we ſay that common ban

quets and gymnastic exerciſes were invented by the legifiator, for the pur

poſes of war? '

CLIN. They were. _

GUEST. And is this the caſe with a third or fourth thing? For, perhaps, it'

is proper thus to enumerate in the things pertaining to another virtue, whe-'

ther it is right to call them parts, or any thing elſe, for the ſake of perſpicuitcty.

MEGIL. I, therefore, as well as every Lacedzmonian, ſhould ſay that

hunting was invented as the third thing. But we ſhould endeavour, if

poſiible, to diſcover the fourth or fifth thing. l therefore ſhall endeavour

to evince that the fourth thing conſists in the endurance of pain. For We

are much exerciſed in this, in fighting with each other with our hands, and

in Certain violent ſeizures, each of theſe being attended with a multitude

of wounds. BClldCS this we have an exerciſe, which is called a certain

concealmcnt ', which is wonderfully laborious, and is undertaken ſoi ctth'_e

purpoſe

' Ayoung man was ſent from the cify, in order that he might not be ſeen for acertnini

time. He was therefore compelled to wander round the mountains, and could neither ſleep _

Adrian;
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purpoſe of ſirengthening our endurance. Beſides, in winter, without

ſhoes, without any covering to our body, and without ſervants, waiting

indeed on ourſelves, we wander both night and day through every region.

Further still: in the cxcrciſes of naked young mcn, ſevere endurances take

place among us, when we contend with the ſtrength of ſuffocating heat;

and there are many other things of this kind among us, which it would not

' be eaſy to enumerate. ' ſ

GUEST. You ſpeak well, O Lacedwmonian guest. But' whether or not

ſhall we place fortitude as fimply conſisting in a contest alone with fears

and pains? or, ſhall we ſay that it likewiſe conſists in oppoſing deſires

and pleaſures, and certain vehement flatteries, which ſoften the minds of

thoſe who are conſidered as venerablc perſons, and beſides this rcndcr them

like wax? ' '

MEGrL. I think it likewiſe -COl]llstS in oppofing all theſe.

Guesr. If, therefore, we call to mind what was advanced above, this

our otherguest ſaid, that ſome city was inferior to itſelf, and ſome man to

' himſelf. \Vas it not ſo, O Cnoffian guest?

CLlN. Entirely ſo.

CUEST. Now, then, which ought We to call the inferior,-he who is

ſubdued by pain, or he who is ſubdued by pleaſure?

CLIN. lt appears to me, he who is ſubdued by pleaſure. And, in every

reſpect, we ſhould rather ſiiy that he who is vanquiſhed by pleaſures is

diſgracefully inferior to himſelf, and, p'rior to this, to him who is van

quiſhed by pains.

'GUEST- Did therefore the legiflators of Jupiter and Apollo establiſh by.

law fortitude as lame, and conſider it as alone able to oppoſe things on its

left hand, but incapable of relisting elegancies and flatteries on its right

hand? or, did they conſider it as able to oppoſe both?

CLIN. Both, Ithink.

GUES'T. Let us, therefore, again relate what thoſe purſuits are, in both

your cities, which taste of pleaſures, and do not avoid them, in the ſame

without fear, leſt he ſhould be detected, nor employ ſervants, nor carry food for his ſubſiflence.

There was alſo another form oſ exerciſe for the 'purpoſe of war : for, stripping every one of the

young men naked, they ordered them to wander for a whole year out of the city, among the

mountains, and to ſupport themſelves by theft, and other stratagems, but in ſuch a manner that

no one might detect them. Hence this was called 'spun-ma, a concealment : for they were pu

niflzed iſ they were at any time diſcovered.--Schol. Gr. in Flat. p- 225.

manner
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manner as they do not avoid pain, but bring them into the midst, and

cauſe the citizens to vanquiſh them, partly by force, and partly by the

allurements of honour. But, inform me where the ſame thing is ordained

in your laws reſpecting pleaſures, as reſpecting pains; and what that is

which renders you ſimilarly brave both with reſpect to pain and pleaſures;

which renders you victorious over thoſe things which you ought to van

quiſh, and by no means ſuffers you to be inferior to your neighbouring

and most grievous enemies? .

MEGrL. I cannot, O guest, ſo eaſily adduce a multitude of laws oppo

ſite to pleaſures, as I can a multitude oppoſite to pains. Nor perhaps is it

eaſy to ſpeak of pleaſuresaccording to great and apparent parts, but only

according to ſuch as are ſmall. -
CLIN. Nor am I able ina ſimilar manner to render the (ame apparent in ct

the Cretan laws. - '

GUEST. This, O best of guests, is by no means wonderful. lf any

one, therefore, who is deſirous of perceiving that which is true and at the

ſame time most excellent, ſhould find ſomething to reprehend in the laws

of our reſpective countries, we ſhould behave towards each other with

mildneſs, and not 'with ſeverity.

CLIN. You ſpeak well, O Athenian guest; and therefore we ought

to follow your advice.

GUEST. Indeed, Clinias, aconduct of this kind becomes men of your age.

CLrN. Certainly.

GUEST. The next question, therefore, will be, whether or not the La

conian and Cretan polity is reprchenlible. Perhaps, indeed," I can better

relate what is ſaid by the multitude on this occaſion, than either of you.

As to your laws, though they ſhould be but of a moderate degree of excel

lence, yet you certainly have one most beautiful law, which forbids any

youth 'from inquiring whether the laws are well or ill establiſhed, but

orders them all to accord, with one voice, and with one mouth, that they

are all beautifully constituted, as if they had been establiſhed by the Gods;

and that, if any young man aſſerts the contrary, no one ſhall by any

means listen to his diſcourſe: but that an old man, if he has any thing

to urge against them, ſhall relate his objections to the rulers, and his equals

in age, yet not in the preſence of any young man.

vOL. n. 4 o CLm.
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CLIN. You ſpeakimost properly, Oguest: and though at the time this

law was establiſhed you was abſent from the thought of the founder, yet
you appear to me to conjecture his intention ſufficiently, as if youſſ were

a prophet, and to ſpeak the truth in the most eminent degree.

GUEST. At preſent, therefore, let us be free from young men, but we,

on account of \our old age, are permitted by the legiflator to ſpeak about

the laws among ourſelves, without committing any offence.

CLlN. We are ſo. Do not ſpare, therefore, but freely reprove our

laws. For it is not diſhonourable to know if any thing is not beautifully

establiſhed; but, by this mean, a remedy is applied, when what is aſſerted

is received with a benevolent, and not an envious mind.
i GUEST. You ſpeak well. I ſhall not, however, reprehend the laws till I:

have diligently conſidered them to the utmost ofmy ability; or rather, l ſhall

proceed in this affair by doubting. For you alone, o'ſ all the Greeks and

Barbarians with whom we are acquainted, the legiſlator has ordered to

abstain from the greatest pleaſures and ſports, and not to taste them" But

with reſpect to pains and fears, which. we have lately diſcuſſed, he was of

opinion, that iſ any one avoided them from his infancy, when he came

to endure neceſſary pains, fears, and labours, he would avoid thoſe who

are exerciſed in them, and would beCOme' their ſlave.. This legiſlator

ought, in my opinion, to have thought the ſame reſpecting pleaſures, and

to have ſaid to himſelf: If the citizens ſhould from childhood be unexpe

rienced- in the greatest pleaſures, and never be taught how to ſustain the

attacks of pleaſure, or informed that they ſhould never be compelled to do

any thing baſe for the ſake of the ſweetneſs with which pleaſure is

attended, they would be induced to act in the ſame manner as thoſe who *

are vanquiſhed by fear, and would become ſervile in a different and yet

baſer manner than thoſe who are able to endure the aſſaults of pleaſure,

'but yet procure pleaſures for themſelves, and are ſometimes the Worst of

men. The ſoul of ſuch, likewiſe, is partly a ſlave, and partly free; and

they do not deſerve to be called ſimply brave, and free. Conſider, there

fore, whether any thing that has been now ſaid appears to you to be proper.

CLXN. lt does. But immediately and readily to aſſent to things oſſuch great

importance would be the province ofyoung men, or rather of stupid men.

GUEST. Shall we then, O Clinias and Lacedaemonian guest, after this,

diſcuſs
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diſcuſs what we at first propoſed; (for after fortitude we ſhall ſpeak of

temperance,) I mean, what difference there is between theſe polities and

thoſe which are governed by chance, in the ſame manner as we have now

ſpoken about war P -

MEGIL. This is not very eaſy to accompliſh.

CLIN. Yet it appears that the common banquets, and gymnastic excr

ciſes, were beautifully invented by both polities.

GUEST. It appears, O guests, to be a difficult undertaking to introduce,

in reality as well as in diſcourſe, the indubitable, reſpecting polities. For

it ſeems that, as in bodies it is not poſſible to accommodate any one pur

ſuit to any one body, becauſe the ſame thing is ſeen to injure ſome and

benefit others, the like takes place in Cities. For gymnastic exerciſes,

public banquets, and a multitude of other things, at one time are benefi

cial to Cities, but in ſeditions they are hurtful. The truth ofthis is evinced

by the Mileſians, Boeotians, and Thurians, But this antient, legal, and

natural purſuit appears to have perverted the venereal pleaſures, not only

of men, but of beasts. And your Cities may be first accuſed of this, and

ſuch others as have particularly applied themſelves to gymnastic exerciſes.

And whether things of this kind ought to be conſidered jocoſely, or ſeri

ouſly, still we must be convinced that, when the male and female unite

for the purpoſe of producing offspring, the pleaſure attending ſuch a con

junction appears to be imparted according to nature; but, that the con

junction of males with males, or of females with females, is contrary to

nature. XVe must likewiſe aſſert, that he who first dared to act in this

manner was induced by the incontinence of pleaſure. We all of us,

indeed, blame the fable of the Cretans about Ganymedes, as diſcourſing

about theſe particulars. For, as they believe that their laws were given by

Jupiter, they have deviſed this fable against Jupiter, that they may give

themſelves up to this pleaſure, following the example of the God. But

let us bid farewell to the fable. Again, with reſpect to thoſe who make

the laws the ſubject of their ſpeculation, almost all their attention ſhould

be directed to pleaſures and pains, both in the manners of Cities and of

individuals. For theſe two fountains are permitted to flow by nature; of

which, he who draws whence, when, and as much as he ought, is happy;

and this is equally true of a city, an individual, and of every animalzlbut

D2 he
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he who draws unſizientifically, and at an improper time, will, on the con

trary, live unhappy. .

MEGIL. Theſe things, O guest, are ſo beautifully ſaid, as to render us

incapable ofurging any thing against them. But, at the ſame time, the

Lacedaemonian legiſlator appears to me to have very properly forbidden the'

avoiding of pleaſure. But this our other guest can, if he pleaſes, affist us.

with reſpect to the Cnoffian laws. For it appears to me that the institu

tions in Sparta about pleaſures are the most beautiful of all institutions;

ſince that through which men principally fall into the greatest pleaſures,

the most injurious conduct, and every kind of folly, our law exterminates

from the whole of our country: nor will you ſcc in the fields, nor in any'

of the Spartan cities, banquets, nor ſuch other particulars attendant on

theſe, as excite, according to their power, every kind of pleaſure. Nor is

there any one who, happening to meet with a perſon wanton through in

toxication, would not immediately inflict on him the greatest puniſhment;

Nor would the pretext of celebrating the festival of Bacchus abſolve him

from chastiſement, as I- once ſaw was the caſe with. your people in car-

riages. And in Tarentum, with thoſi: of our colony, [have ſeen all the city

intoxicated during the Bacchic festival. With us, however, there is

nothing of the kind.

GUEST. O Lacedaemonian guest, all- ſuch things as theſe are laudable

where they are attended with certain endurances; but, where they are

permitted, they are of a most ſlothful nature. For ſome one, defending,

our institutions, would very readily reprove you by ſhowing the licen-

tionſneſs ofyour women. But one anſwer appears to liberate all ſuch

particulars, in Tarentum, with us, and with you, from not being baſe,

but upright. For every one who anſwers may ſay to an admiring stranger,

on his beholding things unuſual in his own country: Wonder not, Oguest,

that this law is establiſhed among us, but with you a different law, perhaps

about the ſame things. At preſent, howmer, O friends, our diſcourſe is

not about different men, but about the vice and virtue of thc Iegiſlators.

But let us ſpeak more fully about all intoxication. For it is not a thing

ofa trifling nature; nor is the knowledge of it the province ofadepraved

legiflator. I do not mean to inquire, whether wine ought to be drunk or

not, but about intoxication itſelf,-whether it is to be uſed, as the Scythians

and
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and Perſians uſe it, and beſides theſe the Carthaginians, Celtae, Iberians,

and Thracians, who all ofthem are warlike nations; or, as it is uſed by

you; for you (as you ſay) entirely abstain from it. But the Scythians and

Thracians uſe it unmingled with water, women as well as men, andpour

it on their garments, thinking that thus they are engaged in a beautiful and

bleſſed purſuit. But the Perſians are very much given to other luxuries,

which you reject ; yet, O best of men, they are more orderly in theſe than

the Scythians and Thracians.

MEGIL. All theſe, however, we ſhall put to flight, when we take up

arms.

GUEST. 0 best of men, do not ſpeak in this manner. For many flights

and purſuings have taken place, and will take place, of which it is im

poſſible to form any conjecture; onv which account, we cannot at any

time give an evident deſinition, but are involved in doubts about beautiful

and baſe purſuits, when we ſpeak of victory and flight in war; eſpecially

ſince the greater vanquiſh in battle, and enſlave the leſſer cities. Thus,

the Locrians were vanquiſhed and enſlaved by the. Syracuſans, who appear

to have poſſeſſed the best laws ofall the neighbouringnations; and the Cei

by the Athenians; and innumerable instances of the ſame kind may be

found. Neglecting, therefore, the conſideration of victory and being vall-

quiſhed,.we will endeavour to ſpeak and perſuade ourſelves about every

purſuit; and to ſhow how this thing is beautiful, and that is not ſo. But,

first of all, hear me, how we ought to conſider what is good or bad in-things-

of this kind.

MEGiL. How do you ſay ?*

GUEST, All thoſe who introduce any diſputein their diſcourſe,.and ima

mediately propoſe to praiſe or blame it, appear to me to act by no means

in a proper manner, but to do just the ſame as if, any one praiſing 'a piece

of bread as good, another ſhould immediately diſcommend it, without

either understanding its operation or ulility, and, without knowing after

what manner, by whom, and with whom it was prepared, and the past and

preſent habit of the bodiesvto whom it ought to be offered. But we

appear to act in the very ſame manner, at preſent, in our diſcourſes. For,

upon only hearing intoxication mentioned, ſome of us immediately blamed,

and others praiſed it; and this very abſurdly. For, employing witneſſes

and:
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and thoſe who praiſe, we likewiſe praiſed; and ſome of us thought that

we advanced ſomething ſeaſonable, becauſe we adduced a multitude of

witneſſes; but others, becauſe thoſe who make no uſe of wine conquer

in battle. This, however, is to us ambiguous. If then we proceed in this

manner in the diſcuſſion of other particulars pertaining to laws, we ſhall

not in my opinion proceedrationally. But adducing intoxication as an

inſtance, I will endeavour to the utmost of my ability to point out a right

method for us, about all ſuch ſubjects of inquiry ; ſince innumeraBle

nations, who are doubtful about theſe particulars, will verbally contend with

your two Cities.

MBGIL. \Ve must not through ſluggiſhneſs refuſe to hear, whether we

poſſeſs any right conſideration about theſe affairs.

GUEST. Let us, therefore, thus conſider. If any one ſhould praiſe the

employment of nurturing goats, and the poſſcffion of that ſpecies of animals,

as a beautiful thing, but another ſhould blame it, in conſequence of ſeeing

that goats are fed in cultivated places without a ſhepherd, and that every

kind of cattle is either without a ſhepherd, or is under the direction of bad

ſhepherds; ſhould we conſider the accuſation of ſuch a one as ſane, or

not ?

MEGIL. How is it poſſible we could?

GUEST. But, whether will a pilot be uſeful in a ſhip, if he alone poſſeſſes

the nautical ſcience, whether he is troubled with ſea ſickneſs or not? or

how ſhall we ſay P ' .

MEGlL. This paſſion which you ſpeak of is not in any reſpect connected

with the nautical art. '

GUEST. But what ſhall we ſay of the general of an army? Is he to be

conſidered as ſufficient to the purpoſes of commanding, if he poſſeſſes the

warlike ſcience, though, being timid in dangers, yet thronghintoxication he

ſhould loath fear?

MEGiL. How can he?

Guasr. But what ſhall we ſay, if he does not poſſeſs art, and is timid?

MEGIL. You ſpeak of one in every reſpect depraved, and who is by no

means a ruler of men, but of ſome extremely Weak women.

GUEST. But he who praiſes or blames a community, which is naturally

capable of being governed, and which with a proper governor is a uſeful

4 ſociety
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ſociety, but, at the ſame time, has either never ſeen it Well governed, or has

always beheld it without governors, can he with propriety ever praiſe or

blame ſuch a community?

MEGIL. How is it poſſible he can, who has never beheld a ſociety well

governed ?

GUEST. Attend then: Do we not conſider guests and banquets as one

certain aſſociation out of many communities P

MEGIL. We do in the highest degree.

szs-r. Has no one, therefore, ever beheld this ſubſisting in a proper

manner? But it is eaſy for you to anſwer, that this has never in any

reſpect been beheld (for this'is neither according to the manner of your

country nor your laws), But I have met with many, and in many places,

and have diligently inquired, as I may ſay, about all of them. And, indeed,

I have ſcarcely ſeen or heard of one whole community that has been

establiſhed in a proper manner ; but I have ſeen that this has been the caſe

with certain few and ſmall parts, while many have, as I may ſay, been

entirely ſaulty. ' .

CLlN. How do you ſay, O guest? Speak still more perſpicuouſly. For

we, as you ſay, being unikilled in ſuch things, and perhaps not having met l

with them, cannot immediately know what in them is right or wrong.

GUEST. You ſpeak probably : but, while I ſpeak, endeavour to learn. Do

you then acknowledge, that, in all aſſociations and communions of actions

whatever, it is proper for each to have a governor?

CLIN. How is it poſſible I ſhould not?

GUEST. But we have already ſaid, that the gOVernor of warlike affairs

ought to be brave.

CLIN. We have. -

GUEST. But the brave will be leſs disturbed by fear than the timid man.
i CLXN. And this alſo will be the caſe.

GUEST. If any method dould be deviſed by which a general of an army

might be rendered neither timid, nor ſubject to perturbation, ſhould we not

accompliſh this by all poſſible means i

CLIN. In the greatest degree.

GUEST. But now we do not ſpeak oſ an army which is governed in the

inimical aſſociations of inimical men, in war, but of the benevoleuce of

friends communicating with each other in peace.

CLlN.
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CLlN. Right.

GUBST. But an aſſociation of this kind, if it is attended with intoxication,

will not be without perturbation. Or, do you think it will?

CLlN. How ſhould it be without? .

GUEST. In the ſirst place, therefore, theſe have need of a governor.

-CL1N. Most of alL

GUEST. Whether, therefore, is it proper to chooſe for them, if poſſible,

.a governor who is free from perturbation?

CLiN. How can it be otherwiſe? , .

GUEST. And, indeed, as it appears, he ought t0_be prudent with reſpect

to aſſociation. For he ſhould be the guardian of their friendſhip, and ſhould

take care that it may be increaſed through this their aſſociation.

CLrN. You ſpeak most truly.

GUEST. lt is proper, therefore, to place over the intoxicated a ſober

and wiſe governor, and not the contrary. For, if the governor of the

intoxicated is himſelf intoxicated, young, and not wiſe, he must be abun

dantly fortunate if he does not aCCompliſh ſome mighty evil.

CLXN. Abundantly indeed.

GUEST. If, therefore, any one ſhould blame drinking aſſociations, though

they ſhould be as well instituted as poſſible in cities, while he accuſes the

thing itſelf, he will perhaps very properly blame them. But if he ſhould

blame all drinking aſſociatious, merely becauſe he had ſeen one defective;

in 'the first place, it is evident he is ignorant that this was not well in

stituted ; and, in the next place, every thing after this manner will appear

baſe, although the master and governor ſhould be ſober. Or, do you not per

ceive, that when the pilot is intoxicated, or any other governor, he will

ſubvert every thing, whether it is a ſhip, or a chariot, or an army, or any

thing elſe that is governed by him?

CLIN. You ſpeak, O guest, in every reſpect, true. Butinform me what

advantage can be derived from drinking aſſociations when they are well

condnctcd, As that which we just now aſſerted, that an army well com

manded would procure victory in war, which is no ſmall good: and in the

ſame manner we must judge of other things. But what great advantage

will accrue either to individuals, or cities, from drinking aſſociations being

properly instituted?

GUEST. What great advantage can a city derive from one boy, or one

company
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company being properly educated? or ſhall we not reply to him who aſks

this question, that the city derives but very little advantage from the edu

cation of an individual, or a company? But, if you inquire univerſally

about the education of youth, oſ what great advantage it is to a city, it

is not difficult to reply, that, when boys are well educated, they will be

come good men; and that, in conſequence of becoming good men, they'

will both act in other reſpects in a beautiful manner, and will vanquiflſ

their enemies in battle. Diſcipline, therefore, will give victory, but vic-'

tory ſometimes produces ignorance. For many becoming inſolcnt through

victory in war are filled, in conſequence of their inſolence, with a thou

ſand other evils. And diſcipline indeed has never at any time been Cad

meian; but there have been, and will be, many victories of this kind amongſi

men.

CLlN. You ſeem to ſay, O friend, that aſſociations for the purpoſe o£

drinking wine ſorm a great part of diſcipline, if they are properly conducted.

GUEST. Certainly. _

CLIN. Will you after this be able to prove that your aſſertion is true?

GUEST. To contend, O guest, that theſe things are true, ſince many

doubt about them, is alone the province oſdivinity; but, if it be requiſite

to aſſert what appears to me, I think no one will be envious, ſince our in

tention, at preſent, is to diſcourſe about laws and a polity.

CLIN. We will therefore endeavour to learn what is your opinion with

reſpect to theſe ambiguities.

GUEST. It is proper to do ſo; and, beſides this, that you ſhould endea

vour to learn, and I to teach, and that this ſhould be the whole buſineſs of

our diſcourſe. But, first of all, hear what follows. All the Greeks con

ſider this city of ours as philological, and abounding in words. But with

reſpect to Lacedaemon and Crete, the former is conſidered as ſparing of þ

words, but the latter, as more remarkable for abundance of ſagacity than

abundance of words. But I am afraid I ſhall appear to you to ſpeak

much about a ſmall aſſait,-I mean intoxication. An emendation of it,

indeed, according to nature cannot be accompliſhed with perſpicuity, with

out muſical rectitudc, nor be ſufficicntly handled in diſcourſe. But anfiC

cannot be diſcuſſed without the whole of erudition. And all this requires

a multitude oſ words. Conſider, therefore, what we ſhall do: whether

VOL. 11. a we
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We ſhall omit theſe things at, preſent, and paſs on to ſome other question

about laws.

MEGIL. Perhaps you do not know, O Athenian guest, that our family

is the public guest of your city. Perhaps, therefore, a certain benevolence

will immediately enter into the minds of all boys towards a city, when

they hear 'that they are the public guests of that city; and they will con

ſider it as another native country, which ranks in the ſecond place after

their own. And this is the caſc with myſelf at preſent. For I have

heard the Lacedaemonian youth, as often as they praiſed or blamed any

thing belonging to the Athenians, ſay, Your city, O Megillus, has been

the cauſe of this evil, or that good. But, on hearing this, I have fought

against thoſe who blamed your city, in conſequence of poſſeſſing all poſſible

benevolence towards it. And now, indeed, your voice is grateful to me;

and that which is ſaid by many, that ſuch of the Athenians as are good

are ſo in a remarkable degree, appears to be most truly aſſerted. For they

alone, without neceſſity, ſpontaneoufly, and from a divine allotment, are

truly and not fictitiouſly good. Therefore, for my ſake, my friend, you

may boldly ſay whatever you pleaſe.

CLlN. And hearing and receiving, O guest, what 1 have to advance,

you may confidently ſpeak what you pleaſe. For you have perhaps heard,

that Epimenides was a divine man, who was of our family, and who ten

years prior to the Perfian war came to your city through the admonition

of an oracle, and performed certain ſacrifices which the God had enjoined.

And beſides this, he told the Athenians, who were terrified at the Perſian

expedition, that the Perſians would not come for the ſpace of ten years ;

and that, when they came, they would depart without accompliſhing any

thing which they hoped to accompliſh, and would ſuffer greater evils than

they cauſed. At that time our ancestors hoſpitably received yours; and,

in conſequence of this, both myſelf and our parents are benevolently diſ

poſed towards you.

GUEST. You therefore, as it appears, are prepared to hear; but I am

indeed prepared ſo far as relates to my will, but not altogether with reſpect

to my ability. I ſhall however-endeavour to gratify yohr request. In the

first place then, as preparatory to our diſcourſe, let us define what diſci

pline is, and what power it poſſeſſes. For we ſay that through this the

4 diſcourſe
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diſcourſe propoſed by us at preſent must proceed, until it arrives at divi

mty.

CLIN. NVe ought entirely to act in this manner, if agreeable to you.

GUEST. While, therefore, I aſſert what it is proper to ſay diſcipline is,

do you conſider whether my aſſertion accords with your opinion.

CLXN. You may begin when you pleaſe.

GUEST. Iſay, then, that thoſe who are hereafter to become great men

ought from their very childhood to- meditate both in ſport, and when act

ing ſeriouſly, things accommodated to the' objects of their purſuit. Thus,

if any one is to become a good huſbandman or architect, he ought from

childhood, even in play, either to till the ground, or build certain puerile

houſes. And he who is intrusted with the education of both theſe ſhould

provide each of them with ſmall instruments, which are imitations of the

true ones. And beſides this, he ſhould learn ſuch diſciplines as are neceſ

ſary to be previouſly learned. Thus, a workman ſhould learn how to mea

ſure, or uſe a rule. He who is destined to be a warrior ſhould in ſport ride

on horſeback, or do ſomething elſe of a ſimilar kind. And the master of

the children ſhould endeavour, by ſports, to turn the pleaſures and deſires

ofthe children thither, where when arrived, it is proper they ſhould receive

their conſummation. But we ſay that the head or ſummitrof diſcipline

is a right education, which eſpecially leads the ſoul of him who ſports to

a love of that which it will be requiſite for him to do when he has ar
rived at manhood, and has acquired perfection in the virtue of hisiart.

Conſider therefore, now, whether (as I ſaid) what has been thus far

aſſerted pleaſes you.

CLlN. How is it poſſible it ſhould not?

GUEST. Neither, therefore, ſhould that which we have ſaid diſcipline is,

he leſt indefinite. For now, when we blame or praiſe the education of

particular perſons, we ſay that ſuch a one is endued with diſcipline, but

another is undiſciplined, although he may poſſeſs the greatest ſkill in cook

ing, or navigation, and other things of this kind. For we do not, as it

appears, conſider theſe to be diſcipline, but that which cauſes a citizen

from his childhood to deſire and love virtue, and through which acquiring

perfection, he may know how to govern and be governed with justice.

This is what our diſcourſe defines to be education ; from which it appears,

8 z that
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that this alone ought to be called diſcipline, according to our ſentiments;

but that the education which tends to the acquiſition of Wcalth, or bodily

strength, or any other particular wiſdom, without intellect and justice, is

mechanical and illiberal, and does not in any reſpect deſerve to be called,

diſcipline. NVe ſhall not, however, contend about a word. But let what

we have just now aſſented to remain, that thoſe who are properly diſci

plined become nearly all of them good. So that it is by no means proper

to deſpiſe diſcipline, becauſe it is preſent to the most excellent men, the

first of all beautiful things. And if at any time one properly diſciplined

ſhould depart from right conduct, he is capable of being put in the right

- way ; and this he may always accompliſh according to his ability, through

the whole of life.

CLlN. Right: and we aſſent to what you ſay.

GUEST. But we formerly granted, that thoſe are good who are capa

ble of governing themſelves, but thoſe bad, who do not poſſeſs this

ability. * .

CLlN. You ſpeak most rightIy. .

GUEST. We will therefore reſume this aſſertion, that what we ſay may

become more clear. And receive me through an image, if in any reſpect

l may be able to manifest to you a thing of this kind.

CLlN. Only ſpeak.

Ours-r. Do we not conſider each of us as one?

CLIN. NVe do.

GUEST. But that we Contain in ourſelves two counſellors, contrarv to
each other, and fooliſh, which we denominate pleaſure and pain ? I

CLIN. This alſo we admit.

GUEST. WVith theſe are connected the opinions of things future, the

common name of which is hope. But, properly ſpeaking, the hope prior

to pain is fear, but that which is prior to its contrary is confidence. But

in all theſe there is a reaſoning proceſs, determining which of them is

better or worſe ; and which, when it becomes the common dogma of the

city, is denominated law.

CLIN. I can ſcarcely follow you. However, proceed with what remains,

as if I were able to follow you.

MEGiL. I likewiſe am affected in the ſame manner.

Gvesr.
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Gvnsr. But we ſhould thus think about theſe things. We ſhould con

ſider that each of us is reckoned a prodigy by divine animals i, whether we

Were produced as their ſport, or as the reſult of a ſerious operation: for

of this we are ignorant. This however we know, that theſe paſſions are

inherent in our nature like nerves or ropes, that they draw contrary to each

other, being themſelves contrary, and that they draw us to contrary actions,

where virtue and vice are ſituated apart from each other. For reaſon ſays,

that we ought always to follow one of the drawings, and ſhould never

abandon it, but through this draw in a contrary direction to the other

nerves; and that this is the golden and ſacred guidance of the reaſoning

energy, which is called the common law of the city. It adds, that the

other drawings are hard, and of an iron nature; but that this is ſoft, as

being golden. That it is beſides uniform, but that the others are ſimilar

to all-various forms. lt is neceſſary, therefore, that we ſhould always

follow the most beautiful guidance of law. For, ſince the energy of rea

ſoning is beautiful and gentle, but not violent, ſervants have need of its

guidanCe, that the golden race ' in us may vanquiſh the genera of a.

different kind. And thus the fable, ſince we are beings of a wonderful

nature, will be preſervative of virtue ; and we ſhall be able to understand

more clearly how any one may be ſaid to be ſuperior and inferior to him

ſelf: and both cities and individuals, apprehending the true reaſon reſpect

ing theſe drawings, ought to live conformable to it. We ſhall likewiſe

be convinced that a city, whether'it receives reaſon 'from ſome one of the

Gods, or from him who knows theſe particulars, will establiſh it as law,

and employ it in its own tranſactions, and in its tranſactions with other

cities. For thus vice and virtue will appear to us more clearly distinct;

and this distinction becoming more conſpicuous, both diſcipline and other

studies will perhaps be rendered more apparent. This will likewiſe be the

caſe with reſpect to the custom of drinking ſocieties, about which it might

appear deſpicable to diſcourſe any further.

CLlN. Perhaps it will appear not to be unworthy of a long diſcourſe.

' Plato, by divine animals, means the mundane, or, as he calls them in the Timzus, the

junior Gods.

4 Viz. the intellectual form of life, or a life according to intellect. See the Addiiional

Notes to the Republic for an aecountoſ the different ages.

Guts-r.
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Goesr. You ſpeak well. We will therefore endeavour to relate what

appears to be praiſe-worthy in a custom of this kind.

CLlN. Speak then.

GUEST. If to this wonderful thing we ſhould add intoxication, what

ſort of a thing ſhall we faſhion him? '

CLlN. What thing do you look to in aſking this question? -

GUEST. To nothing particular. But if this prodigy or wonderful thing

ſhould become connected with intoxication, what would happen to be the

reſult? But I will endeavour to exPlain more clearly what I mean. For

this is what laſk: Does the drinking of wine more vehemently excite

pleaſure, pain, anger, and love?

CLIN. lt does very much ſo.

GUEST. Does it in a ſimilar manner render the ſimſes, memory, opi

nion, and prudence, more vehement? or does it entirely extinguiſh theſe,

when any one has drunk of it to intoxication?

CLIN It entirely extinguiſhes theſe.

GUBST. Such a one, therefore, returns to that habit of ſoul which he

poſſeſſed when he was a boy.

CLlN. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. Hence ſuch a one has at that time the least poſſible command

of himſelf.

CLIN. The least.

GUEST. Shall we, therefore, call ſuch a one most depraved?

CLIN. Very much ſo.

Gunsr. Not only then, as it appears, does an old man become twice

a boy, but this is likewiſe the caſe with a man when intoxicated.

CLlN. You ſpeak, O guest, in a most excellent manner.

GUEST. Is there any reaſon which can perſuade us that we ought to

taste this liquor, and not to the utmost of our power avoid it ?

_ CLIN, lt appears that there is; and you just now ſaid you was prepared

to ſhow it.

GUEST. You have very properly reminded me; and I am now prepared,

ſince you have both ſaid that you are willing to hear me with alacrity.

CLlN. How is it poſſible we ſhould not hear you, if on no other ac

count, yet for the ſake of the wonderful and the abſurd which it contains,

it
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if it is neceſſary that a man ſhould at any time voluntarily hurl himſelf

into every kind of depravity?

Guesr. Do you ſpeak of the ſoul?

CLIN. ldo.

GUEST. But what? Shall we wonder, my friend, if at any time ſome

one ſhould voluntarily arrive at depravity of body, --I mean leanneſs, defor

mity, and imbecility?

CLIN. How is it poſſible we ſhould not? _

GUEST. Shall we, therefore, think that thoſe who go to a diſpenſary for

the ſake of obtaining medicines, are ignorant that, in a ſhort time after they

have taken the medicines, their body will for many days be ſo affected, that,

if they were to remain in that condition to the end oflife, they would not

wiſh to live? or, Do we not know that thoſe who undergo gymnastic

exerciſes and labours are immediately rendered weak?

CLIN. All this we know.

GUIZST. And that they willingly tend to theſe things, for the 'ſake of con

ſcquent utility?

CLIN. blost beautifully ſaid.

GUEST. Is it not, therefore, neceſſary to think after, the ſame manner

about other purſuits? '

CLIN. Entirely ſo.

Gvasr. ln the ſame manner, therefore, we ought to think about the

employment of drinking wine, ifit is admitted that this among other em

ployments may be conſidered in a pr0per light.

CLIN. Certainly.

GUEST. If it ſhould, therefore, appear to us to poſſeſs 'any utility, which

is not inferior to corporeal exerciſe,--in the first place, it will vanquiſh this,

becauſe corporeal exerciſe is attended with pain, but the employment of

drinking wine is without pain. '

CLlN. You ſpeak very properly. But l ſhould wonder if we were able

to perceive any ſuch thing in it.

GUEST. This, therefore, as it appears, I must now endeavour to explain

to you. Tell me then, are we able to understand two ſpecies of fear,

which are nearly contrary to each other?

CLlN. Of what kind are they?

Gunsr.
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Guesr. They are ſuch as theſe. We are afraid of things evil, when

we expect they will arrive. '

CLtN. We are.

GUEST. And we are often afraid of opinion, thinking we ſhall be con

ſidered by others as depraved characters, when we do or ſay any thing

which is not becoming; which fear, Ithink, both we and all others de

nominate ſhame.

CLlN. Doubtleſs.

Gv as T. Theſe are the two fears I ſpoke of,-one of which is contrary

to pain, and other fears, and is alſo contrary to the greater part and the

greatest of pleaſures.

CLI'N. You ſpeak most rightly.

Goes'r. Will not therefore a legiſlator, and every one who is in the

least degree uſeful, reverence this fear with the greatest honour, and call

it ſhame,-but denominate confidence the contrary to this, impudence, and

conſider it as the greatest evil that can befall men, both in public and

private?

CLtN. You ſpeak rightly.

GUEST. This fear, therefore, will preſerve us in many other and great

conCerns, and nothing will ſo much procure for us victory and ſafety in

war, one being oppoſed to one, as this. For there are two things which

procure victory, confidence of the enemy, and the dread of friends with

reſpect to baſe infamy.

CLIN. It is ſo.

GUEST. It is neCCſſZtry, therefore, that each of us ſhould become intre

pid, and, at the ſame time, timid. But we ſhall ſhow, by _diviſion, on

what account we ought to become each of theſe.

CLiN. By all means.

GUEST. When we wiſh to render any one intrepid, we ſhall accompliſh

this by leading him, according to law, to the dread of many terrible things.

CLIN. It appears ſo.

GUBST. But, what,--when we endeavour to render any one justly terri

fied, ought we not, by exerciſing him in impudencs, to cauſe him to be

Victorious in contending with pleaſures? Or, by contending with and van

quiſhing his uſual mode of living, ought he not thus to obtain perfection

in
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in fortitude? And will not he who is unexperieneed and unexercistd in

contests of this kind remain, as to one half of himſelf', destitute of virtue?

But how can any one be perfectly temperate, who his not COIltCHdffl-l With

and vanquiſhed, by reaſon, labour and art, in ſport and in earnest, many

pleaſures and deſires, which urge him to act impudcntly and unjutily; but

who is impaffivc with reſpect to all ſuch things?

CLIN. lt is by no means probable that he can.

GUEST. But whan-has divinity given men any medicine of fear, ſo that

by how much more deſirous any one is of drinking it, by ſo much the

more unhappy will he think himſelf from every draught; ſo that he will

dread every thing, both preſent and future, and will at length, though he

ſhould be the bravest of men, he filled with every kind of dread; and, after

having ſlept, and being freed from the potion, will again every day be

equally terrified?

CLIN. And what potion of this kind, ſhall we ſay, O guest, is found

among men?

GUEST. None. Yet if ſuch a potion ſhould be found, would it be uſeful

to the legiflator with reſpect to fortitude, ſo that we might thus ſpeak to

him reſpecting it: O legiſlator, whether you have given laws to the Cre

tans, or to any other nation, are you willing to make trial of your citizens

with reſpect to fortitude and timidity ?

CLlN. He would doubtleſs thy, that he was willing.

GUEST. But what,-are you willing to do this with ſafety, and without

great danger; or the contrary?

CLlN. Every one must acknowledge, he would wiſh to do this with

ſecurity.

GUEST. Would you uſe this potion, leading them to terrors, and aceuſing

them during their perturbation, ſo as to compel them to become intre

pid, by exhortations and honours; diſgracing him who will not be per

ſuaded t_0 become in all things ſuch a one as you wiſh; and diſmiffing him

with impunity who exerciſes himſelf in a proper and valiant manner, but

puniſhing him who acts otherwiſe? or, Would you by no means uſe this

potion, though you could find nothing elſe in it to accuſe? ,.

CLlN. Why ſhould he not uſe it, O guest? .

GUEST. An exerciſe, therefore, O friend, different from thoſe at pre

voL. n. r ſent,
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ſent, will poſſeſs a wonderful facility, both with reſpect to one perſon and

a few, and as many as you ſhall always wiſh to be exerciſcd. And whe

ther any one, being alone in ſolitude, ſhould place ignominy before his eyes,

thinking that he ought not to be ſeen till he has made ſufficient advances

in virtue, and ſhould thus exerciſe himſelfagainst fear, preparing this potion

alone, in preference to ten thouſand other things, he would do ſomething

proper: or whether ſome one, confiding in his own nature, and being pro

perly prepared by meditation, ſhould not refuſe to exerciſe himſelf with

many drinking aſſociates, and ſhould evince, in the neceſſary conſumption'

of the liquor, a power ſo tranſcendcnt and strong, as neither greatly to err

through impudence, nor to be changed through virtue, but towards the

end of the liquor ſhould depart without being intoxicated, fearing any hu

man potion the least of all things ;-in this caſe, he would do ſomething well.

CLIN. Certainly. For ſuch a one, by thus acting, would conduct himſelf

with temperance and modesty.

GUEST. Again, let us thus addreſs the legiſlator: Neither, O legiſlator,

has any God given to mankind ſuch a medicine, nor have we deviſed ſuch a

one: (for Ido not conſider witches at a banquet) but whether or not, is

there a potion capable of producing intrepidity, together with vehement

and unſeaſonable confidence? Orhow ſhall we ſay?

CLIN. There is, and he would ſay that it is wine.

GUEST. But this produces contrary effects to the potion of which we

have just now ſpoken. For, when a man drinks of it, it makes him at first

immediately more cheerful than he was before; and by how much more.

he drinks of it, by ſo much more is he filled with good hope, and an opi<

nion of his own power; till at length, as if he were a wiſe man, he be

comes replete with all poſſible freedom of ſpeech and behaviour, and intre

pidly both ſays and does whatever he pleaſes.

CLl-N. l think every one will admit this.

MEGIL. Certainly.

GUEST. But do we recollect that we ſaid there were two things in our

ſouls which ought to be cultivated ;z-the one, that we may poſſeſs conſi

dence in the highest degree; but the other, which is the very contrary,

that We may be afraid in the highest degree?

CLIN. l think you ſaid this of ſhame.

. Gursr.
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GUEST. You very properly remember. But ſince it i; neceſſary that for

titude and intrepidity in fear ſhould be the ſubjects of meditation, let us

conſider Whether it will be proper that the contrary ſhould be cultivated in

the contrary to fear.

CLIN. lt is probable.

GUEST. In thoſe things, therefore, in which, naturally ſuffering, we are

remarkably confident and audacious, in theſc it will be proper, as it appears,

to meditute how we may become in the least degree impudent and auda

cious, but timid with reſpect to dating to ſpeak, or ſuffer, or do any

thing baſe.

CLIN. It appears ſo.

GUEST. Are not all theſe, therefore, the things in which we are thus af

fected, viz. anger, love, petulance, ignorance, the love of gain, and timi

dity; and beſides theſe, riches, beauty, strength, and all ſuch things as,

intoxicating men through pleaſure, render them delirious? In order to make

an eaſy and innocent trial of all theſe, and afterwards meditate upon them,

what pleaſure have we more convenient than that which explores the diſ

poſition of men by means of wine, when it is attended with prudent caution?

For, let us conſider: whether ought we to make trial ofa moroſe and rustic

ſoul, from which a thouſand injuries germinate, in his contracts with others,

or from his being preſent at the ſhows of Bacchus, or from his ſoul being

vanquiſhed in vcnereal affairs, ſo as to behold the manners of his ſoul when

his ſons, daughter, and wife, are expoſed to danger? ln ſhort, among ten

thouſand things, you will not find any thing in which in jest, and without

any danger, you can ſo well contemplate the diſpoſition of any one, as by

wine. We ought, therefore, to think that neither the Cretans, nor any

other nation, would ever doubt but that this trial of the diſpoſition of each

other is convenient, and above all others ſafe and eaſy.

CLIN. You ſpeak truly.

GUFJST. This, then, will be one of the most uſeful things, to know the

natures and habits of ſouls by that art whoſe province it is to procure a

remedy for theſe. But this, as I think, is the province of the politic art.

Or is it not ?

CLtN. lt is entirely ſo.

THE Exn or THE FIRST Boox.
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AFTER this, as it appears, we ſhould conſider reſpecting theſe particu

lars, whether this alone is beneficial, to contemplate after what manner we

poſſeſs certain natures, or whether alſo ſome great advantage which deſerves

much attention is inherent in the proper uſe of drinking wine in conjunc

tion with others. What then ſhall we ſay? Our diſcourſe would ſeem to

inſinuate that it is inherent. But when, and after what manner, let us at

ſentively hear, lest we ſhould be impeded in out inquiry by this affair.

CLIN. Speak then.

GUEST. lam deſirous, therefore, of again recalling to our memory our

deſinition oſ proper diſcipline. For the ſafety oſ this, as I conjecture at

preſent, conſists in the employment we are now ſpeaking oſ, when well

conducted.

CLIN. You ſpeak largely.

GUEST. I ſay then, that the ſirst puerile ſenſe oſ boys is pleaſure and

pain; and that theſe are first inherent in the ſoul, in which vice and virtue

ſubſist. But he is happy who in old age acquires the firm poſſeſſion oſ pru

dence ' and true opinions. And that man is perſect who poſſeſſes theſe, and

all the goods they contain. But l (tall diſcipline that virtue which first ac

cedes to boys. \Vhen pleaſure, love, pain, and hutred, are properly produced

in the ſoul, beſore it is able to receive theſe attended with reaſon; iſ, when

they are attended with reaſon, they accord with it in conſequence of being

properly accustomed by well adapted manners, then this conſent is the

1 The prudence of'whieh Plato ſpeaks in this place is intellcc'lualz ſor this is peculiarly

adapted to-old age, or the Saturnian period of life.

whole
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whole of virtue. But the proper nurture of the ſoul, with reſpect to plea

ſure and pain, ſo as that it may hate what it ought to hate, immediately

from the beginning to the end, and love what it ought to love,--this, if it

is conſidered ſeparately, and is denominated diſcipline, will, according to my

opinion, be properly denominated.

CLIN. What you have ſaid, O guest, formerly and at preſent, about diſ'

cipline, appears to be well ſaid.

GUEST. It is well, therefore. For theſe pleaſures and pains, which when

properly nurtured are diſeiplines, are often looſened and corrupted by men

in the buſineſs of life. But the Gods, commiſerating the naturally laborious

race of men, ordained for them remiffions of labours, and gave them the

viciſſitudes of festivals 1 in honour of the Gods, together with the Muſes,

Apollo'

' The following account of the festivals of the antients, from the Deſcriptions of Libanius, fully'

proves the truth of what is here affizrted by Plato repreſents to us the liberal, philanthropic, and?

hoſpitablc ſpirit of Pnganiſm in the most amiable point of view, and naturally leads the truly

benevolcnt mind to regret that ſuch philanthropy has been for ſo long a period baniſhed from.

the earth; that the preſence of divinity is no longer conſidered as eſſentially neceſſary to the

ſplendour of festivity, and that a festival at preſent is every thing but a ſolemnity!

" Solemn festivals when approaching produce deſire in the human race, when preſent they are'

attended with pleaſure, and when past with recollection: for remembrance places men very near

the tranſactions themſelves. The recollection alſo poſſeſſes a certain advantage. For, in ſpeaking

of ſolemn festivals, it is alſo neceſſary to ſpeak concerning the Gods in whoſe honour they are

instituted. Men prepare themſelves for theſe festivals, when they approach, with joy. The mul

titude indeed procurc ſuch things as may furniſh them with a ſplendid entertainment, but the'

worthy, thoſe things by which they may reverence the Gods. Cattle and wine, and whatever'

elſe is the produce of the fields, are brought from the country. Garmcnts alſo are purified; and

every one is anxious to celebrate the festival in perfection. Thoſe that are in want of garments

are permitted to borrow ſuch as are requiſite to adorn themſelves on this occaſion, from thoſe

that have abundance. When the appointed day arrives, the priests open the temples, pay diligent

attention to the statues; and nothing is neglected which contributes to the public convenience.

The cities too are crowded with a conflux of the neighbouring inhabitants, aſſembled to celebrate

the festival -, ſome coming on foot, and others in ſhips.

" At ſunriſe they enter the temples in ſplendid garments, worſhipping that divinity to whom.

the festival is ſacred. Every master of a houſe therefore preccdes, bearing ſrnnkincenſe : a ſervant

follows him, carrying a victim ; and children vralk by the ſide of their parents, ſome very young,.

and others of a more advanced age, already perceiving the strong influence of the Gods. One'

having performed his ſacrifice departs; another npproaches to perform it. Numerous prayers are

every where poured forth; and words of good omen are mutually ſpoken. With reſpect to the

women,
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Apollo the lcadcr of the Muſes, and Bacchus, as their aſſociates in theſe ce

lebrations; that in thcic festivals they might rectiſy the education of youth,

in

women, ſome oſſer ſacrifices in thc temples *, and others arc ſatisfied with beholding the crowd of

thoſe that ſucrilice. \Vhen ſuch things as pertain to the divinities are properly accompliſhed, the

tables follow, at which hymns are ſung in praiſe oſ the God who is honoured in the festival.

Social thinking ſucceeds, with ſongs which are partly ſerious and partly jocoſe, according to the

different diſpoſitions of the company. Some likewiſe ſeast in the temples, and others at home;

and citizens request strangers to parlnke with them of the banquet. In the courſe of drinking,

;n'ticnt ſriendſhips are rendered more firm, and others receive their commencement. After they

have ſcalled, riſing ſrom table, ſome take the ſlrangers and ſhow them whatever is worthy to be

ſeen in the city; and others ſitting in the Forum gaily converſe. No one is ſorrowful, but every

countenance is relaxed with joy. 'ſhe unction of debts gives place to ſeſlivity; and whatever

might cauſe affliction is deferred to another time. Accuſations are ſilent, and the judge does not

paſs ſentence; but ſuch things as produce pleaſure alone flouriſh. The ſlave is not afraid of blows

from his master, and pedagogncs arc mild*to youth.

"In the evening they ſup ſplendidly, at which time there arc ſo many torches that the city is

full oſ light. There are alſo many revellers, and various flutes, and the ſound oſ pipes is heard in

the narrow ſlreets, accompanied with ſometimes the ſame, and ſometimes different ſongs. Then to

drink even to intoxication is not perfectly diſgraceſul; for the occaſion in a certain reſpect appears

to take away the opprobrium. On the following day the dlvinity is not neglected; but many oſ

thoſe that worſhipped on the preceding day do not again come to the ſhows. Thoſe that contend

in the compoſition of verſes attend on this, but thoſe with whom the contest is in the ſcenes, on the

preceding day. The third dny alſo is not ſar ſhort ofthſieſe; and pleaſure and hilarity are extend

ed with the time oſ the festival. When the ſolemnity ends, prayers are offered for futurity, that

they, their children and families may again be ſpectators of it', after which the strangers depart,

and the citizens accompany them."

The ſame author likewiſe in his account of the Calends obſerves as follows: " This festival is

extended as far as the dominion oſ the Romans; and ſuch is the joy it occaſions, that if it were

poſſible time could be hastened for mortals, which according to Homer was effected by Juno

reſpecting the ſun, this festival alſo would be hastened by every nation, city, houſe, and indivi

dualoſ mankind. 'ſhe festival flouriſhcs in every plain, on every hill and mountain, and in

every lake and navigable river. lt alſo flouriſhes in the ſea, iſ at that time it happens to he un

disturbed by tempest *, for then both ſhips and merchants cut through its waves and celebrate the

festival. Joy and feasting every where abound. The earth is then full of honours; in conſe

quence of men honouring each other by gifts and hoſpitality. The foot-paths and the public

roads are crowded with men, and four-ſnored animals bearing burthens, ſubſervient to the occa

ſion; and the ways in the city are covered, and the narrow streets are full. Some are equally

delighted with giving and receiving', but others, though they do not receive any thing, are pleaſed

with giving, merely becauſe they are able to give. And the ſpring by its flowers, indeed, renders

the earth beautiful ; but the festival by its gifts, which pouring in from every place are every where

diffuſed.
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in conjunction with the Gods. Conſider, therefore, whether it is prOper to

ſay, that our diſcourſe at preſent is celebrated as, true according to nature, or

* how

diſſuſed. He therefore who aſierts that this is the moſt pleaſant part of the year, will not err *,

ſo that, if the whole time oſ life could be paſſed in the ſame manner, the iſlands of the bleſl:

would not be ſo much celebrated by mankind as they are at preſent. The first appearance of the

ſwallow is indeed pleaſant, yet does not prevent labour; but this feſtival thinks proper to remove

from the days of its celebration every thing laborious, and pcrmits us to enjoy minds free from

molestation. Theſe days free the youth from two-fold fears, one ariſing from their preceptors,

the other from their pcdagogues. They alſo make flaves as much as poſlible free, and exhibit

their power even in thoſe in chains, removing ſorrow from their countenances, and' exciting

ſome of them to mirth. They can alſo perſuade a father who expccts the death of his ſon, and

through ſorrow is wasting away, and averſe to nouriſhment, to be reconciled to his condition, to

abandon darkneſs, lay aſide his ſqualid appearance, and betake himſelf to the bath: and what

the most ſkilful in perſuaſion are unable to accompliſh, that the power of the festival effects. It

alſo concilintes citizen with eitizen, stranger with stranger, one boy with another, and woman

with woman. It likewiſe instructs men not to be avaricioris, but to bring forth their gold, and

depoſit it in the right hands of others." He concludes with obſerving, 'ſ that the altars of the Gods '

inhis time did not poſſeſs all that they did formerly, this being forbidden by the law of the

Christians; but that, before this prohibition, much fire, blood, and fume of ſacrifice aſcended to

heaven from every region, ſo that the banquets in honour of the Gods were then ſplendid dur

ing the festival."

The most remarkable circumstance in theſe festivals was the cauſe of this univerſal joy, which

was no other than the firm pcrſuaſion that divinity was then preſent and propitious, as is evident

from the following beautiful paſſage from Plutarch, in the Treatiſe in which he ſhows that plea

ſure is not attainable according to Epicurus : U Neither the diſcourſes (ſays he) of thoſe that wait

in the temples, nor the ſeaſons of ſolemn festivals, nor any other actions, or ſpectacles, delight

us more than thoſe things which we ourſelves do concerning the Gods, when we celebrate orgies,

or join in the dance, or are preſent at ſacrifices, or the greateſt of the mysteries. For then the

ſoul is not ſorrowful, abject, and languid, as if converſing with certain tyrants, or dire avengers,

which it is reaſonable to ſuppoſe ſhe then would be; but where ſhe eſpecially thinks and rationally

conceivcs divinity is preſent, there ſhe eſpecially baniſhes ſorrow, and fear, and care, and lets

herſelf looſe even to intoxication, frolic and laughter. l'n amorous concerns, indeed, as the poet'

once ſaid,

Remembrance of the joys that Venus gave,

Will fire the boſom oſ the aged pair.

But in public proceſſions and ſacrifices, not only the old man and the old woman, not only the

poor and the plebci'an, but alſo

The dusty thick-legg'd drab that turns the mill,

and houſehold ſlaves and hirelings, are elevated with joy and gladneſs. Banqucts and public en

' tertainments
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how ſhall we ſay? But it aſſerts, in ſhort, that every youth is incapable of

being at rest, either in body', or voice, but that he always ſeeks to be moved

and to ſpeak; ſometimes exulting and leaping, dancing and ſporting as it

were with pleaſure, but at other times uttering ſounds with every kind of

voice. Other animals, indeed, have no ſenſation either oſ order or diſorder

in motions, which order is denominated rhythm and harmony; but thoſe Gods

whom we call aſſociates in the choir have bestowed upon us a rhythmieal

and harmonic ſenſe, which might agitate us with pleaſure, by connecting us

with each other through ſinging and dancing. But the word choir was de

nominated from joy, as its natural name. ln the first place, however, it is

neceſſary to aſk, whether we admit that diſcipline first ſubſists through the

LIuſes and Apollo P or how ſhall we ſay P

tertainments are given both by the wealthy and kings 3 but thoſe which take place at ſacrifices

and ſolemm'ties, when through inſpiration we appear to approach very near to a divine nature, are

attended with much greater joy and pleaſure, in conjunction with honour and veneration. Of this,

the man who denies a Providence has no portion. For it is not the abundance of wine, nor the

roafling of meat, which gives delight in ſolemn festivals, but the good hope and belief that divi

nity is propitioufly preſent, and grateſully receives what is done. From ſome of our festivals we

exclude the flute and the crown ; but when divinity is not preſent at the ſacrifice, as the ſolemnity

of the banquet, the rest is impious, is void of festivity, and poſſeſſes nothing of divine fury; or,

rather, the whole is unpleaſant, and even painful."

Ours harp-Can 'raw r' ispmg, out xazpor 'ran Lancer/Am, ov'r: TPZEEIF, out: oil-er; tusztvomrtv irrpau paMov

in Cpmjl-EV 'i &Far/an avroz ſſrpi Dew, op-yiatovrrg, 'i xopsuov-reg, 'i Zwtai; wapowsg, 1; TEAETmþ a 'yap air; Tllfawal;

man/'i Pin-or; xoMrm; WHAT/71' rnvinaura ii &uxn arrpmnro; tri xat 'ramrwn 'cat ducat/nag, Bvrep two; na' an' Emu

zx-zera &ofagst 'cat &raven-ral Tapetvat To' Itav, cut paNſTa Ram-'s na' poCou; 'at To þpovflttw anwvanrvn, 'ny

"Ya/An? pixp' ytflnc xau art-riding 'cat 'un-no; aqwnm' Zau'rm'. Ev 'rats spamxoi; air; 5 'Iron-nt; Etpmtt,

Kai 're 'yrpov nal mue, svrnv xſiun; APFOJZ'D';

Mvnmvrat, m 'new emit/add 'Po-or may.

'v 35 'Mint-al; 'cat &um-m; ou novov 'yspav man ypniig, and: etern; 'cat 'Bil-n'is, am: xai Taper/new; aMTF'; 'time

. my" uivauptvn nal at'a'ptCt; xru Hurt; [me noon; 'cat xapyocnm'; a'acpzpavrai. mwuctot; 'rr 'cat BMAM'UGHV arri

aa'ti; xai arzvdatarz' rive; wrapt-en" aſiu 3' ep' ispai; um Sunaronaug, 'cat E-ravr rwtrfla 'rou Seton 'ry sariyou'z dat/m'

ZOXN'ſi ſctf'ſa T'FH; xat dream-on 'FOAU &JPEPUU'GY "BOVIV w xapw [XOU'W' 'rIUTWS OUJEV avdpt FETEUTW Z'Z'EWU

'on TH; aſp-ming. at' 7ap may wAnOos, 0qu wrung xptm 10 euppanov ta'r'v t' 'rats Sap-rang, awe: 'car non; a-yah

m; BoEa Too 'rapmat rov Scar man', 'cat Ttxta'Oat m yore/ma nrxupmmnr amv zuv 'yap i-rspwv Boy-m' na'

rrrpm/cv aparpounsv, Beat' 35 Hung ,w1 waponag, n'warrp icpav Fowls, aOrov wn 'an aveop'rza'ror 'taramflotmaa'ro'

'a Anarammv, num' 3: 6on a-npm; awry um Nnmfav. The ſame author alſo obſerves, in his Treatiſe

on Superflition, " that holy days, temple feaſte, the being initiated in mysteries, proceffions, with

public prayers and ſolemn devotions, were conſidered as the moſt agreeable things in human life."

6 CLIN.
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CLrN. That it does.

GUEST. He, therefore, who is void of diſcipline, is with us one who has

never joined a choir; but he who is diſciplined is to be conſidered as one

who has ſufficiently engaged in a choir.

CLIN. Certainly.

GUEST. But the whole of a choir conſists in dancing and ſinging.

CLIN. It is neceſſary it ſhould. \

GUEST. He, therefore, who is properly diſciplined will be able to ſing

and dance in a becoming manner.

CLIN. It appears ſo.

GUEST. But let us conſider what it is that we have now aſſerted.

CLIN. What is that?

GUEST. We have ſpoken of ſinging and dancing in a becoming manner.

But whether or not is it proper to add, that things beautiful ought to be the

ſubjects of ſinging and dancing P

CLIN. This ought to be added.

GUEST. But what,--will he who conſiders things beautiful, as beautiful,

and things baſe, as baſe, and who uſes them as ſuch,-will ſuch a one be

better diſciplined for us, with reſpect to the choir and muſic, than he who

is ſufficiently able to become ſubſervient to that which he conſiders as beau

tiful in body and voice, but yet does not rejoice in things beautiful, nor

hate ſuch as are void of beauty? Or he, who, though he is not altogether

able to act or think rightly, with reſpect to his voice and body, yet acts

rightly with reſpect to pleaſure and pain; embracing ſuch things as are beau

tiful, and hating ſuch as are baſe?

CLIN. You ſpeak, O guest, of a mighty difference of diſcipline.

GUEST. If, therefore, We three poſſeſs a knowledge of the beautiful in

ſinging and dancing, we alſo know when any one is properly or impro

perly diſciplined: but, if we are ignorant of this, we ſhall not be able to know

what is the defence of diſcipline, and where it is to be found. Is not this

the caſe?

CLlN. It is.

Guns'r. Let us, therefore, in the next place, like dogs on the ſccnt, inveſ

rigate beautiful figure, melody, ſinging and dancing. For, iſ theſe clude our

> VOL. 11. G purſuit,
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purſuit, our diſcourſe about proper diſcipline, whether Grecian or Barbarian,

will be in vain.

CLlN. It will;

Guzsr. What figure, therefore, or melody, is it proper to call beautiful ?

Shall we ſay, that in the ſame and equal labours the figures and voices oſ a

brave and timid ſoul are ſimilar?

CLlN. How can they, ſince neither are their colours ſimilar?

GUEST. Well obſerved, my companion. But in muſic there are both

figures and melody, ſince muſic is converſant with rhythm and harmony.

So that melody or figure may poſſeſs proper rhythm or harmony, but not a

proper colour, that we may ſpeak in the aſſimilative way, as the maſters of

the choir are aceustomed to affimilatc. But there is a certain figure or me

lody ofa timid, and of a brave man; and it will be proper to call theſe

things in brave men, beautiful, *but in the timid, baſe. And that' we may

not be prolix about theſe particulars, all the figures and melodies which

fimply adhere to the virtue oſ the ſoul or body, or to a certain image of it,

are beautiful; but the contrary must be aſſerted with reſpect to the vice of

the ſoul or body.

C'LIN. You are right; and we judge that theſe particulars ſubſist in this

manner.

GUEST. But we must still further conſider, whether all of us are ſimilarly

delighted with all choirs, or whether this is far from being the caſe?

CLIN. It is ſar from being the caſe.

GUEST. What then ſhall we ſay is the cauſe of our error? Is it becauſe

not the ſame things are beautiful to all? Or ſhall we ſay that they are the

ſame things, but do not appear to be the ſame ? For no one will ſay that a

vicious is better than a virtuous choir; or that he is delighted with depraved

figures, but others with a muſe contrary to this. Though, indeed, most

men aſſert, that the rectitude of muſic conſists in a power which imparts

pleaſure to the ſoul. This, however, is neither to be endured, nor is it holy

by any means to make ſuch an aſſertion. But this is more probably the

cauſe oſ our error.

CLlN. What?

Gvasr. Since the particulars reſpecting choirs are imitations of manners

and
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and of actions which take place in all-various fortunes and habits, thoſe by

whom the imitations of manners, whether expreſſed by diſcourſe, or melody,

or dancing, are approved, either from nature or custom, or from both, must

neceſſarily rejoice in and praiſe theſe, and denominate them beautiful. But

thoſe to whom they appear contrary to nature, or manners, or custom, can

neither rejoice in nor praiſe them, but must neceſſarily denominate them

baſe. And thoſe, again, to whom theſe particulars happen right by nature,

but the contrary from custom; or right from custom, but the contrary from

nature ;-thcſe will denominate things contrary to pleaſures, laudable. For

they will aſſert that each of theſe is pleaſant, but at the ſame time baſe.

Hence, before others, whom they conſider as intelligent perſons, they will

be aſhamed that their body ſhould be moved after that manner, and will bluſh

to ſing, and to call ſuch things beautiful, or deſerving ſerious attention ; but,

by themſelves, they will be delighted with them.

CLIN. You ſpeak with the utmost rectitude.

GUEST. Does he then ſuffer any injury who is delighted with baſe

figures or melodies; or do they receive any advantage who are pleaſed with

the contraries to theſe?

CLlN. It is probable.

GUEST. Is it only probable, or alſo neceſſary, that the ſame thing ſhould

happen as takes place when any one, being converſant with the depraved

habits of depraved men, does not hate, but rejoices in and admits them;

and yet blames them in jest, havinga dreaming perception of his own de

pravity? For, in this caſe, it is neceſſary that he ſhould be affimilated to the

things in which he rejoices, although he ſhould be aſhamed to praiſe them.

But what greater good, or evil, ſhall we ſay, can POffibly happen to us than

a thing of this kind?

CLIN. I think, none.

GUEST. But where laws are beautifully establiſhed, or will be in ſome

future period of time, can we think it will be lawful for poets, in diſcipline

and ſport reſpecting the Muſes, to teach in their poetical compoſitions

whatever delights them, by rhythm, or melody, or verſe, and to form in

choirs the boys and young men oſ well inſtituted polities, either to virtue

or vice P

CLIN. It is contrary to reaſon to ſuppoſe this would be allowed.

a 2 MEGXL.
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MEGIL. For how is it poſſible it ſhould be?

GUEST. But, in ſhort, it is lawful to act in this manner at preſent in all

cities, except Egypt.

CLIN. But how do you ſay a thing of this kind is eſtabliſhed by law in

Egypt ?

GUEST. It is wonderful to hear. For, as it appears, they formerly knew

what we have now ſaid, that young men lll Cities ſhould be accustomed to

beautiful figures and beautiful melodies 3 and it is one of their institutions to

exhibit in their temples what theſe are, and what the qualities which they

poſſeſs; and beſides theſe, it is not lawful, either for painters or other arti

ficers of figures, to introduce any that are new, or even to think of any

other than thoſe belonging to their country: nor is it lawful at preſent to

do this,ſieither in theſe particulars or in the whole of muſic. If you ob

ſerve, therefore, you will find that paintings and ſculptures there, which

were executed TEN THOUSAND YEARS ago, as if they were not of ſuch great

antiquity, are neither more beautiful, nor more deformed, than paintings

or carvings of the preſent day, but are faſhioned by just the ſame art.

CLIN. You ſpeak of a wonderful circumstance.

GUEST. It is, however, a circumstance pertaining to law and politics in.

a tranſcendeut degree. You will likewiſe find other things there of a tri

fling nature. But this reſpecting muſic is true, and deſerves attention, be

cauſe the legiſlator could firmly give laws about things of this kind, and with

confidence introduce ſuch melodies as poſſeſſed a natural rectitude. But this

must be the work ofa God, or of ſome divine perſon. Just as they ſay

there, that their melodies, which have been preſerved for ſuch a length of

time, are the poems of lſis, So that, as I ſaid, if any one is able to appre

hend the rectitude of them, he ought to have the courage to reduce them to

law and order. For the ſearch of pleaſure and pain, which is always di

rected to the uſe of new muſic, perhaps poſſeſſes no great 'power of corrupt

ing the conſecrated choir by an accuſation of its antiquity. It appears, there

fore, that the choir of the Egyptiaus was by no means capable of being cor

rupted, but that the contrary was entirely the caſe.

CLIN. From what you have now ſaid, it appears that it must be ſo.

GUEST. May we not, therefore, confidently ſay, that a choir is aftera

certain manner properly connected with ſports and muſic; and, that we re

lowe
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joice as often as we think that we do Well, and, when we rejoice, think we

do well? Is it not ſo?

CLrN. It is.

GUEST. But, rejoicing in a thing of this kind, we are incapable of being at

rest.

CLIN. We are ſo.

GUEST. Are not, therefore, thoſe among us that are young men prompt

to dance? And do not we who are old men think that we conduct our

ſelves in a becoming manner in beholding theſe, while we rejoice in their

ſports, and in their cclebration of ſacred festivals, ſince lightneſs of body

fails us at our time of life,-through the deſire of which, we thus establiſh.

games for thoſe who are able in the highest degree to excite in us the

memory of our juvcnile period P ct

CLIN. Most true.

GUEST. Shall we therefore conſider that which is ſaid by many of thoſe

who celebrate ſacred festivals, as ſaid in vain, that it is proper to reckon him

most wiſe, and to judge that he will conquer who cauſes us to be delighted

and to rejoice in the greatest degree? For it is proper, ſince we permit ſport'

in things of this kind, that we ſhould particularly honour him who cauſes

the greatest number and in the greatest degree to rejoice; and, as ljust now

ſaid, that we ſhould pronounce him victor. Is this, therefore, rightly ſaid,

and will a conduct of this kind be right?

CLlN. Perhaps ſo..

GUEST. But, O bleſſed man, we ſhould not hastily judge a thing of this

kind, but, dividing it into parts, conſider after this manner : If any one ſhould

at any time ſimply establiſh a certain game, but without definiug whether

it is gymnastic, or equestrian, or muſical,- and, collecting together all the

inhabitants of the city, ſhould proclaim, that he was going to establiſh a

contest for the ſake of pleaſure alone, in which (without expreffing the mode

of contest) rewards would be a igned for him who gave the ſpectators the

greatest delight, and that for this he would be conſidered as victor, and as

the best of all thoſe engaged in the contest,-what do we think would be the.

conſequence of this proclamation ?' >

CLIN. Of what are you ſpeaking?

GUBST. It is proper that one ſhould exhibit, like Homer, a rhapſody,.

6 anothen
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another the modulation of the harp, another tragedy, and another comedy.

Nor will it he wonderful, if ſome one, by exhibiting prodigies, ſhould think

that he is eſpecially Victorious. But, theſe and an innumerable multitude of

other Champions aſſembling together, can we ſay which of them is justly the

victor ?

CLIN. You aſk an abſurd thing. For, who can give you an anſwer to this

question, unleſs he has himſelf been an auditor of each of the Champions?

Gvasr. Are you therefore willing that I myſelf ſhould reply to this

ahſurd question? "

CLiN. How is it poffible l ſhould not?

GUEST. If, therefore, very little children were to judge in this affair, they

would give the palm of victory to him who exhibited prodigies: or would

they not ?

CLIN. How ſhould they do otherwiſe?

GUEST. The greater boys, however, would give the preference to thoſe that

exhibited comedies; but ſuch women as are better educated than others,

young men, and perhaps almost the whole multitude, would prefer the

tragedians.

CLIN. Perhaps ſo.

GUEST. But perhaps we old men ſhould hear with the most pleaſure the

rhapſodist when properly handling the Iliad and Odyſſey, or ſome of the

Works of Hcſiod, and ſhould by far proclaim him the victor of all the others.

Ought we not, therefore, after this to ſhow who is properly the victor in

theſe contests P

CLIN. Certainly.

GUEST. It is evident that both I and you ought neceſſarily to Confeſs, that

he will be properly the victor whom thoſe of our age judge to be ſo : for the

ſkill which we derive from age appears to be every where by far the best of

all political concerns. i *

CLIN. Doubtleſs.

GUEST. I therefore grant thus much to the multitude, that muſic ought

to bejudged by pleaſure, yet not by the pleaſure it imparts to every man,- but

that, nearly, that is the most beautiful muſe which delights the best of men,

and ſuch as are ſufficiently diſciplined ; but eſpecially when it delights a man

who excells in virtue and diſcipline. On this account we ſay that judges of

theſe
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theſe things require virtue, becauſe they ought to participate of prudence and

fortitude. For a true judge ought not to learn how tojndge from another,

and thus become as it Were stupefied by the clamours of the multitude, and

his own ignorance. But he ought to paſſeſs fortitude, becauſe, though he

ſhould be endued with knowledge, he ought not, through ſloth and timidity,

to give an unjust deciſion from the ſame mouth with which when about to

judge he invoked the Gods. For a judge'does not ſit as a diſciple, but

rather, as it is just he ſhould, as a master of the ſpectators, and as one who

is averſe to things which do not afford the ſpectators a fit and proper pleaſure.

For it was allowed by the antient and Grecian law, as by that of Sicily and

Italy at preſent, that the multitude of ſpectators ſhould decide who was

victor, by holding up their hands : but this corrupted the poets themſelves,

who wrote according to the depraved pleaſure of vulgar judges; ſo that

the ſpectators both diſciplined themſelves and the poets. It likewiſe cer.

rupted the pleaſures of the theatre. For, as it is here proper that the ſpectators

ſhould always hear of manners better than their own, and thus obtain a more

excellent pleaſure, the ve*ry contrary to this takes place at preſent. \Vhat

then does the preſent diſcourſe wiſh to ſignify ? Conſider whether it is this.

CLIN. What?

GUEST. My diſcourſe appears to me to have thrice or four times revolved

to the ſame thing, that diſcipline is the drawing and leading of youth to

that which is called by the law, right reaſon, and which the most worthy

and antient men have found by experience to be truly right. That the ſoul

of a youth, therefore, may be accustomed by law, and by thoſe who are

perſuaded by law, not to rejoice in things contrary, but to be delighted or

afflicted with the ſame things as an old man; for the ſake of this, thoſe po.

etical Compoſitions called Odes, and which are truly epodes, or incantations

to the ſoul, are compoſed at preſent, and which hastily tend to that kind of

ſymphony of which we are ſpeaking. But ſince the ſouls of boys are inca

pable of engaging in ſerious purſuits, ſports and Odes were instituted by the

legiſlator. Just as, in curing diſeaſed and imbecil bodies, phyſicians endea

vour to introduce uſeful food in pleaſant meats and drinks, but noxious food

in ſuch as are bitter, that they may be rightly accustomed to embrace the

one, and hate the other. A proper legiſlator will perſuade the poet to do

the ſame in beautiful and laudable words; and will compel him, if he cannot

be
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be perſuaded, that when he produces figures of temperate, brave, and, in

ſhort, of all good men, in rhythms, and melodies in harmonies, he ſhall

produce them properly.

CLlN. By Jupiter, O guest, does it appear to you that this is done at

preſent in other Cities? For I do not know of any city in which what you

ſpeak of takes place, except ours, and that of the Lacedaemonians. But

in other Cities there are always ſome new regulations about dancing, and

the rest of the muſic; and this not from any mutation in the laws, but

from certain inordinate pleaſures, which are very far from remaining per

petually the ſame, like thoſe Egyptian regulations which you related, but

continually vary.

GUEST. Most excellent, O Clinias! But ifI have appeared to you, as

you ſay, to aſſert theſe things as existing at preſent, I ſhall not wonder that

I have done this in conſequence 'of not clearly unfolding my meaning. But

having ſpoken about certain particulars, which I wiſhed to take place, re

ſpecting muſic, I perhaps appeared to you to ſpeak as if'they actually existed

at preſent. For, to blame a thing which is incurable, and which is very far

advanced in error, is by no means pleaſant, though ſometimes neceſſary.

But, _as we are thus far agreed, will you not ſay that theſe things ſubſist

among us, and thoſe, more'than among the other Greeks?

CLIN. Certainly.

GUEST. But if they ſhould alſo take place among others, would they not

be better conducted than at preſent?

CLlN. By far better, if they ſubſisted as you just now ſaid they ought to

ſubſist, and as they ſubſist among thbſe and with us.

GUEST. Shall we then agree at preſent, that the things aſſerted by you,

in every kind of diſcipline and muſic, are theſe: that poets ſhould be com

pelled to aſſert that a good man, being temperate and just, is happy and

bleſſed, whether he is large and robust, ſmall and weak, rich or poor; but

that an unjust man is miſerable, and paſſes his days in ſorrow, though he

ſhould be richer than Cinyras or Midas? A poet, therefore, if he ſpeaks

rightly, will ſay to us: I ſhall never mention nor conſider him as a man,

who does not perform with justice, and poſſeſs every thing which is denomi

nated beautiful in conduct. Such a one too, being just, will deſire to con

tend with his enemies in cloſe engagement. But he who is unjust will

neither
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neither dare to behold bloody ſlaughter, nor to vanqurſh, running, the Thra

cian Boreas, nor will he acquire any of thoſe things which are denominated

good. For the things which are called by the many good, are not rightly

denominated. For it is ſaid that health is the best thing; beauty the next;

strength the third; and riches the fourth. And an innumerable multitude

of other things are called good. Thus, to ſee and hear acutely, and to

poſſeſs in a proper manner all ſuch things as belong to the ſenſes; likewiſe

to do in a tyrannical manner whatever you pleaſe, appears to be good. And

beſides this, it is conſidered as the end*0f all bleſſedneſs to become in the

most rapid manner immortal, while poſſeſſing all theſe. But you and I ſay

that all theſe are the best of poſſeſſions to just and holy men, but that to

unjust men they are the worst of all things, beginning the enumeration'

from health. For to be well, to ſee, hear, and poſſeſs the other ſenſes, and,

in ſhort, to live, is the greatest evil, though a man ſhould be immortal

through the whole of time, and poſſeſs every thing that is called good, if all

theſe are not attended with justice and every virtue. But it is a leſs evil to

live in this manner for the ſhortest time. Ithiuk that your poets ſhould

ſpeak in this manner, and that you ſhould perſuadc and compel them to do

ſo, and to instruct the youth, through rhythms and harmonies, conſequent

to theſe aſſertions. Do you perceive this? For I clearly aſſert, that the

things which are called evil are good to the unjust, but evil to the just;

but that things good are truly good to the good, but evil to the wicked.

Do, therefore, you and I agree in what is ſaid, or not?

CLlN. &Vc appear partly to agree, and partly not.

GUEST. Perhaps l have not perſuaded you that he is not happy, but

clearly wretched, who alone poſſeſſes in himſelf injustice and inſolence,

though he ſhould be healthy and rich, and a tyrant to the end of life; and,

beſides all theſe, ſhould be endued with uncommon strength of body, in

conjunction with immortality, and ſhould never exPerience any of thoſe

things which are called evils.

CLIN. You ſpeak most truly.

GUEST. Be it ſo then. But what ought we to ſay after this? lf he is

valiant, and strong, and beautiful, and rich, and accompliſhes through the

whole of life whatever he deſires,-will he not neceſſarily appear to you,

if he is unjust and inſolent, to live in a ſhameful manner i

v01,. II. H CLIN.
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CLlN. Entirely ſo.

Guts-r. Will he not alſo appear to you to live badly?

CLlN. This will not in a ſimilar manner appear to me.

GUEST. But will you not admit that he must live unpleaſan-tly, and in a

manner contrary to his interest P '

CLIN. How can I admit this? ,

GUEST. How? Ifa God, my friends, ſhould cauſe us to agree in ſenti

ment, as we now nearly diſſent from each other. For theſe things appear

to me ſo neceſſary, that Crete, O friend Clinias, does not more clearly ap

pear to be an iſland. And if I were a legiſlator, I would endeavour to'

compel the poets, and all the other inhabitants of the city, to ſpeak in this

manner: and I would ordain, that nearly the greatest of all puniſhments

ſhould be inflicted on him who ſhould aſſert, in the country to which he be

longed, that there are certain men of a baſe character who lead a pleaſant life;

or that ſome things are advantageous and lucrative, but others more just.

And I would perſuade my citizens to aſſert many other things, contrary to

what are now advanced by the Cretans and Lacedaemonians, as it appears,

and, indeed, by the rest of mankind. For, by Jupiter and Apollo, O best

of men l iſ we ſhould aſk thoſe Gods who gave us laws, whether the most

just is the most pleaſant life, or whether there are two certain lives, one of

which is most pleaſant, and the other most justr-if, in anſwer to our inquiry,

they ſhould ſay there are two lives, we might, perhaps, again aſk them (if

we inquire properly) which we ought to call most happy; thoſe who lead

the most just, or thoſe who lead the moſt pleaſant life. If they ſhould ſay,

thoſe who lead the most pleaſant life, their anſwer would be abſurd. But I

am deſirous that a thing of this kind ſhould not be ſaid by the Gods, but ra

ther by our fathers and legiſlators. I ſhall therefore put the ſame question

to my father and legiſlator, and I ſhall ſuppoſe him to reply, that he who lives

the most pleaſant life is the most bleſſed. After this, l ſhall thus inter

rogate him: O father, do you not wiſh me to live most happily? But you

never ceaſe exhorting me to live most justly. He, therefore, who acts in this

manner, whether he is a legiſlator or a father, acts I think abſurdly, and

ſpeaks inconſistently. But if he ſhould evince that the most just life is the

most bleſſed, every one who hears him may, l think, inquire what it is

which the law praiſes in that life as good and beautiful, and better than

pleaſure.
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pleaſure. For, what good ſeparate from pleaſure can be preſent to the just

man? Can it be ſaid that renown and praiſe, both from men and Gods, are

good and beautiful, but at the ſame time unpleaſant ? and that the contrary

is true with reſpect to infamy? We ſhall ſay, By no means, O legiſlator.

But is neither to do an injury, nor to ſuffer one, unpleaſant indeed, but at the

ſame time good, or beautiful? And are other things pleaſant, but ſhameful

and baſe?

CLIN. How can they?

Guasr. The reaſon, therefore, which neither ſeparatcs the pleaſant and

the just, nor the good and the beautiful, is perſuaſive, if to nothing elſe, yet

at least to the wiſh to live a holy and just life. So that the diſcourſe of the

legiſlator will be most ſhameful and diſcordant, if he denies that theſe things

are ſo. Forno one will voluntarily wiſh to be perſuaded to do that which is

not attended with more joy than ſorrow. But that which is beheld afar off

affects cvcry one, as I may ſay, and even boys, with a dark vertigo. The

legiſlator, therefore, diſperſing the darkneſs, ſhall establiſh for us an opinion

the contrary to this ; and ſhall perſuade the citizens, by custom, and praiſe,

and arguments, that both things just and unjust are involved in ſhade; and

that things unjust, which appear contrary to the just, being ſurveyed by the

unjust and depraved man, ſeem to be pleaſant, but things just, most unplea

ſant: but when they are ſurvcyed by the just man, they appear to be eu

tirely the contrary.

CLIN. It appears ſo.

Guesr. But which of theſe deciſions, ſhall we ſay, is most true? VVhe

ther is it that of the worſe, or of the better ſoul? >

CLIN. Neccſſarily, that Of the better ſoul.

GUEST. lt is neceſſary, therefore, that an unjust life ſhould not only be

more baſe and depraved, but, in reality, more unpleaſant, than a just and

holy life. '

CLIN. It appears ſo, my friend, according to the preſent reaſoning.

GUEST. A legiſlator, therefore, who is in the least degree uſeful, though

what we have now aſſerted ſhould not ſubſist in this manner,-yet, as there

18 not any thing elſe which can be more advantageous to youth, he will ven

ture to allert it, though falſe, for their good; becauſe he will thus be

enabled to lead them to act justly, not by force, but willingly.

* a 2 CLIN.
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CLrN. Truth, indeed, O guest, is beautiful and stable: but it does not

appear eaſy to perſuade.

GUEST. Be it ſo. But that fable of the Sidonian, though improbable,

yet eaſily perſuades, as well as an innumerable multitude of others.

CLXN. \Vhat fable P

Guzsr. That, teeth being once ſown, armed men were produced from

them. For this may ſerve as a great example to a legiſlator, that any one

may perſuade the ſouls of young men to whatever he pleaſes. So that he

ought, by conſidering, to find out nothing elſe than by what means he

may confer, through perſuaſion, the greatest good on the city; and ſhould,

by every poſſible contrivance, diſcover after iwhat manner the whole of ſuch

an aſſociation may always ſpeak one and the flame thing about theſe par

ticulars, through the whole of life, in odes, fables, and diſcourſes. But if

it appears to you to be otherwiſe, no diſcord will ariſe from this difference

in opinion.

vCLrN. It does not appear to me that either of us can doubt about theſe

particulars.

GUEST. I will, therefore, continue my diſcourſe. I ſay then, that it is

neceſſary to inſinuate, as. by enchantment, all the choirs, which are three,

into the young and tender ſouls of boys, together with all ſuch other beau

tiful things as we have ſpoken of, and which yet remain for us to diſcuſs.

But the principal thing among them is this: that if the life which is pro

nounced by the Gods to be the most pleaſant, and the best, appears to be the

ſame with that which we have deſcribed, we ſhall have ſpoken most truly,

and ſhall more perſuade thoſe whom we ought to perſuade, than if we had

aſſerted any thing elſe.

CLIN. What you ſay must be granted.

GUEST. In the first place, therefore, the puerile choir of Muſes ſhould

enter, being about to ſing things of this kind, with all poſſible earnestneſs

to the whole city. In the ſecond place, that choir which conſists of mcn

thirty years old ſhall invoke the God Pzean as a witneſs of the truth of what

is ſaid, and ſhall 'beſeech him, together with the divinity Perſuaſion, to be

propitious to the youth. But it is neceſſary that there ſhould be a third choir,

conſisting of thoſe who are between thirty and ſixty years old. But the my

thologists about the ſame odes, who are more advanced in years than theſe,

4 as
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as they will no longer be able to ſing to the harp, ought agreeably to a

divine oracle to be diſmiſſed.

CLlN. Who do you mean, O guest, by theſe third choirs? for I do not

clearly understand what you wiſh to ſay about them,

GUEST, Theſe are nearly thoſe for whoſe ſake most of the above aſſer

tions were made.

CLlN. We do not yet understand: endeavour therefore to ſpeak yet

clearer.

GUEST. We ſaid, iſI remember, in the beginning oſ this diſcourſe, that

the nature of every youth was ſo ardcnt, that it could not be at rest either

in body or voice, but that it was always ſpeaking and leaping without order;

and that no other animal poſſeſſed a ſenſe oſ the order of both theſe, but

that this was alone the province oſ the nature of man. We likewiſe ſaid,

that rhythm was the name given to the order of motion, but harmony to

that of the voice, when the ſharp and the flat are mingled together; and

that both together are denominated a choir. We still further aſſerted, thatſſct

the Gods, commiſerating our nature, gave us Apollo and the Muſes as our

aſſociates in and leaders of the choir; and Bacchus (iſ we recollect) as the

third.

CLIN. How is it poſſible we ſhould not remember?

Gvnsr. We have therefore ſpoken concerning the choir oſ Apollo and

the Muſes: and hence it is neceſſary that we ſhould ſpeak rcſpecting the

third and remaining choir, or that of Bacchus.

CLlN. lnſorm me how you mean: for a Bacchic choir of old men ap

pears, on the first hearing, to be very abſurd; iſ thoſe who ſorm this choir

exceed thirty, ſo as to be from fifty to ſixty years old.

GUEST. You ſpeak most truly. But I think reaſon is requifite, that it

may appear how this may be opportunely accompliſhed.

CLlN. Certainly.

GUEST. Do we therefore agree in what has been previouſly ſaid?

CLIN. Reſpecting what?

GUEST. That every man and boy, thoſe who are free, and thoſe who are

flaves, the male and the female, and in ſhort the whole city, ſhould (ing

theſe things to the whole city without ceaſing, according to all the varieties

of
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of harmony, ſo' as that thoſe who ſing the hymns may experience an infa

tiable pleaſure.

CLiN. How is it poſſible not to acknowledge that theſe things ought to be

ſo ?

Guasr. But by what means will the best part of the city, and which is

most capable oſ perſuading by age, in conjunction with prudence, be able,

by ſinging the most beautiful things, to be the cauſe of the greatest good?

or ſhall we fooliſhly omit that which will be the most principal thing in the

most beautiful and most uſeful odes? '

CLIN. In conſequence of what has been just now ſaid, it is impoſſible to

omit it.

GUEST. How then will it be accompliſhed in a becoming manner? Con

ſider, if in this way.

CLIN. How? *

GUEST. Every one who is more advanced in age, being full of ſluggiſh

neſs with reſpect to odes, will be leſs delighted with theſe; and by how

much the older and more modest he is, by ſo much the more will he neceſ

ſarily be aſhamed to ſing. Will it not be ſo?

CLIN. It will.

GUEST. He will therefore be still more aſhamed to ſing, standing up

right in the theatres, before an all-various multitude of men ; eſpecially if

the choir, like thoſe that contend for victory when exerciſing their voice,

ſhould be compelled to ſing though lean and fasting; for, thus circum

stanced, they will not ſing without molestation and ſhame, and, when they'

do, it will be without alacrity.

CLlN. You ſpeak of things most neceſſary.

GUEST. How then ſhall we render them diſpoſed to engage in odes with

alacrity? Shall we not ordain by law, in the first place, that boys ſhall not

by any means taste wine till they are eighteen years old? For we ought to

teach them, that it is not proper to deduce like a river, fire to fire, into the

body and ſoul, before they begin to engage in manly labours; but that we

ſhould dread the furious habit of youth. In the next place, we ſhould in

form them that wine is to be moderately uſed till they are thirty years old,

and that young men ſhould by all means avoid intoxication and abundance

of
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of wine. But when they have attained the fortieth year, then they may be

allowed to attend feasts, to invoke the other Gods, and beſeech Bacchus to

be preſent at the mystic ceremonies and ſports of the old men; for this

divinity bestowed wine upon men as a remedy against the austerity of old

age, that through this we might acquire a ſecond youth, forget ſorrow, and

render the manners of our ſoul ſofter,-just as iron is ſoftened by the action

of fire. ln the first place, therefore, will not every one who is thus affect

ed, be willing, with more alacrity and leſs ſhame, not indeed in a great

but in a moderate multitude, nor among strangers, but his familiars,vto ſing,

and, as we have oſtcn ſaid, to enchant i.

CLIN. Very much ſo.

GUEST. This mode then will not he altogether improper to induce them
to join with us in ſinging. ct

CLIN. By no means.

Gum-r. But with what voice, and with what muſe, Mwill theſe men ſing?

or is it not evident that it will be with ſuch a one as is adapted to them P.

CLIN. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. But which will be adapted to divine men? Will it- not be that

of choirs?

CLlN- We indeed, O guest, and theſe, are not able to ſing any thing

elſe than that which we have learnt in the choirs, having been accustomed

thus to ſine. *

GUEST. lt is reaſonable it ſhould be ſo.- For you have not in reality been

partakers of the most beautiful ſinging; and this becauſe your government

is rather military than civil. Hence your young men are like a compact

multitude of colts feeding together in herds. And no one oſ your people,

taking to himſelf his own offspring, commits him as it were to a groom,

that his fierceneſs may be tamed, and that he may be gently and mildly

educated, and from whom he may receive every thing proper to the diſci-,

pline of youth; whence he may not only become a good ſoldier, but an able

governor ofa city, and one who, in the beginning we ſaid, would be more

warlike than the ſoldiers of Tyrtasus, and would always and every where,

both in private and public, honour the poſſeffion of fortitude, as ranking in

the fourth, and not in the first place among the virtues.

CLlN.
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CLIN. ldo not know, O guest of ours, for what reaſon you again de

grade our legiflators.

GUEST. It is not my intention, execllent man, to do ſo, iſ I do it; but

where reaſon leads, there, iſyou are willing, we will direct our courſe. For

iſ we poſſeſs a muſe more beautiful than that of the choirs, and the com

mon theatres, we will endeavour to impart this to ſuch as we ſaid were

aſhamed oſ that muſe, and endeavoured to participate of one more beautiful.

CLlN. Entirely ſo.

szsr. In the first place, then, it is proper that this ſhould be preſent to

all whom a certain grace follows, that either the grace itſelf alone ſhould be

the most approved, or a certain rectitude, or, in the third place, advantage.

Thus, for example, a graceſollows food and drink, and every kind oſ ali

ment, and this grace we call pleaſure: but if it contributes to health, we

denominate it rectitude and utility.

CLIN. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. Thus, too, a grace ſollows diſcipline, which is alſo called plea

ſure; and the truth reſulting from diſcipline is denominated rectitude and

advantage, the beneficial and the becoming.

CLIN. It is ſo.

GUEST. But what? In the artificial production of ſimilitudes, when

pleaſure is the reſult oſ ſuch productions, may not ſuch pleaſure be most

justly denominated a grace?

CLlN. Certainly.

GUEST. But, in ſhort, the equality of ſuch things, rather than pleaſure,

renders them ſuch and ſo great.

CLIN. It is well ſaid.

GUEST. Hence that alone can be rightly judged by pleaſure, which nci

ther affords a certain advantage, nor truth, nor fimilitude; nor yet again is

the cauſe of any injury, but which alone ſubſists for the ſake of that grace

which follows other things, and which may be most beautifully denominated

pleaſure, when none of theſe attend it.

CLlN. Do you alone ſpeak oſ innoxious pleaſure?

GUEST. I do; I ſay that this is ſport, when it is neither the cauſe of any

thing detr'mental or advantageous, which deſerves ſerious conſideration.

'

CLIN.
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CLIN. You ſpeak most truly. -

GUEST. Shall we not then aſſert, from what has been no' ſaid, that it in

fit all imitations ſhould be judged in the least degree by pleaſure and falſe

Opinion, and in like manner, all equality ? For it does not follow, that be

cauſe tfiir thing appears to ſome one to be equal, or ſome one is delighted

with that, that therefore thſ: thing is equal, or that poſſeſſes ſymmetry;

but it is ſo from truth, the most oſ all things.

CLIN. Entirely ſo.

Guss'r. Do we not therefore ſay, that all muſic is affimilative and imita

tive ?

CLIN. Certainly.

GUEST. In the ſmallest degree, therefore, when any one ſays that muſic

is to be judged by pleaſure, is ſuch an aſſertion to be admitted, and in the

ſmallest degree is ſuch a muſic to be inquired after as a ſerious thing, iſ it is

any where to be ſound; but that muſic alone is to be explored which puſ-A

ſeſſes ſimiiitude by its imitation of the beautiful.

CLIN. Most true.

Guns-r. Thoſe, therefore, that inquire after the most beautiful ſinging,

and the most beautiful muſe, ought, as it appears, to explore not that which

is pleaſant in each of theſe, but that which is right. For the rectitude of

imitation, as we have ſaid, conſists in expreffing the magnitude and quality

of that which it repreſents, ſuch as they are.

CLIN. How ſhould it not be ſo? -

Gussr. But every one will acknowledge this with reſpect to muſic, that

all poems are an aſlimilation and imitation of it. Or, do you think that all

poets, auditors, and players, will not aſſent to this i

CLIN. Very much ſo.

GUEST. But it is proper, as it appears, to know reſpecting every poem,

what kind ofa thing it is, iſ any one wiſhes not to err in deciding upon it.

For he who does not know what the cſſence of it means, nor oſ what it is

the image, will never understand the rcctitude or erroneouſneſs 'oſ its inten

tion.

CLlN. It is impoſſible he ſhould.

Gvss'r. But can he who does not know the rectitude of a performance

ever be able to know whether it is well or ill accompliſhed? l do not indeed

VOL. 11. 1 ſpeak
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ſpeak in a manner perfectly clear; but, perhaps, I ſhall thus ſpeak with

more perſpicuity.

CLlN. How?

Guesr. There are ten thouſand ſimilitudes which have reference to the

ſight.

CLIN. Certainly,

GUEST. What then? If any one is ignorant what each of the imitated

bodies is, can he ever know whether it is properlyre preſented? as, for in

stance, whether the repreſentation poſſeſſes the joiſſnts and reſpective mem

bers of the body, their poſitions, number, and quality, ſuch as they ought

to be, and beſides all theſe, the Proper colours and figures; or, on the con

trary, whether all theſe are exhibited in a diſordered manner. Do you

think that any one can at all know theſe particulars who is unacquainted

with the animal which is imitated?

CLIN. How ſhould he Z

GUEST. But if any one knows that it is a man who is painted, or other

wiſe repreſented, and that he has received all his parts, colours and figures,

from art, would it be neceſſary that he who knows this ſhould likewiſe

readily know whether the repreſentation is beautiful', or whether it is in

any reſpect defective in beauty P

CLIN. We ſhould all of us, O guest, as I may ſay, know- thc beautiful

parts of animal-s. . þ

GUEST. You ſpeak with perfect propriety. Is it not therefore neceſſary,

thalt a prudent judge ſhould poſſeſs theſe three things about every image,

both in painting and muſic? In the first place, that he ſhould know what

the thing is; in the ſecand place, that it poſſeſſcs rcctitude; and, in the

third place, that the image is properly executed in words, melodies, and.

rhythms P

CL1N. It appears ſo. '

GUEST. v&Ve ſhould not, therefore, omit to ſpeak concerning the difficulty

which is in muſic. For, ſince it is more celebrated than other images, it re.

quires more caution than the rest. FOr he who errs 'in this will be injureql

in the greatest degree, ſince he will thus conciliate to himſelf depraved man

ners. But it is most difficult to be known, becauſe poets are more depraved

than the Muſes. For theſe are incapable of erring to ſo great a degree as,

in
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in faſhioning the words of men, to give the ſigure and melody of women;

or, in compoſing the melody and figures of thoſe who are free, to harmo

nize together the rhythms of staves and the free-born; or, in exhibiting

rhythms and liberal figures, to aſſign a melody or diſcourſe contrary to the

rhythms. Beſides this, they will never place together the voices of beasts,

and men, and instruments, and every kind of noiſe, as imitating one cer

tain thivng. But human poets combine things of this kind together in the

greatest degree, and irrationally mingle them with each other, exciting ſuch
men by theſe means to laugh, who, as Orpheus ſays, ſi" are allotted the ele

gance of delight." For they perceive all theſe particulars mingled toge

ther: and, beſides this, the poets dilacerate rhythm and figures ſeparate from

melody, arranging naked words in meaſure; producing melody and rhythm

without words; and employing the naked ſound of the harp and the pipe.

Among which particulars, it is very difficult to know the intention of the.

rhythm and harmony which ſubſist without words, and to which of the imi

tations deſerving to be mentioned they are ſimilar. But it is neceſſary to

conſider every thing of this kind as replete with rusticity; as immoderately

loving ſwiftneſs without falling, and the voice of wild beaſts, and on this

account uſing the melody of the harp and the pipe for other purpoſes than

dancing and ſinging. But to uſe either of theſe instruments unaccompanied
vwith words, is full ofvall unſkilfulneſs and legerdemain. But the reaſon of

this is as follows: We do not conſider that we ought not to employ our Muſes

when we are fifty, or thirty, years old, but we ought to find out when it is

proper. Our diſcourſe, however, appears to me, from what has been ſaid,

to ſignify thus much concerning the muſe belonging to choirs, that it is ne

ceſſary thoſe who are fifty years old ſhould be better instructed than others

in the particulars belonging to ſinging. For they must neceſſarily poſſeſs a

proper ſenſation and knowledge of rhythms and harmonies. Or how can.

they know the rectitude of melodies; to what the Doric harmony is proper

or improper; and whether the rhythm which the poet has united to it is

right, or not?

CLIN. It is evident that they cannot by any means.

GUEST. But the numerous vulgar are ridiculous in thinking that they ſuſ

ficicntly know what is well harmonized, and poſſeſſes proper rhythm, and

I 2 what
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what is not ſo: for theſe have been compelled to ſing and walk in rhythm.

But in conſequence oſ doing each of theſe ignorautly, they would not ſyl

logize as follows: Every melody, when it poſſeſſes things which accord,

ſubſists in a proper manner 3 but when it does not poſſeſs thinge which ac

cord, it is defective. 1

CLIN. Most neceſſarily ſo.

Gum-r. What then? Can he who does not understand what it poſſeſſes,

and what its definition is, know, as we have ſaid, how it properly ſubfists at

any time in any one?

CLIN. How is it poſſible he ſhould P ,

Gunsr. This then, as it appears, we have now diſcovered, that thoſe

fingers which we have now called upon, and have after a manner compelled

to ſing voluntarily, ought from neceſſity to be diſciplined thus far, as to be

able each of them to follow the progreſſions of the rhythms, and the chords

of the melodies, that, perceiving the harmonies and the rhythms, they may

chooſe ſuch as are fit to be ſung by ſo many, and by ſuch particular perſons;

and, thus ſinging, may themſelves immediately be innocently delighted, and

thus induce young men to embrace worthy manners. But, being thus far in

structed, they will participate of a more accurate diſcipline than that which

is directed to the multitude, and to poets themſelves. For, in the third place,

it is by no means neceſſary that a poet ſhould know whether the imitation

is beautiful or not; but it is nearly neceſſary that he ſhould know this of

harmony and rhythm. But all the three ought to be known for the ſake of

chooſing the most beautiful, and the ſecond ; for otherwiſe they will never

become a ſufficient enchantment to youth to the acquiſition of virtue. And

thus, that which our diſcourſe intended in the beginning, viz. that it might

afford proper affistance to the choir of Bacchus, has been accompliſhed by

us to the utmost of our ability. But let us conſider whether this ſhould be

accompliſhed in this manner. For ſuch an aſſembly must neceſſarily be tu -

multuous, in conſequence of the compotation proceeding to a greater degree,

which we ſuppoſed in the beginning oſ our diſcourſe must neceſſarily happen

to drinking aſſociations of the preſent day.

CLIN. It is neceſſary it ſhould. .

GUEST. But every one becoming lighter than himſelf will be elevated

5 and
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and delighted; will be filled with freedom of ſpeech; and in this condition

will not hear him who is near him, but will conſider himſelf ſufficient both

to govern himſelf and others.

CLlN. Certainly.

GUEST. Have we not ſaid, that, when theſe things take place, the ſouls

of the drinkers, being rendered fervid, will become more ſoft and juvenile,

like iron heated in the fire? ſo that they may be eaſily led, as when

they were young, by thoſe who are able and know how to instruct and

faſhion them : but that he who is able to faſhion them is the ſame as he who

was then ſaid to be a good legiſlator, by whoſe laws reſpecting compotation

he may be restrained who is confident and audacious, and more impudent

than is proper, and who is unwilling to endure order with reſpect to ſilence,

diſcourſe, drinking, and the muſe; and may be willing to act in a contrary

manner in every reſpect; ſending out against advancing and baſe confi

dence, the most beautiful'oppoſing fear, in conjunction with justice; which

divine fear we have denominated ſhame and modesty.

CLIN. It is ſo.

GUEST. But the guardians and fabricators of theſe laws ought, as leaders

of thoſe that are not ſober, to be themſelves free from perturbation and

ebriety; without which it is more difficult to ſight against intoxication than

to contend with enemies without unterriſied leaders. But he who is un

willing to be perſuaded by theſe, and by the leaders of Bacchus who are

more than ſixty years old, ſustains an equal, and indeed a greater diſgrace

than he who is unperſuadcd by the leaders of Mars.

CLIN. Right.

Gvnsr. If ſuch cbriety and ſuch ſport were adopted, would not ſuch

drinking aſſociates derive great utility from thence, and be more conjoined

in friendſhip than before, and not be enemies as at preſent ?* Would not

likewiſe the whole of their aſſociation be according to law, in conſequence

of the ſober being the leaders ofthe intoxicated?

CLIN. Certainly, if the ebriety was conducted in the manner you now

ſpeak of.

Guns'r. We ought not, therefore, to blame the gift of Bacchus ſimply,

'as if it were evil, and not tworthy to be received into the city. For much

more might yet be ſaid to this purpoſe; though] ſhould be fearful to diſ

cloſe
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cloſe to the multitude the greatest good which-this divinity imparts, becauſe

men when they hear it will not receive and understand it as they ought.

CLiN. What is that good ?

GUEST. Av certain narration and rumour has devolved to us, that this God

was once diſordered in his mind by his mother Juno, and that on this ac

count he introduced the Bacchic rites, and the wliole oſ the inſane choir,

that he might take vengeance on the Goddeſs. It is further reported, that

for this purpoſe he bestowed wine upon mankind. But I leave things of this

kind to be ſaid by thoſe who think that they can aſſert them with ſafety re

ſpecting the Gods. Thus much, however, I know, that no animal is born

with ſuch, and ſo much, intelligence as is proper to it, when it acquires a

perfection oſintellect. But every animal, during the time in which it has not

yet obtained its proper prudence, rages and vociſeratcs in a diſordered man

ner; and when any one ſlays it rapidly, it again leaps without order '. But

we may recollect that we ſaid theſe were the principles of muſic and gym

nastic.

CLrN. We do recollect.

GVEST. Did we not alſo ſay, that this principle imparted to us the ſenſe

of rhythm and harmony? and that Apollo, the Muſes, and Bacchus, were
the cauſes of theſe? ct

CLIN. Certainly.

.GUEST. But wine, according to the aſſertions of ſome, was given to men

as .a puniſhment, that they might be rendered, through it, inſane. Agree

ably, however, to what has now been aſſerted by us, it is on the contrary a

medicine; and was imparted that the ſoul might acquire ſhame, but the

body health and strength.

CLIN. You have very beautifully, O guest, reminded us of what has been

ſaid. '

-GUEST. But now the half oſ the particulars pertaining .t0 the choir is

complete. Shall we finiſh or omit the remaining part P

-.CL1N. What parts do you ſpeak oſ; and how do you divide each of them?

GUEST. According to us, the whole of the choir is the whole of diſci

pline. But, of this, one part conſists in vocal rhythms and harmonies.

' Viz. in another life: for the ſoul carries with it into another the habits and manners

which it poſſeſſed in the preſent life.

CLiN.
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CLIN. Certainly,

GUEST. But the other in the motion of the body, which has rhythm in

common with the motion of the voice, but figure peculiar to itſelf z but,

in the former part, melody is the motion of the voice.

CLIN. Most true.

GUEST. I know not, therefore, after what manner we have denomi

nated things pertaining to the voice, which extend as far as to the ſoul,

and contribute to the diſcipline of virtue, muſic.

CLIN. They were rightly called ſo.

GUEST. But things pertaining to the body, which we have called dam

cing in ſport, if ſuch a motion ſhould extend as far as to the virtue of the

body, we ſhould denominate the artificial leading of it to this purpoſe,

gymnastic.

CLiN. Most right- '

GUEST. But we-appear to have ſpoken ſufficiently of that part of muſic,

which we have ſaid is the half oſ the choir. Shall we, therefore, ſpeak of

the remaining half, or how ſhall we do?

CLIN. O most excellent man, 'who art diſcourſing with Cretans and La

cedaemonians, as you have ſpoken ſufficiently about muſic, but gymnastic

remains yet to be diſcuſſed, what do you think each of us ought to reply'

to your interrogation P

Guasr. I ſhall ſiiy that you have perſpicuouſly anſwered by your question.

For l understand that your preſent interrogation is, as l have ſaid, an anſwer,

and, beſides this, a mandate to diſcuſs the particulars about gymnastic.

CLlN. You apprehend my meaning excellently well; and therefore diſ-ſi

cuſs theſe particulars.

GUEST. We ſhall do ſo: for it is not very difficult to ſpeak about things

known to both of you. And beſides, you are far more ſkilled in this art;

than in that of muſic.

CLIN. You nearly ſPeak the truth. >

Guasr. Is not, therefore, the principle of this ſport, every animal being.

naturally accustomcd to leap? But man, as we have ſaid, receiving a ſenſe

of rhythm, generated and brought forth dancing. And melody, recalling to

mind, and exciting rhythm, theſe two, communicating with each other,

brought forth the choirv and ſport.

CLiN. Most true.

Guasn
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Gves'r. One part of this we have ſaid we have already diſcuſſed, and

that we ſhould in the next place endeavour to diſcuſs the remaining part.

. CLLN- Entirely ſo.

Gunsr. We will, therefore, first of all bring to a c0ncluſion the choir

of intoxication, if it is agreeable to you.

CLrN'. Of what are you ſpeaking?

GUEST. If any city ſhould uſe drinking aſſociations as a ſerious concern,

with law and order, and as an exerciſe to the acquiſition of temperance,

and ſhould not at the ſame time avoid other pleaſures, but in a ſimilar

manner ſhould engage in them for the ſake of ſubduing them, after this

manner it may be allowed to uſe all theſe. But if it uſes drinking aſſo

ciations as ſport, and gives pemiiſiion to any one to drink when he pleaſes,

and with whom he pleaſes, and to engage in any other purſuit without

restraint, I ſhould not be ofthis opinion, that this city, or any individual in

it, ought, at any time, to make uſe of intoxication. But l ſhould much

prefer the law of the Carthaginians to the custom of the Cretans and Lace

daemonians. For their law forbids any one belonging to the camp to taste

-of wine, but orders water to be drunk during all this period. I likewiſe

would not permit it to be drunk in the city by either male or female ſlave: ;

nor by magistrates during the year of their office; nor by pilots, nor

judges, when engaged in their reſpective employments; nor, in ſhort, by

any-one when deliberating about things of importance. Again, I would

not permit it to be drunk by any one in the day-time, unleſs for the ſake of

ibodily exerciſe or diſeaſe ; nor by a man and woman at night, when they

intend to beget children. And many other circumstances might be adduced,

in which thoſe who poſſeſs a ſound mind, and conform to good laws, will

abstain from wine. So that, according to this reaſoning, no city has occa

ſion for a multitude of vineyards. But other concerns of agriculture, and

every thing reſpecting diet, ſhould be orderly diſpoſed: and wine ſhould be

nearly uſed in the most moderate and least degree of all things. And this,

if it is agreeable to you, O guests, ſhall be the concluſion of my diſcourſe

reſpecting wine.

CLIN, Beautifully ſaid: and it is agreeable to us it ſhould be ſo.

THE an OF THE sneonn Boox.
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BOOK Ill.

AND thus much concerning theſe particulars. But ſhall we ſay that civil

government had a certain beginning? And may not any one behold it hence

with eaſe, and in the most beautiful manner?

CLxN. Whence?

GUEST. Whence any one may behold the progreſs of cities to virtue, and

at the ſame time to vice. '

CLIN. \Vhence do you ſay? *

GUEST. -I think, indeed, from a' length and infinity of time, and from

the mutations in it. -

CLlN. How do you ſay?

Guss-r. Do you appear to have ever understood what a multitude of time)

has elapſed ſince cities and the politic institutions of' men commenced?

CLIN. This is by no means eaſy to understand.

GUEST. It is indeed infinite ', and impoſſible to be expreſſed.

CLIN. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. Will not myriads upon myriads of cities have ſubſisted in this

time? and, in conſequence of the ſame temporal infinity, have not as many

been destroyed? and will they not every where have been governed accord

ing to every kind of polity; and at one time paſs from the leſſer to the

greater, and at another from the greater to the leſſer; and have become

worſe from the better, and better from the worſe?

CLIN. It is neceſſary.

GUEST. Let us therefore aſſign, if we are able, the cauſe of this muta

l From hchc it is evident that they arc not genuine Platonists, who contend that according to

Plato the world had a beginning. Sce the Timaeus. i

voL. ll. x tion:
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tion: for perhaps it may exhibit to us the first generation and mutation

ofpolities.

CLIN. You ſpeak well. It is therefore neceffiu'y that you ſhould readily

unfold what you conceive to be the truth concerning them, and that we

ſhould at the ſame time follow you.

GUEST. Do antient diſcourſes then appear to you to poſſeſs any truth?

CLIN. Of what kind?

GUEST. That there have been many destructions of the human race,

through deluges, diſeaſes, and many other things, in which a very ſmall part

of mankind was left.

CLIN. Every thing of this kind must be very probable to every one.

GUEST. Let us then conſider one of theſe destructious out of many,-I

mean that which was cauſed by a- deluge.

CLiN. What ought we to think about this?

GUEST. That thoſe who then eſcaped the destruction were nearly moun

tain ſhepherds, a ſew dormant ſparks of the human race, preſerved on the

ſummits of mountains.

CLiN. Evidently ſo.

GUEST. But ſuch as theſe must neceſſarily have been ignorant of other

arts, and of thoſe artifices in Cities of men towards each other, with a view to

prerogative and contention, and other baſe ends.

CLlN. It is likely.

GUEST. But we ſhall alſo ſuppoſe that the cities which were ſituated in

plains, and thoſe bordering on the ſea, entirely periſhed at that time.

CLIN. We will ſuppoſe ſo.

GUEST. We must aſſert, therefore, that all instruments were destroyed at

that time, together with every invention pertai-ning to art, politic diſcipline,

or any other certain wiſdom.

CLIN. For how, O most excellent man, if theſe particulars remained

through the whole of time in the ſame perfection as at preſent, could any

thing new have ever been invented? It is becauſe an innumerable multitude

of years was unknown to the inventors. But one or two thouſand years have

elapſcd ſince ſome things were invented by Dzedalus, others by Orpheus,- and

others by Palamedes. The particulars indeed reſpecting muſic were diſ

covered by Marſyas and Olympus ; but thoſe relating to the lyre by Amphion.

- And
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And a multitude of other things were, as I may ſay, invented by others but

yesterdzly. ' _

GUEST. Do you not perceive, O Clinias, that you have omitted to

mention the ſriend who 'was yesterday preſent?

CLIN. Do you mean Epimenides?

GUES'P. I do. For he far excelled all among you in inventions; and,

as you ſay, brought to perfection in reality what Heſiod had formerly

divined in his writings.

CLIN. We do ſay ſo.

GUEST. We must aſſert, therefore, that when that devastation by a

deluge took place, human affairs were in a state of infinite and dreadful

ſolitude; that a prodigious part of the earth was unprolific; and other

animals having periſhed, ſome herds of oxen, and a few goats, which were

rarely found, ſupplied thoſe men with food that eſcaped the devastation.

CLIN. Doubtleſs.

GUEST. But are we of opinion that there was then any memory of a.

city, politic diſcipline, and legiſlation, which is the ſubject of our preſent

diſcourſe ?

CLIN. By no means.
GUEST. From theſe people, therefore, thus vcircumstanced, all the par

ticulars which exist at preſent derived their ſubſiſtence; viz. Cities and

polities, arts and laws, many vices and many virtues.

CLlN. How do you ſay ? _ -

GUEST. Can we be oſopinion, O wonderful man, that as thoſe who

then existed were ignorant of many beautiful things pertaining to citizens,

and many of a contrary nature, they could ever become perfect either in

virtue or vice P

CLIN. You ſpeak well; and I understand what you ſay.

GUEST. In conſequence, therefore, of the progreſſion of time, and the

increaſe of the human race, all things advanced to the condition of all

things at preſent.

CLIN. h/Iost right. a

GUEST. But this was probably not effected ſuddenly, and in a ſhort, but

in a very extended period of time.

CLIN. It is very proper it ſhould be ſo.

K 1 _ GvEsr.
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GUEs'r. For I think 'that fear would prevent all the inhabitants from

deſcending from their elevated abodes to the plains.

þ CLiN. Certainly.

GUEST. Would not likewiſe thoſe who lived at that time be delighted

in beholding each other, on account of their paucity? And would they not

have nearly lost, as I may ſay, all the artificial means of paſſing over to each

other, either by land or ſea? I do not therefore think it would be very

poſſible for them to mingle with each other. For iron and braſs and all

metals would have periſhed, confuſed together; ſo that it would be im

poſſible to ſeparate and bring them into light. Hence trees would be but

rarely cut down. For, if any instrument ſhould happen to be left on the

mountains, theſe rapidly wearing away would vaniſh; and no other could

be made, till the metallic art ſhould again be diſcovered by men.

CLIN. How indeed could it?

GUEST. But in how many generations afterwards do we think this

would take place?

CLXN. It is evident, in a great many.

GUEST. The arts thereſore which are employed'about iron and braſs,

and all ſuch things, must at the ſame time be involved in darkneſs, and

indeed in a still greater degree.

CLlN. Undoubtedly.

G'UEST. Sedition, therefore, together with War, must at that time be

every where extirpated.

CLIN. How ſo ?

GUEST. In the first place, they will be ben-evolent towards and love each

other, on account of their ſolitude. In the next place, food will not be

the cauſe of war to them : for paſhires will be rarc; a fcw only perhaps

remaining from the firſt, in which the inhabitants of that time will for the

most part live. For they will not by any means be "in want of milk and

animal food. Further still, hunting will ſupply them with food, neither of

a bad kind nor in a ſmall quantity. They will likewiſe poſſeſs abundance

of clothing, beds and habitations, together with apparatus pertaining to fire,

and ſuch as has no occaſion for fire. The plastic too and weaving arts

will not be indigent of iron. But divinity imparted all theſe together with

theſe arts to men, that, if at any time they ſhould fall into ſo great a cala

mity,
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mity, they might be able to propagate the human race. On this account,

at that time they were not very poor, nor were they compelled by poverty

to quarrel with each other. But neither could they ever become rich,

becauſe they were without ſilver and gold. But in any aſſociation where

neither riches nor poverty take up their abode, in this the most just manners

will nearly be found. For neither inſolence nor injustice, neither emula

tion nor envy, can ſubſist in ſuch a ſociety. From theſe cauſes, and through

their innocence which wc have ſpoken of, they were good. For, when

ever they heard that any thing was beautiful or baſe, they thought, in con

ſequence of their innocence, that it was most truly ſaid to be ſo, and were

perſuaded. For no one was ſuſpected of lying, through his wiſdom, as is

the caſe at preſent; but, believing all that was aſſerted about Gods and men

to be true, they lived conformably to what they heard; on which account

they were altogether ſuch as we a little before repreſented them to be.

CLIN. Theſe things appear both to me and this other to be ſo.

GUEST. We ſay moreover, that many generations living in this manner,

both of thoſe prior to the deluge and of thoſe at preſent, they must be leſs

ſkilful and leſs learned both in warlike and other arts, which at preſent

are exerciſed by land and ſea ; likewiſe in judicial affairs and ſeditions,

which men have deviſed both in words and works, with every poſſible ſub

tilty of contrivance, in order to injure and act unjustly towards each other.

That beſides this they must be more innocent, brave, and at the ſame time

modest, and in every reſpect more just. But of theſe things we have

already aſſigned the cauſe.

CLrN. You ſpeak with rectitude.

GUEST. Theſe things, therefore, have been aſſerted by us; and we ſhall

ſpeak of every thing conſequent to theſe particulars, for the ſake of under

standing what occaſion they had at that time for laws, and who was their

legiſlator.

CLlN. You have ſpoken well.

C'UES r. Were they, therefore, neither indigent of laws, nor was any

ſuch thing adopted at that time? For men of that period were un

acquaintcd with letters, but lived following the manners and laws, as they

were called, of their ancestors.

CLIN. It is probable.

4 Guas'r.
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Gum-r. But the manner of their polity was thisr

CLIN. VVhat?

'GUES'L All of that period appear to me to have called a polity, a dy

nasty, which cven at preſent ſubſists in many places, both among the

Greeks and Barbarians. And Homer ſays that it was adopted in the

habitation of the Cyclops; for he thus ſpeaks:

" By theſe no statutes and no rights are known,

No council held, no monarch fills the throne 3

But high on hills or airy cliffs they dwell,

Or deep in caves whoſe entrance leads to hell.

Each rules his race, his neighbour not his care,

Heedleſs of others, to his own ſevere I."

CLIN. Homer appears to you to have been an elegant poet. We have

alſo met with other pieces, though not many, of his compoſing, extremely

elegant. For we Cretans do not very much make uſe of foreign poems.

MEGIL. We however do make uſe of them. And Homer appears to

me to excell poets of this kind, though he does not deſcribe a Laconic, but

rather throughout his poems an Ionic life. At preſent, indeed, he appears

to give a good testimony to your diſcourſe, mythologically referring the

antient condition of mankind to rusticity.

CLlN. Certainly.

GUEsT. For he testifies the truth ofour aſſertion: and we ſhall therefore

admit him as one who indicates that polities of this kind once ſubfiſted.
CLIN. It is well ſaid. ſi

GUEST. Were not polities of this kind formed from families and kindred

diſperſed through the want ariſmg from theſe devastations,-polities, in

which the oldest perſon rules over the rest, on account of their origin

being derived from fathe'r and mother; and who following theſe like birds

produce one herd, are obedient to paternal mandates, and are governed in

a kingdom, the most just of all?

CLlN. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. But after this, more of them collecting together into one body,

they will form larger cities: and first of all betaking themſelves to agri

J Odyſſ. lib. ix.

culture,
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culture, at the roots of mountains they will make certain encloſures from

hedges, as defenfive walls against the attacks of wild beasts, and thus pro_

duce one common and mighty habitation.

CLIN. It is probable that this would be the caſe.

GUEST. But is not this alſo probable?

CLIN. NVhat?
GUEST. That ſince theſe more increaſed habitatiſſons are compoſed from

ſuch as are leſſer and first, each of the ſmall ones ſhould be preſent, hav

ing at the ſame time its most autient governor, according to alliance, to

gether with its own proper manners; and this on account of their living

ſeparate from each other, and having had different parents and preceptors,

by whom they have been accustomed to reverence the Gods, and attend to

themſelves, the more modest by the more modest, the braver by the more

brave, and ſo in all the rest, according as each has faſhioned their ſons

and grandſons, who, as we have ſaid, will bring with them to this greater

habitation the peculiar laws under which they have lived.

CLIN. How is it poſſible this ſhould not be probable P

GUEST. It is likewiſe neceſſary that every one ſhould be pleaſed with his

own laws in the first place, and with thoſe of others in the ſecond place.

CLIN. Certainly. -

GUEST. But we appear to be ignorant that we are entering as it were

on the beginning of legiflation.

CLIN. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. After theſe things, therefore, it is neceſſary that thoſe who thus

aſſemble together ſhould chooſe among themſelves in common ſome who

know the legal institutions of all of them, and that they ſhould openly

ſhow ſuch of theſe as they most approve of, to the common rulers and

guidesiof the people, as to kings, who themſelves approving theſe institu

tions will be called legiſlators. But, having appointed their rulers, they

will form in this mutation of their polity acertain aristocracy, compoſed

from dynasties, or a certain kingdom.

CLlN. This will doubtleſs afterwards be the caſe.

GUEST. ln the next place, therefore, let us ſpeak of a third form of

polity, in which all the forms and paffions of polities, and at the ſame time

of cities, happen to be found.

CLIN.
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CLIN. Of what kind is this? That which Homer ſignifies, aſſerting

that the third was thus produced after the ſecond;

" Dardania's walls he rais'd z for llion then

(The city ſince of many-languag'd men)

Was not. The natives were content to till

The ſhady foot of lda's fount-full hill '."

Theſe verſes, and thoſe above, about the Cyclops, are in a certain reſpect;

divinely written, and are conformable to nature. For the poetic genus is

divine, being agitated with ſacred fury, celebrating many things which

have happened according to truth, and handling each of them with certain

graces and muſes.

CLtN. And this very much ſo.

Guasr. We will therefore now proceed to conſider the preceding fable :

for, perhaps, ſomething of our intention may be ſignified by it. Will it

not be proper to do ſo?

CLtN. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. We ſay then that Troy 'was built from elevated-places, in a

large and beautiful plain, upon a hill not very lofty, and having many

rivers which ruſh from mount Ida.

CLIN. So it is ſaid.

GUEST. Must not we think that this happened a long time after the

deluge?

CLIN. How could it be otherwiſe?

GUEST. A dreadful oblivion, therefore, of the devastation we are now

ſpeaking of, must, as it appears, have been then preſent with them, as

they thus built their city under many rivers, and which deſcended from

lofty places, and were not afraid to trust themſelves to hills of no great

altitude.

CLiN. lt is perfectly evident, therefore, that they existed a long time

after this devastation. ,

GUEST. And I am of opinion that many other cities were at that time

inhabited, in conſequence of the increaſe of mankind.

CLIN. Certainly.

' Il. xx. ver. 216.

GUEST.
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GUEST. And theſe indeed fought against Troy ; and perhaps by ſea,

all of them now intrepidly uſing that element.

CLIN. It appears ſo.

GUEST. But the Achaians, who waited on Troy, ſubverted it in the

tenth year.

MEGiL. Entircly ſo.

Guasr. In this time, therefore, or the ſpace of ten years, in which Troy

was beſieged, many evils happened to the beſiegers through the ſeditions

of the young men, who received the commanders, when returning to their

cities and houſes, neither in a becoming norjust manner, but ſo that many

were flain, and many were exiled. Thoſe that were exiled, however, re

turned, changing their names, and being called Doriens instead of Acha

ians, through one Doriens, who at that time collected together the exiles.

And hence you Lacedaemonians mythologize about, and thoroughly diſcuſs,

all theſe particulars.

MEGIL. Certainly. - -

Gues'r. Hence, as, while diſcourſing about laws in the beginning of this

converſation, we made a digreffion to muſic and intoxication, ſo now we

are led to the ſame thing as it were by divinity; and our diſcourſe preſents

us as it were with a handle for this purpoſe. For it has brought us to that

politic diſcipline which you ſaid was properly instituted both in Lacedaemon

and Crete, as by fraternal laws. But now we obtain this prerogative from

the wandering of our diſcourſe, that, while we paſs through certain polities

and habitations, we behold a first, ſecond, and third city, following each

other, according to our opinion, in immenſe extenſions of a certain time.

But now this fourth city, or if you pleaſe nation, preſents itſelf to us,

which was once inhabited, and is ſo at preſent; from all which, if we are

able to understand what is beautiful or the contrary, reſp'ecting its being

inhabited, and what laws of the inhabitants preſerve what is preſerved, or

corrupt what is corrupted among them, and what change of political insti

tutions renders the city happy, we ſhall think, O Megillus and Clinias, that

we have done enough. But all theſe particulars must be diſcuſſed by us

from the beginning, unleſs we call to account what has been ſaid.

MEGIL. If, O guest, any God will promiſe us that, if we enter a ſecond

time on the buſineſs of legiſlation, we ſhall hear neither worſe nor fewer

VOL. II. L things
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things than what have now been ſaid, I would make a long journey, and

the preſent day would appear to me to be ſhort, though the God is now

turning from the ſummer to the winter ſi)istiCC.

GUEST. It is proper, as it appears, to conſider theſe things.

MEGXL. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. Let us then be preſent in thought at that time when Lacedz

'mon, and Argos, and Meſſene, and the cities which were in alliance with

them, were, O Meg'illus, in ſubjection to your ancestors. For'then, as it

is ſaid in the fable, they thought proper, having triply divided their army

to inhabit three Cities, Argos, Meſſene, and Lacedaemon. -

MEGiL, Entirely ſo. .

GUEST. And Temenus, indeed, was 'made king of Argos, but Creſ

phontes of Meſſene, and Eurysthenes in conjunction with Patrocles of

Lacedaemon. u '

CLlN. They were ſo.

GUEST- But all theſe took an oath that they would give affistance, if any

one ſhould destroy any of theſe dominionsa

MEGIL. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. But inform me, by Jupiter, whether their kingdom or government

was ever destroyed by any one ; or whether it was not ſubverted by others,

but by themſelves? or ſhall we ſay, that a little before, when we entered

on this diſcourſe, we thought it was ſo, but have now forgotten' it?
MEGIL. By no means. A

GUEST. Now, therefore, we ſhall be more able to establiſh a thing of

this kind ; for we are led to the ſame concluſion, as it appears, by the hiſ

tory of past tranlactions; ſo that we do not purſue in our diſcourſe any

vain thing, but that which has happened and is true. But the following

particulars have taken place: Three kingdoms, and three Cities, having a

kingly government, mutually ſwore, reſþecting the laws which they had

establiſhed about gov erning and being governed, that kings ſhould not reign

by violence as time and race continued to advance, and that the people, while

the kings obſerved their oath, ſhould not at any time destroy the king

doms, nor endeavour that they might be ſubverted by others; but that

kings ſhould defend both kings and the people when injured, and the

people, both kings and the people. Was it not ſo ?

4 MEGiL.
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MEGIL. It was.

GUEST. That therefore which is of the greatest importance in the esta

bliſhments of polities was preſent with the legiſlators in theſe three Cities,

whether the kings themſelves gave laws, or any other perſons.

MEGIL. \Vhat was this?

GUEST. That two cities ſhould always riſe up against one which would

not be perſuaded to obey the establiſhed laws.

MEGIL. lt is evident.

GUEST. This alſo many adviſe legistators, that they ſhould establiſh

ſuch laws as the people and the multitude will willingly admit; which is

just as if ſome one ſhould adviſe the masters of gymnastic exerciſes, or

phyſicians, to take care of and cure the bodies under their direction in an

agreeable manner.

MEGIL. Entirely ſo.

Gvnsr. It is, however, often a deſirable circumstance, when with no

great degree of pain any one is able to procure for bodies a good habit

and health.

MEGIL. Certainly.

GUEST. This alſo was at that time preſent with them, and contributed

in no ſmall degree to the facility of establiſhing laws.

MEGIL. What was that?

GUEST. The legiflators had not to procure an equality of poſſeſiions,

which cauſes the greatest of all accuſations, and which takes place in other

eities establiſhed by laws, when any one endeavours to disturb the poſſeſ

ſion of land, or to diſſolve what is due; perceiving that equality can never

ſufficiently ſubſist unleſs theſe things take place. For against him who

endeavours to disturb every thing of this kind, all men exclaim, that he

must not move tl'iings which are immoveable, Imprecations likewiſe are

uttered against him who introduces diviſions of land, and the cancelling of

debts; ſo that every man is involved in difficulty on this account. This,

however, was not the caſe with the Doriens. For land was distributed to

them, without envy or controverſy; and they had no large and ancient

debts.

MEGIL. True.

L z Gursr.
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GUEST. How therefore came it to paſs, O most excellent men, that

their ſettlement in houſes and legifiation came to be ſo bad?

MEGIL. How do you mean ? and of what is it you accuſe them?

GUEST. That-three houſe-establiſhments taking place, two of them

ſwiftly corrupted the polity and the laws, and one alone, which was your

city, remained.

MEGIL. You aſk a question which it is not very eaſy to anſwer.

GUEST. But it is proper that, conſidering and exploring this at preſent,

concerning laws, with aged and prudent ſport, we ſhould accompliſh the

journey we have undertaken without molestation.

MsGIL. We ought certainly to do as you ſay.

Guns'r. Can we therefore ſpeculate concerning laws in a more beauti-

ful manner, than by conſidering the laws which adorned cities of this

kind? or can we think of any *cities and habitations more illustrious and

larger than theſe ?

MEGIL. It is not eaſy to ſpeak of others that are preferable to theſe.

GUEST. It is nearly evident, therefore, that, thus prepared, they would.

not only be able ſufficiently to defend Peloponneſus, but all Greece, iſ it

ſhould be injured by any of the Barbarians; in the ſame manner as thoſe

that dwelt about Ilion, who, trusting to the power of the Aſſyrians de

ſcended from Ninus, dared to excite war against Troy. 'For the form of

that government, which was still preſerved, was by no means deſpicable.

And as we at preſent fear a mighty king *, in like manner all at that time

feared that Collected coordination of people. For the destruction of Troy

a ſecond time raiſed a great accuſation against them; becauſe the Trojan.

power was a portion of the Aſſyrian government. Against all theſe, there

fore, the army at that titne was divided into three cities, under the brother

kings, the offspring of Hercules, and appeared to be beautifully regulated,

and far more ſo than that which came against Troy. For, in the first

place, they were of opinion that the commanders who deſcended from

Hercules were better than thoſe that derived their origin from Pelops;

and in the next place, that this army far ſurpaſſed in virtue that which

came against Troy. For theſe conquered, but thoſe were vanquiſhed by

ſſ ' Viz. the king of Perſia, who, as is well known, was uſually called 'in grew' l'ir'g- ſ

the e,
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theſe, the Achaians by the Doriens. Ought we not thus to think, and that

at that time they prepared themſelves for battle with this intention?
MEGIL. Entirely ſo. i

GUEST. It is probable, therefore, that they would conſider this their

constitution to be firmly establiſhed, and that it would endure for a long

time, in conſequence of their mutually undergoing many dangers and la

bours, and being under the orderly government of one raCe, their kings

being brothers. And beſides this, it is further probable that they uſed many

prophets, and among theſe the Delphic Apollo.

MBGrL. It is highly probable.

Gvesrr But theſe particulars, which appear' to be thus great, glided

away, as it ſeems, at that time rapidly, except,,as we just now ſaid, afmall

part ſituated about the place of your abode; and this part has not ever ceaſed

warring on the two other parts even to the preſent day. For, if the ſeveral

parts of the constitution at that time had unanimouſly conſpired to one end,

they would have poſſeſſed an irreſistible power in wary ct

MEGlL. Undoubtedly. -

GUEST. How, therefore, and on what: account, was it diſſolved? Does it

not deſerve to be conſidered what fortune ſubverted a eonstitution ſo great,

and of ſuch a kind ?

MaotL.v Indeed, he who conſiders any thing elſe will not be able to un

derstand either other- laws or polities, which preſerve beautiful and great

concerns, or on- the contrary destroy them, if he neglects theſe things.

GUEST. It ſeems, therefore, that we have been fortunately led to this

conſideration, which is ſo well adapted to our purpoſe.

MEGIL. Entirely ſo.

Gvnsr. Are not, therefore, all men ignorant, and at preſent we our-=

ſelves, while each of us thinks that he beholds a certain beautiful thing, and

which will produce admirable effects, when any one is not ignorant how it

ſhould be properly uſed? But we ourſelves, perhaps, neither think rightly

about this, nor according to nature. And ſhall we not ſay, that all men

err reſpecting all other things about which they think in a ſimilar manner?

MEGXL.v How do you ſay? And about what eſpecially are you now

ſpeaking?

GUEST. O, good man, lnow laugh at myſelf. For, looking to that armyr

about:
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about which lwe have been ſpeaking, it appeared to me to be very beautiful,

and that a wonderful poſſeſſion would fall to the lot of the Greeks, as l

have ſaid, if any one ſhould at that time have uſed it in a proper manner.

MEGiL. Did you not ſay all theſe things well and prudently ;_ and, did not

we properly praile them P

GUEST. Perhaps ſo. But [think that every one who perceives any thing

great, and which is endued with much power and strength, will be imme

diately convinced, that if he knows it to be uſed by its poſſeſſor, being ſuch

and ſo great, its poſſeſſor will be happy through accompliſhing many and

admirable things.

MEGYL. Is not this therefore right? or, how do you ſay?

GUEST. Conſider now to what he looks, who, in praiſing every thing of

this kind, ſpeaks rightly. And in the first place concerning that of which

we are now ſpeaking, how will Thoſe commanders of that time, who knew

properly how to marſhal an army, fortunately make uſe of occaſion P Will

it not be from their establiſhing it in ſafety, and preſerving it perpetually,

ſo that they themſelves may be free, and that they may rule over others

whom they pleaſe? And, in ſhort, that both they and their 'progeny may

obtain from all men, both Greeks and Barbarians, whatever they deſire?

Will they not deſire it for the ſake of theſe things?

MEGIL. Entirely ſo. '

Ours-r. He, therefore, who beholding either great wealth, or the illustrious

honours ofa family, or any thing elſe of this kind, ſays the very ſame things,

will he not ſay ſo looking to this, as if through this kind he ſhould obtain all

thath e deſires, or the greater part, and ſuch as are of the most conſequence?

NIEGIL. It appears ſo. '

GUEST. But there is one common deſire of all men, which is ſignified by

our preſent diſcourſe.

MEGIL. What is that P v

GUEST. That all things ſhould eſpecially happen according to every one's

'mandate ; but, if not all, at least human affairs.

MEGIL. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. Since, therefore, all of us perpetually wiſh a thing of this kind,

both when we are adults and advanced in years, we neceſſarily pray for this

to the end of life.

MEGIL.
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MEGIL. Certainly.

GUEST. But we alſo pray that our friends may obtain the ſame things as

ourſelves.

MEGrL. Certainly.

GUEST. But the ſon is a friend to the father, vi'z. the boy to the man.

MEGIL. How can it be otherwiſe? ſſ _

GUEST. But many oſ thoſe things which the boy prays may happen to

himſelf, the father will beſeech the Gods to grant that they may not happen

according to the prayers oſ his ſon.

lVlEGlL.- Do you ſay that this will be the caſe when he who prays is fool

iſh, and while he is yet a youth?

GUEST. Yes; and when he is a father, either very old or very young,

while he knows nothing of things beautiful and just, but, being affected like

'Theſeus to the unfortunate Hippolytus, when dying, will pray with great

alacrity. But if the ſon knows what. is beautiful and just at the ſame time,

does it appear to you that he will join in prayer with the father?

MEGlL. I understand what you ſay. For you appear to me to aſſert, that

we ought not to pray, nor endeavour that all things may be conſormable to

our wiſh, but that our will rather may be obedient to our prudence; and

that both cities and each oſ us ought to pray for, and endeavour to obtain,

the poſſeffion of intellect.

GUEST. Certainly. And that the politician who is a legiſlator ought al

ways to establiſh legal orders, looking to this, as I remember to have ſaid

before, and as l now remind you. For, in the beginning of this converſation,

you gave it as your opinion, that a good legiilator ought to establiſh all laws

for the ſake oſ war; but I ſaid that this was to exhort him to compoſe laws

according to one virtue only, when, at the ſame time, there are four' virtues;

and that he ought to look to every virtue, but eſpecially towards the first,

which is the leader of them all, and whiCh is prudence, intellect and opinion,

with love and deſire attendant on theſe. But our diſcourſe returns again to

the ſame thing; and whatl then ſaid, I now again ſay, either iſ you pleaſe

jesting or ſeriouſly-1 aſſert then, that it is dangerous to pray without the

poſſeffion oſ intellect, but that in this caſe it is better the contrary to what

we aſk ſhould come to paſs£ If you are of opinion that theſe things are

aſſcrtcd by me ſeriouſly, conſider them to be ſo. For I now entirely expect

to
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to ſmd you conſenting to what wc a little before advanced, that timidity was

not the cauſe oſ the destruction of kings, and of the whole of that consti

tution, nor yet the ignorance in warlike concerns oſ the governors and go

verned, but the whole oſdepravity, and eſpecially ignorance about the great

est of human asthirs. That theſe things thus happened at that time, and

must ſo happen now, iſ they any where ſubſist, and that in following times

they will no otherwiſe happen, I will endeavour, iſ you pleaſe, to diſcover,

taking reaſon for our guide, and unſold it to you as friends to the utmost of

my ability.

CLIN. To praiſe you, O guest, in words, would be troubleſome, but we

ſhall vehemently praiſe you in the thing itſelſ. For we ſhall cheerfully ſol

low you in what you have to ſay, and in ſo doing a liberal and true enco

miast is particularly apparent.

GUEST. You ſpeak most excellently, O Clinias! andwe ſhall do as you ſay.

CLIN. Theſe things will be ſo, if God pleaſes. Only ſpeak.

GUEST. We ſay then, proceeding according to the remaining road of our

diſcourſe, that the greatest ignorance destroyed that power at that time, and

that at preſent the ſame thing is naturally capable of effecting this. So that,

iſ this be the caſe, the legiſiator ought to endeavour as far as he is able

to impart prudence to cities, and exterminate in the highest degree igno

rance.

CLlN. It is evident.

GUEST. What then may be justly called the greatest ignorance? Conſider

whether you agree with me in what I am going to ſay. For I establiſh it

to be ſuch as this.

CLIN. What?

GUEST. When any one does not love, but hates that which appears to

him to be beautiful, or good; but loves and embraces that which appears to

him to be baſe and unjust. Iaſſert that this diſſonance of pain and pleaſure,

with rational opinion, is extreme ignorance. But it is the greatest, becauſe it

belongs to t/re multitude of the ſoul. For that part of the ſoul which is con

verſant with pain and pleaſure correſponds to the common people and the

multitude in a city. When, therefore, the ſoul oppoſes ſciences or opinions,

or reaſon, all which naturally govern, this] call ignorance: and it then

takes place in a city when the multitude will not be perſuaded by the rulers

6 > and
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and the laws. The ſame thing happens to one man, when though beau

tiful reaſons reſide in his ſoul, yct he does not at all act conformably, but

does every thing contrary to them. I ſhould establiſh all theſe most inordi

nate ignorances as belonging to a city, and to every citizen, but not as be

longing to the artiſicers, if, O guest, you understand what l ſay.

CLIN. We understand you, my friend, and aſſent to what you ſay.

GUEST. Let this then be thus fixed, that to citizens who are after this

manner ignorant, nothing pertaining to government is to be committed, but

that they are to be reproached as ignorant, though they ſhould be very ſkilful

in argument, and poſſeſs every thing pertaining to the elegance and celerity

of the ſoul. On the other hand, that thoſe who are affected in a contrary

manner are to be called wiſe, though, as it is ſaid, they ſhould neither know

their letterz, nor how to ſwim, and dominion ſhould be given to theſe as to

prudent perſons. For how, O friends, can the least form of prudence ſub

ſzst without conſent ?

CLlN. It cannot.

Guasr. But the most beautiful and greatest of mutual agreements may

be most justly called the greatest wiſdom; of which he participates who lives

according t'o reaſon. But he who is void of this, who destroys his own

houſe, and is in no reſpect a ſaviour to the city, but every thing of a coſh

trary nature,-ſuch a one appears to be ignorant with reſpect to theſe parti-,

culars. Theſe things, therefore, as I now ſaid, must ſubfist in this

manner. '

CLIN. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. But ought there not, neceſſarily, to be in cities governors and the

governed ?

CLIN. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. Be it ſo. But of what kind, and how many, are the axioms re.

ſpecting governing and being governed in great and ſmall cities, and in a

ſimilar manner in familics? Is not this one of them, that father and mo

ther, and univerſally a begetter ſhould rule over the thing begotten ? Will

not this be every where a right axiom?

CLIN. Very much ſo.

GUEST. But the next in order is this, that the ingenious ſhould rule over

VOL. 11. M the
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the ignoble. The third, that the more aged ought to govern, and the younger

to be governed.

CLIN. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. But the fourth will he, that flat-es ſhould be governed, and masters

govern.

CLIN. How can it be otherwiſe?

GUEST. The fiſth will be, I think, that the better character ſhould rule

over the worſe.

CLlN. You ſpeak oſ a dominion which is extremely neceſſary.

GUEST. And of a dominion, which for the most part ſubfists in all ani

mals, and is according to nature, as the Theban Pindar ſays. But the great-ſſ

est axiom, as it appears, will be the ſixth, which orders the unſcientiſie to

follow, but the prudent to lead and govern. And this government, O most

wiſe Pindar, I ſhould nearly ſay* was not contrary but according to the na

ture oſlaw, ſubſisting ſpontaneoufly and not by violence.

CLIN. You ſpeak most rightly.

GUEST. The ſeventh government we ſhall produce to a certain allotment,

ſpeaking oſ a thing grateful to divinity, and ſubſistiug with good fortune.

And we ſhall ſay it is mostjust, that he who is choſen by lot ſhould govern,

but that he who is rejected ſhould be governed.

CLIN. You ſpeak most truly.

GUEST. We ſhall ſay then jocoſely to ſome one of thoſe who proceed with

great facility to the eflabliſhment oſ laws, Do you ſee, O legiflator, how

many axioms there are reſpecting governors, and how they are naturally

contrary to each other? For now we have diſcovered a certain fountain of

ſeditions, which it is neceſſary you ſhould cure. But, in the first place, con

fider with us how, and in what reſpect, the kings of Argos and Meſſene,

acting contrary to theſe axioms, destroyed the power oſ the Greeks, which

at that time was wonderful. &Vas it not becauſe they Were ignorant oſ that

which is most rightly ſaid by Heſiod, That the half is often more than the

whole? That is to ſay, when the poſſeſſion oſ the whole is noxious, but

that of the half is moderate: for, in this caſe, he conſidered the moderate as

more than the immoderate, as being better than the worſe.

CLiN. Most right.

(i " GUEST.
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GUEST. But will this, when happening to kings, destroy each of them,

prior to its happening to the people ?

CLIN. It is probable that this is mostly the diſeaſe of kings, who live

proudly through luxuries.

GUES'I'. 'It is evident, therefore, in the first place, that the kings at that

time arrogated to themſelves authority over the establiſhed laws, and that

their actions did not accord with what they had celebrated both in diſcourſe'

and by an oath. But diſſonance, as we have ſaid, being the greatest igno

rance, though appearing t0 be wiſdom, ſubverted all thoſe particulars through

confuſion and bitter unikilfulneſs.

CLIN. It appears ſo.

GUEST. Be it ſo then. But why is it neceſſary that the legiſlator of that

time ſhould be fearful reſpecting the generation of this paſſion? Shall we'

ſay, by the Gods, that to know this is a thing of no great wiſdom, and that

it is not difficult to aſſert; but that, if any one at that time had foreſeen it,

he would have been more wiſe than we are?

MEGIL. How do you ſay?

GUEST. We may now, O Megillus, understand that which was formerly

tranſacted by you, and, in conſequence of knowing this, eaſily relate what

ought then to have been accompliſhed.

MEGIL. Speak yet more clearly.

GUEST. This then will be most clear.

MEGIL. XVhat?

GUEST. If any one gives a greater power to leſſer things, ſo as to' neglect

mediocrity,-as, for instance, ſails to ſhips, food to bodies, and dominion to

ſouls,-hc would ſubvert all things. For, becoming inſolent, ſome of theſe

would ruſh to diſeaſes, and others to injustice, the offspring of inſolence.

\Vhat then do we mean to ſay? It is this, my friends, that the nature of a

mortal ſoul is ſuch, that no one of theſe can, when young and unrestrained,

bear the greatest dominion without having its dianoetic power filled with

folly, which is the greatest diſeaſe; and that, beſides this, it will hate its

- nearest-friends; which circumstance, when happening, will ſwiftly destroy

it, and obſcure the whole of its power. To be aſraid of this, in conſe-'

quence of knowing the moderate, is the province of great legiſlators. Hence,
that which it is eaſy to ſee was at that time tranſacted appears to be this. i

M 2 MEGrL.
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MEGIL.v 'WhatP

GUBST. Some God, as it ſeems, took care of you; who,'f0reſeeing fn:

ture events, planted for you a twofold generation of kings, from one, and

by this mean more contracted you to the moderate. And further still, after

this a certain human nature, mingling with a certain divine power, and per

ceiving the effervcſcence of your government, conjoined the prudent power

of old age with the proud strength of noble birth, equalling the deciſion

of men eighty years old, in affairs of the greatest concern, with the power

of kings. But your third ſaviour, perceiving your distended and raging go

vernment, hurled upon it, as a bridle, the power of the Ephori, and led it

near the power which is determined by lot. Hence, your kingdom being

mingled from ſuch things as are proper, and poſſeffing meaſure, was both

preſerved itſelf, and became the cauſe of ſafety to others. For the faction

of Aristodemus had never taken place under the government of Temenus

and Creſphontes, and other legiflators of that time ;-for they were not then

ſufficiently ſkilled in legiſlation. For, had they been ſo, they never would

have thought that a juvenile ſoul, when receiving a dominion from which it

might be poſſible to become a tyrant, ſhould be kept within the bounds of

moderation by oaths. But now a God has ſhown you what kind of govern

ment is neceſſary; and ſuch a one ought eſpecially to ſubſist. But that

theſe things ſhould be known by us, (as I ſaid before) now they have bcen

accompliſhed, is not a thing replete with wiſdom. For it is not difficult to

ſee from a paradigm a thing which has been tranſacted. But if any one

could then have foreſecn theſe particulars, and had been able to moderate

the governments, and to form one from the three, he would have preſerved

all the beautiful conceptions of that time, and neither the Perſian fleet, nor

any other which has been deſpiſed by us as of no account, would haVe ſailed

with hostile intentions into Greece.

CLIN. You ſpeak the truth.

GUEST. Hence, O Clinias, they made a ſhameful reſistance. I ſay ſhame

ful, not becauſe thoſe who at that time vanquiſhed by ſea and land did not

Conquer in a becoming manner, but what I call ſhameful at that time is

this : in the first place, becauſe one of thoſe three Cities only fought in defence

of Greece, but the other two were ſo baſely corrupted, that one of them

hindered Lacedaemon from aſſisting Greece, by warring against it with all

its
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its strength; and the other obtaining the chief authority in thoſe times,

reſpecting distribution', or about Argos, would neither hear, nor give any

aſiiſtance when called upon to repel] the Barbarinn. But many things

might he adduced relative to the tranſiictions of thoſe times, about that war,

by which the conduct of the two cities towards Greece might be accuſed

as ſhameful. For thoſe who aſſert that they defended Greece do not ſpeak

rightly ; ſince, unleſs the common opinion of the Athenians and Lacedaem0<

nians had reſisted the approaching ſlavery, all things would nearly have been

mingled together, the race of Greeks with Greeks, the Barbarianswith

Greeks, and the Greeks with Barbarians; just as at preſent, in conſequence

of the Perſians tyrannizing, Greece being ſeparated in a diſorderly manner

is badly inhabited. 'I heſe are the things, O Clinias and Megillus, which we

have to urge againſt antient politicians and legiſlators, and likewiſe thoſe

of the preſent day, that, exploring the cauſes of theſe, we may diſcover

'what elſe ought to be done. Such as is that which we now aſſert, that it is

not proper to establiſh great nor unmingled governments; conſidering this,

that a city ought to be free and prudent, and a friend to itſelf; and that a

legiſlator ought to give laws looking to theſe particulars. But we must not

wonder, if we often propoſe other things, and aſſert that the legiſlator ought

to regard theſe in giving laws, though they are not the ſame with what

we have previouſly delivered. But it is proper to infer, that when we ſay

the legiſlator ought to look to temperance, or prudence, or friendſhip, our

deſign is not different, but the ſame : and you muſt not he disturbed on finding

us uſing many other words of this kind. .
CLIN. We ſhall endeavour to do ſoiby repeating your diſcourſe. But

now inform us what you meant by ſiiying that a legiſlator ought to look to

friendſhip, liberty, and prudence. ' I

GUEST. You ſhall now hear. There are as it were two mothers of poli

ties, from which he who ſays that others are produced will ſpeak rightly..

It is neceſſary to call one oftheſc a monarchy, but the other a democracy. The

race of the Perſians poſſeſſes the ſummit ofthe one, but that ofthe other is poſ

ſeſſed by us. But all other forms of polities are nearly, as l have ſaid, variouſly

compoſed from theſe. It is proper, therefore, and neceſſary, that a city

ſhould participate of both theſe, if it is to be free, and friendly in COn

junction with prudence. But this out diſcourſe wiſhes to ordain. when

it.
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it ſays, that a city can never be beautifully governed while it is dcffitutc

of theſe.

CLrN. For how can it?

Gunsr. When, therefore, the one embraces monarchy, but the other

liberty, more than is proper, neither will preſerve the mediocrity of theſe.

Your Cities however, Laconia and Crete, poſſeſs it more than others. And

this was the caſe with the Athenians and Perſians formerly, but now they

poſſeſs leſs of this mediocrity. But ſhall we diſcuſs the cauſes of this, or

not ?

CLiN. Entirely ſo, if we wiſh to accompliſh our pr0poſcd deſign.

GUEST. Let us hear therefore. The Perſians under the reign of Cyrus,

poſſeſſing more of the mediocrity of ſlavery and freedom, were in thc first

place themſelves free; and in the next place they were the lords of many

others. For the governors imparted liberty to the governed, and by leading

them to equality the ſoldiers had a greater friendſhip for the commanders,

and conducted themſelves with alacrity in dangcrs. And if any one among

them was prudent, and able to giVC advice, as the king was not envious, but

permitted liberty of ſpeech, and honoured thoſe who were able to adviſe, he

openly exhibited the common power of prudence. And at that time he

gave them all things, through liberty, friendſhip, and a communion of

intellect.

CLrN. It appears that the particulars which you have now mentioned

thus ſubfisted at that time.

GUEST. How then came that' government to be almost destroyed under

the reign of Cambyſes, and again nearly restored under that of Darius?

Are you willing that we ſhould ſpeak as if we uſed divination ?

CLlN. Certainly; for this will contribute to our deſign.

GUBST. Reſpecting Cyrus, therefore, I thus divine; that in other par<

ticulars he was a good commander, and a lover of his country, but that he

did not at all apply himſelf to right diſcipline, nor attend to oeconomy.

CLIN. But why must we ſay ſo?

GUBST. He appears from his youth to have paſſed his life in the army,

and to have committed the education of his ſons to women. But theſe

educated them as perſons happy and bleſſed from their childhood, and as

indigent of nothing. Hence, as being ſufficiently happy, they forbade any

one
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one to oppoſe them in any reſpect, and compelled every one to praiſe all

their words and actions. Aſter this manner were they educated by certain

women. '

CLlN. You ſpeak, as it ſeems, oſa ſine education.

GUEST. Oſ a feminine one indeed, introduced by royal women, who

became ſuddenly rich ; and which took place during a ſcarcity oſ men, who

through wars, and a multitude of dangers, had not leiſure to attend to the

education oſ youth.

CLIN. It is probable that this was the caſe.

GUEST. But the father oſ theſe children poſſeſſed cattle and ſheep, and

herds of men, and oſ many other animals; but he was ignorant that thoſe

to whom he was to leave all theſe, were not instructed in their paternal or

Perſian art (the Perſians being ſhepherds, the offspring of a rough count-ry,

and the methods bcing hard by which they rendered the ſhepherdsv very

strong, able to paſs the night out oſ doors, to be vigilant, and to fight iſ

there was occaſion). But he ſuffered women and Mediau eunuchs to

educatc his ſons, who corrupted diſcipline through what is called felicity.

Hence they came to be ſuch as it is likely thoſe must be who are educated

without reproof. The ſons, therefOrc, on the deathr of Cyrus taking

poſſeffion oſ the govern-ment, and being full oſ luxury and unacquainted

with reproof, in the first place, one ſlew the 'other in conſequence oſ in

dignantly bearing equality : and in the next place, Cambyſes, raging through

i-ntoxication and ignorance, destroyed the kingdom through the Medes, and

a certain perſon who was then called the eunuch, and who deſpiſed his folly.

CLIN. Theſe things alſo are reported; and it appears that they nearly

happened in this manner. '

GUEST. And it is likewiſe ſaid, that the government came. again to the,

Perſians through Darius and ſeven others..

CLXN. Undoubtcdly.

GUESTL But let us behold, following the order oſ diſcourſe. For Darius

was neither the ſon Oſ a king, nor educated in a luxurious manner. But

coming to the government, and receiving it as the ſeventh, he divided it

into ſeven parts, oſ which at preſent ſome ſmall dreams remain. He like

wiſe was oſ Opinion that men ſhould live under laws which contribute to a

certain common equality; and made that distribution legitimate, which

Cyrus
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Cyrus had promiſed the Perſians; thua imparting friendſhip and communion

to all the Perſians, and alluring the vulgar among them by money and gifts.

Being thus beloved by his ſoldiers, he ſubdued regions not leſs in number

than Cyrus had left. After Darius, Xerxes reigned, who was again edu

cated in a royal and luxurious manner. But, 0 Darius I we may, perhaps,

most justly ſay you was not warned by the evil conduct of Cyrus, but edu

cated Xerxes in the ſame manners in which Cyrus educatecl Cambyſes. He,

therefore, as being the offspring of the ſame diſcipline, acted in a manner

ſimilar to Cambyſes. And, indeed, from this time ſcarcely any of the Perſiun

kings were truly great, except in name. But the cauſe of this, according

to my reaſoning, was not fortune, but a vicious life, which the ſons of

thoſe who were remarkably rich and tyrannical for the most part lived.

For neither boy, nor man, nor old man, can ever become illustrious in virtue

from ſuch an education. And theſe are the things which we ſay ſhould be

conſidered by a legiſlator, and by us at preſent. But it is just, O Lacedae

monians, to confer this praiſe upon your city, that you never distribute any

remarkable honour or nutriment to either a poor or rich man, to a king or

al private perſon, which the oracle of ſome God has not from the first or

dered you to distribute. For it is not proper that he who excels in riches,

or ſwiftneſs, or beauty, or ſtrength, without the poſſeſiion of ſome virtue,

ſhould obtain the highest honours in a city; nor even if he poſſeſſes ſome

virtue, iſ it is not attended with temperance.

CLIN. What do you mean by aſſerting this, O guest?

GUEST. Is not fortitude one part of virtue?

CLIN. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. Do you, therefore, judge, on hearing whatl ſhall advance. Would

you be pleaſed with any domestic or neighbour who was exceſſively brave,

yet not temperate, but the contrary?

CLIN. Predict better things of me.

GUEST. But what? \Vould you be pleaſed with one who was an artist,

and wiſe in things of this kind, but at the ſame time unjust?

CLlN. By no means.

GUEST. But justice is never produced without temperance.

CLlN. How can it be otherwiſe P

GUEST. But neither did he who was just now conſidered by us as wiſe,be

' cauſe
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cauſe he poſſeſſed pleaſures and pains, according with and following right

reaſon, become ſo without temperance.

CLIN. Certainly not.

GUEST. But, further still, we ſhould alſo conſider this, that we may be

'hold how honours are properly or improperly distributed in cities.

CLIN. What?

GUEST. Whether temperance, if it ſubfists alone in the ſoul without

every other virtue, can with justice become either honourable or diſhonour
able P i

CLlN. I know not what to anſwer.

GUEST. You ſpeak modestly. And I think you would reply, that in this

caſe it would ſubſist inharmoniouſly. . ,

CLIN. You have very properly anſwered for me.

GUEST. Be it ſo then. But the addition which we made uſe of, of ho

nourable and diſhonourable, did not deſerve a reply, but ought rather to

have been paſſed over in irrational ſilence.

CLrN. You appear to me to ſpeak concerning temperance.

GUEST. Ido. But that which is of more advantage to us than other

things, iſit is eſpecially honoured with an addition, it will be most rightly

honoured; that which is ſecond in utility, when honoured in a ſecondary

manner; and thus every thing will he properly honoured when it receives

conſequent honours in the order of ſucceſſion.

CLlN. This will be the eaſe.

GUEST. What then? Shall we not ſay that it is the province of the legiſ

lator to distribute theſe ?

CLIN. And very much ſo. .

GUEST. Are you willing that we ſhould invest him with the power of

distributing all things, both pertaining to every work, and to trifling parti

culars? And ſhall we not endeavour to give a triple diviſion, ſince we alſo

are in a certain reſpect deſirous of laws; dividing things greatest, ſecond,

and third, apart from each other? ſi

CLrN. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. \Ve ſay then that a city, in order that it may be preſerved, and

may be happy to the utmost of human power, ought neceſſarily to distribute

honours and dilhonours in a proper manner.

VOL. II. N CLiN,
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C'LlN. Right.

GUEST. Proper distribution, therefore, is this, to establiſh the goods per

taining to the ſoul, as the most excellent and ſirst in rank, 'temperance at the

ſame time being preſent with the ſoul: but as ſecond in rank, things beau

tiful and good pertaining to the body; and in the third place, things per

taining to poſſeffioris and riches. Iſ any legiflator or city proceeds without

theſe, and either cauſes riches to be honoured, or through honours renders

ſomething which is posterior, prior, they will act neither in a holy nor in a

political manner. Shall theſe things be ſaid by us, or how Z

CLIN. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. A conſideration oſ the Perſian polity cauſed us to ſpeak more co

piouſly about theſe particulars. But we ſound that they became still worſe;

and we ſay that this was owing to their depriving the people of liberty in

an immoderate degree. Likewiſe, by introducing the deſpotic more than

was proper, they destroyed friendſhip and ſoeiety in the city. But, theſe

being corrupted, the deliberation of the rulers is not directed to the governed

and the people, but to the advantage of their own government. Indeed,

for the ſake of a trilling benefit which might acerue to themſelves, Cities

have been entirely ſubverted, and friendly nations destroyed by fire. Hence,

hating in an hostilc manner, and without pity, they are alſo hated. And

when there is occaſion for the people to fight for them, and they aſſemble

for this purpoſe, they do not find in them a general conſent to undergo dan

ger, and fight with alacrity. But though they poſſeſs myriads, and indeed

innumerable ſubjects, yet they are all uſeleſs for the purpoſes oſ war.

Hence, as if they were in want oſ men, they procure ſome for hire; and

thus think they ſhall be ſafe under the protection of mercenary and foreign

ſoldiers. Beſides all this, they are compelled to be unlearned, aſſerting ſe

riouſly, that whatever is called honourable or beautiful in the city is a mere

trifle when compared to ſilver and gold.

MEGIL. Entirely ſo.

GUEST, But we have ſpoken ſufficiently concerning the affairs of the

Perſians, which do not ſubſist in a proper manner, throngh exceſſive ſlavery

and deſpotiſm.

MEGIL. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. But, after this, it is proper in aſimilar manner to diſcuſs the Attic

polity,
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polity, that it may appear how perſect liberty, exempt from all government,

is in no ſmall degree worſe than that which is moderately in ſubjection to

others. For at that time in which the Perſians invaded Greece, and perhaps

nearly all Europe, our polity was antient, and we had certain governments

compoſed of four divilions. A certain ſhame, too, at that time was a deſpot,

through which we were then deſirous to live in ſubjeflion to the laws. Be

ſides this, the magnitude of that military force, which ſpread itſelf over the

laud and ſea, produced an immenſe fear, and cauſed us to be in still greater

ſubjection to the governors and laws then existinor. And from theſe cauſes

the highest degree of friendſhip ſubſisted between us. For nearly ten years

before the naval battle in Salamis, Datis, being ſent by Darius, led a Perſian

army against the Athenians and Eretrienſes in order to reduce them to

ſlavery; Darius at the ſame time threatening him with death unleſs he en

flaved theſe nations. Datis, therefore, in avery ſhort time entirely ſubdued

them with an innumcrable multitude of forces; and a certain dreadful ru

mour rcached our city, that not one of the Erctrienſes had eſcaped, but that

the ſoldiers of Datis had bound the hands of the Eretrienſes together, and

plundered all their city. This rumour, whether true or not, tcrrified both.

the other Greeks, and alſo the Athenians, who in conſequence of this ſend

ing ambaſſadors to every part of Greece for the purpoſe of procuring affist

ance, no one aided them except the Lacedaemonians. And even they, in

deed, whether they were hindered by being engaged in a war at that time

against Meſſene, or by ſome other circumstance (for we are unacquainted

with the true reaſon), did not come till one day after the battle at Marathon.

After this, mighty preparations and innumerable threats of the king are ſaid

to have taken place. In the mean time Darius is ſaid to have died, who

was ſucceeded in the government by his ton, at that time extremely young,

and who in no reſpect abandoned his father's undertaking. But the Athe

nians were of opinion, that the whole of his preparation would be directed

against them, on account of the battle at Marathon. And hearing that

mount Athos was dugthrough, the Helleſpont joined, and a great multi

tude oſ ſhips collected, they thought that there was no ſafety for them by

land or by ſea. For they were unwilling to conſide in the affistance oſ any

one, recullecting that, when on the first invaſion of the Perſians the Eretri

enſes were xanquiſhcd, no one gave them aſſistance, or expoſed themſelves

N ,2 to
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to danger by fighting in their defence. But it appeared to them that the

ſame thing would then take place by land. And again, when they looked

to the ſea, they ſaw that all ſafety was excluded there, ſince more than a

thouſand ſhips were coming against them. They perceived, therefore, only

one mean of ſafety, and that was ſlender and dubious. For, looking back

upon former tranſactions, and conſidering how they had fought without any

proſpect of ſucceſs,-being borne along by this hope, they found their only

refuge was in themſelves and the Gods. This, therefore, united all ofthcm

in friendſhip with each other. I mean the fear which was then preſent, to

gether with that which before this the laws had produced in thoſe that were

obedient to them. This in our former diſcourſe we have frequently called

ſhame, and to which we have ſaid all thoſe must be ſubſervient who deſire

to become worthy characters. For he who is a ſlave to this is free and in

trepid. Unleſs this fear, therefore, had been then preſent, they would never,
icollecting themſelves together, have defended their temples, their tombs,

and their country, together with their other familiars and friends, as at that

time they defended them, but we ſhould have been widely ſeparated from

each other.

MEGIL. And very much ſo, O guest. You likewiſe ſpeak very properly,

and in a manner becoming both yourſelf and your country.

GUEST. Be it ſo, O Megillus! For it is just to diſcourſe with you about

the particulars which happened at that time, becauſe you retain the nature

of your parents. But do you and Clinias conſider whether we ſay any thing

accommodated to legifiation. For l do not diſcuſs theſe things for the ſake

of fables: but behold on what account I ſpeak. For, in a certain reſpect,

the ſame thing happens to us which happened to the Perſians: for they led

the people to every kind of ſlavery; but we, on the contrary, invite the

multitude to every kind of freedom. But how and what we ſhall ſpeak re

ſpecting this affair, our former diſcourſes after a manner beautifully de

monstrate.

MEGIL. You ſpeak Well. But endeavour to ſignify to us in a still clearer

manner what you have now ſaid.

GUEST. Be it ſo. The people, O friends, with us, according to an

tient laws, were not the lords of any thing, but after a manner they were

voluntarily ſubſervient to the laws.

MEGlL.
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MEGiL. What laws do you ſpeak of?

Ours-r. Thoſe which were then establiſhed about muſic, that we may

ſhow from the beginning how liberty came to be bestowed in an extreme

degree. For then muſic was divided by us into certain ſpecies and figures;

and one ſpecies of the ode conſisted in prayers to the Gods, which are called

by the name of hymns. But another ſpecies of the ode, contrary to this,

may be ſaid eſpecially to conſist in lamentations. Again, another ſpecies

conſists in pzeons: another celebrates the generation of Bacchus, and is, I

think, called dithyrambos: and another ſpecies is denominated laws per

taining to the harp. Theſe, and ſome others, being establiſhed, it was not

lawful to uſe one ſpecies of melody instead of another. But the authority

of knowing theſe, and, at the ſame time, judging reſpecting them, and con

demning them when improper, was not invested in the pipe, nor in the

ignorant clamours of the multitude, as at preſent, nor yet in thoſe who ex

preſs their applauſe by clapping their hands,-but in men illustrious for their

erudition, and who were permitted to hear to the end in ſilence. But boys,

pzcdagogues, and the numerous vulgar, Were admoniſhed to behave orderly

by a rod. Theſe things being establiſhed in ſo orderly a manner, the multi

tude of citizens willingly ſubmitted to be governed, and did not dare to

judge in a tumultuous manner. But after this, in the courſe of time, the

poets themſelves became the leaders of this unlawful privation of the muſe.

Theſe, indeed, naturally poſſeſſed the poetic genius, but were unſkilled to

a degree of folly in what is just and lawful reſpecting muſic. They like

wiſe celebrated the orgies of Bacchus, and purſued pleaſure more than was

becoming. Beſides this, they mingled lamentations with hymns, and pzeons

with dithyrambic compoſitions. They imitated with harps the ſound of the

pipe, and mingled all things with all, involuntarily deceiving through their

ignorance of muſic. For they aſſcrted that it did not poſſeſs any rectitude

whatever ;' but that any one, whether he was a worthy or a worthleſs man,

might judge with the greatest rectitudc from the pleaſure which it produced

in the hearer. Compoſing, therefore, poems of this kind, and thus ſpeaking

publicly, they cauſed the multitude to act in an unlawful and daring man

ner with reſpect to muſic, by perſuading them that they were ſufficient

judges of harmony. Hence theatres, from being ſilent, came to be noiſy,

as if capable of hearing what in the muſes was beautiful, or the contrary :

and
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and thus, instead ofan aristocracy, a certain depraved theatrical dominion was

produced. For, if only a democracy of free men had ſubſisted, nothing

very dire would have taken place: but now, through muſic, an opinion

came to us of the wiſilom of all men in all things, and a tranſgreſſion of

law in conjunction with liberty followed. For they became intrepid, as if

endued with knowledge; and this privation of fear produced impudence.

For when the opinion of a more excellent perſon, through confidence, is not

dreaded, this is nearly baſe impudence, and is produced from a certain

liberty vehemently daring.

MEGIL. You ſpeak most true.

GUEST. An unwillingneſs to become ſubſervient to governors is the con

ſequence of this liberty : and this is attended with a deſertion of the ſervice

and admonitions of father, mother, and elders. After this follows, as now

being near the conſummation of the whole, d'iſobedience to the laws. When

arrived at this extremity, oaths and faith, and the cultivation of the divi

nities, are neglected. Hence they exhibit and imitate that antient Titanic

nature, 'which is celebrated by poets ; and again returning to the manners of

that period, they lead a life involved in difficulties, and find no end to their

evils. But on what account have theſe things been ſaid by us? It appears

to me that diſcourſe, like a horſe, ſhould be restrained on every ſide, lest,

having its mouth unbridled, and ruſhing onward, we ſhould at length, ac

cording to the proverb, fall from an aſs. It is proper therefore to aſk, on

what account theſe things have been ſaid.

MEGIL. lt is ſo. -

GUEST. On what account, therefore, have we aſſertcd, theſe things?

MEGIL. On what account?

GUEST. We have ſaid that a legillator ought to give laws regarding three

things ; that the city which receives his laws be free, friendly to itſelf, and

endued with intellect. WVas not this what we ſaid P

MEGIL. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. For the ſake of theſe things we adduced two ſpecies of govern

ment, one most deſpotic, and the other most free; and we have conſidered

which of'theſe was rightly administered. But, receiving a certain mediocrity

in each, in the one of deſpotiſm, and in the other of liberty, we have ſeen

that a proſperous condition of affairs will by theſe means be produced; but

4 ' that
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that the contrary will be the caſe when each is carried to an extreme, the

one of ſlavery, and the other of liberty.

lVIEGlL. You ſpeak most true.

GUEST. But, for the ſake of theſe things, we conſidered the nature of the

Doric army, the roots of the Dardan mountains, and the maritime habita

tion. We likewiſe conſidered, on the ſame account, thoſe first men who

eſcaped the devastation of the deluge; and diſcourſed about muſic and in

toxication, and things yet prior to theſe. For all theſe particulars have

been diſcuſſed, for the purpoſe of perceiving how a city may be inhabited

in the best manner, and how every private individual in it may lead the most

excellent life. But if by all this we have accompliſhed any thing oſ con

ſequence, what can be ſaid against us, O Megillus and Clinias?

CLIN. I ſeem to myſelf, O guest, to perceive ſomething. For it appears

that we have fortunately diſcuſſed all theſe particulars. For I nearly am at

preſent in want of them ; and both you and Megillus here have very oppor

tunely met with me. For I will not conceal from you that which has now

happened to me, but I will make it ſerve as an omen. The greatest part

of Crete, then, endeavours at preſent to establiſh a certain colony, and com

mits the management of it to the Cnoffians. But the city of the Cnoffians

appoints me and nine others to_ manage this affair; and at the ſame time

orders us to establiſh thoſe laws which pleaſe us Cretans, and which may be

collected from other nations. And if thoſe of other nations ſhall appear to be

better than our own, it enjoius us not to reject thembecauſe they are foreign.

&Ve ſhall now, therefore, bestow this favour both upon ourſelves and you.

For, making a ſelection out of what has been ſaid, we ſhall establiſh a city in

our diſcourſe, and conſider it from thc ſirst time of its being inhabited. For

thus a conſideration of the object of our inquiry will take place, and which

at the ſame time may be uſefnl to me in the establiſhmcntvof my future city.

GUEST. You do not announce war, O guest. Unleſs, therefore, it ſhould

not be agreeable to Megillus, be perſuaded that I ſhall give you every aſiist

ance 1n my power.

CLlN. You ſpeak well.
i MaGIL. You may likewiſe depend on my affistance.

r GULST. You both ſpeak in the most becoming manner. Let us therefore

endeavour, in the ſirst place, to built a city in diſcourſe.

THE END OF THE THIRD BOOK.
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COME then, what kind of a city is it proper to think this ſhould be? I

do not now aſk about its preſent or future name (for this, perhaps, may

be owing to its colonization, Ql' ſome particular place; or, perhaps, the

ſurname of ſome river or fountain, or of the Gods there refident, may have

given a denomination to the new city by its celebrity); but this is rather

what l wiſh to aſk cOncerning it, whether it is ſituated near the ſca, or on the

main land ?

CLIN. The city, of which we are now ſpeaking, O guest, is distant

from the ſea about eighty stadia.

GUEST. Are there any ports near it, or is it entirely without a port?

CLIN. It is furniſhed with ports, O guest, in the greatest poſſible degree.

GUEST. Strange ! What do you ſay? But is this region likewiſe all-pro

lific, or is it indigent of ſome things? '

CLIN. It is nearly indigent or' nothing.

GUEST. ls any city ſituated near it?

CLlN. Not very much ſo; on which account it became colonizcd. For,

an antient expulſion oſ the inhabitants having taken place in this city, the

country was rendered deſolate for an immenſe ſpace of time.

GUEST. But how is it circumstanced with reſpect to plains, mountains,

and woods ?

CLIN. It is ſimilar to the whole of the rest oſ Crete.

GUEST. Do you mean to ſay that it is more rough than plain?

CLIN. Entirely ſo.

(Gum-r. It is not therefore incurably unſit ſor the acquiſition oſ virtue.

For, if it was ſituated near the ſea, and abounded with ports, but was not

all-prolific,
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all-prolific, but indigent oſ many things, it would require for itſelf ſome

mighty ſaviour, and certain divine legiſlators, that it might be preſerved from

many various and depraved manners to which it would be naturally diſpoſed.

But now its distance of eighty stadia becomes its conſolation. lt is indeed

ſituated nearer the ſea than is becoming, on which account it abounds as

you ſay with ports ; but, at the ſame time, this is a deſirable circumstance.

For the vicinity of the ſea to this region renders it every day pleaſant, though

this proximity is in reality extremely ſalt and bitter. For, filling it with the

deſire oſ gain, through merchandize, it produces in the ſouls of the inhabit

ants craft and unfaithfulneſs; and thus renders the city both unfaithful and

unfriendly to itſelf, and in a ſimilar manner 'to other nations. As a conſo

lation, however, under theſe diſadvantages, it poſſeſſes an all-proliſic ſoil;

but, being rough, it is evident that it will not be abundantly, though it is all

proliſic. For, if this were the caſe, in conſequence of great exportation, it

would again poſſeſs gold and ſilver coin in abundance; a greater evil than

which cannot, as I may ſay, exist, if one thing is compared with another,

nor can any thing in a city be more adverſe to the poſſeſiion of generous

and just manners, as, if we recollect, we ſaid before. ſ

CLIN. We do recollect; and we allow that what was then and is now

ſaid is right.

GUEST. But what? Doesthisregion poſſeſs materials properforbuildingſhips?

CLIN. It has not any fir-trees which deſerve to be mentioned, nor yet

any pines. It likewiſe has not many cypreſs trees; and very few plane- or

pitch-producing trees are to be found in it, which ſhipwrights neceſſarily

uſe in constructing the interior parts oſ ſhips.

GUEST. In this reſpect likewiſe the nature of the country is not badly

diſpoſed.

CLiN. How ſo?

GUEST. Becauſe it is good for a city to be incapable of eaſily imitating its

enemies in baſe imitations.

CLIN. On account of which of the things that have been advanced do

you ſpeak in this manner?

Guzs'r. Obſcrve me, O divine man! I am looking to that which was

aſſerted in the beginning about the Cr'ctan laws, which you ſaid regarded one

particular, viz. war; but I laid that ſuch laws, becauſe they were esta

VOL. 11. o ' bliſhed
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bliſhed with a view to virtue, were well establiſhed; but becauſe they re

garded only a part, and not the whole of virtue, Idid not altogether approve

of them. Do you therefore obſerve me in the preſent buſineſs oflegiſlation,

and conſider whether I lcgully establiſh any thing tending to virtue, or to any

part of virtue. For it is with me a ſundamental poſition, that he only esta

blithes laws in a proper manner, who, like an archer, always directs his

attention thither where alone ſomething of the beautiful inconduct will

always follow, but who leaves all other things, whether riches or any thing

elſe of this kind, when they ſubſist without beautiful manners. But I call

the imitation of enemies then vicious, when any one reſiding near the ſea is

injured by enemies, as in the following instance, For Iwill relate a cir

cumstance to you, though not with any intention of calling to mind a past

injury. Minos, in conſequence of poſſeſſing great power by ſea, impoſed a

heavy tribute on the Attic region. But the Athenians at that time had not

ſhips of war as at preſent; nor did their country abound in wood well

adapted for building ſhips. Hence they could not, through nautical imita

tion, becoming themſelves ſailors, immediately at that time defend them

ſelves against their enemies. And they would have done better if they had

often lost ſeven young men, instead of ſuffering that which happened to

them. For, instead of fighting on land, and in a legal manner, in conſe

quence of becoming ſailors they were aceustomed to leap running in cloſe

array into the ſhips, and again rapidly to abandon them ; and appeared to

themſelves to act in no reſpect baſe, in not dating to die, and wait for the

attacks of the enemy. But they had a plauſible pretext at hand, aſſerting

that, by throwing away their arms, they could not be accuſed of ſhameful

flight. They ſay, that language of this kind came to be adopted in conſe

quence of naval engagements; language by no means worthy of infinite

praiſe, but the contrary. For it is never proper to be aceustomed to baſe

manners, and eſpecially for the best part of the citizens. But it appears

from Homer, that a conduct of this kind is not beautiful. For Ulyſſes re

proves Agamemnon for exhorting the Greeks, who at that time were eu

gaged in fight against the Trojans, to draw their ſhips to the ſea. But Ulyſſes

thus reproves him :

'5 Is this a general's voice, that calls to flight

While war hangs doubtſul, while his ſoldiers fight 9

What
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What more could Troy? What yet their fate denies

Thou giv'st the foe: all Greece becomes their prize.

No more the troops (our hoisted fails in view,

Themſelves ahandon'd) ſhall the ſight purſue;

But thy ſhips flying, with deſpair ſhall ſee,

And owe destruction to a prince like thee 1."

Homer therefore knew that three-banked galleys prepared for flight were

bad in naval engagements. For lions, by uſing manners of this kind, might

be accustomed to fly ſrom stags. Beſides this, the naval powers of cities

do not together with ſafety bestow honours on the most beautiful of war

like concerns. For, in conſequence of naval affairs ſubſisting through pilot

ing, the government ofſifty men, and rowing, men of all-various deſcriptions

and of no great worth being employed for theſe purpoſes, no one can bestow

honours upon individuals in a proper manner. Though deprived of this,

how can a polity be in a good condition E

CLlN. It is nearly impoſſible. But, O guest, we Cretans ſay that the naval

battle at Salamis of the Greeks against the Barbarians preſerved Greece.

GUEST. And, indeed, many both of the Greeks and Barbarians aſſert the

ſame thing. But we, my friend, viz. l and Megillus here, ſay, that the

pcdestrious battle at Marathon and Platxae was the one the beginning, and

the other the end, of ſafety to the Greeks. And, in ſhort, that we may ſpeak of

the battles which at that time preſerved us, ſome of them were advantageous,

but others not ſo, to the Greeks. For to the battle at Salamis I add that at

Artemiſium. But now, looking to the virtue ofa polity, let us conſider the

nature of the region, and the order of the laws; not thinking, with the

vulgar, that to be preſerved, and to exist, is alone to mankind the most

honourable of all things, but to become and continue to be the most excellent

characters during the whole period of their existence. And this I think has

been ſaid by us in the former part of our diſcourſe. '

CLIN. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. We will therefore alone conſider this, if we are in that path

which is best for a city, reſpecting habitations, and the establiſhment Of laws.

CLIN. And we arc very much ſo.

GUEST. Inſorm me, therefore, as that which is conſequent to theſe things,

' _' Iliad. lib. xiv.

o 2. who
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who the people are that are to inhabit your culony; whether ſuch as are

willing from every> part'of Crete, ſo as that a great multitude will be

collected from its ſeveral Cities; or whether they are ſuch as are choſen for

the purpoſe of cultivating the land? For you do not collect ſuch of the

Greeks as are willing; though I ſee that ſome of you from Argos, and

ſEgina, and other parts of Greece, inhabit this region. But inform me at

preſent whence you will derive this army of citizens.

CLIN. I think it will be procured from the whole of Crete. And it appears

to me that thoſe from Peloponnefus will be received for inhabitants, in pre

ference to the other Greeks. For, what you ſaid just now you ſaid truly : l

mean, that theſe are from Argos : for the race which is most celebrated here

at preſent is Gortynic, becauſe it migrated hither from the Peloponneſian

Gortyna.

GUEST. This establiſhment of-a colony, therefore, is not ſimilarly eaſy to

cities, ſince it does not take place after the manner ofa ſwarm ofbees, one race

of friends proceeding from one region, and from friends, in order to form a

ſettlement, being as it were beſieged by a certain narrowneſs of land, or

forced by other inconveniences of a ſimilar nature. But it ſometimes

happens that a part of a city, being violently urged by feditions, is com

pelled to ſettle in ſome other place. And ſometimes a whole city is

forced to fly, in conſequence of being vanquiſhed in war. It is, there

fore, partly eaſy for theſe to be colonized, and governed by laws, and partly

difficult. For, when a colony is of one race, ſpeaking the ſame language,

and obeying the ſame laws, it is united by a certain friendſhip, and has a.

communion of priests, and every thing elſe ofa ſimilar kind; but it will not

eaſily endure different laws, and a polity foreign to its own. But ſuch a

colony, having been forced to ſedition through the badncſs of its laws, and

still deſiring through custom thoſe pristine manners by which it was cor'

rupted, becomes, in conſequence of this, refractory and diſobedient to its

colonizer and legiflator. But when a colony is compoſed of all-various

tribes, it will perhaps be more willingly obedient to certain new laws; but

to conſpire together, and, like horſes under one yoke, to blow as it is ſaid

the ſame blast, requires a long time, and is extremely difficult. But legiſla

tion and the establilhment of Cities are the most perfect of all things with

reſpect to the virtue of men.

CLlN.
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CLIN. It is probable ; but inform me in a yet clearer manner why you

aſſerted this.

GUEST. O good man, I appear to myſelf, while praiſing and ſpeculating

about legiſlators, to have ſaid ſomething vile. But, iſ we have ſpoken op

portunely, there will be no difficulty in the affair. Though, indeed, why

ſhould I be disturbed P for nearly all human affairs appear to ſubſist in this

manner.

CLrN. Of what are you ſpeaking?

GUEST- [was about to ſay, that no man ever at any time establiſhed

laws, but that fortunes and all-various events, taking place in an all-various

manner, gave us all our laws. For either war by its violence has ſubverted

polities and changed laws, or the anxiety of ſevere poverty. Diſeaſes alſo

have cauſed many innovations ; and theſe have often been produced through

pestilences, and unſeaſonable times enduring for man-y years. He who

conſiders all theſe things will think it fit to exclaim, as I just now did, that no

mortal ever establiſhed any laws, but that all human affairs are nearly governed.

by fortune. But he who aſſerts all this reſpecting navigation, piloting,

medicine, and military command, will appear to ſpeak well.. This alſo.

may be properly aſſerted reſpecting theſe things.

CLrN. What?

GULST. That divinity, and, together with divinity, fortune and oppor

tunity, govern all human affairs. But a third of a milder nature must be

admitted,-I mean, that art ought to follow theſe. For I am of opinion,

that it would make a great difference, during a_st0rm, whether you poſſeſſed

the pilot's art, or not. Or how do you ſay ?

CLlN. That it would.

Guasr. Will not the ſame conſequence enſue in other things? But,

indeed, we must attribute the ſame thing to legiſlation; that, other things

concurring which are requiſite to the living happily in a country, a legifla

tor endued with truth ought not to be wanting to ſuch a city.

CLIN. You ſpeak most true.

GUEST. Ought not, therefore, he who poſſeſſes art in- each of ' the above

mentioned particulars, to pray that ſomething may be properly preſent with.

him through fortune, that he may not wholly trust to art?

CLIN. Entirely ſo.

Gunsr,
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CUEST. And would not all the rest that we have juſt now mentioned

ſpeak in this manner, if any one ſhould call upon them to diſcloſe their

prayer P

CLlN. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. And I think that a legiſlator alſo will do the ſame.

CLIN. So I think. ,

GUEST. Come then, legiſiator (for we will now addreſs him), What, and

after what manner, ſhall we give you a city, ſo that from the things which

are left in it you may be able ſufficiently to govern the city? What will he

rightly aſſert after this? Shall We not ſay, that the legiſiator will thus ſpeak?

CLIN. How P

GUEST. Thus. Give me a city governed by a tyrant, he will ſay. But

let the tyrant be a young man, oſ a good memory, docile, brave, and naturally.

magnificent. And let that which, we ſaid before, ought to follow all the

parts of virtue, take place in the ſoul of the tyrant, in order that ſome

advantage may be derived from other things being preſent.

CLIN. Our guest, O Megillus, appears to me to ſay that temperance

ſhould follow the other virtues. Is it not ſo?

GUEST. 1 ſpeak, O Clinias, of popular temperance ', and not ofthat which

any one extolling would call prudence; but I mean that temperance which

immediately and naturally bloſſoms forth in boys and ſavage animals, ſo that

ſome are incontinent with reſpect to pleaſures, but others continent. And

this temperance, when ſubſisting ſeparate from the multitude of things which

are called good, I'do not conſider as worthy to be mentioned. Do you

understand me?

CLIN. Perfectly.

GUEST. This nature, therefore, our tyrant must poſſeſs in addition to the

other natures we have mentioned, if the city is to receive a polity, through

which it may live most happily in the ſwiftest and best manner poſſible.

For no diſpoſition of a polity can ever' be more rapid or more excellent

than this.

1 Plato here means that temperance which belongs to the phyſical virtues, or thoſe virtues which

we poſſeſs from our birth, and may be ſaid to be the forerunners of the moral, political, cathartic,

and theoretic virtues; for an account of Which ſee the Notes to the Phaedo.

CLrN.
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CLIN. But how, Oguest, and by what arguments, may any one who

aſſerts this perſuade himſelf that he ſpeaks properly?

GUEST. It is eaſy to understand, O Clinias, that this is naturally ſo.

CLIN. How do you ſay? Do you not mean to aſſert, if the tyrant is a

young man, temperate, docile, of a good memory, brave, magnificent, and

fortunate? *

GUEST. Add nothing elſe, except that he proves to be a legiflator worthy

of praiſe, and that a certain fortune leads him to this. For, this taking

place, every thing will nearly be accompliſhed by a divine nature, which it

brings to paſs when it is willing that any city ſhould be eminently pro

ſperous. But this will happen in the ſecond degree, when two ſuch characters

are the governors; in the third degree, when three: and the difficulty of

a proſperous government will be increaſed in proportion to the number of

ſuch governors. But, on the contrary, the facility will be increaſed in pro

portion to the paucity of ſuch governors.

CLIN. You appear to aſſert that the best city is produced from a tyranny,

in conjunction with a most excellent legiſlator and a modest tyrant ;*

and that it is eaſily and rapidly changed into the former from the latter:

that the best city in the ſecond degree is produced from an oligarchy ; and

in the third degree, from a democracy. Or how do you ſay P

Gvnsr. Not this, by any means. But that the first is produced from a

tyranny; the ſecond, from a royal polity I; the third, from a certain demo

cracy; and in the fourth place, an oligarchy' will be able to receive a

generation of this kind 'with the utmost difficulty. For, in this mode of

government, the powerful are very numerous. But we ſay that theſe things

will then take place, when a true legiflator, and who is naturally ſuch, ſhall

be found ; and when a certain strength ſhall happen to him in common with

thoſe in the city, who are able to accompliſh that which is of the greatest

conſequence. But where the governors are the feweſt in number, and at

the ſame time the most strong, as in a tyranny, there this mutation is

accustomcd to take place in a rapid and eaſy manner.

' According to Plato, a royal polity is produced when every thing is administer-ed according to

reaſon, and the ſupreme governor is the best of men. '

' An oligarcliy takes place when a few only, and thoſe the worſt, govern the city. See the

Republie.

4 C 1. 1 N.
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CLIN. How do you mean? Forl do not understand you.

Guesr. And yet l think you have heard this, not once, but often. But

perhaps you never ſaw a city under the dominion of a tyrant.

CLIN. Nor am I deſirous of ſuch a ſpectacle.

GUBST. But you may ſee that in it which we have just now ſpoken of.

CLIN. YVhat?

GUEST. That a tyrant who wiſhes to change the manners of a city has

no occaſion either of great labour, or a long time, for the accompliſhment

of his purpoſe. For, if he wiſhes to exhort the citizens to the study of

virtue, it is neceſſary that he ſhould be the ſirst who proceeds in the road

leading to it; but if to the contrary, he ſhould first ſet them the example.

For he ought to expreſs all things in himſelf by acting; praiſing and honour

ing ſome things, but blaming others, and diſgracing thoſe who in their ſc

veral actions are diſobedient to his commands.

CLIN. How is it poſſible not to be of opinion that the other citizens will

rapidly follow him who is endued with ſuch perſuaſion and force?

Gur-zs-r. No one will be able to perfuade us, O friends, that a city will

change its laws ſwiftly and eaſily by any thing elſe than the command of its

governors, For this does not happen at preſent by any other means, nor

ever will. Indeed, this is neither difficult for us, nor impoſſible to be accom

pliſhed. But another thing is difficult to be accompliſhed, and rarely takes

place in a long time; though, when it happens, it produces in the city in

which it is found ten thouſand advantages, and, indeed, every good.

CLIN. Of what are you ſpeaking?

GUEST. When a divine love of temperate and just purſuits is inherent in

certain mighty authorities, whether they govern according to a monarchy,

according to trauſcendency in wealth, or nobility of race. Or when any
one restores the wnature of Nestor, who is ſaid to have excelled all men in

strength of ſpeaking. and still more in the temperance of his life. This

man, therefore, they ſay, was born in the Trojan times, but by no means in

ours. If, then, ſuch a man either formerly was, or will be, or at preſent

ſubſists among us, he must himſelflive in a bleſſed manner, and thoſe must

be bleſſed who hear the words proceeding from his temperate mouth. In a

ſimilar manner we must reaſon reſpecting all power; as that, when the

greatest POWer in a manfalls into the ſame with acting prudently and tempe

rately,
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rately, then the generation of the best polity and the best laws is pro

duced, but never otherwiſe. Theſe things, therefore, which are' ſpoken as

if they were a certain fable, have been uttered in an oracular manner: and

it has been ſhown, that it is partly difficult for a city to have good laws; and

that partly, if what wc have ſpoken 'of ſhould take place, it would happen

the most rapidly of all things, and in the ſhortest time.

CLIN. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. Let us therefore now endeavour, adapting theſe things to your

city, like old men to boys, to faſhion laws in diſcourſe.

CLlN. Let us endeavour to do this, and no longer delay.

GUEST. But let us invoke Divinity in constituting the city. And may he

hear, and hearing be preſent with us, in a propitious and benevolcnt manner,

adorning, in conjunction with us, the city and the laws !

CLlN. May he, therefore, come!

GUEST. But what kind of polity have we in our mind to impart to the city?

CLlN. Inform me yet more clearly What you wiſh to ſay; whether it is a

certain democracy, or oligarchy, or aristocracy, or a royal government.

For we do not think that you will ſpeak ofa tyranny. '

GUEST. Come, then, which of you is willing first to anſwer me, and de

clare which of theſe is the government of his'country?

MEGIL. Is it more just that I, who am the elder, ſhould ſpeak first ?

CLlN. Perhaps ſo.

MEGlL. When I conſider then, O guest, the polity in Lacedzmon, I can

not tcll you what it ought to be called ; for it appears to me to be ſimilar to a.

tyranny. For the power of the cphori in it is wonderfully tyrannical.

Though ſometimes it appears to me to be the most ſimilar of all cities to a

dcmocracy. But yet, again, not to ſay that it is an aristocracy is perfectly

abſurd. There is alſo a kingdom for life in it, and which is ſaid to be the

most antient of all kingdoms, both by all men and by us. I therefore,

being thus ſuddenly aſked, cannot, as I have ſaid, definitely inform you

VilllCl] of theſe polities it is.

CLIN. ltoo, O Mcgillus, appear to be affected in the ſame maturer as

yourſelf. For I am perfectly doubtful which of theſe I ſhould call the po

lity in Cnoſſus.

VOL. u. p ' GUEST.
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GUEST. For you, O'mostþ excellent men, truly participate of polities ; but'

thoſe which are now ſo called are not polities, but habitations of cities, in

which one part is ſubject to the dominion of another, and each is denomi

nated from the power ofthe deſpot. But if a city ought to be denominated

after this manner, it is ſit that it ſh0uld be called by the name of a divinity,

who is the true ruler of thoſe that are endued with intellect.

CLlN. But who is this God P

GUEST. Shall we then for a little while make uſe of a fable, in order

that we may unfold in a becoming manner the object of vout' inquiry P

Will it not be proper to do ſo?

CLlN. By all means.

GUEST. A long time then prior to thoſe habitations of Cities which we

have before diſcuſſed, a certain government and habitation is ſaid to have

ſublisted under Saturn '3 a government extremely happy, and of which the

preſent aristocracies are an imitation.

MEGlL. It is proper, as it appears, to attend to this vehemently.

GUEST. It appears ſo to me ; and on this account I haile introduced it into

our diſcourſe. ,

MEGIL. It is well done: and you will act very properly by proceeding'

with the fable as far as is neceſſary to your deſrgn.

GUEST. Iſhall do as you ſay. We learn, then, from the report of the

bleſſed life of the inhabitants of that time, that they poſſeſſed all things in

abundance, and ſpontaneoufly produced ; of which the following is ſaid to be

the cauſe: Saturn, well knowing (as we have already obſerved) that no

human nature, when endned with ahſolute dominion, is ſo ſufficient to it

ſelf as not to be filled with inſolence and injustice, in conſequence of un

derstanding this, placed over our Cities, as kings and governors, not men, but

daemons of a more divine and excellent kind; just as we do at preſent with

flocks of ſheep and herds of tame cattle. For we do not make oxen go

vernors of oxen, nor goats of goats; but we ourſelves rule over them, as

being oſ a better race. In a ſimilar manner this God, who'is a lover of

mankind, placed over us the race of dazmons, as being more excellent than

our ſpecies. But theſe taking care of our concerns, with great facility both

I Saturn is a deity with an intellectual characteristic.-See the Notes to the Cratylus.

4 to
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to themſelves and us, imparted to us peace and ſhame, liberty and abundance

of justice, and rendered the human race eXempt from ſeditiou, and happy.

This our preſent diſcourſe, therefore, employing truth, aſſerts, that ſuch cities

as are not governed by a divinity, but by ſome mortal, will never be exempt

from evils and labours: but it is of opinion that we ought, by all poſſible

means, to imitate the life which is ſaid to have been under Saturn; and that,

being obedient to as much of immortality as is inherent in out nature, we

ſhould govern both publicly and privately our houſes and cities, calling law

the distribution of intellect. For, if one man, or a certain oligarchy, or de

mocracy, poſſeſſing a ſoul aſpiring after pleaſures and deſires, and requiring

to be filled with theſe, but not being able to retain them, ſhould be tor

mented with an inſatiable vicious diſeaſe ;--ſuch a one, when governing

either a city or an individual, would trample on the laws ; and, as we just now

ſaid, under ſuch a dominion there could be no poſſibility of obtaining ſafety.

But it is neceſſary to conſider, O Clinias, whether we ought to be perſuaded

by this diſcourſe, or not.

CLlN. It is neceſſary that we ſhould be perſuaded.

Cures-r. You understand, therefore, that they ſay there are as many ſpecies

of laws as of polities. But we have already related how many ſpecies of

polities there are ſaid to be by the multitude. Nor ſhould you think that

our preſent inquiry is about ſomething vile, but that it is about a thing of

the greatest moment. For, to what the just and the unjust ought to look,

again becomes to us a thing of an ambiguous nature. For they ſay that the

laws ought not to look either to war, or to the whole ctof virtue, but rather

to that which is advantageous to the ſubtistence of a polity, ſo that it may

always govern, and never be diſſolved: and they ſay that the definitiou of

the just will thus be naturally beautiful.

CLiN. How?

GUEST. Becauſe it is advantageous to that which is more excellent.

CLIN. Speak yet more clearly. .

GUEST. That which has dominion, ſay they, always establiſhes the laws

in a city. ls not this what they ſay?

CLIN. You ſpeak truly.

GUEST. Do you think, therefore, ſay they, that ever at any time, whe

ther the people are victorious, or any other polity, or a tyranny, he who
P 2 i establiſhes
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establiſhes the laws will'voluntarily establiſh them, looking to any thing
elſe in the first place than his own advantage, victz. the stability of his

dominion P

CLlN. For how ſhould he?

GUEST. He, therefore, who tranſgreſſes theſe laws when establiſhed,

will be puniſhed by the legistator (who will denominate his laws just) as

acting unjustly.

CLlN. It appears ſo.

GUEST. This, therefore, will always be the caſe, and in this manner the

just will ſubſist.

CLIN. According to this doctrine it will be ſo.

GUEST. For this is one of thoſe iniquities which take place about govern

ment.

CLlN. What iniquities?

GUEST. It is one of thoſe which we then conſidered when we diſcourſed

about governors and the governed. And we then ſaid, that parents ought

to rule over their progeny, the older over the younger, the noble over the

ignoble ; and other things, in ſhort, ſome of which, if you remember, were a

hindrance to others, among which this was one. We likewiſe mentioned

that Pindar ſaid, it was both according to nature and just that the most

powerful ſhould lead.

CLlN. Theſe things, indeed, were then ſaid.

GUEST. But conſider to what perfons our city ought to be'committed.

'For a circumstance of this kind takes place ten thouſand times in certain

cities.

CLXN. Of what kind?

GUEST. \Vhen a contest about dominion happens, thoſe who are victo

rious ſo vehemently uſurp the affairs of the city, as not to communicate

any part of the government to the vanquiſhed, nor to their progeny;

always being careful lest any one of theſe, if invested with authority, ſhould

cauſe an infurrection, through a remembrance of the evils which he had

formerly ſuffered. At preſent, we doubtleſs ſay, thoſe are neither poli

ties, nor upright laws, which are not establiſhed in Common for the ſake of

the whole city. But thoſe who establiſh theſe for the ſake of any parts of

the city, we denominate ſeditious, but not citizens; and we ſay that the

things
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things which they call just are called ſo by them in vain. But theſe things

are aſſerted by us on this account, becauſe we ſhall not give your city any

magistrate who is rich, or who poſſeſſes any thing elſe of this kind, ſuch as

strength or magnitude, or illustrious birth; but wc ſhall give it one who will

be most obedient to the legiſlator, and who will ſurpaſs all in the city in this

reſpect. We likewiſe ſay that the greatest attention to the worſhip of the

Gods must be attributed to the first in power; the ſecond degree of atten

tion to him who is ſecond in authority; and that every thing conſequent to

this must be distributed in an orderly manner. But thoſe that are called

governors I have now denominated ſervants to the laws, not for the ſake of

innovation with reſpect to names, but becauſe I think that the city will ob

tain ſaſety from this more than from any thing; and that by neglecting it'

the contrary will take place. For I ſee that destruction hangs over that

city in which law does not govern the magistrates, but magistrates the law.

But in that city in which the law poſſeſſes abſolute dominion over the
governors, and the governors areſſſiaves to the law, I behold ſafety, and

ſuch other goods as the Gods impart to cities. '

CLIN. By Jupiter, it is ſo, O guest! For, through your age, you per

ceive acutely.

MEGlL. For every man, while he is young, perceives theſe things ob

tuſcly; but, when old, most acutely.

CLlN. Most true.

GUEST. But what is next to be done? Ought we not after this to con

ſider the inhabitants oſ our city as having arrived, and being preſent, and to.

finiſh the remaining part oſ our diſcourſe to them?

CLIN. Undoubtedly.
A GUEST., Let us, therefore, thus addreſs them: Divinity ', O men, ac

cording

' Plato here, as it is well obſerved in the Greek Scholium on this place, by Divinity, means

the Demiurgus of the univerſa; and, by the antient ſhying, appears to allude to theſe Orphic

verſes: -

Ztv; ann, Zsu; pryen-a, Jio; d'tn 'Irn-wan TETUttT-Zl

Zw; arc/Opn' wring 're non oupmu arrtyosvwg.

i. e. a Jupiter is the beginning and the mi-J-lle; and all things were fabricated from Jupiter.

Jupiter is the profundity of the earth, and of the starry heavens." He is the beginning, indeed,

as
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cording to an antient ſaying, containing in himſelf the beginning, end, and

middle of all things, bounds by a circular progreſſion that which is direct

according to nature. Butjustice always follows him, the puniſher of thoſe

who deſert the divine law, and which will be followed ina humble and

compoſed manner by him who intends to be happy in future. But he who

is elevated by arrogance, either becauſe he excells in riches or honours, or in

the form of his body, having his ſoul inflamed with inſolence in addition to his

youthfulneſs and privation of intellect, as one who is not in want either of

a governor or a leader, but is himſelf ſufficiently able to lead others,-ſuch

a one is leſt destitute of divinity. But being thus left destitute, and meet

ing with others ſimilar to himſelf, he exalts, at the ſame'time cauſing a

general confuſion. And to many, indeed, he appears to be a perſon of con

ſequence; hut in no long time afterwards, ſuffering an unblameable pu

niſhment from justice, he entirely ſubverts himſelf, his houſe, and his

country. Since theſe things, therefore, are thus diſpoſed, what ought a

prudent man to do, or to think, and from what ought he to abstain, both

in action and thought P

CLIN. It is evident, that every man ought to think how he may be of

the number of thoſe who follow divinity.

GUEST. What action, therefore, is friendly to and attendant on divi

nity? One indeed, and which poſſeſſes an antient reaſon, is this, that the

ſimilar will be friendly to the ſimilar which is moderate; but that the im

moderate are neither friendly to each other nor to the moderate. But

divinity, indeed, is in the most eminent degree the meaſure to us of all

things, and much more, as it is ſaid, than any man. He, therefore, who

becomes friendly to a nature of this kind must neceſſarily become ſuch to

the utmost of his power. But, according to this reaſoning, every temperate

man is a friend to divinity, for he is ſimilar to him. But the intemperate

man is diſſimilar, different, and unjust; and other things from the ſame

as the producing cauſe; but the end, as the final cauſe 'of the univerſe. He is the middle, as

being equally preſent to all things, though all things participate him differ-ently. But by that

'which i: direct according to nature, Plato ſignifies deſert according to justice, and undeviating

energy, and as it were by one rule. And by a circular pugrgffian, he ſignifies the eternal, and

that which is perpetually after the ſame manner, and according to the ſame 3 for circulation in

ſenſibles poſſeſſes this, property. See the Notes on the Cratylus, for a further account of Jupiter.

reaſoning
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reaſoning will take place in a ſimilar manner. But we ſhould understand

that which is conſequent to theſe things, and which in my opinion is t/ze

most beautiful, and 'me MOST TRUE * of all aſſertions, that for a good man

to ſacrifice to and be converſant with the Gons, is of all things the most

beautiful, the best, and the most uſeful to the poſſeffion ofa happy life; and

that, beſides this, it is in t/ze highest degree becoming ;* but the contraries of

theſe things naturally happen to the vicious man. For the vicious man is

unpuriſied in his ſoul, but the contrary character is pure. But to receive

gifts from one who is defiled, can never become either a good man or a

God. In vain, therefore, do the unholy bestow much labour about the

Gods; but ſuch labour is most opportune to all hol'y men. Such then is the

stope which we ought to regard. What therefore ſhall we ſay the arrows

are, and what the impulſe by which they will be most properly directed?

In the first place we must ſay, that he who after the Olympian Gods, and

thoſe who preſide over the city, honours the terrestrial Gods, by attributing

to them things even, ſecondary, and on the left hand, will in the most

proper manner reach the mark oſ piety. But to the Gods ſuperior to theſe

he will attribute things according to the odd number, and diſſouant to the

particulars we have just now mentioned. But after theſe Gods a wiſe man

will celebrate the orgies of daemons, and after theſe of heroes. In the next

place, statues must follow of the houſehold Gods, which must be ſeverally

ſacrificed to according to law. After theſe things, ſuch honours as are law

ful must be paid to living parents. For to theſe the first, greatest, and

most antient of all debts are to be paid. For every one ought to think,

that the whole of his poſſeffions belongs to thoſe by whom he was begotten

and educated, and 'that he ought to ſupply their wants from theſe to the

utmost of his power; beginning in the first place from his external poſſeſ

tions; in the ſecond place, ſupplying them from thoſe of his body; and,

in the third place, from thoſe of his ſoul: imparting all theſe, in order to

diſcharge the debt which he owes his parents for the care they have be

' This paſſage, among many others in the writings of Plato, ſufficiently proves that philoſopher

to have been a ſirm believer in the religion of his country z and that he did not ſecretly deſpiſe

it, as has been aſſerted with,no leſs impudence than ignorance by certain ſophistical priests,

whoſe little ſoul (in the language of Julian) was indeed acute, but ſaw nothing with a viſion

healthy and ſound.

stowed
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stowed upon l-im, and the paugs of labour which his mother formerly

endured on his account. IIe must ſupport them too in old age, when they

want aſlistance in the highest degree. It is likewiſe requiſitc through the

whole of life to ſpeak of our parents in the most honourable manner, be

cauſe there is a most heavy puniſhment for light and winged words. For

Nemeſis, the angel of justice, is the inſpcctor of all men in things of this

kind. It is neceſſary, therefore, to be ſubmiſſive to them when they are

aiigry and full of rage, whether their anger ſhows itſelf in words or in

deeds, as not being ignorant that a father may very properly be angry with

his ſon, when he thinks that he has been injured by him. But, on the

death of parents, the most decent and beautiful monuments are to be raiſed

to them ; not exceeding the uſual magnitude, nor yet leſs than thoſe which

our ancestors erected for their parents. Every year, too, attention ought to

be paid to the decoration of their tombs. They ought likewiſe to be con

tinually remembered and reverenccd-and this with a moderate expenſe,

adapted to the condition of our fortune. By always acting, therefore,

and living in this manner, we ſhall each of us be rewarded according to

our deſerts, both by the Gods and thoſe natures ſuperior to our own, and

ſhall paſs the greatest part of our life in good hope. But the courſe of the

laws themſelves will ſhow in what manner We ought to behave towards our

offspring, relations, friends, fellow-citizens, and strangers, ſo as to conduct

ourſelves pioufly towards all theſe, and render our life pleaſant, and

adorned according to law ; and this it will accompliſh, partly by perſuading,

and partly by puniſhing through violence and justice, ſuch manners as will

not ſubmit to perſuaſion; and thus, through the ſavouring will of the Gods,

will render our city bleſſed and happy. But what a legiſlator whoſe con

ceptions are the ſame as mine ought neceſſarily to ſay otſi theſe things, but

which cannot be adapted to the form of law, it appears to me an example

ſhould be preſented, both to the legiſiator and thoſe to whom he gives

laws; and that, having diſcuſſed what remains to the utmost of our ability,

we ſhould after this commence the theſis of laws. Such things, indeed, cannot

be eaſily comprehended in one deſcription, ſo as to explain the manner in

which they ſubſist; but we may thus be able to aſſert ſomething stable

reſpecting them.

CLIN. Inform me how.

Gunsr,
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Gvss'r. Iſhould with them to be obedient to virtue: and it is exident

that the legiſlator ſhould endeavour to accompliſh this in the whole of legif

lation. '

CLIN. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. l/Vhat has bcen ſaid, therefore, appears 'to me to contribute

ſomething to that end; ſo that, if the ſoul of the hearer is not perfectly

ſavage, it will attend with greater mildnels and benevolence : hence, though

we ſhould not accompliſh anygreat but a ſmall matter,,by rendering the

hearer more benevolcnt, and by this means more docile, we ought to he

perfectly ſatisfied. For facility is rare, nor is there an abundance of thoſe

who endeavour to become the most worthy characters in the greatest degree,

and in the ſhortest time. But many proclaim Heſiod to be wiſe for aſſert

ing that the road to vice was ſmooth, and eaſy to be paſſed through, as

being very ſhort: " but (ſays he) the immortal Gods have placed ſweat

before virtue, and the road which leads to it is long and arduous, and, at first,

rough; but, when we arrive at the ſummit, the path which before was diffi

cult becomcs eaſy 1." p

CLIN. And it appears to be well ſaid. .J

GUES'T. Entirely ſo. But 1 am willing to explain' to you the intention of

my diſcourſe. '

CLIN. Explain it then.

GUEST. \-Ve will thus therefore direct our diſcourſe to the legiflator.

Inform us, O legiſlator, whether, if you knew what we ought to do and

ſay, you would not ſay ſo?

CLIN. He neceſſarily would.

GUEST. Did we not a little before hear you ſaying, that a' legiflator ought

not to ſuffer poets to ſay just what they pleaſed? For they are ignorant that,

when they aſſert any thing contrary to the laws, it will injure-the city.

CLIN. You ſpeak truly. .

GUEST. But if we ſhould thus ſpeak to him reſpecting the poets, ſhall

we have ſpoken moderately?

CLIN. On what account do you aſk this question?

GUEST. There is an antient ſaying, O legiſlator, which is common among

' Hcſiod. Op. et Di. lib. i.

v0L. u. Q - us,
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us, and is confirmed by all other nations, that a poet, when he ſits on the

tripod of the muſe, is not in his right ſenſes, but, like a fountain, readily

pours forth the influx which he has received: and that, his art being imita

tive, he is often compelled, when repreſenting men that are contrary to each

other, to contradict himſelf; and does not know whether theſe things, or

thoſe, are true. But a legiflator must not act in this manner in law, viz.

he must not aſſert two different things about one thing, but always make

one aſſertion about one thing. And you may perceive the truth of this from

what you have just now ſaid. For, ſince of ſepulchres ſome exceed, others

are deficient, and others are moderate, you, having choſen the. last of theſe,

have ordered them to be adopted, and have ſimply praiſed them. But I, if

my wife was remarkably rich, and ſhould order me to bury her, I would

celebrate in a poem her magnificent ſepulchre: but a parſimonious and poor

man would praiſe a tomb which was, in ſome reſpect or other, deficient;

and he who is moderately rich would praiſe a moderate ſepulchre. But it

is not proper that you ſhould only ſpeak of the moderate as you did just

now, but that you ſhould inform us what the moderate is, and how far it

extends; for otherwiſe you will not as yet understand that a diſcourſe of

this kind is a law.

CLXN. You ſpeak most true.

Gurssr. Whether, therefore, will he who preſides for us over the laws

order nothing of this kind in the beginning of the laws, but immediately

inform us what ought to be done, and what not, and, having appointed a

ſine, will turn himſelf to the establiſhing of another law, adding nothing of

exhortation and perſuaſion to the promulgators of the laws? Just as different

phyſicians cure in a different manner. But we will recall to our mind the

methods which they employ ; that, as boys entreat the phyſician to cure them

in the gentlest manner, ſo we may implore the legiſlator to cure us by the

mildest means. That I may explain, however, what I mean-we ſay that

ſome are phyſicians, and others the ſervants of phyſicians; and theſe last we

likewiſe call, in a certain reſpect, phyſicians. Do we not?

CLIN. Entirely ſo.

Guasr. And do _we call them ſo, whether they are free, or ſervants,

who, through the orders of their masters, have acquired the art of medi

cine, both according to theory and "experience, but are not naturally phyſi

. 6 _ cians
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cians like thoſe who are frce, who have both learnt the art from themſelves,

and instructed their children in it? Or do you conſider theſe as forming

two kinds of phyſicians?

CLIN. Why ſhould I not?

GUEST. Do you, therefore, understand, that when in a city both ſervants

and thoſe who are free are ſick, ſervants are for the most part cured by ſer

vants, who viſit the multitude of the ſick, and are diligently employed in

the 'diſpenſatories; and this without either aſſigning or receiving any reaſon

reſpccting the ſeveral diſeaſes of the ſervants, but what they haue ſound by

experience to be efficacious they tyrannically preſcribe for their patients, as

if they poſſeſſed aceurate knowledge; and thus, in an arrogant manner,

hurry from one diſeaſcd ſervant to another; by this mean facilitating their

master's attention to the ſick? But the frecborn phyſician, for the most part,

heals and conſiders the diſeaſes of thoſe who are freeborn; and this, by ex

ploring the diſeaſe from the beginning, and proceeding according to nature ;

convcrſing both with the ſick man and his friends, and, at the ſame time,

learning ſomething himſelf from the ſick, and teaching him ſomething, ſo as

not to order him to do any thing till he has perſuaded him of its propriety.

But after this he always endeavours, in conjunction with perſuaſion, to lead

him in a gentle manner to health. Which of theſe appears to be the better

phyſician and excrciſer, he who in this manner heals and exerciſes, or he who

in that? He who accompliſhes one power in a twofold manner, or he who

accompliſhes it in one way, and this the worſe and more rustic of the two?

CLIN. The twofold method, O guest, is by far the more excellent.

GUBST. Are you willing, therefore, that we ſhould conſider this twofold

and ſimple method as taking place in the establiſhment of laws?

CLlN. How is it poſſible Iſhould not be willing?

GUEST. Inſorm me then, by the Gods, what the first law will be which

the legiſlator will establiſh. Will he not ſirst of all adorn by his mandates

the principle of the generation of cities?

CLIN. Undoubtedly.

Guasr. But are not the mutual mixture and communion of marriage:

the principle of generation to all cities.>

CLIN. Undoubtedly.

Q 2 Guasr.
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GUEST. Nuptial laws, therefore, being first of all establiſhed, they will

appear to be well establiſhed with reſpect to the rectitudc of every city.

CLIN. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. \Ve will, therefore, first ofall ſpeak of the ſimple law, which,

perhaps, will ſubſist in the following manner. Every one ſhould marry

from thirty to thirty-five years of age; but he who did not ſhould be ſined

both with money and diſgrace; with money to a certain amount, and with

diſgrace of this or that particular kind. Let this then be the ſimple law re

ſpecting marriages; but let the following be the twofold law. Every one

ſhould marry from thirty to thirty-five, conſidering, at the ſame time, that

the human race participates from a certain nature of immortality, of which

every one is naturally deſirous in the extreme. For the endeavour of man

kind not to remain after death without a name is a deſire of this kind. The

human race, therefore, is ſomething connate with the whole of time, follow.

ing and being conjoined with it to the end, becoming immortal by leaving

children of children, and partieipating of immortality through being one

'and the ſame by generation. For a man willingly to deprive himſelf of this,

is by no means holy. But he intentionally deprives himſelf of this who neg

lects children and wife. He, therefore, who is perſuaded by this law ſhall

be liberated from the puniſhment of a ſine. But he whois not obedient to

it, and who is not married when he is thirty-five years of age, ſhall be ſined

every year a certain ſum of money, that his ſolitary life may not appear to

be profitable and pleaſant to him; and that he may not partake of thoſe

honours which the younger in a city pay to the elder. Theſe laws being

compared with each other, it will be poſſible to judge of every particular law,

whether it ought to be double, and of the ſmallest extenſion, on account of

mingling threats with perſuaſions; or whether, alone employing threats, it

ſhould become ſimple in length. .

MEGIL. Agreeably to the Laconie mode, O guest, the ſhorter ought

always to be preferred. But ifany one ſhould order me to become a judge of

theſe writings, I ſhould, if it were left to myctchoice, adopt the longer law

for a city. And according to this paradigm, if theſe two laws were pro-

poſed, I ſhould chooſe the ſame reſpecting every law. It is, however, pro

per that the laws which we have now instituted ſhould be approved by

Clinias ;.
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Clinias; for the city belongs to him for whoſe uſe theſe laws have bcen

conceived by us.

CLlN. You ſpeak well, O Megillus.

GUEST. To pay great attention, therefore, either to prolixity or brevity

of writing is fooliſh in the extreme. For l think that the best writings,

and not the longest or the ſhortest, are to be preferred. But, in the laws

which we have just now ſpoken of, the one is not by the double alone more

conducive to virtue than the other; but that which we ſaid reſpecting the

twofold kind of phyſicians was most properly adduced. This, however,

no legiflaror appears at any time to have conſidered. For, as it is poſ

ſible to uſe two things in the establiſhment of laws, viz. perſuaſion and force,

they alone employ one of theſe in managing the crowd who are void of

erudition. For they do not mingle perſuaſion with force, but alone employ

unmingled violence. But l, O bleſſed man, perceive that a third thing alſo

ſhould take place reſpecting laws, but which is not at preſent adopted.

CLIN. Of what are you ſpeaking?

GUBST. Of ſomething ariſing, through a certain divinity, out of things

which we have now diſcuſſed. For we began to ſpeak about laws in the

morning, and it is now noon; and, rcpoſing in this alLbeautiful retreat, we

have diſcourſed of nothing elſe than laws. And we appear to me to have

entered just now on the buſineſs of legifiation; but all that has been ſaid

before by us was nothing more than a preface to laws. But to what pur

poſe do we ſay this? It is becauſe I wiſh to ſay, that of all diſcourſes, and

other things which participate of ſound, that is the preface, and, as it were,

prelude, which poſſeſſes any artificial argumcntation, and is uſeful to the in

tended diſcuſſion. And, indeed, of the laws. as they are called, of the ode

belonging to the harp, and Of every muſe, prefaces precede which are won

derfully elaborate. But of true laws, which we ſay are political, no one has'

ever at any time led forth into light a preface either ſpoken or written ;*

as if there were not naturally any ſuch thing. But our preſent converſation

appears to me to ſignify' that there is one. The laws, however, which we'

just now called twofold, are not ſimply ſo ; but the law, and the preface of the

law, are a certain two.v However, that which we aſſimilated to a tyrannic

mandatc, and to the mandates of ſervile phyſicians, is mere, or unmingled,

law. But that which was ſaid prior to this, and was called perſuaſive, was.

in,
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in reality perſuaſive, but, with reſpect to diſcourſe, had the power ofa preface.

For, that the mandate of the legiſlator, which is law, might be received more

benignantly, and, through this, in a more docile manner, the whole of that

diſcourſe, which was calculatcd to perſuade, was introduced by me. Hence,

according to my deciſion, that diſcourſe is a preface, and cannot properly be

called a diſcuſſion of law. But, after this, what is it I am deſirous ſhould be

ſaid by me P It is this: that a legiſlator ought to introduce prefaces prior to

all laws, and prior to each particular law, ſo far as they differ from each

other, in the ſame reſpect as the two which we have just now mentioned.

CLiN. For my part, I ſhould never exhort a man ſkilled in theſe things to

establiſh laws in any other manner.

GUEST. You appear, therefore, to me, O Clinias, to ſpeak well, ſo fur as

you ſay there ſhould be a preface to all laws; and that, on commencing the

buſineſs oflegiſlation, it is requiſite to prefer to every diſcourſe an exordium

naturally aceommodated to the ſeveral laws. For that which is to be ſaid

after this is not a thing of ſmall importance, nor is the difference trilling,

whether ſuch things are commemorated in a clear, or in an obſcure, manner.

If, therefore, we ſhould order legiſlators to preface in a ſimilar manner about

great and ſmall laws, we ſhould not act properly. For this is not to be done

either in every ſong or in every diſcourſe; becauſe, though it may natu

rally belong to all, yet it is not uſeful to all. A thing of this kind, however,

is to be allowed the rhetorician, the ſinger, and the legiſlator.

CLlN. You appear to me to ſpeak most true. But let us make no longer

delay, but return to our propoſed diſcourſe, and begin, if it is agreeable to

you, from thoſe things which, not as prefacing, were aſſerted by you above.

Again, therefore, as thoſe that are engaged in ſports ſay, let us revolve bet

ter things from a ſecond beginning, as finiſhing a preface, and not a caſual

diſcourſe, as was the caſe just now. Let us begin, then; acknowledging

that we preface. And the particulars, indeed, reſpecting the honour of the

Gods, and reverence of our ancestors, have been ſufficiently diſcuſſed. Let

us, therefore, endeavour to ſpeak about what follows, till it ſhall appear to

you that our preface is complete. And after this you may enter on the bu

ſineſs of laws.

GUEST. About the Gods, therefore, and the attendants on the Gods, toge

ther with parents both when living and dead, we LhCXl ſufficiently prefaced,

as
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as we now ſay. With reſpect to what remains, you appear to me to order

that it ſhould be led forth into light.

CLIN. Entirely ſo. A

GUEST. But, after theſe things, it is proper to diſcourſe in common about

our ſouls, bodies, and poſſeffions, together with ſerious purſuits and re

miffions of labour, in ſuch a manner that both the ſpeaker and the hearers

may, to the utmost oſ their power, be partakers of diſcipline. After what

has been ſaid, therefore, theſe things are to be truly ſpoken and heard by us.

CLlN. You ſpeak with the utmost rectitude.

END OF THE FOURTH BOOK.

THE
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LET every one then hear who has already heard what we have ſaid re

ſpecting the Gods, and our dear progenitors. For, after the Gods, a man's ſoul

is the most divine of all his poſſeffions, as being his most intimate property.

But a man's poſſeſſions are in every reſpect twofold. And the more excellent,

and the better, poſſeſs dominion, but the inferior, and worſe, are ſubject to

command. The former, therefore, are always to be honoured before the

latter. Hence, I properly exhort every man, when l'ſay that he ought to

honour his own ſoul in the ſecond place, after our lords, the Gods, and their

attendants. But, in ſhort, no one honours his ſoul properly, though he

appears to do ſo. For honour is, in a certain reſpect, a divine good: but

nothing evil is honourable. He, therefore, who thinks that he enlarges his

ſoul by certain diſcourſes or gifts, when, at the ſame time, he does not render

it better than it was before, appears indeed to honour it, but by no means does

ſo. For every man, from his very childhood, thinks himſelf ſufficient to

know all things, and that he honours his ſoul by praiſing it, and by freely

permitting it to do whatever it pleaſes. But wc now tity that he who acts

in this manner injures. and does not honour, his ſoul. And yet it is neceſſary,

as we have ſaid, that it ſhould be honoured in the ſecond place after the

Gods. Nor does he honour it who does not conſider himſelf as the cauſe

of his own errors, and of his numerous and mighty vices, but lays the blame

upon others, and is always careful to exonerate himſelf. Such a one appears,

indeed, to honour it, though this is far from being the caſe: for he injures

it. Nor does he in any reſpect honour his ſoul who gratifies himſelf with

pleaſures contrary to reaſon, and the praiſe of the legiſlator: for he diſ

honours it, by filling it with vice and repentance. Nor yet does a man

honour
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honour his ſoul, when he does not strenuouſly endure labours that' are

praiſed, fear and pain, but ſinks under them: for by doing all theſe things

he diſhonours his ſoul. Nor, again, does he honour his ſoul, who thinks

that to live is a thing in every reſpect good: for by ſuch a conception he

diſhonours it. For he aſſents to him who thinks that every thing in Hades

pertaining to the ſoul is bad ; nor does he oppoſe and teach him, that he is

ignorant whether, on the contrary, the things about the Gods that dwell

there are not the greatest of all goods. Nor yet, when any one honours a

certain corporeal beauty beſorc virtue, is it at all different from truly and

entirely diſhonouring the ſoul. For ſuch a one falſely aſſerts, that the body

is more honourable than the ſoul. For nothing earth-born is more honour

able than things Olympian, But he who entertains an opinion different

from this, reſpecting the ſoul, is ignorant that he neglects this admirable

poſſcffion. Nor, again, does he adorn his ſoul with gifts, who deſires to

poſſeſs riches in an unbecoming manner, or who is not grieved when he

poſſeſſcs them unjustly; but ſuch a one entirely fails of aceompliſhing this.

For he gives up that which is honourable, and at the ſame time beautiſul,

in his ſoul, for the ſake of a little gold ; when at the ſame time all the gold,

which is both upon and under the earth, is in no reſpect of equal worth

with virtue. In ſhort, he who is not willing, by all poffible means, to

abstain from ſuch things as the legiſlator ranks among the baſe and vicious,

and to purſue to the utmost oſ his power ſuch things as he places among

the good and beautiful, does not perceive that, in all theſe things, he renders

his ſoul, which is a most divine poſſeſſion," in the highest degree diſhonour

able 'and baſe. For, in ſhort, no one conſiders what is the greatest puniſh

ment of evil conduct; which is the becoming ſimilar to vicious men. But

he who becomes ſimilar to them avoids good men and good aſſertions,

ſeparates himſclſſrom the good, becomes agglutinated to the vicious, and

earnestly deſires their convarſation. But, in conſequence of intimately

aſſociating with theſe, he must neceſſarily do and ſuffer ſuch things as

they naturally do and ſay to each other. Such a paffion,therefore, is not

justice (for the just and justice are beautiſul), but puniſhment; this being a,

paſſion attendant on injustice, of' which both he who is a partaker, and he who

does not partake, are miſerable :--the one, beCauſe he is not cured; but

the other, becauſe, while many are ſaved, he periſhes. But, that I may ſum

VOL. 11. R up '
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up the whole, our honour conſists in following things of a more excellent

nature, and in rendering ſuch things as are worſe, but yet are capable of

being made better, as good as poſſible. No Poſſeſſion, therefore, belonging

to a man is more naturally adapted to fly from evil, and to investigate and

chooſe that which is the best of all things, than ſoul; nor, when it has

choſen, to aſſociate with it in common for the remainder of life. On this

account, it must be honoured in the ſecond degree. But every one will

understand, that the third honour according to nature is that of the body.

It is however requiſite to contemplate theſe honours, and to conſider which

of them are true, and which adulterated. And this is the buſineſs of

a legiſlator. But he appears to me to announce, what, and what kind of

honours theſe are; as, that the body is honourable, not when it is beautiful,

or strong, or ſwift, nor yet When it is large or healthy, (though under theſe

circumstances 'i appears to be *ſ0 to many,) nor when it has the contraries

of theſe. But thoſe things which, being in the middle, touch upon the

whole of this habit, are by far more moderate and ſafe. For the former

render the ſoul arrogant and confident, but the latter humble and ſervile.

The like takes place with reſpect to the poſſeſſion of riches and property

of every kind. For the poſſeffion of each of theſe, in a tranſcendent degree,

produces hatred and ſedition, both among cities and individuals. But

ſlavery is for the most part the conſequence ſof a deficiency of theſe. No

one, therefore, ſhould apply himſelf to the acquiſition of wealth for the ſake

of his children, that he may leave them rich in the extreme: for this will

neither be better for them, nor for the city. For the property of young

men, which is neither attended with adulation, nor indigent of things

neceſſary, is the most harmonious, and the best of all. For, ſymphonizing

and harmonizing with us in all things, it renders our life free from pain.

It is proper, therefore, to leave children, not abundance of gold, but of

modesty. But we think that we ſhall accompliſh this by reproving impu

dent young men. This, however, is not to be accompliſhed by exhorting

'young men in the manner adopted at preſent,--I mean, by tell-ing them that

they ought to*be modest in every thing; but a prudent legiſlator will rather

adviſe old men to behave modestly before youth, and above all things to take

eare that no young man, at any time, either ſees or hears them doing or

ſaying any thing baſe. For, where old men are void of ſhame, there young

* ' men
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men must neceſſarily be most impudcnt; ſince the most excellent diſcipline,

both oſ young and old, conſists, not in admoniſhing, but in acting through

the whole oſ life agreeably to the admonitions oſ others. But he who ho

nours and venerates the whole of his kindred, who participate oſ the ſame

blood, and the ſame houſehold Gods, will deſervedly find thoſe Gods propi

tious to him in the procreation of children. And beſides this, he will obtain

the bencvolence oſ his friends and aſſociates through life, who conſiders the

attention which they pay him greater and more venerable than they do, but

his own kindneſs towards them leſs than they do. But he will by ſar behave

in the beſt manner, both towards his country and fellow citizens, who pre

ſers the glory of being ſubſervient to the laws oſ his country, to conquest

in the Olympian games, and to all warlike and peaceſul contests; and who

is ſubſervient to them in the most becoming manner through the whole oſ

life. The aſſociations, too, with strangers ſhould be conſidered as things moſt

holy. For nearly all the crimes of strangers towards strangers are more Ano

ticed by avenging Deity than thoſe of citizens towards each other. For, a

stranger being destitute both oſ companions and kindred is an object of

greater commiſeration both to men and Gods. He, therefore, who is more

capable oftaking vengeance is more readily diſpoſed to give affistance. But the

hoſpitable daemon and divinity oſevery one, being the attendants of hoſpitable

Jupiter, are capable oſ taking vengeance in the most eminent degree. Every

one, therefore, who is endued with the least portion of conſideration, ſhould

be very fearful through the whole of life of acting in an inhoſpitable manner.

But, oſ all crimes which are committed both towards strangers and natives,

thoſe are the greatest which are committed towards ſuppliants. For the Di

vinity with whom the ſuppliant forms a'covenant, becomes eminently the

guardian oſ him in his affliction. So that no one who injures ſuppliants

will go unpuniſhed. 'And thus far wc have nearly diſcuſſed the duties of

children towards their parents, oſ a man t0wards himſelf, and the things

belonging to himſelf; likewiſe of his duty towards his countr'y, friends, kin

dred, ſh'angers, and fellow citizens. It now ſollows that we ſhow what

qualities a man ought to poſſeſs ſo as that he may paſs through liſe in the

most becoming manner; and ſo that, not law, but praiſe and blame, instruct

ing every one, they may by theſe means be rendered more benevolent and

obedient to thoſe who are about to establiſh laws. And theſe are the things

n 2 which
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which after this must be ſubjects of our diſcourſe. But trut/l is t/n- leader iſ

werygood bath to Godſ and men .* of which he who in futurity will be bleſſed

and happy, must participate from the beginning, that for the greatest part

of time he may paſs through life in truth. For ſuch a one is faithful. But

he is unfaithful who is a friend to voluntary falſehood. And he who is a

friend to involuntary falſehood is deprived of intellect: neither of which is

an object of emulation. For he who is unfaithful and void of diſcipline is

unfriendly. And in progreſs of time, his character being known, near the

end of life there is prepared for him the grievous ſolitude of old age. So

that, whether his aſſociates and children live or not, he nearly leads, in either

caſe, an orphan life. Indeed, he is honourable who acts in no reſpect un

justly: but he who does not ſuffer the unjust to act unjustly, deſerves more

than double the honour of the former character. For the former is of equal

worth with one man, but the latter, with many men; ſince he announces

to the governors the injustice of others. But he who puniſhes injustice, in

conjunction with the governors, to the utmost of his power, ſucha one will

be proclaimed a great and perfect man in the city; for he will be victorious

in virtue. It is proper alſo to give the ſame praiſe to temperance and pru

dence. And he who poſſeſſes other goods, and is not only able to poſſeſs

them himſelf, but to impart them to others, is to be honoured as one who

has attained the ſummit of excellence. But he who is not able to accompliſh

this, and yet is willing, is to be ranked in the ſecond place: and the envious

man, and he who will not impart any good for the ſake of friendſhip, are to

be blamed. We ought not, however, to diſhonour the poſſeſſion on account

of the poſſeſſor, but ſhould endeavour to obtain it with all our might. Every

one too ſhould contend with us for virtue, without envy. For every cha

racter of this kind enlarges cities, in conſequence of striving himſelf, and

not impeding others through calumny. But the envious man, while he

thinks to ſurpaſs others by detraction, tends leſs himſelf to true virtue, and

renders thoſe who mutually tend to it deſpondent, by blaming them unjustly.

Hence, depriving the city of strenuous exertions in the acquiſition of virtue,

he, at the ſame time, leſſens its renown. It is proper, beſides, that a man

ſhould be ardent in every thing, and particularly that he ſhould be mild.

For it is impoſſible to avoid the unjust actions of others, which are either

difficult to be cured, or are entirely incurable by any other means than con- -

6 test,
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test, defence, victory, and by ſuffering no remiſſion in puniſhment. But

it is impoſſible for any ſoul to accompliſh this without generous ardour.

With reſpect to ſuch unjust actions as are curable, it is requiſite to know,

in the first place, that no unjust man is voluntarily unjust. For no one

would, at any time, willingly poſſeſs any of the greatest evils, and much

leſs in thoſe things reſpecting himſelf which are most honourable. But ſoul,

as we have ſaid, is in reality in all things the most honourable. No one,

therefore, would at any time voluntarily receive the greatest evil in that

which is most honourable, and live through the whole of life poſſeſſing

it. But the unjust man, and he who is vicious, are in every reſpect miſe

rahle. It is proper, however, to pity him who is capable of being cured,

and to restrain our anger against him, lest, by an effeminate effcrveſcence of

anger, we ſhould exhibit all the bitterneſs of wrath. But it is requiſite to

employ anger against thoſe who are incontinently and incurably bad. Hence,

we have ſaid that every good man ought to be ardcnt, and at the ſame time

mild. But an evil, which is the greatest of all evils, is implanted in the

ſouls of many men, which (every one pardoning himſelf) they do not de

viſe any means of avoiding. And this is what is uſually ſaid, that every

man is naturally a friend to himſelf, and that it is proper a thing of this

kind ought to be. But, in reality, a 'vehement love of i: to every man

Ille cauſe of all l/ir errors, For he who loves is blind with reſpect to the

object of his love. So that he who thinks he ought always to be honoured

in preference to truth, judges of things just, good, and beautiful, in a de

praved manner. For it is proper that he who is destined to be a great man

ſhould neither love himſelf, nor the things pertaining to himſelf, but that he

ſhould love just actions, whether they are accompliſhed by himſelf or by an

other. In conſequence of this error, every man's ignorance appears to

himſelf to be wiſdom. Hence, in ſhort, though We do not know any thing,

we arc of opinion that we know all things. But, not permitting others to

do that of which we ourſelves are ignorant, we are compelled to err from

their conduct. On this account every man ought to avoid the vehement

love of himſelf, and to follow one better than himſelf, without paying any

attention to ſhame. There are alſo certain leſſer things, which are often ſaid,

and which, as they arc not leſs uſeful than what has been already aſſerted,

it is proper, recollecting ourſelves, to mention. For, as if ſomething was

alwavs
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always flowing away from us, it is neceſſary that, on the contrary, there

ſhould be a perpetual influx of ſomething. But recollcction is an influx of

prudence which had deſerted us. It is proper, therefore, to restrain unhe

coming laughter, and that every man ſhould announce to every man the

propriety of concealing all joy and ſorrow, and ofkeeping the body in a.

becoming habit, whether the daemon of any one establiſhes him in felicity,

or 'whet/ler lzzctr fortune irsttc/z that lie is obliged, wit/r dfflmom taſ/[lying lzz'm,

to engage in action: qſan elevated and arduour nature. But it is pr0per always

to hope for thoſe things which divinity imparts to the good ; and when we

are oppreſſed with heavy labours, we ſhould hope that Divinity will diminiſh

their weight, and change the preſent condition of our circumstances into

one more favourable ; and with reſpect to good things, the contraries oftheſe,

that they will always be preſent with us, with good fortune. With theſe

hopes every one ought to live, and with the recollection of all theſe things;

not with a parfimonious recollection, but always, both ſeriouſly and in ſport,

perſpicuoufly reminding each other and ourſelves of theſe particulars. And

now we have nearly ſaid all that is proper reſpecting thoſe divine duties

which every one ought to perform, but we have not yet ſpoken concerning

human duties. It is, however, neceſſary ſo to do: for we ſpeak to men,

and not to Gods. But pleaſures, pains, and deſires, are naturally in the

highest degree human, from which it is neceſſary that the whole mortal ani

mal ſhould, with the greatest earncstneſs, be ſuſpended. And it is requiſite

to praiſe the most becoming life, not only becauſe in its form it exccls in

glory, but becauſe, if any one is willing to taste of it, and not when a youth

to fly from it, he will alſo excel in that which we all are in ſcarch of, I mean

the poſſeffion of more joy than ſorrow through the whole of life. That this

'will clearly be the caſe, if any one taſtes of it in a proper manner, will readily

and vehemently be apparent; but how this may be accompliſhed, and whe

ther it is inherent in us naturally, or contrary to nature, it is requiſite now to

conſider. We ought, however, to conſider one life compared with another,

the more pleaſant and the more calamitous, in this manner. We wiſh that

pleaſure may be preſent with us, but we neither chooſe llOl' wiſh for pain.

And we never wiſh fora middle condition inſtead of pleaſure, but we deſire

it in preference to pain. &Ve alſo wiſh for leſs pain with more pleaſure, but

We do not deſire leſs pleaſure with greater pain. But we can clearly ſhow

that
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that we are unwilling to poſſeſs each of theſe in an equal manner. All theſe

both differ and at the ſame time do not differ in multitude and magnitude,

in intenſity, equality, and ſuch things as are contrary to all theſe, with re

ſpect to the choice of each. And as theſe particulars are thus circumstanced,

we wiſh for that life in which many of both theſe greatly and vehemently

ſubſist, but in which pleaſures tranſcend; but we do not deſire that life in

which the contraries to theſe are inherent. Nor, again, do we wiſh for that

life in which a few of theſe, ofa trifling and ſolitary nature, ſubſist, and in

which afflictive circumstances tranſcend; but we deſire that life in which

the contraries to theſe are found. However, as we have ſaid before, we

ought to conſider that life as ſubſisting in an equilibrium, in which theſe poſ

ſeſs equal power. For we deſire the life which ſurpaſſes in the things with

which we are pleaſed; and We are unwilling to poſſeſs that which exceeds

in the contraries to theſe. But it is neceſſary to conſider all our lives as na

turally bound in theſe; and beſides this, what the things are which we na

turally deſire. If, therefore, we ſhould ſay th'at We wiſh for any thing be

ſides theſe, we must ſay that it is through an ignorance and unſkilfulneſs in

lives. What then, and of what kind are thoſe lives, in preferring which

it is neceſſary that he who perceives what is the object of deſire, and volun

tary, and what are the contraries to theſe, ſhould preſeribe a law to him

ſelf, that thus having choſen that which is friendly, pleaſant, the best, and

the most beautiful, he may lead the most bleſſed life poſſible to man? We

call then one life temperate, another prudent, another brave; and we rank

in the fourth place a healthy life. We likewiſe establiſh four other lives

contrary to theſe, viz. the imprudent, the timid, the intemperate, and the

diſeaſed. He, therefore, who knows what a temperate life is, will aſſert

that it is mild in all things, and that it imparts quiet pains, quiet pleaſures,

placid deſires, and loves not inſane; but that an intemperate life is impe

tuous in all things, ſo that it imparts vehement pains, vehement pleaſures,

strenuous and furious deſires, and the most inſane loves. But in a temperate

life the pleaſures ſurpaſs the pains, and in an intemperate life the plea

ſures are ſurpaſſed by the pains, in magnitude, multitude, and denſity. Hence,

the one of theſe lives is neceſſarily more pleaſant to us, according to nature,

but the other is more painful. And nature does not permit him, who wiſhes

to live pleaſantly, to live voluntarily in an intemperate manner. But it is

evident,
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evident, iſ what we have now aſſerted is right, that every intempcrzne man

is neceſſarily unwillingly ſo. For the vulgar every where live indigcnt of

temperance, either through the privation of diſcipline, or through incon.

tinence, or through both. The ſameþthings are to be conſidered reſpecting

a diſeaſed and healthy liſe : as, that they poſſeſs pleaſures and pains, but that

the pleaſures ſurpaſs the pains in a healthy life, but the pains the pleaſures

in diſeaſes. Our will, however, in the choice of lives, does not conſent

' that pain may tranſcend pleaſure; but we judge the liſe in which it is ſur

paſſed to be more pleaſant. And we ſay that the temperate man poſſeſſes

in every reſpect things fewer, leſs, and more attenuated than the intcm pe

rate, the prudent than the imprudent, the brave than the timid; and that

the one ſurpaſſes in pleaſures, but the other in pains; ſo that the brave man

ſurpaſſes the timid in pleaſures, and the prudent the imprudent. And, in

ſhort, the life which participates of virtue, either pertaining to the body or

the ſoul, is more pleaſant than the life which participates oſ depravity ; and

beſides this, it tranſcends other lives in beauty and rectitude, in virtue and

glory; ſo that he Who poſſeſſes it lives more happily than he who poſſeſſes

the contrary life, in every reſpect, and totally. Here then let the preface to

laws end.

But, after the preface, it is neceſſary that law ſhould follow; or. rather,

according to truth, the laws oſ a, polity are to be written. As, therefore,

things which are woven are not all woven from the ſame threads, but there

is a difference in the quality oſ the threads, for ſome are more firm and

ſtrong, but others ſofter and oſa more yielding nature ; in like manner it is

neceſſary to judge oſ thoſe that have great dominion in cities, and thoſe that

act only in every thing from trifling diſcipline. There are, however, two

forms oſ a polity : the one, the establiſhment of governors ; the other, that

which gives laws to the governors themſelves. But prior to all theſe things

it is neceſſary to conſider as follows: When a ſhepherd and herdſman, one

who takes care oſ horſes, and others of this kind, engage in their reſpective

offices, they never attempt to take any care of them till they have first admi

nistered a purification adapted t0 each of them. And, beſides this, chooſing out

the healthy and the ſick, the noble and the ignoble, they ſend the former to

other herds, but take care of the latter; conſidering that otherwiſe their

labour would be vain about thoſe bodies and ſouls which a depraved nature

and
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and alimcnt have corrupted; ſince, without ſeparating in each of theſe

herds the healthy and diſeaſed manners and bodies from each other, they

would periſh by contagion. The attention, however, which is paid to

other animals is indeed leſs, and is alone worthy to be mentioned for the

ſake'of an example. But the legiflator ought to pay the greatest attention

to men, and ſhould investigate and aſſert that whiclris accommodated to

every one, both reſpecting puriſieation and all other actions. For that

which concerns the purification ofa city ſhould ſubſist as follows : As there

are many purifications, ſome of them are eaſy, but others difficult; and he

who is both a tyrant and a legiſlator may be able to uſe ſuchpuriſications

as are difficult, and ſuch as are the best. But the legiſlator who establiſhes

anew polity and laws without the aſſistance of a tyrant, may rejoice, if he

is able to purify with the mildest of puriſications. The best puriſication is

however painful; just as thoſe medicines which unite justice with puniſh

ment, produce at length in the offending party either exile or death. For

it is customary to free the city from thoſe men who have perpetrated the

greatest crimes, when they are found to be incurable, and have in the

greatest degree injured the city ; but with us the following is a milder puri

ſication. For thoſe that throngh want of food readily offer themſelves to

certain leaders, in order to aſſault thoſe that are not in want, theſe, as being

naturally the diſeaſe ofa city, ſhould be benignantly ſent away ', under the

honourable appellation of a eolony. Every legiſlator, therefore, ſhould do

this in the beginning of his legiflation. But more difficult things than

theſe happen to us at preſent. For it is not neceſſary to deviſe aſit preſent

either a Colony or any ſelect purification: but as if there was a conflux of

water, partly from ſountains and partly from torrenrs, into one lake, it is

neceſſary to obſerve how the eonfluent water will be most pure; partly by

drawing, partly by deducing it into another Channel, and partly by divert

ing its courſe. But labour and danger, _as it appears, are to be found in

every political establiſhment. However, ſince we are now engaged in diſ

courſe, and not in action, our ſelection is accompliſhed, and purification

* The laws of Plato, being perfectly equitable, conſider the good of the offende' in the puniſh

ments which they enjoin, and not the gnod of the eomrnunit')r alone', but our laws, eſpecially in

crimes pertaining to' money, alone conſider the good of the community. This is one-among

many of the baneſul effects of commerce.

VOL. 11. 3 takes
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takes place according to Our deſire. For, having by every kind of perſua

ſion, and for a ſufficient length of time, examined thoſe evil men who en

deavour to enter our city in order to govern it, we ſhall forbid their entrance.

But we ſhall admit the good, rendering them benevoleut and propitious to

the utmost of our power. The felicity, however, which has happened to us

ought not to be concealed. For, as we ſay that the colony of the Heraclidae

Was happy, becauſe it eſcaped the dire and dangerous strife reſpecting the

'diviſion of land and the diſcharge of debts, about which a city ofthe antieuts

being compelled to give laWS, it did not permit any thing to be immove

able, nor yet after a manner was it poſſible for any thing to he moved; in

like manner, the ſame thing appears nearly to have happened to us. But,

in ſhort, prayer alone remains, and a trifling mutation cautiouſly and ſlowly

made in a great length of time; ſo that, in 'theſe mutations, the citizens,

together with many debtors, will poſſeſs abundance of land, with which

they will give affistance to many, humanely imparting their land to the indi

gent, and Contenting themſelves with moderate poſſeflions. They will

likewiſe conſider poverty as conſisting, not in a diminution of property, but

in an inſatiable deſire of acquiring more. For this is the greatest beginning

of ſafety to a city ; and upon this, as a stable foundation, every politic orna

ment, which is accommodated to an establiſhment of this kind, may be

raiſed. But when this mutation is debilc, no political action will after

wards be eaſily accompliſhed by the city. This, indeed, as we have ſaid, we

ſhould avoid ; but, at the ſame time, it may more properly be ſaid, that, if

we do not aVOid it, we ſhould ſhow by what means this flight may be ac

compliſhed. YVe ſay then, that it is to be accompliſhed by cultivatingjustice,

and baniſhing the deſire of gain: but, beſides this, there is no other, either

broad or narrow, paſſage for flight. Let this then be establiſhed by us as a

prop of the city. For it is neceſſary that the poſſeffioris which the citizens

prepare for themſelves ſhould be blameleſs; or, that thoſe ſhould deſist from

advancing any further in the acquiſition of property, who have an antient

enmity towards each other, and who participate but a ſmall degree of intel

lect. But thoſe to whom Divinity imparts, as it does to us at preſent, the

establiſhment of a new city, in which the inhabitants have no enmity to

wards each other,--if through the distribution of laud and habitations hatred

ſhould ariſe among them,_-in this caſe it will not be human ignorance, but

ignorance
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ignorance accompanied with every vice. What then will be the mode of

proper distribution ? ln the first place, the quantity of the number ought to

be determined. ln the next place, it ſhould be agreed into how many

and what kind of parts the distribution to the citizens ſhould be made. In

the third place, the land and habitations ſhould be distributed equally, in the

most eminent degree. But the quantity of the multitude cannot otherwiſe

be properly aſſigned than by paying attention to the land and cities of the

neighbouring inhabitants. And the land, indeed, ſhould be as much as is

ſufficient to afford nutriment for ſo many moderate men; but-of more than

this there is no occaſion. But the number oſ theſe moderate perſons ſhould

be ſufficient to defend themſelves against the incurſions of their unjust neigh

bours, and likewiſe to give affistance to their neighbours when injured.

Having then conſidered theſe things, we may be able to deſine both actually

and verbally the land and the neighbouring inhabitants. But now, for the

ſake of a ſcheme and deſcription, that the thing itſelf may be accompliſhed,

our diſcourſe proceeds to legiflation. The number of the huſbandmen, and

thoſe that defend the distribution oſ the land, ſhould be five thodſand and

forty, this being a number adapted for the purpoſe. In like manner the land

and the habitation ſhould be distributed into the ſame parts, ſo that the

man and his portion of land may accord in diſtribution. And in the first

place, indeed, the whole number ſhould be divided into two parts, and

afterwards into three. It is likewiſe naturally capable of a diviſion into

four, five, and ſo in ſucceſſion as far as to ten. Thus much, indeed, ought

to be understood by every legiſlator reſpecting numbers; I mean, that he

ſhould understand what, and what kind of number will be most uſeful to

all cities. But we ſay that that number is best adapted for this purpoſe,

which poſſeſſes in itſelf many diſtributions, and theſe orderly diſpoſed. For

every number is not allotted ſections into all things. But the number five

thouſand and forty, both for the purpoſes of war and peace, for all con.

ventions and communions, for tributes and distributions, cannot be cut into

more than one of ſixty parts; but you may continue the diviſion of it from one

as far as to ten. Theſe things, however, ought to be more firmly con

ſidered at leiſure, by thoſe to whom they are committed by the law; for

they cannot ſubſist otherwiſe than in this manner. But it is neceſſary that

they ſhould be mentioned to the founder of a city, for the ſake oſ what

s 2 follows.
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follows. For, whether any one establiſhes a new city ſrom the beginning,

or whether he restores an antient one that has periſhed,--iſhe is enducd with

intellect, he will not attempt to make any alterations in any thing which

ought to,be performed reſpecting the Gods, their temples, and their ſacred

concerns, or the names of certain Gods or dazmons, which ought to be

given to temples; whether theſe ceremonies are derived from Delphi, or

Dodona, or Ammon, or from certain antieut diſcourſes, by which ſome

perſons have been perſuaded; or whether they have been the reſult of di

vine viſions and inſpiration. For, in conſequence of being perſuaded of their

truth, the antieuts establiſhed ſacrifices mixed with mystic ceremonies;

Whether theſe originatcd from the natives themſelves, or whether they are

oſ Tyrrheue, or Cyprian, or oſ any other origin. But, from theſe antient

diſcourſes and rumours, they conſecrated statues, altars and temples, and

placed each in a ſacred grove. ' In all theſe the legiflator ſhould not make

the ſmallest inuovation; but ſhould attribute to each of the parts, a God, a

deemen, (or a certain hero. And in the distribution oſ the land, he ſhould

in the first place ſelect a portion for illustrious grovcs and other ſacred pur

poſes, ſo that the inhabitants oſ each of the parts, aſſembling at stated times,

may with facility prepare themſelves for their reſpective employmeuts, ſo

as during the ſacrifices to aſſociate benevolcutly with and recoguize each

other. For nothing i; more azlvantageom to a rit] l/mn for t/Ie rit/'zemſ

to be know'z Io eat/1 ot/zer ; ſince, 'wlzere ear/i liar no lzg/It in t/ze mamzcrx qſ

each, but darþmſt ', t/zerc 'Iſiſ/if" honours nor governor: are [tra/lerſ) a/I/zolſint

ezl, nor can an] one obtain. in a becoming manner, t/ze jzz/Iice w/uſic/z it due

to him. But every man, one towards one, ought earnestly to endeavour in

all cities, that he may never appear inſmcere to any one, but may bc always

artleſs and true, and that, being ſuch, no other perſon may deceive him. But

the throw which follows this, in the establiſhment of laws, like that of

cheſs-men, according to the proverb, from a temple, ſince it is unuſual, mav

perhaps cauſe him who hears it at first to wonder. But to him who has rea

ſoned upon, and tried it, it will appear that the city will thus, in the ſecond

place, be inhabited in the best manner. Some one, however, perhaps, will

not approve of this city, becauſe it does not employ a tyrannic legiflator. It

' As in London, and all great modern cities.

\Vlll,
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will, indeed, be most prOper to ſpeak of the best polity, and' likewiſe of a

ſecond and third, and then leave it to every one's option to chooſe that

which pleaſes him the most. We therefore ſhall act in this manner; and,

after we have ſpoken of a polity which is first, of one which is ſecond, and

of another which is the third in virtue, we ſhall leave it to the option of

Clinias, and any other who may be preſent at the ſelection of theſe, to at

tribute to his country whichever of them he pleaſes. The first city and.

polity, therefore, and the best laws, ſubſist there where through the whole

city that antient proverb takes place in the most eminent degree, that all

things are common among friends. This then must be aſſerted, whether it

'now is or ever was adopted, that women, children, and all poſſeſſions

ſhould be common; and that private property ſhould by all poſſible means

be exterminated from life. Things too which are private by nature ſhould

every where, as much as poſiible, become common; ſuch as the eyes, the

ears, and the hands. For ſeeing, hearing, and acting, ſhould be employed

for common advantage. In like manner, all men ſhould praiſe and blame

the ſame things, rejoice in and be afflicted with the ſame circumstances,

and as much as poſſible adopt ſuch laws as will unite' th_e city in the most

eminent degree. No one can establiſh any bound of virtue more tranſcen

dently proper than this. The inhabitants of ſuch a city, whether they are

Gods ' or ſons of the Gods, by living together in this manner, will lead a

joyful life. On this account it is not proper to conſider any other paradigm

of a polity, but, inſpecting this, we ought to explore ſuch a one to the ut

most of our power. But this, which is the ſubject ofour preſent diſcuſſion,

if it ſhould ſubſist, would most nearly approach to immortality. And if it

does not rank in the first, it certainly will in the ſecond place. However, if

Divinity is willing, we will after this diſcuſs the polity, which is the third

in order. Let us now then conſider the nature of this polity, and how it

may be establiſhed. In the first place, land and houſes ſhould be distributed

to them, and they ſhould not be ſuffered to cultivate the ground in common;

lince a thing of this kind is greater than their generation, nutrition, and

education will admit. Land, however, and houſes, ſhould be distributed to

1 Viz Gods according to ſimilitude. For, as intellect is called a God by Plato, according to

union, azid foul according to participation, ſo the most exalted charaſters among men are called

by him Gods according to ſimilitude.

them
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them with this intention, that each may conſider the portion allotted him,

as common to the whole city. But, this region being their country, they

ought to reverence it in a greater degree than children their mother; for,

being a goddeſs, ſhe is the ſovereign mistreſs of mortals, The ſame ſhould

be our conceptions of the indigenous Gods and daemons. But that theſe

things may ſubfist in this manner, through the whole time, the following

particulars are to be conſidered : As many Vestal hearths as are distributed

to us at preſent, ſo many ought always to be distributed, and neither more

nor fewer in number. But a thing of this kind will be firmly establiſhed in

every city, if every one always leaves that child to whom he is most attach

ed, the only heir of his allotted portion, his ſucceſſor, and cultivator oſ the

Gods, of his race, his country, oſ the living, and the dead. But thoſe who

have more children than one ſhould for this purpoſe portion the ſemales

according to the establiſhed law; but commit the males to the care of thoſe

citizens that have no children oſ their own, and this in a very benevolent

manner. However, it" benevolence is wanting, or each oſ thecitizens has

a numerous progeny oſ male or female children, or on the contrary but a

few children, owing to the barrenneſs of the women, then that greatest and

most honourable governor whom we have establiſhed, muſt conſider what is

proper to be done in either of theſe caſes, and, whether there is an abun

dance or a defect oſ children, must deviſe ſome method by which five thouſand

and forty habitations alone may always remain. But there are many

methods by which this may be accompliſhed. For procreation may be re

strained, which is the cauſe of this abundance; and, on the contrary, by

diligent attention, an increaſe of offspring may be obtained, when it is re

quiſite. For what we are ſpeaking of may be accompliſhed by honour and

diſgrace, and by the admonitory diſcourſes of the old to the young. Lastly,

every defect ariſes from the number oſ five thouſand and forty houſes not

being preſerved. But, iſ our city ſhould have a ſuperabundance oſ citi

zens, through the ſnmiliarity of thoſe that dwell together, and by this

means it ſhould be oppreſſed with poverty, that antient device must be

adopted which we have often mentioned, that a friendly colony ſhould be

ſent from friends; for it appears that this will be advantageous to the City.

But iſ, on the contrary, at any time an inundation of diſeaſes, or the ravages

of war, ſhould reduce the citizens to a leſs than the establiſhed number, ſuch

6 citizens
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citiZens as have been educated in an adulterated manner are not to be volun

tarily admitted to ſupply the place of thoſe that are wanting. But it is ſaid

that even Divinity is not able to force neceſſity. We ſhould ſay, therefore,

that our preſent diſcourſe ſpeaks in an exhortatory manner as' follows: O

best of all men, who honour according to nature ſimilitude and equality,

ſameneſs, and general conſent, never relax in honouring theſe, both accord

ing to the number, and all the power of things beautiful and good. And,_in

the first place, preſerve through the whole of life the above-mentioned

number. In the next place, do not deſpiſe the moderate elevation and mag

nitude of thepoſſeſſions which were first distributed to you, by buying and;

ſelling with each other. For, _if you act in this manner, neither Divinity,

the distributor of your allotted portion, nor the legifiator will be your aſſo

ciate in war. For now the law announces in the first place, that he who is

willing to receive the allotted portion ſhall receive it, but that he who is un

willing ſhall be deprived of it: and this, becauſe in the first place the land:

is ſacred to all the Gods; and in the next place, becauſe the priests and

priesteſſes pray during the first, ſecond, and third ſacrifices, that both the buyersa

and ſellers of allotted houſes and lands may be properly diſpoſed in ſuch

tranſitctions. But they ſhould write on cypreſs monuments in temples, for

the benefit of posterity. And beſides this, for the purpoſe of preſerving

theſe, they ſhould commit them to the care of that magistrate who appears.

to have the most acute viſion, that thoſe may be detected who act flaudu

lently, and that he who is diſobedient both to law and divinity may be

puniſhed. But, according to the proverb, no vicious man will ever under

stand how much all cities will be benefited by acting in the manner we:

have preſcribed, but he only who is ſkilful and of equitable manners. In

this city there is no ardent purſuit of gain; nor is it lawful for any one to

apply himſelf to the acquiſition of illiberal wealth, becauſe the diſgraceſul

mechanic art, as it is called, which is employed for this purpoſe, ſubverts

liberal manners. Riches, therefore, are not to be accumulated by any ſuch

means. Beſides this, another law follows all- theſe, which forbids any pri

vate perſon the poſſeſſion of either ſilver or gold. But becauſe there isdaily

occaſion for money for the ſake of commutation, which is nearly. neceſſary'

to artiſiccrs, and 'to all thoſc that have ſimilar wants, in order to pay the

wages of merccnaries, ſervants, and huſbandmen-for the ſake of theſe

things
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things we permit the uſe of money in the city, but order it to be ſuch as

may be honoured by our citizens, but deſpiſed by other men. For the ſake

of war, indeed, and travellingr to other countries, as when ambaſſadors are ſent

to ſoreign nations, or for ſome other neceſſary purpoſe, the city ſhould poſſeſs

a quantity oſ the common coin of Greece. But when any neceſiity obliges

a private perſon to leave the city, having begged permiffion oſ the magiſ

trates, he ſhall be ſuffered to depart; but the foreign coin, which he poſ

fleſſes on his return, he ſhall change for that of his own country. And it'

any one is detected converting the money of another city to his own private

uſe, ſuch money ſhall become public property. IIe who has been an eye

witneſs of ſuch conduct, but has not divulged it, ſhall be diſgraccd, and pay

the ſame fine as he who endeavoured to enrich himſelf with ſoreign coin.

Beſides, no one ſhall be permitted to give or receive a marriage portion, nor

to depoſit money with a man who cannot be trusted, nor to put money out

to uſe. And it ſhall be lawful for him with whom money is depolited at

interest, to pay neither interest nor principal. That a conduct of this kind

is best for a city, will be rightly judged by him who always refers theſe par

ticulars to the intention of the legiſlator. But we ſay that the intention oſ

a politician who is endued with intellect, is not that which the multitude

ſay is the intention of a good legiſlator,-l mean, that the city may be greater

and richer than others, and that it may for the most part have dominion

over the land and ſea. To which they add, that he who establiſhes laws

properly, ought to wiſh that the City may be the best, and the most happy.

But of theſe, ſome are capable of taking place, but others not. The lcgilſi

lator, therefore, will wiſh that the poſſible, but he will not wiſh that the

impoſſible, may take place. For in the latter caſe his wiſh would be vain;

neither, therefore, would he attempt it. For it is nearly neceſſary that they

ſhould be happy, and at the ſinne time worthy. This then will be the ob

ject of his wiſh. But it is impoſſible that they ſhould he rich in the extreme,

and at the ſame time good; l mean rich in the vulgar acceptation oſ the

word. For the vulgar c'll thoſe rich, who being few in number poſſeſs

a great quantity of money, which even a bad man may poſſeſs. Iſ this be

the caſe, I ſhould never grant them, that a rich man, who is not at the

ſame time worthy, can be truly happy. But l aſſert that it is impoffible a

man can be at the ſame time eminently good, and cminently rich. Some

one,
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one, however, may perhaps ſay, Why not? Becauſe we ſay, The poſſeſſion

which is obtained both from juſt and unjust conduct is more than double of

that which is alone justly obtained ; and that the expenſes which are neither

becoming nor bate are doubly leſs than thoſe which are becoming,

and which are performed in a becoming manner. He, therefore, who

acts in a contrary manner will never be richer than him who acquires more

than double, and ſpends leſs than half. But of theſe, the one is worthy,

but the other not worthy, becauſe he is parſimonious. Sometimes, indeed,

this latter character is perfectly vicious; but, as we have just now ſaid, is

never good. For he who receives both justly and unjustly, and ſpends nei

ther justly nor unjustly, is indeed rich, becauſe he is parſimouious: 'but he

who is perfectly vicious, as being for the most part prodigal, is extremely

poor. And he who ſpends in a bCCOmiug'manncr, and alone acquiresjustly,

will never at any time become remarkably rich, nor yet exceſiively poor;

ſo that our aſſertion is right, that very rich are not good men. But, ifthey

are not good, they are not happy. \Vith us, however, the establiſhment of

laws looks to this, that the citizens may become most happy, and in the

highest degree friends to each other. But the eitiZens will never be friends

where there is much judicial controverſv and unjust trantactions with each

other, but where the least of theſe is found. We have ſaid too, that there

ought to be neither gold nor ſilver in the city, nor yet an anxious purſuit of

gain through mechanical arts and uſury, or baſe cattlc, but that wealth

ſhould be aequired from ſuch things as' agriculture imparts and affords; yet

in ſuch a manner, as that it may not compel the citizens to neglect thoſe

things for the ſake oſ which riches are deſired: but theſe arc the ſoul and

body, which without gymnastic and the other diſciplines will never be of any

worth. On this account, we have ſaid more than once, that an attention to

money ought to be honoured in the last place. For, ſince all the concerns in

whichevery man is ſeriouſly engaged are three, an attention to riches properly

ranks in the lull and third place: but the concerns of the body poſſeſs the mid

dle; and tlloli: of the ſoul the first place. And, indeed,thc polityv which weare

now conſidering will be governed by proper laws, ifit diſtribntes honours in

this manner. But ifany one of the laws which are establiſhed in it ſhall appear

to prefer the health of the body to temperance, or riches to both health and

temperance, it will appear to be improperly establiſhed. A legiſlator, therefore,

VOL. it. 'r ought
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ought often to ſignify his 'intention to the people in this manner: Iam de

ſirous that this particular thing ſhould take place, which if it does, my in

tentions will ſucceed; but if it does not, they will be rendered frustrate. And

thus, perhaps, he might both liberate himſelf and others from the burthen

of legiſlation; but never by any other means. He, therefore, who receives

an allotted portion ſhould'poſſeſs it on the conditions we have mentioned.

But this will take place in a becoming manner, when each perſon who be

comes an inhabitant oſ the colony poſſeſſes every thing elſe equally. Since,

however, this is not poflible, but one coming to ſettle in it will poſſeſs more

money, and another leſs, it is requitite, for the ſake of many advantages,

and of equality in the city, that property ſhould be unequally poſſeſſed:

that, in conſequence of each receiving magistracics, tributes, and distribu

tions, according to the honour annexed to each, and not according to his

own virtue only, and that of his ancestors, nor yet according to the strength

or beauty of his body, but receiving theſe equalized as much as poffible, viz.

unequally, but commeniiirably distributed, they may not diſagree with each

other. For the ſake of theſe things, it is requiſite that there ſhould be four

diviſions in magnitude of poſſeſſions; and that theſe ſhould be called first,

ſecond, third, and fourth diviſions, or ſhould receive ſome other appellations z

ſo that, both when they remain in poſſeſiion of the ſame property, and when'

they become most rich from being poor, or poor from being rich, each may

paſs to the poſſeſſion oſ property accommodatcd to each. For this purpoſe,

I ſhall lay down the following ſcheme of law:

We ſay, that in a city which in future is to be void of that greatest diſ

eaſe, which may be more properly called diſcord, or ſedition, none of the

citizens ſhould either be extremely poor, or extremely rich: for both theſe

produce both. lt is therefore now requiſite that a legiſiator ſhould ſay what

is the bound of each. Let, then, the bound of poverty be the honour of the

allotted distribution, which ought to be stable, and which no magistrate, not

any one who loves honour for the ſake of virtue, will ever luſſer to become leſs

to any one. The legiſlator, establiſhing the meaſure of theſe distributions,

will permit the double, triple, and quadruple of this to be poſſeſſed. But,

if any one poſſeſſes more than theſe, whether they are found, or bestowed, or

procured by mechanical arts, or poſſeſſed by any other ſuch like fortune,-

if he imparts what remains to the city, and to the Gods, the gnardians of the

4 city'
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city, he will act in a blamelcſs and laudable manner. But he who accuſes

one that is not obedient to this law ſhall obtain the half of his poſſeffions;

and, at the ſame time, the half of the accuſer's property ſhall be dedicated

to the Gods. An account too ſhall be openly given, in writing, of all ſuch

property as ſurpaſſes the allotted portion, to the magistrates who are ap

pointed guardians by law, that all the judgments reſpecting riches may be

eaſy and extremely clear. In the next place, the city ought to be built as

much as poſſible in the middle of the Country, and in a place poſſeſſing other

things accommodatcd to the city, which it is not difficult to understand and

relate. After this, it ſhould be divided into twelve' parts, the temple of

Vesta, Jupiter, and Minerva, being first oſ all raiſed under the appellation of

the Acropolis, or tower of the city. This temple ſhould be circularly en'

cloſed; and from this encloſure, the city and all the region ſhould be divided

into twelve parts. But the twelve parts ought to be equalized in ſuch a man

ner, that the portion of the prolific land may be ſmall, but that of the un

prolific great: and the allotted portions ſhould be five thouſand and forty.

Again, each of theſe ſhould receive a twofold diviſion. The two diviſions,

likewiſe, ſhould be aſſociated allotments, and each ſhould participate of the

near and remote distributions, viz. the diviſion near the city ſhould commu

nicate with that which is ſituated in its extremity; that which is at the ſecond

distance from the city, with that which is the ſecond from its extremity ; and

after this manner with all the rest. It ſhould likewiſe be ſo contrived in the

twofold diviſions oſ which we are now ſpeaking, reſpecting the fecundity

and barrenueſs of the region, that there ſhould be an equality of distribution

in multitude and paucity. It is likewiſe neceſſary that the streets ſhould be

divided into twelve parts, and, indeed, every other poſſeſſion, equality being

preſerved in the greatest degree, and a deſcription made of every particular.

After this, the twelve allotments' ſhould be attributed to the twelve Gods;

each allotted portion being denominated after, and conſecrated to, its pre

ſiding deity, and called a tribe. The twelve ſections too of the city ought

to be divided in the ſame manner as the rest of the region, viz. ſo that each

fection ſhall have two habitations, one near the middle, and the other near

' The reaſon why Plato adopts this diviſion is, becauſe the number 12 is an image of all-per

fect progrcffion, being compoſed from the multiplication oſ 3 by 4, both which numbers, accord

ing to the Pythagoreans, are images of perfection.

'r 2 the
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the extremity. And thus much reſpecting the habitations. This, however,

we ought by all means to conſider, that all the particulars which we have

just now ſpoken of will never ſo opportunely concur as they have happened

to do in our diſcourſe; and that the inhabitants will not be indignant at living

together in this manner, but will be ſatisfied with their allotted and moderate

portion of wealth through the whole of life. The procreation too of chil

dren will take place with each in the manner we have mentioned: and they

will be deprived of ſilver and gold, and other things, which it is evident,

from what has been ſaid, the legiſlator will forbid. Beſides this, the habi

tations will be circularly encloſed in the middle of the city and the region, as

we have mentioned above. All which particulars have nearly been aſſerted

by us as dreams : and we have faſhioned, as it were, from wax a certain city

and citizens. But theſe particulars in a certain reſpect have not been. badly

aſſerted, lt is now proper, therefore, to attend to the legiſiator, addreſſing

us in the following mannerz-You must not conſider me, O friends, as ig

norant that what has been now ſaid has been after a manner truly aſſerted.

But I think it will be most just in each of the following particulars, that he

who exhibits a paradigm, according to whoſe ſimilitude that which he wiſhes

to accompliſh ſhould be formed, ought not to omit any thing which is most

beautiful and true. And he to whom it is impoſſible ſomething of theſe

ſhould happen, ſhould deſist from attempting to accompliſh this; but he

ſhould deviſe ſome means by which he may produce that which is most

proximate and allied to theſe; and ſhould permit the legiflator to bring his

wiſh to an end. This being done, he ſhould conſider, in common with him,

which of the abovementioned particulars contributes, and which is adverſe,

to legifiation. For even an artificer of the most trifling thing ought every

where to produce a work in conſent with itſelf, if he wiſhes to obtain praiſe

for its execution. But now, after the distribution of the twelve parts, we

ſhould conſider, that ſince theſe twelve parts contain in themſelves many

distributions, and things conſequent to, and produced from, theſe, as far

as to five thouſand and forty; whence they poſſeſs tribes, and towns, and

streets, warlike orders and diſcipline, money, dry and wet meaſures, and

weiſights;-a]l theſe the law ſhould eſtabliſh commenſurate and according

with each other. Beſidcs this, we ought not to fear lest we ſhould be thought

to bestow too much attention on things of a trifling nature, when we order

that
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that no one ſhall poſſeſs furniture of any kind which is destitute of the pro

per meaſure, and conſider the diviſions and varieties oſ the numbers as uſeful

to all things; to ſuch particulars as are various in themſelves, and ſuch as

receive avariety in length and depth, or in ſounds and motions, whether the

motions are upwards and downwards,in a right 1ine,or circular. For the legifla

tor, looking to all theſe, ſhould enjoin all the citizens to preſerve this order to

the utmost of their power. For no one diſcipline belonging to youth poſſeſſes

ſuch a mighty power, in oeconomies, polities, and all arts, as the study of

numbers. And that which is greatest ofall is, that this diſcipline excites even

the ſleepy, and thoſe that are naturally rustic, and renders them docile, ofa good

memory, and ſagacious; benefiting them, by a divine art, beyond what their

own nature is able to accompliſh. All which things, when they are poſſeſſed

ſufficiently and uſefully, illiberality and avarice being extirpated from the

mind of their poſſeſſor, become beautiful and properly adapted studies: but,

when theſe are not extirpated, instead of wiſdom they ſecretly produce that

which is called craft; as we ſee at preſent is the caſe with the Egyptians,

Phcenicians, and many other nations, through the illiberality oftheir pur

ſuits and poſſeſſions; whether things of this kind were occaſioned by

a depraved legiflator, or by adverſe fortune, or by any other ſimilar nature.

For, O Megillus and Clinias, this ought not to be concealed from us,

that there is a great difference in places ', with reſpect to producing men ofa

more or leſs excellent character; and that laws ſhould be establiſhed accom

modated to ſuch places. For ſome places, through all-various winds and

' It is well obſerved by Proclus, " that a change is produced in different nations from the places

themſelves which each inhabirs; ſrom the temperament of the air, and from habitude to the

heavens; and ſlill more partially from ſpermatic reaſons. But they molt eſpecially differ accord

ing to the gregirious government of the Gods, and the diverſities of inſpective guardians; through

which (ſays he) you will find colours, figures, voices, and motions changed in diſſerent places.

Hence emigrants often change their colour and their voice, when they ſertle in other countries ;

juſl: as plant: are changed with the quality of the region, iſ they happen to be tranſplantcd into a
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storms, are inhabited with difficulty; others through water; others through

nutriment from the earth, which not only imparts to bodies food of a more

and leſs excellent nature, but is no leſs able to accompliſh this, with reſpect.

to ſouls. But thoſe places in a country poſſeſs the greatest difference, in

which there are a certain divine inſpiration, and allotments of dzetnons who

are either always propitious to the inhabitants, or the contrary. Which

things the legifiator, who is endued with intellect, conſidering as much as it

is poſſible for man to ſpeculate things of this kind, will thus endeavour to

establiſh laws. And this must be done by you, O Clinias! for, before you

cauſe the city to be inhabited, you must direct your attention to theſe par

ticulars.

CLrN. But, O Athenian guest! you ſpeak in an all-beautiful manner: and,

therefore, this must be done by me.

END OF THE FIFTH BOOK.

THE
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BOOK VI.

AFTER all that has now been ſaid, the next thing that remains for you

to do will be the establiſhment of magistrates in the city.

CLIN. It will ſo.

GUEST. Theſe two ſpecies are found to ſubſist reſpecting the ornament

oſ a polity. ln the first place, the establiſhment of magistrates, how many

there ought to be, and in what manner they ought to be appointed. In the

next place with reſpect to the laws, which are to be given to the ſeveral

magistrates, what, how many, and what kind will be accommodated to each.

But, previous to chooſmg the magistrates, let us mention ſome particulars

pertaining to the election ofthem.

CLIN. What particulars are theſe?

GUEST. Theſe. It must be perfectly evident that, ſince legiſlation is a

great work, he who does not appoint proper magistrates in a well regulated

city, though the laws are well establiſhed, will find no advantage derived

from them, but abundance of ridicule; and ſuch a one will be the mean of

oppreſſing the City with the most weighty injuries and calamities..

CLIN. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. We will therefore conſider this, as now happening to you, O*

friend, reſpecting this polity and city. For you ſee it is neceſſary, that thoſe

who undertake in a proper manner the office of magistrates ſhould from

their youth have been ſufficiently tried, as likewiſe their race, till the time

oſ election. ln the next place, that thoſe who are to chooſe the magistrates

ſhould be educated in legitimate manners, ſo that they may be able to judge

in a proper manner, who ſhould be admitted, and WhOxl'ejCcted- But With'

reſpect.
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reſpect to thoſe that have recently met together, as they are unacquainted

with each other, and, beſides this, are void of erudition, how can they ever

be able to chooſe magistrates in a blamelcſs manner?

CLIN. They nearly never will be able. þ

GUEST. But the contest, as they ſay, does not eaſily admit of excuſes.

This then must now be accompliſhed both by you and me; ſince you have

willingly undertaken the office of establiſhing a City for the Cretans,

and are, as you ſay, the tenth in this employment; and I have promiſed to

affist you in the preſent fabulouſſs narration. I ſhall not therefore willingly

leave this diſcourſe without a head. For, wandering every where in this

condition, it would appear deformed.

CLiN. You have ſpoken most excellently, O guest.

GUEST. Let us, therefore, accompliſh this to the utmost of our power.

CLIN. Let us, indeed, do by-all means as we have ſaid.

GUEST. Be it ſo, if Divinity is willing, that in this reſpect we may

vanquiſh old age.

CLIN. But it is reaſonable to ſuppoſe that he is willing.

GUEST. It is reaſonable. Following him, therefore, let us attend to

this. _

CLINi To what?

GUEST. In how bold, and at the ſame time dangerous, a manner our

city will at preſent be establiſhed.

CLlN. To what circumstance advertingr do you thus ſpeak?

GUEST. To the eaſy and intrepid manner in which we have given laws

to unſkilfnl men, and have ordered them to receive ſuch laws. Thus much,

indeed, O Clinias, is nearly perfectly evident, even to one who is not very

wiſe, that no one will eaſily admit theſe laws at ſirst. But if we wait ſo

long till boys tasting of, and being ſufficiently diſciplined in, the laws, and

accustomed to them, are able to give their votes in conjunction with the

whole city, and this by a certain manner and device is properly accom

pliſhed, I then ſhould think that a city ſo diſciplined would remain after the

preſent time abundantly ſecure.

CLIN. It is reaſonable to ſuppoſe this will be the caſe.

GUBST. Let us conſider, therefore, whether we can afford aſiistance ſuf

ficient for this purpoſe. For I ſay, 0 Clinias, that the Cnoſſians, far more

' than
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than the other Cretans, ought not only to make an expiation about the

region which you have now cauſed to be inhabited, but ſhould be strenu

ouſly careful that the first magistrates may be appointed as much as poſſible

in the most ſecure and best manner. In appointing others, indeed, there

will be leſs labour; but it will be most neceſſary that the guardians oſ the

laws ſhould be choſen with the utmost attention. -

CLrN. What method then ſhall We adopt in order to accompliſh this?

GUEST. 'The following. I ſay, O ſons of Crete, that the Cnoffians, ſince

they are the most antient of many cities, ought to chooſe in common from

themſelves, and thoſe that ſettle with them in the ſame habitation, thirty

ſeven men in all; nineteen indeed of theſe from the inhabitants, but the

rest from Cnoſſus itſelf. The Cnoſiians ſhould give theſe to your city, and

ſhould cauſe you to be a eitizen of this colony, and one of the eighteen

men ; and this, either by employing perſuaſion or moderate force.

CLIN. But what? Will not you, O guest, and Megillus, partake with

us of this polity P

GUEST. The Athenians, O Clinias, are men of lofty thought, and ſo

alſo are the Spartans, and each dwell at a great distance. But, both by you

and the other inhabitants, every thing will be elegantly poſſeſſed, conform

ably to what you have just now laid. However, in the courſe of time, and

the polity remaining, the magistratcs ſhould be choſen in the following

manner: All ſuch as' are capable of bearing arms, whether horſemen or

footmen, and when age has given them ſufficient strength to engage in war,

all theſe ſhould give their vote; and the election ſhould be made in that tem

ple which is Conſidered by the city as the most honourable. But every one,

from whatever part of the country he may come, ſhould place the name

which he derived from his father, and that of his tribe and nation, written

on a ſmall table on the altar of the God. He ſhould likewiſe, in a ſimilar

manner, write on it his own name. But it ſhall be lawful for every one to

take away that table which does not appear to him to be properly written,

and place it in the ſorum, where it ſhall remain for not leſs than thirty

days. Aſtcr this, the magistrates ſhall expoſe to the view of the whole city

three hundred approved tables; and in a ſimilar manner the city ſhall ap

prove out of theſe whichever it pleaſes. In the ſecond place, they ſhall

again ſhow to every one a hundred choſen out of theſe: and, in the third

v0L. 11. U place,
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place, every one ſhall name out of the hundred men that perſon whom he

most approves. But the thirty-ſeven men ſhall declare thoſe to be the ma

gistrates who are choſen by the greatest number of votes. Who, therefore,

O Clinias and Megillus, will establiſh all theſe things for us in the city,

reſpecting magistrates, and the examination of them? Do we, therefore,

understand, that in cities ſo constituted from the first, there ought to be

ſuch perſons, but that they will never be found among thoſe that are choſen

for magistrates P It is however neceſſary that theſe ſhould not be men of a

depraved2 character, but of the most exalted virtue. For the beginning,

according to the proverb, is the half of the whole Work; and all men praiſe

him who begins a thing well. But, as it appears to me, the beginning is

more than the half, and that no one has ſufficiently praiſed it when pro

perly accompliſhed.

CLlN. You ſpeak most properly.

-GUEST. Since, therefore, we know this, we ſhould not paſs over it in

ſilence, and leave it involved in obſcurity. Indeed, at preſent, I have

nothing to ſay reſpecting it, except this one neceſſary and advantageous

thinor.

CLIN. YVhat is it ?

-GUEST. Iſay, that no one is the father or mother of this city which we

are about to establiſh, except the city which gives it inhabitants. Nor am

I ignorant that there often has been, and will be, strife between colonies

and their parent countries. At preſent, therefore, as a child, who, though

he ſometimes oppoies his parents, yet, through his indigence of education,

loves and is beloved by them, and, always flying to his own, finds in them alone

protection ; in like manner, I ſay, the Cnoffians will be readily diſpoſed to

give aſiistance to the new city, and the new city to the Cnoffians. I repeat

then what Ihavejust now ſaid (for there is no harm in twice ſaying that

which is well ſaid), that the Cnoſiians ought carefully to attend to

all theſe particulars, and chooſe no fewer than a hundred of the oldest and

best men out of the colony, and another hundred from the Cnoſſians them

ſelves. I ſay too, that theſe coming to the new city ſhould be careful that

the magistrates are establiſhed according to the laws, and that they are ap

proved of when establiſhed. When theſe things are accompliſhed, the

Cnostians ſhould return to Cnoſſus, but the new city ſhould endeavour to

preſerve
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preſerve and render itſelf proſperous. But the thirty-ſeven men, whom we

have choſen, ſhould both at preſent and in futurity attend to the following

particulars: ln the ſirst place, they ſhould establiſh guardians of the laws;

and, in the next place, of thoſe writings in which every one must give an

account to the magistrates of the multitude of his poſſeffions. The greatest

estate ſhould be that of four minae; the ſecond, of three ; and the third of

two minae; but the fourth ſhould conſist of one miua- But if any one ſhall

be ſound to poſſeſs more than he has given an account of in writing, all

ſuch overplus ſhall become public property; and, beſides this, it ſhall be

lawful for any one to accuſe him as acting in neither a becoming nor legal

manner, when he is ſound to deſpiſe the laws, through the love of gain.

He likewiſe who is deſirous oſ accuſing ſuch a one ſhall accuſe him to- the

guardians of the laws, under the appellation- of one addicted to baſe gain.

And he who happens to be condemned ſhall not partake of the public pro

perty ; but, when any distribution is made in the city, he ſhall poſſeſs nothing

but his first allotment. It ſhall likewiſe be ſignified in writ-ing, that ſuch a

one is condemned as long as he lives; and the writing ſhall be placed where

any one who is willing may read it. The guardian oſ the laws ſhall not

govern more than twenty years, and ſhall not hold this office if he is leſs

than ſiſty years of age. But, if he is ſixty years old when he enters-on this

employment, he ſhall only govern for ten years. It ſhall likewiſe be esta

bliſhed, that he who has lived more than ſeVenty years ſhall not hold an

office of ſuch great importance. Theſe three mandates, therefore, are to

be attended to, reſpecting the guardians of the laws. But, as the laws ad

vance, any one may'ordcr theſe men what they ought to attend to, in addi

tion to what we have already ſaid.

Let us now, therefore, ſpeak about the election of other magistrates.

For, after theſe, it is neceſſary that the commanders in chief of the army

ſhould be choſen, and ſuch as are miniſtrant to theſe in war, as,.for instance,

the masters of the horſe,v the military tribuncs, and thoſe who orderly arn

range the foot; and who may very properly be called, as they are in

common, governors of tribes. The guardians of the laws, therefore, ſhould

dra-w out. of the city the commanders oſ all theſe, and ſhould approve all

ſuch as, being oſ a proper age, either have been, or now are, engaged in war.

But if it ſhall appear that any one oſ thoſe who are not-drawn out is better

U 2 thanv
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than ſome one of thoſe that are, it ſhall be lawful to chooſe the former in

preference to the latter, on condition that this preference is confirmed by

an oath; and the choice, when he is named, ſhall be determined by the

greater number of votes. Three amongst theſe, who are found to have

the most votcs, ſhall be choſen as the commandcrs of the army, and as

thoſe that are to take care of warlike concerns, just in the ſame manner as

the guardians of the laws were choſen. Theſe ſhall appoint twelve przefects

of the military orders, and aſſign one to each tribe. It ſhall likewiſe be

here lawful to prefer one who is not nominated, to one who is, in the ſame

manner as was obſerved reſpecting the election of the commanders in chief.

But this aſſembly, before the praafects are deliberately chſioſen, ſhall be held

by the guardians of the laws in a place the most holy and best adapted for

the purpoſe. Here the foot and the horſe ſhall be ſeated ſeparate from

each other; and in the third plhce, after theſe, the rest of thoſe who are

employed in warlike concerns. And every one, indeed, ſhall give his vote

in the choice of commanders in chief and masters of the horſe. The pra:

fects of the bands ſhall be choſen by thoſe alone that carry ſhields, but the

commanders of tribes by all the horſe. The commanders in chief ſhall

chooſe for themſelves the light-armed ſoldiers, the archers, and the rest of

this kind. ln the next place there remains for us the establiſhmcnt of the

masters of the horſe. Theſe, therefore, must be appointed by thoſe who

appoint the commanders in chief; and the election must be conducted in a

ſimilar manner. But the horſe ſhall give their vote, the foot being placed

oppoſite to them; and thoſe two that have the most votes ſhall be the

commanders of all the horſe. Diſputes about votes ſhall be allowed to

take place twice; but, if any one doubts about them a third time, the votcs

ſhall be determined by thoſe whoſe province it is to ſix the meaſure ofvoting.

The council ſhall conſist of thirty twelves; for the number three hundred

and ſixty will be found accommodated to the distributions. And it is capa

ble of being distributed into four parts by ninety, ſo that ninety counſellors

may be obtained from each of the diviſions of land. And in the ſirst place

all the counſellors will neceſſarily be obtained from the largest poſſeffions ;

and he who is unwilling to be choſen ſhall be fined; and after information

has been given reſpecting him, he ſhall be noted. On the following day

the ſame method ſhall be adopted with poſſeſſions of the ſecond rank. And

011
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on the third day, whoever is willing ſhall be obtained from Poſſeſſion-5 of

the third order. This mode with reſpect to three orders of poſſeffions is

neceſſary; but the ſourth and ſmallest poſſeffiori ſhould be exempt from

ſine, if any one whoſe property is of this order is unwilling to act as a

counſellor. On the fourth day all ſhall be obtained from the fourth and

ſmallest order oſ poſſeſſions; but he who is unwilling to be choſen from

third and fourth poſſeffions ſhall be exempt from fine. But he who refuſes

from poſſeſſions of the ſecond and lirst order ſhall be fined, ſo as that he who

belongs to the ſecond rank ſhall undergo a ſine triple of the first fine, and he

who belongs to the first quadruple. On the fifth day the magistrates ſhall

exhibit to the view of all the citizens the names of the counſellors. Every

man belonging to theſe ſhall act as a counſellor ; or, iſ any one refuſes to act

in that capacity, he ſhall be fined the first fine. But the half of thoſe that

are elected out of all the poſſeſſions, viz. one hundred and eighty, ſhall be

choſen by lot as counſellors for a year. The election, therefore, ſubſisting

in this manner, will be a medium between a monarchical and democratic

polity, which medium a polity ought always to preſcrve. For ſlaves and deſ

pots can never become friends, nor the depraved and worthy, when they are

equally honoured. For, by unequal things, ſuch as are equal will become

unequal, unleſs they partake of meaſure; becauſe, through both theſe, po

liries are filled with ſeditions. That antient ſaying, indeed, being true, that

equality produces friendſhip, is aſſerted with the greatest propriety and ele

ganee. But, as it is not very evident what the equality is which is able

to accompliſh this, we are on this account vehemently disturbed. For, as

there are two equalities which have the ſame appellation, but are in reality

nearly contrary to each other in many reſpects, every city and every legiſlator

may ſufficicntly employ one of theſe in the distribution of honours by lot, viz.

the equality conſisting in meaſure, weight, and number '; but it is not

eaſy for every one to perceive the most true and the best equality. For it

is thejudgmentof Jupiter, and but little of it is at all times employed by

men; though as much of it as is employed either by cities or private per

ſons produces every good. For it distributes more to the greater, and

' Viz. arithmetic-al equality, which takes place when a ſeries of numbers have the ſame com

mon difference; as 1, 2, 3, 4, &e. or r, 3, 5, 7, &e.

things
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things ſmaller to the leſs ' ; imparting to each that which is moderate accord

ing to the nature of each. It likewiſe always attributes greater honours to

thoſe who are greater in virtue, but leſs to ſuch as are leſs in virtue and diſci

pline; and imparts to each the becoming according to reaſon. For this is, doubt

leſs, always with us the politically just itſelf; which we ought at preſent to

aſpire after, and, looking to this equality, O Clinias, establiſh our now riſing

city. \Vhoevcr, likewiſe, establiſhes any other city ought to give lawz with

his eye directed to this, and not to a few tyrants, or to one, or to any

strength of the people, but always to the just itſelf. And this is what has

just now been ſaid by us, viz. a distribution of the equal, according to

nature, to unequal particulars. But it is, indeed, neceſſary, that every

city ſhould make uſe of theſe two equalities, which are ſimilar in de-

nomiuation, iſ it wiſhes to continue entirely free ſrom ſedition. For

the equitable and the lenient judgment oſ the perfect and accurate, when it

takes place contrary to upright judgment, is broken. On this account itv

is, perhaps, neceſſary to uſe election by lot, for the ſake of avoiding thev

moroſeneſs of the multitude, and to invoke on this occaſion divinity and

good fortune, and beſeech them to direct the lot to that which is most just.

In this manner, then, it is neceſſary to uſe both the equalities ; but that equa

lity which is indigent of fortune ought to be uſed on very few occaſions.

Theſe things, O friends, must be accompliſhed by the city which is to be

eſtabliſhed on a ſure, foundation. But as a ſhip, while ſailing on the ſea, re
quiresſia perpetual guard both night and day; in like manner a city, while

ſituated in the tempeſt of other cities, ſubject to all-various stratagems, and

in danger of captivity, is continually indigent of protection. Hence, the

magistrates and guardians of a city ought mutually to ſucceed each other

from night to day, and from day to night, ſo as that this interchange of office

may never ceaſe. But the multitude is not able to accompliſh any of theſe

things with celerity. It is, hOWever, neceſſary that the multitude of the

counſellors ſhould be permitted to employ the greatest part of their time in

properly managing their own private affairs; but that a twelfth part ofthem,

' The true equality which Plato hete ſpeaks of is geometrie equality, which is identity of

ratio, and according to which the merits of individuals are to be estimated ; ſo that as merit is to

merit, ſo ſhould gift be to gift. The equality, therefore, here is that of ratio, and not of num

her 5 as, for instance, in the numbers 2, 4, 6, 12, which form a geometric proportion.

a distri
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a distribution being made into twelve mouths, ſhould ſucceed each other, one

by one, in the office of guardians. Theſe ſhould readily attend to every

one, whether coming from the city or elſewhere, whether he wiſhes to give

any information, or to aſk reſpecting thoſe particulars about which a city

ought either to aſk or anſwer other cities, orv receive anſwers from them.

And this, for the ſake of thoſe all-various innovations which are always ac

customed to happen ; ſo as to prevent them, as much as poſſible, from not

happening; and that, when they do happen, the city may perceive them with

the utmost celerity, and apply a remedy. This ought always to be accom

pliſhed by an aſſembly of the governors of the city, together with a diſſolu

tion of the difficulties which ſuddenly happen'to the city and the laws. All

theſe particulars must be under the direction of the twelfth part of the coun

cil, who are to ceaſe from their office eleven parts of the year. But this

part oſ the council onght always to defend the city in common with the

other magistrates. And the particulars, indeed, reſpecting the city, when

ſubſisting in this manner, will be orderly diſpoſed. But what care, and

what order, must there be of all the rest of the region? Will it not be ne

ceſſary, ſince all the city, and the whole region, is distributed into twelve

parts, that there ſhould be inſpectors of the roads, habitations, edifices,

ports, forum, fountains, ſacred groves,'and temples, and other things of this

kind belonging to the city ?

CLlN. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. We must ſay, then, that there ought to be puriſiers ofthe temples,

and priests and pricstcſſes. But that three ſpecies of magistrates ought to be

choſen for the purpoſe of taking care of the roads and buildings, and the or

naments belonging to things of this kind, and of preventing men from being

injured by each other, or by wild beasts; and that, both within the walls and

in the ſuburbs of the city, every thing may be conducted in a proper manner.

And thoſe that cake care of the abovementioned particulars ſhould be called

aediles; but thoſe that attend to the ornament of the forum, praeſects of the

market; and thoſe that take care of the ornament oſ the temples, priests.

But the priesthood which is paternal, whether ſustained by men or women,

is by no means to be moved. If nothing of this kind happens to none, or

but to a few, which is likely to be the caſe with the inhabitants of a new

city, then priests, priesteſſcs, and the puriſiers of temples are to be appointed.

But
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But all theſe things are to be instituted partly by election, and partly by lot.

In every region too, and city, the common people,.and thoſe that are not

common, ſhould mingle in a friendly manner with each other, that they

may be concordant in the highest degree. The particulars, therefore, per

taining to 'the priests are to be committed to the care of Divinity, that, as it

pleaſes him, ſo the lot may be referred to a divine fortune. But he who is

allotted the priesthood ought always to be examined, and proved to be in

the first place a man of integrity, and legitimately begotten; in the next

place, one from a purc habitation, and who is free from ſlaughter, and all

crimes oſ this kind against divine natures, and whoſe father and mother have

lived with ſimilar purity. The laws too relative to divine concerns ought

to 'be procured from Delphi; and, inter-preters oſ them being appointed,

theſe ſhould be uſed. But the priesthood ſhould not be oſ longer continu

ance than a year; nor ſhould he be leſs than ſixty years oſ age who is to

attend to divine concerns for us, ſnfficicntly, according to ſacred laws. The

ſame things are to be establiſhed reſctpecting priesteſſes. The four tribes

ſhould appoint thrice four interpreters ; three being taken from each tribe:

and three being approved, that are choſen by the greatest number of votes,

the other nine must be ſent to Delphi, that one may be choſen out of each

triad. But the examination and approbation of theſe, and their age, must

be ſuch as that of the priests which was mentioned above. Theſe ſhould be

establiſhed as interpreters ſor life ;- and, on the deceaſe oſ any one of them,

the four tribes to which he belonged must chooſe another in his place.

There ought likewiſe to be, in each oſ the temples, dilþenſators of the ſa

cred money, who ſhould poſſeſs ahſolute authority over the ſacred grovcs,

and their fruits, and over things let out to hire: and three ſhould be choſen

for the greatest temples out of the three largest poſſcffions ; but two for the

ſmaller temples, and one ſor ſuch as are the most elegant. The choice, too,

and examination oftheſe ſhould be made in the ſame manner as in the election

of the leaders oſ the army. And ſuch are the particulars which ſhould

take place reſpecting ſacred concerns. But the utmost care ſhould be taken

that nothing is leſt without a guard. The guards of the City, too, ſhould be

theſe: the commanders in chief of the army, the praeſects of the military

orders, the masters ofthe horſe, the governors of tribes, the diſpenſators,

the inſpectors of roads and buildings, and the magistrates who preſide over

4, the
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the markcts, when all theſe are properly choſen. The rest of the region

ſhould be defended as followsz-The whole region was divided by us, as

much as poſſible, into twelve parts. But one tribe being allotted to each

diviſion, it ſhould chooſe every year tive, as it were, inſpectors of the lands,

and governors of tribes. Each of theſe ſhould chooſe out of his own tribe

twelve young men, not leſs than five-and_twenty years of age, and not more

than thirty. Each of theſe ſhould be allotted each part of the region for the

ſpace of a month, that all oſ them may be ſkilful and knowing in every

part of the region. But the guardians and governors ſhould defend and

govern the city for the ſpace of two years. And when first they are al

lotted their reſpective diviſions,'they ſhould change their places every mouth,

and the governors of the guard ſhould lead them to the places next in order,

and to the right hand parts in a circular progreſſion. But I mean by the

right hand parts, thoſe which are towards the east. Afterwards, in the ſe

cond year, thcy ſhould change to the left hand parts, that they may not only

be ſkilled in the nature of the country for one part of the year, but may

know, for the most part, what happens in every ſeaſon, to every part of the

country. ln the third year, ſive other inſpectors of the land, and governors

of the guard, ſhould be choſen, as curators of the twelve young men. But

the following care ſhould be bestowed in the ſeveral occupations in each

place. First, that the region may be, in the highest degree, well fortified

against the incurſions of the enemy; trenches being dug where they are re

quiſite, and buildings raiſed for the purpoſe of restraining thoſeiwho may

endeavour to injure the country and its poſſeſſious. Animals ſubject to the

yoke, and the ſcrvants belonging to each place, ſhould be employed for this

purpoſe, when they are not engaged in their uſual reſpective employments;

thoſe that preſide over theſe diſpoſing every part ofthe country in ſuch a man

ner, that it may be difficult of acceſs to the enemy, but eaſy to friends, ani

mals ſubject to the yoke, and caſtle. They ſhould likewiſe take care that the

waters from Jupiter ' do not injure the country, but that they may rather be

uſeful to it, when deſcending from lofty mountains into hollow valleys; and

this by restrainiug their courſe in edifices and ditches; ſo that, being received

and imbibed by theſe places, they may produce streams and fountains for all the

' Viz. rain.

VOL. II. ' x ſubject
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ſubject lands and places, and may thus render the most dry parts of the

country moist, and abounding with water. They ſhould likewiſe adorn foun

tains and rivers with trees and edifices; and, conducting streams through

metal pipes, ſhould cauſe them to be distribnted in great abundance. In like

manner, they ſhould ſend theſe streams into thickets and ſacred groves, as an

ornament to the temples of the Gods. But every where, in things ofthis

kind, young men ought to procure gymnaſlic exerciſes, both for themſelves

and the aged, preparing ſcnile hot baths, and placing dry wood in abundance;

that an eaſy remedy may by theſe means be obtained for the diſcalEd, and the

bodies of huſbandmen, when u'caricd with labour, may be refreſhed; which

remedy is, indeed, far better than any which can be adopted by a phyſician

who is not very ſkilful in his art. Theſe things, therefore, and every thing

of this kind, ſhould be introduced into theſe places, as both ornamental and

uſeful, in conjunction with ſport by no means unpleaſant. But let the at

tention which is to be paid to things of this kind be as follows :--Sixty men

ſhould each of them defend their own place, not only on account of ene

mies, but for the ſake of thoſe who call themſelves friends. And if any

one, whether he is a ſervant or free, injurcs his neighbour, or any other

citizen, if the offence is ſmall, he ſhall be judged by thoſe five governors,

but if great, by feventeen men, together with the twelve, and ſhall be ſined

as far as to three minae, But no judge or magistrate ought to be exempt

from giving an account of his conduct when called upon, except ſuch as like

kings bring things to a concluſion. Beſides this, the praefects of the land,

if they behave inſolently towards the ſubjects of their care, by enjoining

them unequal talks, or taking any thing by force from the huſbandmen, or

if they receive any thing which is given through flattery, or distribute justice

unjustly, in conſequence of yielding to adulation ;-in any of theſe earles,

they ſhall be diſgraced by the whole city. But for other injuries which they

may commit in their office, they ſhall voluntarily be fined by the inhabit

ants of the ſame village, and by their neighbours, as far as to one mina,

If, however, they are unwilling, either for greater or ſmaller injuries, to

pay the pr0per ſine, in conſequence of believing that, during their tranſi

tions from place to place every month, they ſhall eſcape puniſhment,-in this

caſe, they ſhall be ſentenced by a common judgment to pay the injured per

ibnthe double of his loſs. But both the governeſs and the praefects of the

land
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land ſhall live for the ſpace of two years in the following manner: ln the

first place, the convivial aſſociations in the different places ſhall be in com

mon. But he who is abſent from theſe for one day or night, without orders

from the governors, and without being compelled by any neceffity,--if the

five men condemn him, and write in the forum that he has abandoned his

guard, he ſhall be diſgraced, as betraying his part of the polity. He ſhall

likewiſe be chastiſed with ſtripes by any one whomay meet him; and who

ever is willing to puniſh him ſhall do it with impunity. All the ſixty men,

likewiſe, ſhould carefully obſerve whether any one of the governors acts in

this manner z and he who perceives or hears that any one of theſe does ſo,

but yet does not accuſe him, ſhall be ſubject to the ſame puniſhment as the

offending governor; and, being more ſeverely puniſhed by the young men,

ſhall be deſpiſed by all their magistrates. The guardians oſ the laws too

ſhould diligently attend to all theſe particulars, either that they may not take

place, or that, when they do, the offenders may be properly punifhed. But

every man ought to think reſpecting all men, that he who has never been

a ſervant will never be a master worthy of praiſe. So that he who has

acted in a becoming manner as a ſervant, ought to glory in his conduct more

than he who has properly exerciſed the authority of a master ;-in the first

place, as having been properly ſubſervient to the laws, which is the ſame as

being a ſervant to the Cods; and in the next place, to old men who have

conducted themſelves in an honourable manner towards youth. After this,

the preeſects of the la ds ſhould, during the ſpace of theſe two years, live

on humble and poor food. For, when the twelve magistrates think proper

to aſſemhle together with the five, they ſhould not join with themſelves the

other ſervants and fiaves, nor employ hulbandmen, and the inhabitants of the

ſame village, for their own private concerns, but alone for public utility. In

other particulars, they may attend to their own advantage. Beſides this,

they ſhould explore every part of the region in ſummer and winter, armed,

for the ſake of perpetually defending and becoming acquainted with every

place. For it appears, that for all men to have an accurate knowledge of

every place is a diſcipline inferior to no study. And for the ſake of this,

young men ought to apply themſelves to hunting with dogs, and the capture

of wild beasts, no leſs than for the ſake of any other pleaſure or advantage

which is derived from purſuits of this kind. Every man too ſhould, to the

x 2. utmost
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utmost of his power. apply' himſelf to that study, which 'may either be called

concealments, or inſpection of the lands, or by any other name at pleaſure, if

he is deſirous that the city ſhould be ſufficiently ſecure.

After this, it follows that we ſhould ſpeak concerning the election of the

governors of the markcts, and the prwfects of cities. Three praefects of

cities, therefore, ſhould follow the governors of markets, who are to be

ſixty in number; and ſhould preſide over the twelve parts of the city accord

ing to a triple distribution, in imitation of thoſe twelve parts. Theſe ſhould in

ſpect the roads about the city, and the public ways which lead from the coun

try to the city : likewiſe the buildings, taking care that all ofthem are raiſed

according to law ; and the streams of water which are ſent by the guardians

into the city, that they may be deduced into pure fountains, and ſuch as are

ſufficient for uſe, and may become both an ornament and advantage to the

city. Theſe too ought t0'be ſtich as are capable, when at leiſure, of em

ploying their attention on public affairs. On this account, every man ſhould

nominate from thelargest estate him whom he wiſhes to be a pra-fect of the

city. And out of ſix that have the most votes, three ſhall obtain this

office by lot. Lastly, when they have been examined and approved, they

ſhall diſcharge the duties of their office according to the laws which are

preſcribed to them. After this, the governors of markets ſhall be choſen,

five in number, from poſſeſſious of the ſecond and first order; and they ſhall

be eleCted in the ſame manner as the praefects of the city. For out of ten

that have the most votes, five ſhall he choſen by lot, and, when they are

approved, ſhall be declared to be governors. But every individual ſhall

give his vote. And he who is unwilling to vote, if he is brought before the

magistrates, ſhall be fined fifty drachms, and ſhall, beſides this, be conſidered

as a bad man. Likewiſe, every one ſhall be permitted to enter into the

aſſembly and common convention; and all thoſe ſhall be compelled to do

this whoſe poſſeſſions are of the first and ſecond order. And he who is ab

ſent from theſe ſhall be ſiued ten drachms. But thoſe whoſe poſſeffions are

of the third and fourth order ſhall not be compelled to be preſent at the com

mon convention. Hence, if any one is abſent from theſe, he ſhall not be

fined, unleſs the governors ſhall find it neceſſary to order all the citizens to

aſſemble. But the office of the governors of markets conſists in preſerving

the forum in that order which is establiſhed by law; and in taking eare of

the
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the temples and fountains about the forum, and that no one acts unjustly

with reſpect to them: likewiſe in puniſhing him who acts unjustly, with

stripes and bonds iſ he is a ſlave and a stranger; but iſ it is a native who

acts in a diſorderly manner, with reſpect to things of this kind, he ſhall be

condemned by theſe governors to a fine of one hundred draehtns: but they

ſhall not be allowed to condemn him to a greater fine, as ſar as to the dou

ble of this, unleſs the governors oſ the city are preſent on the occaſion. The

governors ofthe city too ſhould adopt the ſame mode of ſining and puniſhing

in their department ; ſming offenders as Far as to a mina by their own au

thority, but the double oſ this in conjunction with the governeſs oſ markets.

After this it will be proper that the governors of muſic and gymnastic ſhould

be establiſhed, ſo as that there may be a twofold order oſ each oſ theſe; ſome

oſ them being appointed for the ſake oſ diſcipline, and others for the ſake

of exerciſe. And the law is deſirous of aſſerting with reſpect to thoſe who

preſide over diſcipline, that they ſhould be careful of the ornament 'per

taining to exerciſes and doctrines, erudition, and the attention requiſite to

things of this kind; and likewiſe of the conduct oſ males and ſemales, both

at home and abroad. Thoſe who reward the athleta: ſhould have the care oſ

gymnastic exerciſes and muſic. And theſe ſhould be twofold ; one kind

being employed about muſic, and the other about gymnastie exerciſe. The

ſame perſons ſhould preſide over the agonistic exerciſes oſ both men and

horſes. But, withv reſpect to muſic, ſome ſhould prefide over the monody,

and the imitative art, viz. over the rhapſodists, harpers, pipers, and all oſ this.

kind, but others over the ſinging oſ the choir. And in the first place, with re

ſpect to the ſport oſ the choir, where men, boys, and girls are exerciſed in the

dance, and in the whole order oſ muſic, the governors oſ this ought to be pro

perly choſen. But one governor will be ſufficient for theſe, who is not leſs

than ſorry years oſage. One alſo will be ſufficient ſor the monody, who is not

leſs than thirty years old, and who must perform the office. oſ an introducer,

and be able to judge ſufficiently the merits oſ the contending parties. But

the governor and moderator oſ the choir ought to be choſen in the follow

ing manner: Thoſe who are attached to things oſ this kind ſhould go to

the aſſembly, and, iſ they did not go, ſhould he fined: and the guardians of

the law ſhould be the judges in this eaſe. No one, however, ſhould compel

others tojoin this aſſembly if they are not willing. The eandidates ſhould

be'
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be choſen from among ſkilful perſons; and the ſkilfulneſs or unſkilfulncſs of

the candidate ſhould be the only thing attended to in his examination. But

he who, out oſ ten that have the most votes, isapproved oſ on being exa

mined, ſhall, according to law, preſidc for one year over the choir. The

election and approbation reſpecting the monody, and the melody oſ the

pipe, ſhould be accompliſhed in a ſimilar manner; and he who is finally

choſen ſhould prelide over theſe for a year; his election at the ſame time

being confirmed by the judges. After theſe things, it is proper that the

diſpenſators oſ rewards to the gymnastic exerciſes, both of horſes and men,

ſhould be choſen in the following manner from poſſeſſions oſ the third and

Accond order. Three estates ſhould be compelled to the election oſ theſe,

but the ſmallest estate ſhould be exempt from fine; and three being ſelected

out of twenty that have the most votes, are after examination to be choſen

as diſpenſators. But if any one happens to be rejected, according to any

election by lot, and judgment of the magistrate, another ſhall be choſen in

his place, and the examination oſ him performed in a ſimilar manner.

'There now remains the governor, who is to take care of the whole of the

above-mentioned diſcipline, both of males and ſemales. Let there then be

but one governor of this kind establiſhed by law. Let him be not leſs than fifty

years oſ age; one who is the father of lawful children of both ſexes, but, iſ

not of both, at least of one ſex. But both he who chooſes and he who is

choſen ought to think that this magistrate is by far the greatest of the chief

magistrates in the city. For the first bloſſom of every plant, when it tends

in a becoming manner to the virtue of its nature, poſſeſſes the highest power

of arriving at its proper end; and this is true, both with reſpect to other

plants, and to tame and ſavage animals. But we ſay that man is a tame _

animal; who, when he partakes oſ proper diſcipline, in conjunction with

a proſperous nature, is wont to become a most divine and mild animal:

but when he is not ſufficiently or not properly educated, he is the most ſa

vage of all the animals which the earth produces. On this accmint the

legiſiator ought not to ſuffer the' education oſ youth to be a ſecondary thing,

or to be attended to in a careleſs manner. But, in the first place, he who is

deſirous of bestowing a proper attention upon youth, ought to chooſe out of

the citizens him who is the most excellent in all things, and establiſh him

as one who is to educate children with the utmost attention and care. All

6 the
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the magistrates, therefore, except the counſellors and praeſects, coming into

the temple of Apollo (the guardians of the laws privately receiving the

votes), ſhall each of them chooſe him whom they conſider as calculated to

educate youth in the best manner. And he who has most votes, after he

has been approved oſ by the magistrates that chooſe him (the guardians of

the laws being excepted), ſhall act in this capacity for five years. And in

the ſixth year another ſhall be choſen to ſucceed him in a ſimilar manner.

But if any public magistrate dies before he has governed more than thirty

days, another ſhall be fimilarly choſen by thoſe to whom this province be

longs- And, when any one who is the guardian of orphans dies, the kin;

dred of both father and mother, as far as to couſins, who may at that time

be preſent, ſhall appoint another within the ſpace often days, or each ſhall

be fined every day a draehma till they have appointed another guardian. But

every city will become a privation of a city, in which courts of justice are

not properly establiſhed; and a mute judge, and who in his interrogations

does not ſpeak more than the litigants, will never be ſufficient to us for the

purpoſe of decidingjustly. On this account, neither can judges when they

are many judge well, nor when they are few and of a depraved character.

But it is proper that the object of inquiry ſhould be clearly enunciated by

both parties. Time however, delay, andlſrequent interrogation contribute

to the reſolution of doubts. On this account litigants ought first oſ all to

betake themſelves to their neighbours and friends, and diſcuſs with them the

ſubject of their complaints. But, if they are not able to determine their

cauſe ſufficiently by the aſſistance of theſe, they ſhould go to another court

of justice. And, ifthey cannot be reconciled by the two former, a third

ſhall bring the affiair to a concluſion. In a certain reſpect, indeed, the esta

bliſhments of Courts of justice are the elections of magistrates; for every

magistrate is neceſſarily ajudgc of certain things. But every judge is not a

magistrate; though, in a certain reſpect, a judge on the day in which he

acts as ajudge, is no contemptible magistrate. Conſidering, therefore, the

judges as magistrates, let us ſhow which of them will be adapted to our pur

poſe, of what things they are to be judges, and how many for every parti

cular. Let then the most principal court oſ justice be that which they

exhibit among themſelves, when they chooſe certain judges by common

conſent. But let there be two critcria of the rest : the one, when, any pri

vate
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vate perſon accuſmg another of acting unjustly, and leading him to justice,

he is willing that he ſhould be judged; the other, when any one thinks that

the public minister has been injured by ſome one of the citizens, and is

willing to affist the community at large. Let us ſay then who are thejudges,

and what kind of men they ought to be. In the first place, there ſhould bc a

common cOurt of justice for all thoſe that contend the third time with each

other; and this ſhould ſubſist in the following manner: All the magistrates,

as well thoſe that govern for a year as thoſe that govern for a longer time,

ought to aſſemble into one temple, on the day before the first day of that

month in which after the ſummer ſolstice the new year begins. Here

taking an oath, and making a first-fruit offering as it were, out of every

order oſ magistrates, they ſhould chooſe one judge, who appears likely to

be the best in every magistraey, and to judge the citizens on the following

year in the best and most holy manner. When the judges are choſen, the

examination and approbation ſhould be made by thoſe that choſe them.

And if any one is rejected, another ſhall be choſen in a ſimilar manner.

But the perſons approved ſhall judge thoſe that fled from other courts of

justice, and give their deciſion openly. The counſellors, however, and the

other magistrates that choſe theſe, must neceſſarily be hearers and ſpecta

tors of theſe deciſions. \Vith reſpect to men of another deſcription, any one

of theſe who is willing may be preſent. But, if any perſon accuſes any one

of theſe judges, as voluntarily judging unjustly, he ſhall accuſe him before

the guardians of the law; and he who is condemned in conſequence of ſuch

accuſation ſhall pay the half of the ſine to the injured party. But iſ he ſhall

appear to deſerve a greater fine, the judges by whom he is condemned ſhall

determine what he ought to ſuffer, or to restore, either to the community, or

' to the perſon who has ſuffered the injury. With reſpect to public accuſa

tions, it is neceſſary in the first place that the multitude ſhould participate of

the deciſion. For, whenany one acts unjustly towards a city, all the citi

zens are injured; and hence the multitude will justly be indignant, when

they are excluded from ſuch judgments. The beginning likewiſe and end of

ſuch adeciſion ought to be referred to the people, but the examination of the

particulars in which the litigants aceord, to the three greatest magistrates. But

if they cannot agree, the council itſelfſhall judge the election of each of them.

It is requiſite likewiſe that all men ſhould participate to the utmost of their

4 power
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power of private judgments. For he who is deprived of the power of

judging with others must be conſidered as in no reſpect participating of the

city. On this account courts ofjustice must neceſſarily ſubſist in the tribes,

and the judges ſhould immediately give ſentence by lot, uncorrupted by en

treatics. And, finally, that court of justice ſhould judge of all theſe parti

culars which we have ſaid ſhould be establiſhed incorrupt to the utmost of

human power, for the purpoſe of determining thoſe diſputes which can nei

ther be decided by neighbours nor by the courts oſjustice belonging to the'

tribes. And thus, concerning courts oſ justice, which we ſay can neither

eaſily be indubitably called magistrates, nor yet denied to be ſuch, this de

ſcription, which is as it were externally induced, has aſſerted ſome things,

and nearly leſt others nndiſcuſiſſed. For, towards the end of legiſlation, the

accurate poſition, and at the ſame time diviſion oſ judicial laws, will be by

far most properly diſcuſſed. We ſhall, therefore, till then defer the conſi

deration of theſe. But the establiſhment of other magistrates has nearly

taken up the greatest part of legiſlation. The accurate, however, reſpect

ing all civil and politic administrations will not become perſpicuous, till the

diſcuſſion, receiving from the beginning things ſecondary, middle, and all

its parts, has arrived at the end. For at preſent, indeed, proceeding as far

as to the election of magistrates, it becomes a ſufficient end of what has been

previouſly delivered, ſo that the beginning oſ the poſition of laws is no

longer indigent of ſluggiſhneſs and delay.

CLiN. All that you have aſſerted above is entirely, O guest, agreeable to

my ſentiments; but your diſcourſe will be still more pleaſing to me, when

you have conjoined the beginning of what is now to be ſaid, with the end

of what has been already aſſerted.

GUEST. Thus far then we have played in a becoming manner the game

oſ prudent old men.

CLIN. You appear to have evinced a beautiful purſuit of men.

GUEST. It is probable. But do we understand whether this appears to

you as it does to me?

CLlN. What do you allude to?

GUEST. Do you know that the art of painting has no houndary with re

ſpect to the ſeveral animals, but never ceaſes adorning, either by inumbrat

ing or deumbratirw or'by whatever name a thing of this kind may be
o'

v0L. 11. Y called
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called by painters, that the picture may continually become more beautiful

and conſpicuous ?

CLIN. I ſcarcely understand what you ſay, ſince I am by no means con

verſant with this art.

GUEST. This will be no detriment to you. But we will employ this

ſimilitude which fortune has preſented to us. lf then ſome one ſhould de

ſign to paint a most beautiful animal, and which might not become worſe

but better by length of time, do you not perceive that in conſequence of

ſuch a one being a mortal, unleſs he leaves behind him a ſucceſſor who may

prevent the damages which the picture might ſustain from time, by fre

quently retouching the piece, or who may ſupply what was omitted by the

artist, through the imbecility of his art, and thus daily render the picture

more ſplendid, the laboured piece will last but a ſhort time?

CLlN. True. ' *

GUEST. What then P Does not this appear to you to be the wiſh of the

legiſlator P In the first place, that laws may be written for him as accurate

as poſſible? In the next place, can you think that in the courſe of time, and

after having made an actual trial of the thing, any legiſlator can be ſo inſane

as not to know that many things must neceſſarily be left, which will require

amendment from ſome ſucceſſor; that a polity may by no means become

worſe, but always better and more adorned? .

CLlN. It is probable. For how is it poſſible he ſhould not wiſh a thing

of this kind?

GUEST. lf then any legiflator poſſeſſes any method by which both in

words and in reality he can teach another, whether he is a man of greater or

ofleſs conſequence, how laws ought to be preſerved and corrected, he will

not ceaſe ſpeaking about a thing of thiskind till he has accompliſhed his

purpoſe.

CLIN. For how is it poffible he ſhould?

Gvas'r. Ought not this, therefore, to be done, both by you and me, at

preſent ?

CLIN. Of what are you ſpeaking?

GUZST. As we are about to establiſh laws of which we have choſen the

guardians, but we ourſelves are in the decline of life, and the guardians are

with reſpect to us young men, it will, as we have ſaid, be neceſſary that at

the
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ſame time we ſhould both establiſh laws, and endeavour to make theſe very

men, as much as poſſible, both legiſlators and guardians of the laws.

CLIN. Undoubtedly, ſince we are ſufficient for the purpoſe.

GUEST. Let us then cheerfully endeavour to effect this.

CLIN. By all means.

GUEST. \Ve will, therefore, thus addreſs them: O friends, ſaviours of

the laws, we have neceſſarily leſt many things unfiniſhed, reſpecting the

ſeveral particulars of which we have establiſhed laws, and which are not

indeed inconſiderable ; and we have endeavoured to the utmost of our power

not to leave the whole unexplained by a certain circumſcription. This de

ficiency it is your buſineſs to ſupply. Butit is proper you ſhould hear where

you ought to look in order to accompliſh a thing of this kind. For Megillus,

I, and Clinias, have often ſaid the ſame things to each other, and we are

agreed among ourſelves that we have ſpoken in a becoming manner. We

are likewiſe deſirous that you ſhould both be favourable to our undertaking,

and become our diſciples ; at the ſinne time looking to thoſe things which,

we have agreed among ourſelves, a guardian of the laws and a legiſ

lator ought to make the objects of his conſideration. But this agreement,

which has one head or ſummit, is this : That we ſhould endeavour to find

the means by which a man may become a worthy character, poſſeſſing that

virtue of the ſoul which is accommodated to his nature, either from a cer

tain study, or certain manners, or from ſome kind of poſſeſſion or deſire, or

opinion; or, lastly, from certain diſciplines; and this, whether the nature

of the inhabitnnt oſ our city is male or female, youthſul or aged. Likewiſe,

that every one, through the whole of life, ſhould tend with all poſſible

earnestneſs to this of which we are now ſpeaking; neglecting at the ſame

time every thing which may become an impediment to this acquiſition. Be

ſides this, too, 'he ſhould be diſpoſed to die for his country iſ it is neceſſary,

rather than either to ſee it entirely ſubverted, and becoming ſubject to the

yoke oſ bondagc, g0verned by bad men, or deſert it by flight. For every

thing of this kind is to be endured rather than the polity ſhould be changed,

which men of a worſe character are naturally diſpoſed to effect. Theſe

things have been already mutually aſſented to by us, and do you now, look

ing to both theſe, praiſe and blame the laws ; blarning ſuch as are not able

to accompliſh theſe particulars, but, cmhmeing and receiving in a benevolent

Y z manner
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manner ſuch as are, live in them. But it is proper that you ſhould bid fare

well to other studies which tend to other things that are called good. Let

this, then, be the beginning to us of the ſubſequent laws, commencing from

ſacred concerns. For we ought in the first place to reſume the number

five thouſand and forty, becauſe it had, and now has, convenient distribu

"tions, both the whole number, and that which was affigned to the tribes;

which we establiſhed as the twelfth part of the whole, this producing with

the greatest rectitude the number four hundred and twenty. And as the

whole number has twelve distributions, ſo alſo that of the tribes. But it is

proper to conſider each diviſion as a ſacred gift ofdivinity, as following bo'th

the order of mouths and the period of the univerſe. On this account, that

which is connate ſhould lead every city, rendering them ſacred. Some, in

deed, are perhaps more properly distributed than others, and more proſper

ouſly dedicate their distributions to the Gods. But we now ſay, that the

number five thouſand and forty is most properly choſen, as that which has

all distributions as far as to twelve, beginning from one, except that into

eleven parts. This, however, has the eaſiest remedy. For it will be re

stored to health, if two houſes are distributed to the other part. But that

theſe things are true, may be evinced with facility when at leiſure. Believ

ing, therefore, in' the preſent conception and diſcourſe, let us distribute this

number; and aſcribing a God, or a ſon of the Gods, to each part, likewiſe

dedicating altars, and things pertaining to theſe, lct us make two conven

tions for the purpoſe of ſacriſicing every month; accommodating twelve to

the distribution of the tribes, and twelve to the diviſion oſ the city. But all

this ſhould be done, in the first place, for the ſake of the Gods, and things

pertaining to the Gods; in the ſecond place, for the ſalte of our familiarity

with, and knowledge of, each other; and likewiſe for the ſake of every

kind of aſſociation. For it is neceſſary, in the communion and mixture of

marriages, that ignorance ſhould be taken away, ſo as that every one may

know with whom he-is connected, and that all deception in things of this

kind may, as much as poſſible, be taken away. For the ſake of this, there

fore, it is neceſſary that ſports ſhould be instituted, boys and girls together

forming a choir, mutually beholding and being beheld by each other, being

Properly Palmd, 35 tO their age, and having as much of their bodies naked

as modesty will permit. All theſe ſhould be taken care of, and properly or-,

namented
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namented by the governors of choirs, and likewiſe by the legifiators, in

conjunction with the guardians oſ the laws, that they may ſupply what we

have leſt deficient. But it is neceſſary, as we have ſaid, reſpecting all ſuch

things as are lin'all and numerous, that ſome particulars ſhould be omitted by

the legiſlator, in which the magistrates becoming every year ſkilful, and

being admoniſhed by experience, they may be able every year to ſupply

what is deficient ; till it ſhall appear that theſe diſcuſſions and legal institutes

have obtained a ſufficient bound. The ſpace of ten years, therefore, will

be a length oſ time both moderate and ſufficient ſor obtaining an experience

in ſacrifices and choirs, and every other particular. But in order to accom

pliſh this, he who ſupplies theſe deſicicncies ſhould live in common with the

legiſlator: and on his death, the ſeveral magistrates having informed the

guardians oſ the laws oſ his deceaſe, must ſupply his place in correcting

what is amiſs, till every thing ſhall appear to have attained the conſumma

tion oſ excellence. When this period arrives, having given stabilily to theſe

institutes, they are to he uſed in conjunction with other laws which the le

giſlator has ordained from the beginning; reſpecting which, nothing ſhould

ever be voluntarily changed. But iſ any neceſſity ſhall, at any time, appear

to urge a mutation, all the magistrates ought to conſult together on this oc

caſion, all the people ſhould be aſſembled, and all the oracles oſ the Gods

explored. If all theſe accord, then a change in the laws may be made, but

by no means unleſs this is the caſe; but that which impedes, ſhall always

obtain dominion according to law. Whenever, therefore, any one who has

arrived at ſive-and-twenty years oſ age, beholding and being beheld by

others, believes that he has found one oſ his own diſpoſition, and adapted

ſor the communion and procreation oſ children, he ſhall marry within

thirty-five years oſ age. But, in the first place, let him hear how the be

coming and adapted are to be investigated. For it is requiſite, as Clinias

ſays, prior to the laws, to give a preface accommodated to each.

CLlN. You very properly remind us, O guest ; and your diſcourſe appears

to me to he both ſeaſonable and highly fitting.

GUEST. You ſpeak well. Let us, therefore, ſpeak as ſollows: O young

man, born oſ good parcnts, it is proper to contract thoſe marriages which

appear honourable to prudent men. But theſe exhort neither to avoid mar

riage with the poor, nor to purſue with avidity marriage with the rich, but,

cwteris paribus, always honouring the inferior, to enter into communion with

it.
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it. For, both to the city and the families which are united, this will be ad

vantageous. For the equable and commenſurate inſinitely ſurpaſſes the im

moderate with reſpect to virtue. He, therefore, who in all his actions is

more raſh and hasty than is becoming, ſhould deſire that the daughter oſ

parents of more compoſed manners may be united to him in marriage: but

he who is naturally of a contrary diſpoſition ſhould enter into alliance with

a contrary character. And in every marriage this one thing ſhould be ob

ſerved, that every one ſhould enter into ſuch a matrimonial connexion as is

advantageous to the city, and not ſuch a one as is most pleaſant to himſelf.

For every one always naturally tends to that which is most ſimilar to him

ſelf; whence the whole city becomes anomalous both in wealth and man'

ners, when it partakes in the highest degree of thoſe things which we are

unwilling ſhould happen to ourſelves. If, then, in our diſcourſe we ſhould

order by law that the rich ſhould not marry with the rich, nor the powerful

with the powerful, but ſhould compel thoſe whoſe manners are more hasty

to marry thoſe whoſe manners are more ſlow, and the more ſlow to marry

with the more hasty, we ſhould not only appear ridiculous to, but excite

the anger of, the multitude. For it is not eaſy to understand that a city

ought to be like a cup, in which the mad wine, when first poured forth,

eſſerveſces ; but, being corrected by another deity ', who is a ſober God, and

thus obtaining a beautiful conjunction, it becomes a good and moderate

drink. But no one, as I may ſay, is able to ſee this taking place in the

formation of children by the mingling of the ſexes. On this account, there

ſore, we ſhould not compel the citizens to things of this kind by law, but

endeavour to charm them into the perſuaſion, that they ought to prefer

equability in the natural diſpoſition oſ their children to the equality of the

most opulent alliance; and that we ought to deter, by diſgrace, him who

"makes riches the object of his purſuit in marriage, and not compel him to

a contrary mode of conduct by a written law. Let theſe, then, be the ex

hortations reſpecting marriages, together with what we have previouſly aſ

ſerted,-l mean, that we ought to aſpire after perpetnity ofnaturc, by always

leaving behind us children of children, as ſervants of divinity, inſtead of

ourſelves. All theſe particulars, therefore, and still more than theſe, ſome

one may with propriety preface, reſpecting the manner in which marriages

7 Viz. water.

ought
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ought to be conductcd. But he who Cannot willingly be perſuaded to act

in this manner, but lives in the City alienated, without connexion, and un

married, for ſive-aud-thirty years, ſuch 'a one ſhall be ſined every year. And

if he poſſeſſes the largest estate, he ſhall be ſined one hundred drachms; it:

that which is ſecond in order, ſcventy ; if that which is third, ſixty; and if

that which is fourth in order, thirty drachms. Let all theſe ſmes be ſacred

to Juno. And let him who does not pay his ſine every year be made a

debtor often times that ſum. Let this money too be exacted by the diſpen

ſator of the Goddeſs; which unleſs he exacts, he himſelf ſhall be the debtor.

*He, therefore, who is unwilling to marry, ſhall be thus puniſhed with re->

ſpect to a ſine; 'but with reſpect to honour as follows: In the first place, let'

him be deprived of all honour from his juniors, nor let any young man" vo

luntarily obey him in any thing. In the next place, if he ſhould attempt to

chastiſe any one, every one ſhall bc permitted to aſiist and defend the injured

perſon. And he who does not in this caſe give affistance, ſhall be conſidered

by the law as a timid and vicious citizen. Concerning the marriage portion

we have ſpoken before, and we again ſay, that equal things are' to be given

ſor equal things, ſince neither he who receives, nor he who bestows, will

grow old in the want oſ money. For in this city every one is ſupplied with

neceſſaries. lie-ſides, women will be leſs inſolent, and men will have leſs of'

humble and illiberal ſlavery, through riches. And he who is obedient to this

law will accompliſh one among the number of things beautiful; but he

who is diſobedicnt to it, and either gives or receives more than the worthv

oſ ſiſty draehms for the ſake of a garment, ſhall either pay one mina, or

three halſminze, or two minae, according to the magnitude oſ his poſſeſ

ſions. He who poſſeſſes the largest estate ſhall pay another ſuch ſum to the

public treaſury: and whatever is given or received ſhall be-ſacred to Juno

and Jupiter. But the exactors of this money ſhould be the diſpenſators of

theſe divinities, just as we ſaid, when we ſpoke of thoſe that refuſed to marry,

that their ſine ſhould be exacted by the diſpenſators of Juno, who, if they'

neglected to exact it, ſhould pay it themſelves. With reſpect to ſuretiſhip,

the first ſhall be that of a father, the ſecond, that oſ a grandfather, and the

third, that of brothers by the ſame father. If no one of theſe ſurvives,

the ſuretiſhip ſhall, in a ſimilar manner, be equally valid on the mother's

ſide. But if, through an unuſual fortune, none of theſe ſhould ſurvive, the

6 _ authority
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authority in this affair must always be vested in the nearest kindred, in con

junction with the guardians. lf any thing preparatory to initiation, or other

ſacred operation, ſhall be found neceſſary for things future, preſent, or past,

pertaining to marriage, it will be proper to interrogate the interpreters of

ſacred concerns; and each perſon, being perſuaded by theſe, ſhould think

that he has accompliſhed every thing ſufficiently. With reſpect to nuptial

feasts, not more than ſive male and ſive female friends ſhould be invited;

and as many of both ſexes of kindred and familiars. But the expenſes on

this occaſion ſhould not exceed the poſſeſſions. He, therefore, who has the

largest estate ſhall ſpend one mina, another half a mina, and ſo on in ſuc

ceſſion, according to every one's reſpective property. _And he who is obe

dient to the law in this reſpect ought to be praiſed by all men; but he who

is diſobedient ſhall be chastiſed by the guardians of the laws, as one who is

ignorant of the becoming, andſi unſkilled in the laws reſpecting the ſponſal

musts. To drink, however, to intoxication, is never at any time becom

ing, nor ſafe, except in the festivals of that God who is the giver of wine.

Neither, therefore, is it proper that this ſhould take place at the nuptial

feast, when the bride and bridegroom ought particularly to be in a ſound

state of mind, as having changed the former condition of their life in no

ſmall degree; and in order, at the ſame time, that offspring may always be

produced as much as poſſible from prudent parents. For it is nearly imma

nifest what night or day may generate offspring in conjunction with divi*

nity. Children, therefore, ought not to be begotten when the body is in a

relaxed and diffiuent state through ebriety, but when it is compact, stable,

and quiet. But he who is filled with winehurries and is hurried away every

where, being agitated with inſane fury both in body and ſoul. Hence, he

who is intoxicated, as being delirious, must diſſeminate in a vicious man

ner. So that it is probable ſuch a one will beget offspring anomalous, un

faithful, and void of rectitude, both in their manners and corporeal frame.

Hence, it is requiſite to guard against intoxication, both through the whole

year, and through the whole of life, but eſpecially at the time of procreation,

and neither to do ſuch things as ſpontaneouſly introduce diſeaſe, nor ſuch as

participate of inſolence or injustice. For, theſe being neceſſarily impreſſed

in the ſouls and bodies of the offspring in a fattal state, the impreſſions be

come worſe than their originals. But eſpecially on the wedding day ade

nig t
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night it is reqniſite to abstain from all ſuch things. For the principle and

divinityI establiſhed in men preſcrves all things, when he is allotted that

honour which is accommodated to his nature by the reſpective individuals by

whom he is employed. But it is proper that the bridegroom ſhould conſider

one of the two houſes aſſigned by lot as ſet apart for the procreation and edu

cation of children ; and that he ſhould celebrate his nuptials in that houſe,_

and refide there with his children ſeparate from his father and mother. For,

where there is a certain deſire in friendſhip, it agglutinates and binds toge

ther all the manners ; but where aſſociation is attended with ſatiety, and has

not any deſire through time, it cauſes a mutual ſeparation thrOugh tranſcend.

ency of repletion. Hence, leaving his parents and kindred, the bridegroom

ſhould depart as it were to a colony, obſerving, and being at the ſame time

obſerved by, them; procreating and educating children ; tranſmitting to

others, like a lamp, the life which he received from others, and always ho

nouring the Gods according to law. In the next place, it is requiſite to con

ſider which among the number of poſſeſſions is the most elegant. \Vith re

ſpect to many of theſe, therefore, it is neither difficult to understand nor to

poſſeſs them; but with reſpect to ſervants the difficulty is extreme. But

we may aſſign the cauſe of this in a certain reſpect properly, and in a cer

tain reſpect not properly. For our aſſertions concerning ſlaves are contrary

to, and yet conformable to, uſe.

MEGIL. How do you mean? For we do not, O guest, understand what

you aſſert at preſent.

GUEST. And it is very reaſonable, O Megillus, to ſuppoſe you do not.

For that ſervitude of the Lacedaemonians which is called Hilotia is nearly

the ſource of the greatest doubt and contention to all Greece; becauſe it

appears to ſome to be well instituted, and to others not. But the ſlavery of

the Heraclidae is a ſubject of leſs contention than that of the Mariandyni *.

And beſides this, the nation oſ the Theſſalians is ſervile. However, looking

to theſe, and all ſiich particulars as theſe, what ought we to do reſpectiug

' Plato, by the divinity in men, means intellect; for this is the divine part of our nature.

1 Mariandynum was a place near Bithynia, where, according to the poets, Hercules dragged

Cerberus out of Hadcs. Perhaps, therefore, the contention which Plato alludes to, was that of

the inhabitants of Mariandynum reſpecting the particular ſpot where Hercules performed this

achievement.

v0L. 1 I. 2 the
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the poſſeffion of ſervants? As the ſubject, therefore, is ſo ambiguous, you

very properly aſked me what l meant. But my meaning is this z-We know

that We all ſay that it is requiſite to poſſeſs ſlaves oſ the most benevolent and

best diſpoſitions. For many ſlaves, conducting themſelves in every reſpect

with more virtue towards certain perſons than brothers and ſons, have pre

ſerved their masters, together with their poſſeſſions and the whole of their

habitations. We know that theſe things are ſaid of certain staves.

MEGIL. Undoubtedly. .

GUEST. The contrary to this, likewiſe, is aſſerted, viz. that nothing in

the ſoul of a ſlave is in a healthy condition, and that the race of ſlaves is

not to be believed in any particular. The wiſest of the poets too ſeems to

be of this opinion, when he ſays reſpecting Jupiter:

t' Jove lixed it certain, that whatever day

Makes man a ſlave takes half his mind away '.'*

In conſequence oſ theſe different conCeptions, ſome place no confidence

in ſlaves, but with ſpurs and whips, as if they had to manage wild beasts,

not thrice but often, enſlave the ſouls of their ſervants ; but others act en

tirely contrary to theſe.

CLIN. Undoubtedly. Since, then, the opinions reſpecting ſlaves are ſo

different, how ſhall we act in our region as to the poſſeſſion and correction

of them?

GUEST. It appears to me, O Clinias, ſince man is an animal difficult to

be managed, and one that by no means patiently endures that the neceſſary
distinction between a ſlave and one who is free and a master ſhould bev made

in reality,--that on this account he is a difficult poſſeſſion. The truth of this

is actually evinced in the frequent rebellions of the Meſſenians, and by the

mighty evils which happen to thoſe cities that poſſeſs many ſervants of the

ſame language; and further still, by the all-various thefts which are come

mitted by pirates about Italy. All which particulars, when they are conſi

dered, may render it doubtſul what ought to be done in things of this kind.

-Two methods, therefore, alone remain to be adopted, namely, that thoſe

who are to act with eaſe in the capacity of ſlavcs ſhould not be of the ſame

' Odyſſ. lib. ii.

Country,
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country, and that as much as poſſible they ſhould be diſcordant with each

other. And in the ſecond place, that they ſhould be properly educated,

not only for their own ſakes, but much more for the ſake of their maſ

ters. But the preper education of theſe conſists in not behaving inſo

lently, but in acting leſs unjustiy towards them, if poffible, than towards

our equals. For he is perfectly manifest who' reverences justice natu

rally and not ſictitiouſly, 'and who truly hates to act unjustly towards

thoſe men whom he might eaſily injure. He, therefore, who is never

defiled by acting,r in an unjust and unholy manner, with reſpect to the

manners and actions of ſlaves, will be most ſufficient to ſow the ſeeds

of virtue. The ſame thing may with rectitude he aſſerted of a deſpot,

and a tyrant, and of all authority, when exerciſbd by the more power

ſul over the more imbecil. But ſlaves oughtjustly to be always puniſhed,

and not to be made effcminate by admoniſhing them like thoſe that are free.

Every thing too that is ſaid to a ſlave ſhould nearly be a command, nor ſhould

they ever in any reſpect be jested with, whether they are of the male or of

the female ſex. Many, however, very fooliſhly/jest with their flaves; and,

thus making them effeminate, render it more difficult to their ſlaves to be

governed, and to themſelves to govern.

CLIN. Right.

GUEST. After this manner, therefore, ſervants may be acquired as much

a's poſſible ſufficient both in multitude and aptitude to aſſist in the neceſſary

employments oflife. But, after this, it is requiſite to deſcribe the habitations.

CLlN. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. In a new city, therefore, and which had never before been in

habited, edifices are in the first place to be attended to, and particularly the

temples and walls of the city. The buildings too of the city, O Clinias,

ought to precede the marriages. But, now ſince the city is raiſed in diſcourſe,

we may very properly admit theſe particulars to ſubſist in the manner we

have delivered them. When, indeed, the city is raiſed in reality, we ſhall

attend to the buildings prior to the marriages, if divinity is willing, and

afterwards accompliſh every thing pertaining to matrimonial connections.

We ſhall now, therefore, in a cnrſory manner, diſcuſs theſe particulars.

CLIN. Entirely ſo.

GUEsT. The temples, therefore, ought to be built round all the forum,

z 2 and
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and the city ſhould be built in a circle, in elevated places, for the ſake oſ

defence and purity. The houſes of the governors and judges ſhould be ſitu

ated near the temples; and in theſe, as most holy places, ſentence ſhould

be given and received; partly, as about holy concerns, and partly becauſe

the temples of the judicial Gods are there ſituated. Courts oſ judgment

'too ſhould be built in this place, in which proper ſentence ſhall be paſſed on

murder and other crimes which deſerve death. \Vith reſpect to the walls,

O Megillus, lagree with the Spartans, that they ſhould be permitted to lie

ſleeping on the earth, and not be raiſed. For that poetical aſſertion reſpect

ing them is deſervedly praiſed, that walls ought to be of braſs and iron,

rather than oſ earth. With us, indeed, the custom oſ ſending young men

every year into the fields to dig trenches and raiſe buildings, for the purpoſe

of restraining the incurſions of the enemy, may justly be conſidered as ex

tremely ridiculous. We likewiſe incloſe our city with walls, which in the

first place by no means contributes to the health oſ the citizens ; and, in the

next place, it uſually produces an effcminate diſpoſition in the ſouls of the

inhabitants. For it incites them to fly within theſe for ſhelter, and not repel

the enemy; and leads them to think that the ſafety of the city does not

conſist in guarding it perpetually both night and day, but that, ſleeping under

the protection oſ walls and gates, they ſhall be truly ſafe ; as iſ they were

horn for ſloth, and not to labour. They are, indeed, ignorant that eaſe is

truly produced from labour ; and, as it appears to me, labour is again the

natural reſult of baſe eaſe. But, if there is any occaſion of walls for men,

the houſes of individuals ſhould be ſo raiſed from the first, that the whole

city, hy its equality and ſimilitude, may be one wall, and that all the houſes

may have a ſufficiently ſecure paſſage to the different roads of the city. And

in this caſe, indeed, the city, having the form oſ one houſe, will be no un

pleaſant ſpectacle, and will be in every reſpect adapted to the eaſe of its

guards and the ſafety of the whole. The citizens who are to inhabit this

region ſhould be particularly careful that theſe things are constructed in this

manner from the firſt. They ſhould alſo take care that azdiles are provided,

compelling them to be choſen, and puniſh with ſines thoſe that neglect this

office. Attention too ſhould be paid to the purity of every thing in the

city; and that no private perſon occupies any public property, either by

building or digging. They ſhould likewiſe take care that the waters from

Jupiter
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Jupijer may be imparted with ſacility to the inhabitants; and that every part,

both within and without the city, may be fit to be inhabited. But all theſe

particulars the guardians oſ the law, becoming ſkilled in by experience, must

legally establiſh, together with ſuch others as the law omits, through its

incapacity oſ providing for all things. But ſince theſe things, the buildings

about the ſorum, the particulars reſpecting gymnaſra, theatres, and all that

pertains to diſcipline, are instituted, let us now proceed to marriages, as

following next in the buſineſs oſ legiſlation.

CLIN. By all means.

GUBST. Marriages, therefore, O Clinias, must be instituted for us in the

manner we have deſcribed above. But, after this, the mode oſ living which

ſhould be adopted prior to the procreation oſ children muſt not continue a

leſs time than a year. However, it is by no means eaſy to ſay, after what

manner a bride and bridegroom ought to live in a city which tranſcends the

multitude of cities. But, as many things that have been already advanced

are difficult, this will appear to the vulgar still more difficult to determine.

Nevertheleſs, O Clinias, that which appears to be right and true must be

aſſerted.

CLIN. By all means.

GUEST. He, therefore, who is oſ opinion that things public and common

only, in a city, ſhould be establiſhed by law, but does not think it requiſite

that the neceſſary concerns of private perſons ſhould be attended to, but that

they ſhould be permitted to live as they pleaſe; and that it is not neceſſary

every thing ſhould ſubſist in an orderly manner; but that, private affairs

being neglected by the law, men ſhould only live legally in public and com

mon concerns-z-hc who thinks in this manner does not think rightly. But

on what account are theſe things aſſerted by us 3 On this : Becauſe we ſay

that the bridegrooms in our city ought to live at public tables, at other

times no leſs than prior to their nuptials. And, indeed, when first eating in

public was instituted by you, Lacedaemouians, it appeared a wonderful

thing; being legally establiſhed, in conſequence oſ a certain war, or ſome

thing elſe endued with the ſame power, and which the paucity of men ren

dered neceſſary. But this mode of eating in public having been adopted by

neceſſity, when it was ſound to contribute greatly to the ſafety of the city

it was establiſhed by law.

CLxN.
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CLIN. lt appears that this was the caſe.

GUEST. As I ſaid, therefore, this was at first a thing of a wonderful

nature, and dreadful to enjoin; but, at preſent, the legal establiſhment of

it would not be attended with the like difficulty. But that which follows

this is both arduous to relate and accompliſh. It is a thing which is natu

rally capable of taking place in a proper manner, but which by no means

ſubſists at preſent, and in establiſhing which the legiflator would appear like

jugglers to pluck fire, and to accompliſh ten thouſand other im poſiiblc things.

CLIN. NVhat is this, O gueſt, which you appear to be ſo vehemently

afraid oſ montioning?

GUEST. You ſhall hear, that I may not any longer needleſsly detain you.

' For every thing in the city that participates of order and law produces every

good. But ſuch things as are deprived of order, or are badly diſpoſed, diſſolve

the multitude of thoſe things which are orderly diſpoſed. And this happens

with reſpect to the ſubject of our preſent diſcuſſion. For, O Clinias and

Megillus, the public banquets of the men are instituted for you in a beau

tiſul, and, asl ſaid, wonderful manner, from a certain divine neceſſity; but

thoſe ofthe women are by no means properly left unestabliſhed by law, and not

led forth into light. For the female ſex is another kind of men, more occult

and fraudulcnt than we are, through the imbecility of its nature. But the

legiflator did not act rightly in omitting it, on account of the difficulty of

managing it in an orderly manner. For, this being neglected, many things

in your city will be diſſolved, which would ſubſist far better than at preſent

if it was regulated by law. For the particulars relative to women are not

only the halſ (as they may appear to be) of human concerns, if they are left

in a diſordered manner; but, by how much the feminine is worſe than the

maſculine nature with reſpect to virtue, by ſo much it ſurpaſſes in multitude

the double. This, therefore, must be reſumed and corrected; and all em

ployments and studies ſhould be establiſhed as common, both to men and

women, as that which will more contribute to the felicity of the city. But

at preſent mankind are ſo unhappily circumstanced in this reſpect, that no

prudent man would even mention a thing of this kind, in other places

where eating in common is by no mean's approved. I'low then can any

one attempt, without rendering himſelf ridiculous, to force women to eat

and drink openly? For there is not any thing which the ſex would more

difficultly
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difficultly endure than this. For, being aecustomed to live timoroufly, and

obſcurely, when forced into light they will make every poſiible reſistance,

and greatly overpower the legiflator. Women, therefore, as I have ſaid,

will not elſewhere endure even the most rational diſcourſe, without extreme

vociferation ; but here perhaps they will. If then it is agreeable to you, for

the ſake of converſation, lest our diſcourſe about every kind of polity ſhould

be incomplete, I am deſirous of informing you, how good and becominga

thing this is,-if, as l ſaid, it is agreeable to you to hear it :- if not, I ſhall

diſiniſs it.

CLIN. But, O guest, we are wonderfully deſirous of hearing it.

GUEST. Let us then hear it. But you must not wonder if I appear to

you to derive what I ſhall ſay from an elevated ſource. For we are now

at leiſure, and there is nothing to prevent us from conſidering every thing.

pertaining to laws.

CLlN. Rightly ſaid.

GUEST. Again, therefore, we will recur to what was first aſſerted by us.

For it is highly proper that every man ſhould know, that the generation of

men either never had any beginning, nor ever will have an end, but always

was and always will be; or that, if it had a beginning, the length of time

from its commenCCment is immenſe.

CLlN. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. WVhat then ? Should not we think that there have been all-various

establiſhments and ſnbverſions of cities, studies and employments of every

kind, ſome attended with and others without order, and all-various deſires of

food and drink, in every part of the earth; likewiſe all-various revolutions

ofIEaſons, in which animals have undergone a prodigious number of muta

tions? _

CLIN. It is reaſonable to think ſo.

GUEST. \Vhat then? Shall we believe that vines at a certainperiod roſe

into existence, and in a ſimilar manner olives, and the gifts of Ceres and

Proſerpine; and that a certain Triptolemus ſupplied things of this kind i"

And ſhall we not think that during the time in which theſe had no exist

enee animals devoured each other, as at preſent?

CLIN. \Ve ought doubtleſs to think ſo.

GUEST. But we ſee at preſent that men ſacrifice each other in many
4 i places;
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places; and we hear, on the contrary, that there was a time'when we did

not dare to taste the fleſh of oxen, and when we did not ſacrifice animals to

the Gods, but cakes, and fruits moistened with honey, and other pure

offerings of a ſimilar kind: but we entirely abstained from fleſh; conſider

ing it as neither holy to feed on it, nor to deſile the altars of the Gods with

blood. But we then lived an Orphic' life, feeding on all inanimate ſub

stances, but on the contrary abstaining from all animals.

CLlN. Theſe things, as you, ſay, are every where reported, and perſuadc

belief.

GUEST. But ſome one may ſay, What is the meaning of all this?

CLlN. You very properly conjecture what is likely to be the caſe, O guest.

GUEsT. lſhall endeavour, therefore, if l am able, O Clinias, to unfold

what is conſequent to this. -

CLiN. Speak then.

GUBST. l behold all things ſuſpended to men, from a triple indigence and

deſire, through which virtue is produced ifthey are properly conducted, but the

contrary ifthey are improperly burdened. Theſe are, from the very period of

their birth, meat and drink, of which every animal having an innate love, it is

full of fury, and refuſes to listen to him who ſays that ſomething elſe'is to

be done beſides repleniſhing the pleaſures and deſires, with which all ſuch

things as theſe are converſant, and perpetually avoiding every kind of pain.

But a third, and this the greatest indigence, and the most acute deſire, after

wards excites us, producing in mankind the most fiery furies. This is

the deſire of propagating the ſpecies, which burns with unbounded inſolence.

Theſe three diſeaſes ſhould be turned from that which is called most

pleaſant, to that which is best, by three the greatest of all things; viz./Ear,

law, and true req/im; at the ſame time employing the muſes, and the ago

nistic Gods, in order to extinguiſh this influx and increaſe. But after mar

riages we ſhould place the procreation of children, and, after this, education

and diſcipline. For, our diſcourſe proceeding in this manner, the law will

perhaps at length lead us to public banquets, when we have arrived at

aſſociations of this kind; and then perhaps we ſhall ſee more clearly than

before, whether this mode of eating in public ought to be adopted by women

' The Orphie ſacrifices were unbloody, as the hymne of Orpheus which are now extant abun

dantly testify.

alone,
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alone, or by men, together with the particulars preceding this mode, and

which are not yet legally establiſhed. Theſe things, as I just now ſaid, we

ſhall then behold more accurately, and establiſh reſpecting them more becom

ing and convenient laws.

CLIN. You ſpeak with the greatest rectitude.

GUEST. Let us, therefore, preſerve in our memory what we have just

now ſaid : for perhaps we ſhall have occaſion for it hereafter.

CLIN. What are the things which you exhort us to remember?

Guusr. Thoſe which we defincd by three words; viz. meat, drink, and

the astoniſhment about venereal concerns.

CLlN. We ſhall by all means, O guest, be careful to remember theſe

things.

GUEST. lt is well. But let us proceed to matrimonial concerns, and

instruct the bride and bridegroom in what manner children ought to be

procreated; and iſ we cannot perſuade them to comply with our instructions,

we will threaten them with certain laws.

CLIN. How?

GUEST. lt is proper that the bride and bridegroom ſhould conſider, that

children are to be exhibited to the city, as much as poſſible, the most

beautiful and the best. But all men who produce any thing in common,

when they attend both to themſelves and the work, produce the whole

beautiful and good: but when they do not attend, or are not endued with

intellect, the contrary takes place. The bridegroom, however, ſhould

attend both to the bride and to the procreation oſchildren : and in a ſimilar

manner the bride ſhould attend to the bridegroom, eſpecially at that time

when children are not yet begotten by them. Certain women choſen by _

us ſhall be inſpectors oſ this particular, whether many or ſew, just as it

may ſeem ſit to the governors. Theſe ſhall aſſemble every day in the

temple of Lucina, and continue there for the third part oſ an hour. Here

they ſhall inform each other, iſ they have ſeen any married man or woman

looking to any thing elſe than what the ſacrifices and ſacred ceremonies

pertaining to marriage order to be done. Let the procreation of children

and the inſpection oſ the women above mentioned continue ſor ten years,

but not for a longer time, when there is an eaſy flux of generation. But

iſ ſome continue unproliſic for this ſſace' of time, after having conſulted

VOL. U. 2 A _ with
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with their kindred, and the women that ſuperintend them, they ſhall be

divorced in ſuch a manner as is advantageous to both. However, if any

altercation enſues reſpecting what is proper and advantageous to each, ten

guardians of the law, choſen by the contending parties, ſhall take cogni

zance of and determine the affair. After this, the inſpecting women ſhall

enter into the houſes of the young men, and, partly by admonitions and

partly by threats, liberate them from their error and ignorance. But if they

are unable to accompliſh this, they ſhall ſpeak to the guardians of the law,

who ſhall then take the affair into conſideration. lfthey too are incapable oſ

applying a remedy, they ſhall make the people acquainted with the caſe;

at the ſame time giving in the offendcrs' nahies in writing, and affirming

by an oath that they are unable to render them better. But let him whoſe

name is committed to writing be diſgraced, unleſs he can conſute his

accuſers 'in the court Oſ judgment. lf he is unable to do this, he ſhall

neither engage in a matrimonial connection, nor in the procreation of

children. And in caſe he attempts it, any one that pleaſes ſhall puniſh him

with impunity. The ſame laws too muſt be establiſhed reſpecting women.

For ſuch ſhall not participate of female cgreſſions and honours, and ſhall

not be permitted to go to weddings, and labours, iſ they are in a ſimilar

manner condemned in a court of justice. But when children are begotten

according to law, if any one has connection with another man's wife, or a

woman with any man but her huſband, while children are begotten by

them, let them be puniſhed in the manner mentioned above when they did

not beget children. ln the next place, let the married men and women

that live temperately with reſpect to all ſuch things as theſe, be honoured,

but thoſe that live in a Contrary manner be diſgraccd. And if the greater

part of the citizens conduct themſelves with moderation in things of this

kind, let theſe particulars be paſſed over in ſilence, without being establiſhed

by law. But if the conduct oſ the greater part is diſordered in things oſ

this kind, let them be legally establiſhed, and a judgment made of ſuch

conduct according to the establiſhed laws. The first year is the beginning

of the whole of life to every one. This ought to be written in paternal

temples, as the beginning oſ life, both to boys and girls. In cvery tribe,

too, the number oſ the governors that are reckoned by years ſhould be

written on a white wall. Next to theſe, the names of thoſe that are living

4 A 171.
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in the tribe ſhould always be written; and on their deceaſe their names

ſhould be blotted out. The boundary of marriage for girls ſhould be from

ſixteen to twenty years of age ; and this ſhould be the longest definite time:

but for boys, from thirty to thirty-five. The time for acting in the

capacity of magistrates ſhould be limited: for women, to forty years of

age; but for men, to thirty. With reſpect to war, men ſhould engage in.

it from twenty to ſixty years of age; but women, When it ſhall appear

neceſſary to employ them ſor warlike purpoſes, and after they have brought

forth children, to the ſiftieth year of their age: at the ſame time being

mindful to preſcribe the poſſible and the becoming'> to each.

THE END OF THE SIXTH BOOK.
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CHILDREN, therefore, both male and female, being begotten, we ſhall

act with the greatest propriety in ſpeaking in the next plaCe about their edu

cation and diſcipline; for to paſs this over in ſilence is perfectly impoſſible.

However, when it is diſcuſſed, it will appear to us to be rather ſimilar to a

certain doctrine and admonition than to laws. For the numerous finall v

and unapparent circumstances which happen privately, and in every houſe,

ſince they eaſily take place through the pain, pleaſure and deſire of the re

ſpectivc individuals, contrary to the intention of the legillator, render the

manners of the citizens all-various, and not ſimilar to each other. But

this is an evil to Cities. For, on account of their ſmallneſs and frequency,

to puniſh them by a legal ſine would be unbecoming, and at the ſame time

unſeemly. It would likewiſe be the means of destroying written laws, in

conſequence of men being accustomed to act contrary to law in things ſmall

and numerous. So\ that it is difficult indeed to establiſh laws concerning

them, and impoſſible to paſs them over in ſilence. But I will endeavour to

render what I ſay manifest, leading forth an example, as it were, into light;
for what is ſaid at preſent ſeems to be involved in obſcurity. i

CLIN. You ſpeak most truly.

GUEST. That a proper education, therefore, appears to be capable of ren

dering both ſouls and bodies most beautiful and excellent, has been rightly

aſſerted by us.

CLIN. Undoubedly.

GUEST. But I think that the most beautiful bodies are ſimply thoſe which

immediately from infancy grow in the most proper manner.

- CLrN.
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CLlN. Entirely ſo.

Guesr. But what? Do we not understand this, that the ſirst bloſſom or"

every animal is by far the greatest and most abundant; ſo that it is the ſource

of contention to many, that human bodies at twenty do not receive twice the

increaſe in length which-they had at ſive years of age?

CLIN. True.

GUEST. What then? When there is an influx of abundant increaſe with

out many and moderate labours, do we not know that it produces ten thou

ſand maladies in bodies?

CLlN. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. Many labours, therefore, are then neceſſary, when abundant nu

triment is introduced into bodies.

CLtN. that do you ſay, O guest? Shall we order thoſe who are but

just born, and the youngest, to undergo the greatest labours?

_ GUEST. By no means: but still prior to theſe, thoſe that are nouriſhed in

their mother's Womb.

CLIN. I'Iow do you ſay, O best of men? Do you really ſpeak of thoſe

that are yet carried in the womb of their mothch

GUEST. I do. But it is not at all wonderful that you ſhould be ignorant

of the exerciſe of ſuch as theſe; which, though it appears to be abſurd, I am

willing to unfold to you.

CLrN. By all means, do ſo.

GUEST. By us, indeed, a thing of this kind can be more readily compre

bended, becauſe children there engage in certain ſports more than is proper.

For, with us, not only children, but certain old men, nouriſh the young

of birds, and exerciſe them in fighting with each other; but they are far

from thinking that the labours, in which by exerciſing they excite them,

are moderate. For, beſides this, taking each of them by the wing, they

walk many stadia with the lclſer young in their hands, and the larger under

their arms; and this, not for the ſake of the good habit of their own bodies,

but for that ofthe birds. And by this, indeed, they ſignify thus much to

him who is capable oſ understanding what is ſaid, that all bodies are bene

fited by motion and agitation when not continued to wearineſs, whether

theſe are produced from themſelves, or by carriages, or by the ſea, or

horſes, or by whatever other means bodies are moved. Hence, through

theſe
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theſe vanquiſhing the nutriment of food and drink, they are able to impart

to us health, beauty, and strength. This being the caſe, what ſhall we thy

we ought to do in the next place? Are you willing that we ſhould ſay,

laughing, while we are establiſhing laws, that the pregnant woman ſhould

take the exerciſe of walking, and, after ſhe is delivered, faſhion the infant

like wax, while he is moist, and during the ſpace of two years bind him

with rollers P Likewiſe, that we ſhould compel the nurfes, by legal fines,

to carry the children either into the fields, or to the temples, or their ac

quaintanCe, till they are ſufficiently able to stand alone? And that then they

ſhould be careful lest their legs become distorted through the violence of rest

ing on them ; and, for this purpoſe, ſhould carry them in their arms till they

are three years old ? That the nurſes, likewiſe, ought to be as strong as poſ

ſible; and that there ſhould be more than one for each child P And, lastly,

that a puniſhment ſhall be ordained by a written law for neglect in each of

theſe particulars? Or ſhall this by no means be the caſe? For that which

we just now mentioned will happen to us in great abundance.

CLIN. yVhat is that?

GUEST. We ſhall expoſe ourſelves to abundant laughter, becauſe the eſſe

minate and ſervile manners of the nurſes will be unwilling to obey us.

CLIN. For whoſe ſake, therefore, ſhall we ſay theſe things ought to be

aſſertcd ?

GUEST. For the ſake of the manners ofthe masters and free perſons in

the city, who, perhaps, when they hear theſe things, will rightly conceive,

that unleſs private affairs are properly conducted in cities, it is in vain to ex;

pect that ſuch as are common can have any stability by the promulgation of

laws; and who, in conſequence of ſuch a conception, will uſe as laws what

we have just now advanced. And further still, by a proper uſe of theſe aſ

ſertions they will govern both their famil-ies and the city in ſuch a manner as

to render them happy.

CLIN. What you ſay is very likely to be the caſe.

GUEST. We ſhould not, therefore, deſist from a legiſlation of this kind

till we have delivered the particulars of thoſe studies which pertain to the

ſouls of very young children, and thus bring our diſcourſe to a concluſion il'

the ſame manner as when we ſpoke concerning their bodies.

CLIN. Perfectly right.

Gvas'r.
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GUEST. Let us receive this, therefore, as an element with reſpect to both

the body and ſoul of very young children, that nutrition and motion, when

applied every night and day, are profitable to all juvenile bodies and ſouls,
but eſpecially toithe most youthful; ſo that, if it were poſſible, they ſhould be

in ſuch a condition as if they were always ſailing on the ſea. But as this is

impoſſible, it is requiſite to approach as near to this as we are able in our treat

ment of inſants, Indeed, that we ought to do ſo, may be conjectured from

this, that both the nurſes of infants, and thoſe who are iniriated in the re

medies of the Corybantes, know experimentally thar it is uſeſul. For, when

mothers are deſirous that their children who ſleep with difficulty may'ſleep

ſoundly, they do not attempt to accompliſh this by quiet, but, on the con,

trary, by gently moving them in their arms; nor yet by ſilence, but by

ſinging to them. And, in ſhort, they charm their children by the melody

of their voice, as if by that of a pipe; just in the ſame manner as the re

medies of mad Bacchanalians employ this choir, and, at the ſinne time, Muſe

of motion.

CLXN. What then, O guest, is eſpecially the cauſe of this to us?

GUEST. It is not very difficult to know.

CLIN. How ſo?

GUEST. Both theſe paffions conſiſt in fear: and they are certain terrors

ariſing from a depraved habit of the ſoul. When, therefore, any one exter

nally cauſes an agitation in paffions of this kind, the exterior vanquiſhes the

interior dreadful and inſane motion : but, being vanquiſhed, a tranquil quiet

takes place in the ſoul, and the leaping of the heart, which was troubleſome

to endure, ſubſides. And thus it entirely cauſes ſome to receive the benefit

of ſleep; but it recalls others, who are awake, from inſane to prudent habits,

by dancing and the melody oſ the pipe, in conjunction with thoſe divinities

to whom ſuppliants ſacrifice. And theſe things, in ſhort, poſſeſs a certain

probable reaſon.

CLIN. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. But if theſe things poſſeſs ſuch a power, this ought to be under

ſtood concerning them, that every ſoul that has been familiar with fear from

infancy will have been more aecustomed to endurance. Every one, how

ever, will acknowledge that this is an exerciſe of timidity, and not of ſor

titude. t

CLm.
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CLIN. Undoubtedly.

Guasr. But, on the contrary, we ſhould ſay that he is exerciſed in ſor

titude who, from his infiinCy, has made it his study to vanquiſh all the fears

and terrors which befall us.

CLIN. Right.

GUBST. We may ſay, therefore, that this one thing greatly contributes to

a part of the virtue of the ſoul, viz. the all-perfect gymnastic exerciſe of

children in motions.

CI_.IN. Entirely ſo.

GUBST. And beſides this, a placid or moroſe diſpoſition becomes no ſmall

part of goodneſs or depravity of ſoul.

CLIN. Undoubtedly. <

szs-r. But we ſhould endeavour to relate to the utmost of our ability,

after what manner we ſhould wiſh that each of theſe may be implanted in

infants. "

CL1N. Certainly.

GUES'r. This, then, is a dogma with us, that luxury renders the manners

of youth moroſe, iraſcible, and vehemently agitated by things of a trifling

nature ; but that, on the contrary, exceſſive and rustic ſervitude cauſes them

to be abject, illiberal, hatcrs of mankind, and unfit for ſociety.

CLIN. But how will the whole city be able to educate infants, who are

incapable of understanding what is ſaid to them, and who cannot taste of

any diſcipline whatever? '

GUEST. Thus. Every animal, as ſoon as it is born, is accustomed to utter

certain ſounds with a loud voice: and this is particularly the caſe with the

human ſpecies, which to vociferation adds weeping.

CLIN. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. Nurſes, therefore, being deſirous to know what inſants are in

want of, conjecture this by the things which they offer-to them. For that

which cauſes them to be ſilent they conſider as offered to them in a becom

ing manner, but that as improperly offered at which they cry and make a

noiſe. For, in children, vociferation and tears are indications by no means

fortunate of the things which they love and hate. But the time in which

this takes place is not leſs than the ſpace of three years, which is no ſmall

portion of life to paſs through well or ill.

6 CLn'.
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CLIN. Right.

Guasr. Does not a child at that period appear to you to be moroſe, and

by no means kind, and for the most part full of lamentation and tears, more

than becomes one that is good? '

CLlN. It appears ſo to me.

GUEST. What then? If ſome one ſhould endeavour, by all poffible means,

that during this period of three years the child may in as ſmall a degree as

poſſible be affected with ſorrow, fear, and pain, ſhould we not think that

by this means his ſoul would be rendered more cheerful and kind?

CLlN. It is evident it would, O guest, and eſpeciallygf the child ſhould
be ſupplied with many pleaſures. ſi '

Guzs-r. This I cannot grant you, O wonderful Clinias. For with us an

action of this kind would be the most pernicious of all things. But let us ſee

whether we may aſſert a certain thing.

CLIN. Inform us what it is.

GUEST. Our diſcourſe, at preſent, is about a thing of no ſmall import

ance. Do you, O Megillus, attend and decide for us. For my diſcourſe

aſſerts that an upright life ought neither to purſue pleaſures, nor entirely

avoid pain, but ſhould embrace the medium between theſe, which we just

now denominated benignity ; and which, from a certain oraeular rumour, we

all of us aptly call the habit of divinity. We ſay too, that he who is de

firous of becoming a divine man ought to purſue this habit, ſo that he may

neither be wholly hurried away to pleaſures in a raſh manner (for in this

caſe he would not he free from pain), nor yet ſuffer any other to act in this

manner, whether he is an old or a young man, of the male or female ſex.

But he will least of all ſuffer this to be the caſe with inſants. For all the

manners then, through custom, inhere in every one in the most firm and

powerful manner. And further still, if it were not that I ſhould appear
to jest, I ſhould ſay that pregnant women ought more than other women ſo i

to be managed, that during the year of their pregnaucy they may neither

be engaged in certain numerous and iuſane pleaſures, nor be agitated by
pain, but lead a benignant, benevolcnt, and mild life. i

CLIN. There was no occaſion for you, O guest, to aſk Megillus, which

of us ſpoke in the more proper manner; for l agree with you, that all men

ought to fly from a life oſ unmingled pleaſure and pain, and'that they ſhould

VOL. 11. 2 n always
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always purſue a certain middle condition. You have, therefore, both ſpoken

and heard in a becoming manner.

GUEST. With very great rectitude, therefore, O Clinias. But, beſides

theſe things, let us all three conſider this.

CLIN. NVhat?

GUEST. That all theſe particulars which are now diſcuſſed by us are

called by many unwritten laws, and that thoſe which are denominated the

laws of a country are no other than all theſe. And further still, that what

We just now ſaid, that theſe particulars ought neither to be called laws, nor'

yet ſuffered to be paſſed over in ſilence, was beautifully aſſerted. For theſe

are the bonds of every polity, ſubſisting between all laws that are as yet and.

will be hereafter written, and being as it were altogether the laws of a

country, and ſuch as are in every reſpect antient. Theſe, when establiſhed

in a becoming manner, and rendered familiar, will invest the written laws

with every kind of ſafety. But when they are establiſhed in an unbecoming

manner, confuſion will be the conſequence: just as in edifices, When the:

pillars by which they are ſupported are taken away, the whole falls to the

ground, ſome things lie under others, and thoſe parts of the structure

which were beautifully raiſed on the pillars become a heap of ruins, throughv

the falling oſ their ſupporters. In conſequence ofconſidering this, O Clinias,.

it is proper that you ſhould bind your city on all ſides, as being a new city,

and that to the utmost of your power you ſhould not omit any thing either

great or ſmall, which may be called laws, or manners, or studies : for by all

theſe a city is bound together; but no one oſ theſe can be stable without

the rest. So that it is not proper to wonder, if, in conſequence of many

and at the ſame time ſmall things appearing to I'lS to be legal, or this being

the caſe with a conflux of customs, the laws ſhould become more extended.

CLlN. You ſpeak properly; and we ſhall think in this manner.

Gum-r. If any one, therefore, aecurately accompliſhes theſe things, iw

both male and female children of three years old, and does not negligently
make uſeiof what has been ſaid, he will procure no ſmall advantage to ſuch.

as are recently educated. But theſe things will be accommodatcd to the dilſi

poſition of children of three, four, five, and ſix years oſ age. Luxury

too ſhould be removed from them; and they ſhould be chastizcd, but not in

an ignominious manner. But, as we ſaid reſpecting ſlaves, that they ſhould

neither
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neither be chastized with inſolence, as this would excite them to anger, nor

yet be ſuffered to go unpuniſhed, as this would render them delicate; the

ſame mode of conduct ſhould be obſerved towards thoſe that are free. Sports,

however, are to children certain ſpontaneous things, which when they en

gage in, they nearly of themſelves invcnt. All children then of this age

ſhould aſſemble in the temples of the reſpective districts, from three to ſix

years of age; the nurſcs of theſe still keeping a watchful eye over their or

derly behaviour and incontinence. But one out of each of the twelve

women ſhould be placed over the nurſes, and the whole herd, for the ſpace

of a year; and her province must conſist in taking care that every thing

preſcribed by the guardians of the law is executed in an orderly manner.

Theſe ſhould be choſen by the women that preſide over marriages; one out

of each tribe, and of the ſame age with themſelves. She who is establiſhed

in this office ſhould go every day to a temple, and always puniſh the perſon

that acts unjustly, viz. a male and female ſlave and a ſtranger of either ſex,

herſelf, by means of certain ſervants of the city; but a citizen, when ſhe

is doubtful reſpecting his puniſhment, must be taken by her to the wdiles to

receive his ſentence. But when the puniſhment which a citizen deſerves is

not dubious, ſhe herſelf ſhall inflict it. After children are ſix years of age,

the males ſhould be ſeparated from the females; boys ſhould aſſociate with

boys, and girls in a ſimilar manner with each other. It is likewiſe proper

that the attention of each ſhould be directed to diſciplines ; the males being

ſent to the maſters of equestrian exerciſes, of bows, darts, and flings;

likewiſe the females, if diſcipline of this kind is allowed them; and eſpe

cially that they may become acquainted with the uſe of arms. But now

almost all men are ignorant how things of this kind are circumſtanced.

CLiN. What do you mean?

Guasr. That things on the right hand ſeem to differ naturally from

thoſe on the left, with reſpect to the ſeveral actions of the hands. For the

feet, and the inferior parts of the body, do not appear to poſſeſs any difference

with reſpect to labour. But in the hands we each of us become as it were

lame, through the ignorance of our nurfes and mothers. For each of the

members naturally poſſeſſes nearly equal power ; but they not properly uſing

them, through custom WC make a difference between them. For, indeed,

in certain employments there is no great difference in the uſe of the hands.

2 B 2 Thus'
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Thus, uſing the lyre with the leſt hand, and the plectrum with the right, i'

a thing of no conſequence ; and ſo in other things of a ſimilar nature. But

not to uſe theſe examples in other particulars is nearly folly. The law of

the Scythians, indeed, evinces the truth of theſe obſervations. For they not

only hold the bow in their left hand, and the arrow in the right, but ſimilarly

employ both hands for both theſe. And there are many other examples of

this kind in eharioteers and others. From all which we may learn, that

thoſe who render the left hand more imbecil than the right act contrary to

nature. This, as I have ſaid, is a thing of no great conſequence in horned

plectra, and ſuch-like instruments; but in battle, where it is neceſſary to uſe

iron, bows, and ſpears, it is oſ great conſequence. But it is by far of the

greatest importance when it is requiſitc to uſe arms against arms. There is,

indeed, a great difference between one that learns and one that does not

learn, and between him who is exerciſed and him who is not exerciſed.

For, as he who is perfectly exerciſed in the pancratium, or in boxing, or

wrestling, is not incapable of fighting from his left-hand parts, but becomes

lame and confuſed in his motions when any one, cauſing him to change his

poſition, compels him to exerciſe himſelf from his right-hand parts ;=-the

ſame thing, in my opinion, ought to appear proper in arms, and in every

thing elſe. For he who poſſeſſes a twufold power, viz. of defending him

ſelf, and vanquiſhing others, ought not to ſuffer, to the utmost of his power,

either of theſe to remain indolent and without ſkill. And if any one had

the nature of Geryon or Briareus, ſince in this caſe he would be capable of

uſing a hundred hands, he ought with all theſe hands to hurl a hundred

darts. All theſe particulars ought to be under the direction of the male and'

female governors; the female governors inſpecting the ſports and nutriment

of the children, but the male their diſciplines, that, all the boys and girls

having the perfect uſe of both their feet and both their hands, they may as

much as poſiible in no reſpect injure nature by custom. But it will happen

that twofold diſciplines must be uſed ; gymnastic, for particulars pertaining

to the body; and muſic, for ſuch as pertain to the good condition of the

ſoul. Again, however, gymnastic is twofold; dancing and wrestling. And

of ddncing, one kind imitates the diction of the muſe, preſerving the mag.

nificent in conjunction with the liberal; but another kind, for the ſake of

the good habit, lightneſs, and beauty of the parts and members of the

body,
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body, aptly bends and firctchcs each, imparting to them rhythmica] motion,

diſſemismting, and at the ſame time following the whole order of dancing.

With reſpect to wrcstling, that which Antaeus or Cercyon adopted among

their arts, for the ſake of uſeleſs contention, or the boxing employed by

Epeus ' or Amycus ', ſince they are of no uſe in battle, they do not deſerve

to be mentioned. But the particulars reſpecting proper wrestling, by cling

ing round the neck, or with the hands, or round the ſides, when deſire of

victory and a good habit of body are applied for the ſake of strength and

health,-theſe, as they are uſeful to every purpoſe, are not to be omitted ;

but both masters and diſciples are to be enjoined, that, when we establiſh the

laws reſpecting theſe, all ſuch particulars may be benevolcntly imparted to

the one, and gratefully received by the other. Nor must ſuch imitations in

choirs as are fit to be imitated be omitted; in this place, indeed, the

armed ſports of the Curetes; but, in Lacedaemon, of the Dioſcuri. Our

virgin too and mistreſs Minerva, being delighted with the ſport of the choir,

does not think it fit to play with empty hands ; but, being perfectly adorned

with complete armour, ſhe in this manner completes the dance. It will be

proper that all the boys and girls ſhould imitate the goddeſs in this reſpect,

honouring her benevolence, in the neceſſity of war, and for the ſake of festi

vals. It will likewiſe be proper that boys, immediately before they go to

battle, ſhould ſupplicate and make ſacred proceſſions in honour of all the

Gods, being at the ſame time adorned with arms and horſes, and performing

their ſupplications to the Gods and the ſons of the Gods, ſometimes ſwifter,

and ſometimes ſlower in dancing, and as they proceed to battle. Contests

too, and preludes of contests, ſhould bc uſed, for no other purpoſe than for

the ſake of theſe things. For theſe, both in peace and war, are uſeſul to

a city and to private families. But other labours, ſports, and exerciſes re

ſpecting the body are not, O Megillus and Clinias, liberal. And thus that

gymnastic, which lſaid in our former diſcourſe ought to be diſcuſſed, is

nearly now abſolved. But, ifyou have any thing better than this, ſpeak, and

do not withhold it.

' Epeus was the ſon oſ Endymion, and brother to Pazon, who reigned in a part of Pelo.

pbnneſus. His ſubjects were called from him Epei. He conquered in boxing at the funeral

games in honour of Patroclus.

I Amycus was the ſon of Neptune, by Melia, and was famous for his ſkill in the management

of the cestus.

CLIN.
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CLXN. It is not eaſy, O guest, omitting theſe, to have any thing better to

ſay about gymnastic and contest.

GUEST. lt follows, therefore, that we ſhould ſpeak about the gifts of the

IWuſes and Apollo, which we formerly thought we had ſo ſufficiently diſ

cuſſed, that the particulars about gymnastic alone remained ; but now it is

evident that there is ſomething reſpecting theſe which ſhould be mentioned

before every thing elſe. Of this, therefore, we will in the next place

ſpeak.

CLIN. By all means. .

GUEST. Heat me, therefore; for you have heard me in what has been

already diſcuſſed. But at the ſame time it is requiſite that both the ſpeaker

and hearer ſhould be cautious in mentioning that which is vehemently

wonderful and unuſual. This alſo ſhould be the caſe at preſent. For Iam

now going to aſſert ſomething which cannotbe mentioned without fear;

but at the ſame time, aſſuming courage, l ſhall not deſist.

CLIN. What is this, O guest?

GUEST. Iſay, that all cities are ignorant that the stability or mutation

of ſports is the principal thing reſpecting the promulgation oſ laws. For

when it is ſo ordered, that the ſame perſons always uſe, and are delighted

with, the ſame ſports, according to the ſame, and in a ſimilar manner, legal

institutions are then permitted to remain establiſhed in quiet. But when

ſports are changed, and innovations made in them, ſo that young men are

perpetually engaged in new ſports, both in the figures oftheir bodies and other

apparatus; continually form a different opinion of the becoming and unbe

coming in theſe particulars ; and in the highest degree honour the inventors

of new figures, colours, and every thing elſe of this, kind ;-when this is

the caſe, we ſay, and ſay with the gi'eatest rcctitude, that a greater miſchief

cannot befall the city. For it ſecretly changes the manners of the youthſul

part of the inhabitants, and cauſes them to deſpiſe that which is antient, an-l

honour that which is new. But [again ſay, that there is not any thing

more detrimental to all cities than this aſſertion and dogma. Ilcar, how

ever, what a mighty evil I ſay it is.

CLlN. Do you ſpeak of blaming antient institutions in eitiei?

GUEST. Entirely ſo.

CLlN. You ſhall not, therefore, find us depraved auditors of this diſ

courſe, but as much as poſſible most benevolent.

Gues'r.
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GUEST. It is reaſonable to ſuppoſe that you will be ſo.

CLIN. Only ſpeak, therefore.

CUEST. Come then, let us hear this with greater attention, and thus

ſpeak among ourſelves. \Ve find then, that 'mutation in all things, except

ſuch as are evil, is in the highest degree pernicious at all times in the diet

of bodies, in the manners of ſouls, and, in ſhort, in every thing except, as

I just now ſaid, in things evil. So that, if any one directs his attention to

bodies, and conſiders them as accustomed to certain kinds of food, drink,

and labours, he will find that at ſirst they are diſturbed by them, but after

wards by the long continued uſe Of theſe acquire fleſh, become friendly,

accustomed, and familiar to all this diet, and are diſpoſed in the best man

ner with reſpect to health and pleaſure. He will likewiſe find, that iſ at

any time they are forced to change any part of their approved diet, at first

they are disturbed by diſeaſe, and do not recover their health till they are

accustomed to the new food. The ſame thing must be conſidered as taking

place in the thoughts of men, and the natures of ſouls. For every ſoul

reverences and fears to make any change in the laws in which it has been

educated, when by a certain divine good fortune thoſe laws have remained

for a long time unmoved, ſo that no one either recollects or has ever heard

that they ſubſisted otherwiſe than at preſent. The legiflator, therefore,

ought to deviſe ſome method by which this may be accompliſhed in the city.

But I have diſcovered the following method: All men, as I have ſaid before,

Conſider the ſports of youth when changed, as nothing more than mere

ſports, and are far from thinking that they are of the greatest conſequence.

Hence, they do not reſist this mutation, but comply with it. Nor do they

conſider, that the children who engage in theſe new ſports neceſſarily become

different mcu from what they would have been if their old ſports had re

mained; but, becoming different, that they will purſue a different life,

and thus bc accustomed to different studies and laws. Hence, no one fears

that what I just now called the greatest evil will by theſe means happen

to cities. Mutatious, therefore, reſpecting figures are leſs noxious. But'

frequent innovations in praiſing and blaming manners are, in my opinion,

the greatest of all evils, and the most to be dreaded.

CLIN. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. What then? Shall we believe in our former diſcourſe, in which

Wfl
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twe ſaid that the particulars reſpecting rhythm, and every kind ofmuſic,

were imitations of the manners of better and worſe men? Or how ſhall we

ſay i

CLIN. Our opinion is in no' reſpect different from this;

GUEST. We ſay, therefore, that we ſhould endeavour, by every poſſible

contrivance, that neither children in our city may deſire other imitations in

dancing and ſinging, nor any one may perſuade them to this innovation by

introducing all-various pleaſures.

CLIN. You ſpeak with the utmost rectitude. 1

GUEST. Has any one then of us any art better calculated for this purpoſe

than that of the Egyptians ?

CLiN. What art are you ſpeaking of?

GUEST. That every kind of dancing and melody ſhould be conſecrated;
instituting, inſithe first place, festivals at certain times of the year, in honour

of the ſeveral Gods, the ſons of Gods, and daemons; and after this, the ſa

crifices to the different divinities, together with the ode and choirs with

which the ſacrifices are to be honoured. After theſe things are establiſhed,

all the citizens in common ſhould ſacrifice to the Fates, and to all the other

Gods, and dedicate their ſeveral odes to each of the Gods and their attend

ants. But if any one introduces other hymns and choirs in honour of the

Gods than thoſe which are instituted by law, the priests and priesteſſes, toge

ther with the guardians of the laws, ſhall, in a holy and legitimate manner,

repulſe him in his undertaking. And he who is repulſed, if he is not wil

lingly restrained, ſhall ſuffer the puniſhment of his impiety through the

whole of life, from any one who is willing to inflict it.

CLIN. Right.

GUEST. But ſince we are arrived thus far in our diſcourſe, we ſhould be

affected in a becoming manner.

CLIN. About what are you ſpeaking? _

GUEST. Al] men, not only the old but the young, when they ſee or hear

any thing unuſual, do not immediately aſſent to that which is dubious re

ſpecting it, directly, as it were, running to embrace it; but, standing still,

as if ſituated in a place where three roads meet, and not very much ſeeing

the right way, inquire, and do not proceed any further till they have a firm

aſſurance reſpecting the road they ſhould take. We too ſhould act in a

4 . ſimilar
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iiniilar manner at preſent. For, as we have now fallen upon an unuſual and

wonderful diſcourſe reſpecting laws, we ought neceſſarily to make every

poſſible inquiry, and not readily decidC, being ſuch men as we are, on things

of ſuch great importance, or attempt to aſſert anything immediately, as if

the ſubject was perfectly clear.

CLIN. You ſpeak most truly.

GUES'r. \Ve will, therefore, give the ſubject time, and then firmly decide

upon it, when it has bcen ſufficiently conſidered by us. But lest we ſhould

in vain leave the order conſequent to laws unfiniſhed, let us proceed to the

end of them. For, perhaps, if divinity is willing, and this diſcuſſion ob

tains its completion, what is at preſent dubious may become ſufficiently

clear.

CLIN. You ſpeak most excellently, O guest, and we ſhall do as you ſay.

*GUEST. We ſay, then, that this wonderful thing must be granted,-l

mean, that odcs must be establiſhed for us by law ; just as the antients, as it

appears, proclaimed reſpecting ſinging to the harp. So that they, perhaps,

did not entirely diſſent from what is ſaid by us at preſent; but in a dream,

as it were, or rouſed to a vigilant state, they either dreamt or propheſied

this. Let this then be the decree reſpecting it z-No one ſhall dare to ſing

any thing beſides the public and ſacred ſongs, or make any alteration in the

whole choir of the young men, or utter any thing contrary to the other

laws. And he who complies with this decree ſhall be liberated from fine;

but he who does not comply, as we ſaid just now, ſhall be puniſhed by the

guardians of the laws, and by the priests and priesteſſes. Let theſe things,

therefore be now establiſhed for us in diſcourſe,

CLIN. Let them be eſtabliſhed. -

GUEST. But after what manner can any one ſo establiſh them by law as

that he may not appear perfectly ridiculous ? It appears to me that itwill be

the ſafcst way to faſhion them first of all in our diſcourſe like certain images.

l ſay, then, that one of the images is as follows: The ſacrifice being pcr

ſormed, and the victims burnt according to law, if ſome private perſon, a

ſbn for instance, or a brother, ſhould approach the altars and ſacred rites

blaſpheming with every kind of blaſphem, uld we not ſay that he ut

tered a ſorrowful and bad omen and prophecy, both to his father and the rest

of his kindred?

VOL, 11. 2 c . CLiN.
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CLIN. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. This, therefore, in ſhort, must nearly take place in all out'

cities. For, when any magistrate performs any ſacrifice in common, not

one choir, but a multitude of choirs aſſemble on the occaſion; and standing

not far from the altars, but ſometimes cloſe to them, they utter every kind

of blaſphcmy reſpecting the ſacred concerns, exciting the ſouls of the hearers

with words, rhythms, and the most lamentable harmonies: and he who

cauſes the city to weep moſt abundantlyimmediately after the ſacrifice is

finiſhed, bears away the palm of victory. Shall we not abrogate this law?

And if, at any time, it is neceſſary that the citizens ſhould hear lamentations

of this kind, it ſhould not be on certain ſacred, but rather on inauſpicious

days : and then it will be proper that rather certain foreign choirs, conducted

by hire, ſhould ſing on this occaſion, as is the caſe at funerals, where thoſe

who are hired for the purpoſe Walk before the dead with a certain Caric

Muſe '. A thing of this kind may very properly be adopted about ſuch odes

as theſe. A long robe too will be proper for funeral odes, and not crowns

or golden ornaments. But, in ſhort, every thing of a nature contrary to

theſe ſhould be employed on this occaſion, that [may diſmiſs all further

diſcourſe about theſe particulars with the utmost celerity. I again, there

fore, aſk if it is agreeable to you, that this first image ſhould be establiſhed

for odes?

CLIN. What kind ofimage?

GUEST. A good omen. And, indeed, the genus of the ode ſhould every

where, and in every reſpect, be employed in prognosticating well. Or ſhall

I not at all aſk your opinion, but thus establiſh it?

CLXN. By all means, establiſh it: for this law will vanquiſh by the una

nimous votes of all men. '

GUEST. What then, after good omination, will be the ſecond law of

muſic? Will it not be, that prayers ſhould be offered to the reſpective Gods

to whom we ſacrifice?

CLlN. Undoubtedly.

GUBST. But the third law, I think, will be, that ſince poets know that

' That is, ſays the Greek Scholiast, a lamentable Muſe: for the Carians appear to be of a mourn

ful diſpoſition, and for hire lament over the dead bodies of foreigners.

prayers
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prayers are petitions addreſſed to the Gods, they ought to be careful in the

highest degree, lest they ſhould ignorantly request what is evil, as if it were

good. For I think the condition of him who prays in this manner would be

ridiculous.

CLIN. Undoubtedly.

Guzsr. Did we not a little before agree, that neither ſilver nor gold ought

to be conſidered as riches in our city?

CLIN. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. Of what then ſhall we ſay this diſcourſe is the paradigm? Is it not

of this, that not ever)v genus of poets is ſufficient to know, in the highest de

gree, things good and evil? If, therefore, any poet, either in proſe or verſe,

ſhall compoſe for us improper prayers, he ſhall be made by the citizens to

pray for the contrary to what he aſked in his prayers, in things of the

greatest importance: though, as we have already ſaid, we ſhall not find

many offences greater than this. But we ſhall establiſh this as one of the

laws and forms reſpecting the Muſe.

CLIN. Which? Speak to us more clearly.

' GUEST. That a poet ſhall not compoſe any thing, either beautiful or good,

different from the legal and just institutions of the city. Nor ſhall he be

permitted to ſhow what he has compoſed to any private perſon, before the

judges and guardians of the law, appointed for this pul'poſe, have ſeen and

approved it. But it has nearly been ſhown by us, who thoſe are whom we

have choſen to preſide over muſic and diſcipline. Shall I then, as uſual, aſk

whether this law, formula, and third image, is to be establiſhed for us?

Or how does it appear to you?

CLIN. That it ſhould bc establiſhed, undoubtedly.

GUBST. After theſe things, it will be most proper that hymns, and enco

miums of the Gods, ſhould be ſung mingled with prayers; and after the

Gods, in a ſimilar manner, that proper prayers, with encomiums, ſhould be

offered to danmons and herocs.

CLIN. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. But,aſter this law, the following will take place without envy.

It will be proper that thoſe citizens who have accompliſhed beautiful and

laborious works, pertaining either to bodies or ſouls, and who have been

obedient to the laws, ſhould after their deceaſe be celebrated.

2 c 2 CLlN.
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CLIN. Undoubtedly.

Guasu'. But to honour thoſe who are yet alive, with eneomiums and"

bymns, and before, having completely run the race of life, they have arrived

at a beautiful end, is not ſafe. Let all theſe particulars be establiſhed for

us, common both to men and women that have been illuſtrionfly good.

But it will be proper that odes and dancings ſhould be establiſhed in the ſol

Iowing manner z-Therc are many antient and beautiful poems about muſic,

and in a ſimilar manner about dancing. Out of theſe to chooſe that which

is becoming and adapted to an establiſhed polity, cannot: be the means of'

exciting envy. The electors of theſe ſhall not be leſs than fifty years old.

Theſe ſhall chooſe that poem out oſ the antient poems which appears to be

ſufficient for the purpoſe. But that which is inſufficient, or altogether un

fit, they ſhall either entirely reject, or commit to poets and muſicians to be

properly corrected, employing for this purpoſe their poetical abilities. They

ſhall not apply to theſe for the gratification of deſire, or for pleaſures,. ex

cept in a very few caſes; but, the will of the legiflator being made known,

all dancing, every ode, and every choir, ſhall be instituted according to their

determination. For every employment about a Muſe, which is conducted'

in an orderly manner, though a ſWeet Muſe is not added, is ten thouſand

times better than every diſorderly purſuit of a Muſe. The pleaſant, how

ever, is common to all the Muſes. For. every one conſiders that to be plea

ſant with which he has been converſant from inſancy to mature age. And

if he has been familiar with a prudent and orderly Muſe, when he hears one

of a contrary character, he. hates, and calls it illiberal. But he who has

been educated in ſamiliarity with a common-and ſweet Muſe, calls the con

trary to this frigid and unpleaſant. So that, as I just now ſaid, neither the

pleaſant nor the unpleaſant has any peculiar privilege. But the caſe is

different with reſpect to emolument and detriment : for the one renders thoſe

who are educated in it better, and the other worſe.

CLIN. lt is well ſaid.

GUEST. Further still, it will be proper to ſeparate the ſongs which are

adapted to the women from thoſe which are adapted to the men, defining

them by a certain formula, and accommodating them to harmoniesvand

rhythms. For to be diſſonant from the whole of harmony, or foreign from

rhythm, attributing to melodies nothing adapted to each of theſe, is a dire

circumſtance.
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circumstance. lt is neceſſary, therefore, that the figures of theſe ſhould be

establiſhed by law, and both be properly attributed to both. But that which

is aceommodatcd either to men or women ought to be rtmdercd manifest from

the difference of the nature of each. That which is magnificent, therefore,

and verges to fortitude, must be called virile : but that which more inclines

to the ornamental and the moderate must be delivered, both in law and in

diſcourſe, as ofa more feminine nature. This, then, is the order. In the

next place, let us declare after what manner, by whom, and when, each of

theſe are to be accompliſhed. But as a ſhipwright, when he lays down that

which is the principle in the construction of a ſhip, deſcribes the form of

the keel; in like manner, I appear to myſelf to do the ſame thing. For,

while [endeavour to distinguiſh the figures of lives according to the manners

of ſouls, I in reality lay down the keels of them, and very properly con

fider by what device, and after what manner, we may tranſport in the best

manner life over this ſea of life. Human affairs, indeed, are not worthy

of great attention; yet it is neceſſary that they ſhould be attended to. But

this is not an unfortunate circumstance. Since, however, we are here, if

we can in a certain reſpect aeeompliſh this in a convenient manner, it will,

perhaps, be ſufficient for us. But ſome one may, perhaps, very properly

inquire what it is that] now ſlay,

CLIN. Some one may. R

GUEST. Iſay, then, that a thing of a ſerious nature ought to be ſeri

ouſly studied, but that this ought by no means to be the caſe with that which

is not of a ſerious nature. And that divinity, indeed, is naturally worthy

of every bleſſed study, but that man, as I ſaid before, was faſhioned to be a

certain ſport * of divinity. This, indeed, is truly the most excellent thing

which he poſſeſſes. It is neceſſary, therefore, that every man and woman,

Purſuing this mode, and engaging in the most beautiful ſports, ſhould thus

paſs through life, thinking, in a manner, entirely contrary to what they do

at preſent.

CLIN. How?

' Antient theologiſis and intellcctual philoſophers were accustomed to call the energy ofdivinity

proceeding into the ſenſible nniverſe ſport, on account of the deluſive, fictitious, and ever-gliding

nature of matter, and the forms which it contains. So that in this ſenſe man, conſidered as con

nected with body, may be ſaid to be the. ſport of divinity.

Gursr.
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GUEST. Now, indeed, they think that ſerious purſuits ought to ſubſist for

the ſake oſ ſports. For they conſider that warlike concerns, which are

things oſ a ſerious nature, ought to be well diſpoſed for the ſake oſ peace.

But neither does ſport naturally belong to war, nor was there ever any diſci

pline in it which deſerves to be mentioned, nor is there at preſent, nor

will be. But we ſay that this is a thing of a most ſerious nature,--l mean,

that every one ought to paſs through life, for the most part, and in the most

excellent manner, in peace. What the proper manner, therefore, is of

ſporting through liſe, and what the ſports are which ſhould be employed in

ſacrifices, in ſinging and dancing, ſo that the Gods may be rendered propi

tious, and enemies, oppoſed and vanquiſhed in battle; likewiſe, by what

ſongs and dances both theſe may be accompliſhed ;-0ſ all theſe particulars

We have delivered the ſormulaz, and, as it were, cut the paths in which we

ſhould proceed. The poet too appears to ſpeak well when he ſays: U You

will conceive, O Telemachus, ſome things from yourſelf, but others the

dasmon will ſuggest to you. For I do not think that you were born and

nouriſhed with unſavourable Gods '." Such too ought to be the concep

tions of out pupils. For they ſhould think that what we have already ſaid

has been ſufficiently ſaid; and that the dzmon and divinity will ſuggest other

things to them reſpect'mg ſacrifices and choirs, viz. what divinities they

ought to render propitious in their ſports, and when; at the ſame time liv

'ing in a natural manner, and being themſelves, for the most part, prodigies,

but participating certain ſmall portions oſ truth.

MEGIL. You vilify, O guest, in every reſpect the human race.

GUEST. You ſhould vnot wonder at this, O Mcgillus, but pardon me.

For, looking to divinity, and being affected with the view, I have ſaid that

which Ijust now ſaid. But let our race not be any thing deſpicable (iſ it is

agreeable to you), but worthy ſerious attention. Aſter theſe things the

public buildings for gymnastic exerciſes and diſciplincs have been ſpoken oſ,

and placed in a tripartite manner in the middle of the city. The gymnaſia

too oſ the horſes have, in a ſimilar manner, been aſſigned a tripartite distri

bution in the ſuburbs oſ the city, together with ample places adorned for

the ſake oſ the young men, that in theſe they may exerciſe themſelves with

1 Odyſſ. lib. 111.

the
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the bow and arrow, and in other jaculations; and may be properly diſci

plincd and attended to. If, therefore, we did not then ſufficiently ſpeak

about theſe particulars, let us now diſcourſe about them in conjunction with
the laws. i

Of all theſe, then, foreign masters ſhould be hired, who reſiding in theſe

ample places may teach every one that ſhall come to be instructed, the war

like and muſical diſciplines; not only instructing thoſe whom their parence

wiſh to be taught, and rejecting others, but, as it is ſaid, teaching every man

and boy to the utmost oſ their power, as being thoſe who from neceſſity diſ

cipline the city rather than children. My law too aſſerts the ſame things

about females as about males ; and ſays, that the former ought to be equally

exerciſed with the latter. Nor ſhall I be afraid to ſay, that both the gym

nastic and equestrian diſciplines are adapted to women as well as to men.

Forl am perſuaded oſ this through hearing antient fables. But, in ſhort,

even at preſent, l know that there are innumerable myriads of women

about Pontus, called Sauromantides, who are ordered equally to uſe, and

equally to be exerciſed in, horſes, bows, and other arms, in common with

the men. But beſides this I reaſon in the following manner about theſe

particulars: I ſay, if it is poſfible that theſe things may ſubſist in this man

ner, the custom of our country, which excludes women from engaging with

all their strength in the ſame purſuits as men, is the most fooliſh of all cuſ

toms. For thus every city is nearly rendered half instead of double, from the

ſame effects and labours. Though, indeed, this is a wonderful error of the

legiſlator.

CLIN. So it appears. Yet, O guest, many of the things aſſerted by us

at preſent are contrary to the custom of a polity.

GUEST. But we ought to permit the ſubject of our diſcourſe to be well

diſcuſſed; and, when diſcuſſed, it is requiſite to ſelect that which appears to

be best.

CLIN. You have ſpoken very elegantly, and you have made me reprove

myſelf for what Ijust now ſaid. Speak, therefore, after this, whatever is

agreeable to yourſelf. _

GulaST. That is agreeable to me, O Cliniasſiwhich I fliid above; that,

iſ it ſhould appear theſe things could not be ſufficiently accompliſhed, they

4 may
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may perhaps be contradicted in diſcourſe. But now, if ſome one is by no

means diſpoſed to admit this law, he ought to inquire after ſomething elſe.

Neverthelels our exhortation will not ceaſe to aſſert that women ought in the
highest degree,ſſin our city, to participate in common with the men of diſ

cipline and other particulars. For in a certain reſpect it is requitite to think

as follows on this ſubject. Admit that women are not to participate

in common with men, in every thing pcrtaining to life, will it not be neceſ

ſnry that another order ſhould be affig'ned to them P

CLIN. lt will be neceſſary.

GUEST. What other order then among thoſe which exist at preſent, ſhall

we aſſign them in preference to that of our communion P Shall we adopt

that oſ the Thracians and many other nations, who uſe women for the pur

poſes of agriculture, and in the place of herdſmen and ſhepherds, in the

very ſame manner as they uſe their ſlaves? Or ſhall we adopt the custom

of our country, and that of all our neighbouring Cities? For, with us, all

poſſeſſions, as they are called, are collected together into one habitation,

and the care of provilions, lhuttles, and every thing pertaining to the ma

nufacture of wool, is committed to women. Or ſhall we, O Megillus,

chooſe a medium between theſe, the Laconic mode? ſo that virgins ſhall

engage in gymnastic exerciſes and muſic; but women, during the time of

peace, ſhall take eare of the manufacture of wool, at the ſame time leading

an active, but by no means a depraved and abject life? And further still, ſhall

they bestow a certain kind of middle attention to the care of proviſions and

the education of children, but ſhall not engage in war; ſo that, if it ſhould

be neceſſary at any time to defend the city and their children, they may

neither be able to uſe bows like certain Amazons, nor be ſkilled in any other

kind of jaculation, nor yet to imitate the Goddeſs with ſpear and ſhield,

and make a generous reſistanee for their beſieged country, ſo as to be able,

when beheld in a certain order, at least to tcrrify the enemy, ifthey cat:

accompliſh nothing greater than this? But, if they live in this manner, they

will by no means dare to imitate the Sauromantides, who will appear to theſe

women to be men. Let him, therefore, who is willing to praiſe your

legiſlators for theſe things, praiſe them: but my opinion reſpecting them

will never alter. For a legiflator ought to be a perfect and not a half cha

racter,
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racter, who ſuffers the female ſex to be lost in luxury, and to uſe improper

diet, but takes conſummate care of the male ſex, and thus nearly leaves for

the city the halſ instead of the double Oſa happy life.

MEGLL. What ſhall we do, O Clinias? Shall we ſuffer our guest thus to

cenſure the Spartans?

CLIN. Certainly. For, ſince liberty oſ ſpeech is given to him, he must be

ſuffered to go on, till laws have in every reſpect been ſufficiently diſcuſſed.

MEGIL. You ſpeak very properly. ,

GUEST. It is, therefore, nearly my province to endeavour to diſcuſs what

is ſubſequent to this. '

CLIN. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. What then will be the mode of life by which neceſſaries may be

moderately procured ſor men P ſo that arts may be leſt to others, but agri

culturc committed to ſlaves, who may procure the first fruits of the earth,

ſo as to be ſufficient for men that live in a moderate manner; likewiſe,

that eating in common may be adopted, the men being placed apart, and

their domestics ſituated near them; alſo the female offspring, together with

their mothers. Further still, that male and female governors may be placed

over theſe public bauquets, ſo as to diſſolve them every day, and inſpect the

behaviour of all thoſe that eat in common ; and who may return home after

the governor and the rest have made libations to thoſe Gods to whom that

day 01' night is dedicated. To men governed in this orderly manner, will no

neceſſary work, and which is in every reſpect adapted to them, be left?

But is it neceſſary that each of them ſhould live after the manner of cattle,

paying attention to nothing but growing fat? This therefore, We ſay, is nei

ther just nor beautiful : nor is it poffiblc that a man who lives in this man*

ner can obtain that which is adapted to his nature. But to a ſluggiſh ani

mal, and which grows fat through indolence, it belongs to be torn in pieces

by another animal who is vehemently exerciſed by fortitude and labours.

If, therefore, we investigate theſe things with the accuracy which we employ

at preſent, we ſhall perhaps ſind that they will never take place as long as

women and children, private houſes, and every thing elſe of this kind, are

made to be private property. But thoſe particulars which are ſecondary to

theſe, and have just now been mentioned by us, it' they take place, ſhould

be establiſhed in a very moderate manner. \Ve ſity then that a work remains

VOL. 11. 2 D for
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For thoſe that live in this manner, which is neither the ſmallest nor the most

vile, but the greatest of all things which are ordained by ajust IaW. For,

as he who aſpires after victory, in the Pythian or Olympian games, neglects

every other purſuit, ſo his ſoul is filled with a double, or more than a double

employment, who devotes himſelf in the most proper manner to the virtue

of the ſoul and body. For no other employment ought to become an impe.

diment to a proper attention to the body, and to the diſciplines and man

ncrs of the ſoul. But, indeed, every night and every day are ſcarcely ſuffi

cient for him who does this, to accompliſh his end in a perfect and ſufficient

manner. Since theſe things, therefore, naturally ſubſist in this manner, the

whole time of cmployment ought to be always orderly aſſigned to liberal

men, in a continued ſucceſſion, from one riſing of the ſun to another. The

legiſlator, indeed, will appear ungraceful, who ſays many and trilling

things about domestic government, and among theſe about the neceſſity of

nocturnal vigilance, in order that the whole city may be continually de

fended with accuracy. For it ought to be conſidered as baſe, and not liberal,

by all men, for any citizen to paſs the whole night in ſleep, and not to be

always the 'first that is rouſed and ſeen by all his domestics ; whether it is

proper to call a thing of this kind a law or an institute. Beſides this, it

ought to be reckoned baſe by female ſlaVes, for the mistreſs to be rouſcd by

them, instead of being herſelf the first to rouſe the reſt, viz. both male and

female ſlaves, her children, and in ſhort, if poſſible, the whole houſe. All

free perſons, therefore, riſing by night, ſhould perform the many neceſſary

political and teconomic duties of their stations; the governors, thoſe pertain

ing to the city, and masters and mistreſſes, thoſe pertaining to their families.

For much ſleep is neither naturally adapted to bodies nor to ſouls, nor to the

actions of theſe. For he who is aſleep is of no more worth than that which

is destitute of life; but, whoever among us is careful in the highest degree

that he may live and be wiſe, will be vigilant for the greatest part of his

time, ſleeping no longer than is neceſſary to the preſervation of health. But

much of this will not be requiſite for him who is familiar with good habits.

Magistrates, indeed, who are vigilant by night in cities, are a terror to evil

men, whether they are enemies or citizens, but are admired and honoured by

the juſt and the wiſe; and are both uſeful to themſelves and the whole city.

The night being paſſed through in this manner, beſides all the above-men.

tioned
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tioned advantages, produces likewiſe a certain fortitude in thefouls of the

citizens. On the dawn of day it will be proper that boys ſhould go to their

masters. For neither cattle nor any thing elſe ſhould live without a ſhep

herd; nor boys without certain teachers, nor ſlaves without masters: but

aboy i: l/Ie mrffl difficult Io manage aſ all wile] beasts. For, in conſequence of

the fountain of prudence in him not being yet perfect, he becomes inſidious

and vehement, and the most inſolent of wild beasts. On this account it is

neceſſary to bind him with a multitude of chains : and as ſoon as he is freed

from his nurſe and mother, he 'ſhould be committed to the care ofpedagogues,

on account of his childiſhneſs and infancy, and afterwards to preceptors,

that, as a free-born animal, he may be instructed in proper diſciplines. But

if the boy is born a ſlave, let it be lawful for any free-born man to puniſh

the child, pedagogue, and preceptor, whenever he detects them acting impro

perly. But whoever is preſent on this occaſion, and does not justly puniſh

the offenders, ſhall in the ſirst place be ſubject to the greatest reproach; and,

in the next place, he who was choſen by the guardians of the law to preſidc

over boys, ſhall take notice whether he whom we have mentioned does

not chastize theſe offenders, when it is ſit they ſhould be chastized, or does

not chastize them in a proper manner. For he must be an acute infpector,

and one who diligently attends to the education of boys, and regulates their

natures, always converting them to that which is legally good. But in

what manner will the law furniſh us with ſufficient instruction in this parti

cular? For this has not yet been delivered either clearly or ſufficiently, but

only in a partial manner. It is however neceſſary, that to the utmost of

our power nothing ſhould be left incomplete, but that every thing ſhould be

unfolded, that our diſcourſe may be to others both an interpreter and a

nonrilher. \Ve have, therefore, already ſpoken concerning the form of a

choir of ſinging and dancing, which among theſe are to be choſen, cor

rected, and dedicated 'to divinity. But we have not yet ſpoken concerning

proſe compoſitions, which of theſe, and in what manner, O most excellent

iiiperintendant of boys, they are to be delivered to thoſe under your tuition.

Though you have in our diſcourſe the particulars which they ought to learn

and study, reſþecting war. For the things, my friend, pertaining to letters

have in the first place been ſufficiently diſcuſſed by the legiſlator. In the

next place, thoſe pertaining to the lyre, and ſuch as are of a memorable

2 1) 2 nature,
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nature, which we ſaid it 'was neceſſary to mention, together with warlike

and oeconomieal concerns. After this, the legifiator diſcuſſed thoſe parti

culars reſpecting the periods of divine bodies, viz. ofthe stars, the ſun, and

the moon, which ought to be establiſhed by every city. But of what parti

culars are we ſpeaking P I anſwer, Of the order of days with reſpect to the

periods of mouths, and of mouths with reſpect to years, that ſeaſons, ſacri

fices, and festivals, receiving that which is accommodated to them, and

being diſpoſed in a natural order, may render the city alive and vigilant, at

tribu'ting proper honours to the Gods, and cauſing men to be more wiſe

about the Worſhip of divinity. Theſe things, O friend, have thus been

ſufficiently diſcuſſed for you by the legiſlator. Attend, therefore, to what

follows: We ſay that all has not been ſaid about letters that might be ſaid,

becauſe it has not yet been determined whether he who is to become a mode

rate citizen ought to poſſeſs anſi accurate knowledge of diſcipline, or by no

means apply to it. In a ſimilar manner, too, reſpecting the lyre. Boys,

therefore, often years of age ſhould apply to letters for nearly the ſpace of

three years. And thoſe who are thirteen years old ſhould bestow in like

manner three years on the study of the lyre. Nor ſhall it be lawful for a

father to keep his children to theſe studies for a ſhorter or longer ſpace of

time, nor for a child to apply to them, whether he is a lover or a hater of

diſcipline. But he who is not obedient to the law in this reſpect, let him be

deprived of thoſe youthful honours which we ſhall ſhortly mention. How

ever, in the first place, hear what maſters ought to teach, and youth to

learn, during this period. They ſhould labour at letters till they are able to

read and write. But we ſhould not be at all concerned that thoſe who are

not naturally quick make neither rapid nor beautiful advances in allotted

portions of time. YVith reſpect to thoſe monuments of the poets destitute

of the lyre, which are partly written in meaſure, and are partly without the

ſections of rhythm, O ye best of all guardians of the laws, what uſe will ye

permit to be made of thoſe writings, which, being destitute of rhythm and

harmony, are deceitful compoſitions, and are left us by certain men of this

deſcription? lt appears to me, that the legiſlator himſelf will very much

doubt what is to be done in this caſe.

CL1N. What is this, O guest, which you appear to ſay, doubting with

yourſelf I

GUEST.
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GuEST. Your question is very pertinent, O Clinias. But to you, who

ſpeculatc in common with me reſpeeſiting laws, it is neceſſary that l ſhould

ſpeak both that which appears certain, and that which appears dubious.

CLlN. What, therefore, do you now ſay reſpecting theſe? And what is

it that moves you to ſpeak in this manner?

Guesr. l will tell you. For it is by no means eaſy to ſpeak contrary to

what has been often ſaid by ten thouſand mouths.
CLIN. But what? Does it appear to you that the ſew and inconſiderableſi

particulars which have been above mentioned by you reſpecting laws, are con

trary to the ſentiments oſ the multitude?

Gues'r. You have ſpoken this with the greatest truth. For, as it appears

to me, you exhort me to proceed confidently in this road, though it is ar

duous and odious to many, and advance through the path or' laws which our

preſent diſcourſe has unſolded, without omitting any particular. And, per

haps, a journey of this kind will be pleaſing to no leſs a multitude oſ a diſ

ſcrent deſcription ; but, iſ to a leſs, it will not be a worſe multitude.

CLIN. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. Iſhall not therefore deſist. I ſay, indeed, that we have many

poets who have written in hexameter, and many who have written in

trimeter ' verſe; among which the intention oſ ſome has been ſerious in

theſe compoſitions, but oſ others jocoſe. An innumerable multitude too of

ſuch as are ſkilled in theſe writings have often ſaid, that children who are

properly educated must be abundantly nouriſhed with thoſe poetical compo

ſitions by often hearing them read ; and, in ſhort, must be made learned by

committing all the poets to memory. But others ſay, that a ſelection

ſhould be made of the principal things in all the poets, and that certain

entire ſentences collected for this purpoſe ſhould be committed to memory,

if any one among us is deſirous of becoming a wiſe and good man through

much experience and ſkill in a multitude of particulars. Do you, there

ſore, now order me to explain what is beautifully ſaid, and what not, among

theſe aſſertions?

CLIN. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. Shall I, in one word, therefore ſay what I think ſufficient about

all theſe? I am of opinion, indeed, that every one will allow me to ny,

' A trimetcr is an Iambic verſe of three meaſures, or ſix feet

that
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that many things are beautifully aſſerted by the poets, and many things

quite the contrary. But, if this be the caſe, I ſay that polymathy is danger

ous to youth.

CLIN. How then, and what would you adviſe the guardian of the law

to do 9 '

GUEST. Of what are you ſpeaking?

CLlN. Of the paradigm, by looking to which the guardian of the laws

may permit ſome things to be lcarnt by all boys, and may forbid others.

Speak, and do not he remiſs in anſwering this question.

GUEST. O good Clinias, l appear in a certain reſpect to be fortunate.

=CLIN. About what P

GUEST. Becauſe I am not entirely destitute of a paradigm. For, now

looking to the particulars which we have diſcuſſed from the riſing of the

ſun to the preſent hour, but no? in my ojzim'on wit/rout divine inſ/ſſzirat'ſion, it

appears to me that they are ſimilar to a certain poeſy. Nor perhaps is it

wonderful that I ſhould be very much delighted, on beholding our aſſertions

collected as it were together in one. For, of all thoſe above-mentioned

numerous ſentences which I have learnt and heard, thoſe which we have

collected in the preſent diſcourſe appear to me to be the most moderate,

and moſt ſit to be heard by youth. So thatI think I cannot propoſe

a better paradigm to the guardian of the laws, and to the preceptor of

youth, than this, that they ſhould exhort the masters to teach boys theſe

things, together with ſuch particulars as are conſequent and ſimilar to theſe,

whether they are written in proſe or verſe, or are fimply aſſerted without

being written, but are conformable to theſe laws, and are, therefore, by

no means to be neglected, but committed to writing. And, in the first

place, the teachers themſelves ſhould be compelled to learn and praiſe

theſe aſſertions: but thoſe teachers must not act in the capacity of

teachers by whom they are not approved. And, final-ly, boys must be

committed to the care of thoſe preceptors by whom theſe aſſertions are

approved and praiſed. And thus much concerning letters, and the maſter;

of letters.

CLIN. \Ve do not appear-te me, 'O guest, 'to 'have wandered from the

deſign of our diſcourſe: but whether-or not we are right upon the whole,

is perhaps difficult to determine.

G 'EST. But this, O Clinias, will become more apparent (as it is prOpcr
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it ſhould) when, as we have often ſaid, we arrive at the end of this diſcuſſion

of laws.

CLIN. Right.

GUEST. Should we not, after having diſcuſſed the particulars about letters,.

ſpeak concerning the master of the harp?

CLIN. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. lf we call to mind what has been already ſaid by us, we aſſigned'

to the masters of the harp the province of imparting diſcipline and every

kind ofinstruction about things oſ this ſort.

CLrN. Of what kind oſ things are you ſpeaking? ,

GUEST. \Vc ſaid, I think, that the Dionyſiaeal fingers of ſixty years of'

age ought to become remarkably acute in their perception oſ rhythms, and

the compoſitions oſ harmonies; ſo that, in thoſe melodies which imitate the

paſſions oſ the ſoul, they may be able to distinguiſh-good from bad imita-u

tions,--rejccting the latter, but ſinging to and enchanting the ſouls of youth

with the former, and thus inciting them through imitations to the poſſeſſiOn,

oſ virtue.

CLIN. You ſpeak most truly.

GUEST. It is rcquiſite, therefore, ſor the ſake of theſe things, that both

the harper and his pupil ſhould uſe the ſounds of the lyre, and likewiſe

for the ſake of the distinction of the chords; rendering ſounds conſonant

to ſounds. But it ſhall not be lawful to exhibit to thoſe who, through the

quickneſs of their apprehenſion, would in three years experience. the utility

of muſic, the different ſounds, and variety oſ the lyre; the ehords them

ſelves producing certain melodies, and others being produced by the poetv

who compoſes the melody, ſo as to connect the denſe with the rare, the

ſwift with the' flow, the acute with the grave, and the conſonant with the

diſſonant, and in a ſimilar manner harmonizing to the ſounds of the lyre

all the varieties oſ rhythms. For contraries when confuſed with each other

are difficult to be learnt. But it is proper that youth ſhould be taught

with the greatest poſſible ſacility. For the neceſſary diſciplines which they

must acquire are neither ſmall nor few, However, our diſcourſe as it

advances in conjunction with time will ſhow what theſe are. ſi And ſuch

are the particulars reſpecting muſic, which must be attended to by the

master oſ youth. But the particulars reſpecting thoſe melodies and words:

which.
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which ought to be taught by the masters of choirs, we have already diſ

cuſſed. Theſe we ſaid ought to be conſecrated in festivals, in an accom

modated manner, ſo as that they may be advantageous to the city, in con

junction with proſperous pleaſure. .

CLlN. Theſe things too have been delivered by you, conformable to truth.

GUEST. He, therefore, who is choſen as governor reſpecting the Mnſe,

must attend to theſe particulars in conjunction with benevolent fortune.

But, as we have delivered what remained to be diſcuſſed reſpecting muſic, we

ſhall do the ſame reſpccting dancing, and the whole of gymnastic pertaining

to the body. For it is neceſſary that both boys and girls ſhould learn to

dance, and to be exerciſed. ls it not P

CLlN. Certainly.

GUEST. Dancing-masters therefore must be choſen for boys, and dancing

miflreſſes for girls, that they may not be unaptly exerciſed in this art.

CLIN. Be it ſo. *

GUEST. Again, we call that man who engages in a variety of employ

ments, the curator of youth, and who, ſince he attends to both muſic and

gymnastic, cannot have much leiſure.

CLIN. How is it poſſible that, being advanced in years, he can attend to

ſo many things?

GUEST. Eaſily, my friend. For the law has permitted, and will permit

him to chooſe, as his aſſociates in theſe employments, ſuch men and women

among the citizens as he pleaſes. But he knows who ought to be choſen,

and will deſire to chooſe worthy aſſociates, as prudently knowing and reve

rencing the magnitude of government, and being well Convinced that all our

affairs will ſail proſperouſly over the ſea of life when youth are properly

educated. But, when this is not the caſe, the conſequence neither deſerves

to be mentioned, nor ſhall we mention it, as in the highest degree venerating

the lovers oſ prophets in a new city. Much, therefore, has been ſaid by us

reſpecting dancing and all gymnastic motions. For we conſider as gym

nastic, all corporeal exerciſes in war, ſuch as that of the bow, and every

kind oſ hurling, likewiſe with the ſhield, and all the battles with arms;

together with tactic evolutions, the conducting oſ armies, the poſitions of

camps, and flich particulars as pertaiu to equcstrian dilciplines. For it

is proper that there ſhould be common teach-ers oſ all theſe, procured by

hire
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hire for this purpoſe by the city, and that both boys and girls, men and

women, ſhould be their diſciples, that they may be ſkilled in all theſe par'

ticulars. And girls indeed ſhould apply themſelves to every kind of dancing

and fighting in armour ; but women to military evolutions, and the taking

up and laying down of arms, iſ on no other account, yet that, if at any time

there ſhould be occaſion for all the men leaving the city to march to battle,

the women may be able ſufficiently to defend the children and the rest of

the city. Or, on the contrary, that they may take up arms ſor the city, iſ

it ſhould be attacked by foreign enemies, with a certain mighty strength

and violence, whether they are Greeks or Barbarians; this being an event

that may eaſily happen. For it is cartainly a great fault in a polity, to

educate women in ſo ſhameful a manner as to be inferior even to birds,

who fight for their offspring with the strongest oſ ſavage animals, are willing

to die, and expoſe themſelves to every danger in their defence. But women,

according to the preſent mode of education, in time of danger immediately

run to ſacred places, and ſill all the altars and temples, and thus give riſe

to an opinion that man is naturally the most timid of all animals.

CLIN. By Jupiter, O guest, this is both diſgraceſul and detrimental to a

city.

GUEST. We will, therefore, establiſh this as a law, that women ſhall not

neglect warlike concerns, but that all the citizens, both male and female,

'hail pay attention to them.

CLIN. I agree with you that it ſhould be ſo. -

GUEST. With reſpect to wrestling, therefore, we have ſaid ſome things,

but we have not diſcuſſed that which I ſhould call the greatest thing, nor is

it eaſy to diſcuſs it without uniting gesticulation to the diſCUffion. This, there

ſore, we ſhall then determine when our diſcourſe, following things, indicates

ſomething clear about other particulars of which we have ſpoken, and ſhows

that ſuch a wrestling is, in reality, of all motions most allied to contention

in battle: and, beſides this, that ſuch wrestling ought to be studied for the

ſake of war, but not war for ſuch wrestling.

CLIN. This aſſertion oſ yours is beautiful.

GUEST. Thus much, therefore, may ſuffice at preſent concerning wrest

ling. But with reſpect to every other motion of the body, the greatest part

oſ which may be properly denominated a certain dancing, it must be divided

VOL. II. 2, E into
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into two ſpecies; one of' which imitates that which is venerable in more

beautiful bodies, but the other, that which is depraved in baſer bodies. And

again, of each of theſe there are two ſpecies. For, of the worthy motion,

one kind takes place when beautiful bodies and brave ſouls are entangled in

war and violent labours: but the other, in the proſperous condition of the

temperate ſoul in moderate pleaſures. And he who calls a dancing of this

kind pacific, denominates it according to nature. But of theſe, the dan

cing in battle, which is different from the paciſic, may be properly called

Pyrrhic; which imitates the avoiding of all blows and hurlings by declina

tions, every kind of yielding, leaping on high, and dropping on the ground ;

and likewiſe attempts to imitate the motions contrary to theſe, tending to

efficacious figures, in the hurling of bows and ſpears, and in all kinds of

blows. But the rectitude and proper tone both of good bodies and ſouls

takes place for the most part when an imitation is employed which is advan

tageous to the members of the body. This, therefore, ſhould be admitted as

proper, but the contrary to this, as improper. This alſo ſhould be conſi

dered in the pacific dancing of every one, viz. whether, engaging in beautiful.

dancing, according to nature, he conducts himſelf in the choirs in a manner'

conformable to thoſe who are ſubſervient to good laws. In the first place,

therefore, it is neceſſary to distinguiſh the ambiguous from the unambiguous

dancing. What then is this, and how is each to be distinguiſhed? The am

biguous dancing is Bacchic, and belongs to thoſe that follow the Bacchuses,

viz. the Nymphs, Pans, Silenusea, and Satyrs, who, as they ſay, imitate

thoſe that are intoxicated with wine, and perform purifying and certain

mystic ceremonies. The whole of this kind of dancing cannot eaſily be de

fined, either as pacific, or adapted to war; nor, in ſhort, is it eaſy to ſay

what is the intention of it. But it appears to me that it may with the

greatest rectitude be distinguiſhed as follows: We must place the military

dancing ſeparate from that which is paeiſic, and aſſert that this kind of danw

cing is not adapted to war. Leaving it, therefore, thus ſituated, let us re

turn to the military and pacific dancing, which may be praiſed as indubitably

ours. But that kind of the pacific Muſe which ſubfists in an opinion of a

proſperous condition, and which honours the Gods and the ſons of the

Gods, in dancing, may receive a twofold diviſion. For one kind is adopted

when we have eſcaped certain labours and dangers, and have obtained good ;r.

and
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and this contains greater pleaſures. But the other kind ſubſists when the

goods which we before poſſeſſed continue to be ſaſe, and become increaſed ;

in which caſe the pleaſures are ofa milder nature. But in things of this kind

every man, with reſpect to the motions of the body, is moved in a greater

degree when the pleaſures are greater, but in a leſs degree when they are

leſs. And he who is more modest, and more exerciſed in fortitude, is moved

in a leſs degree. But he who is timid, and unexerciſcd in temperance, ſuſ

tains greater and more vehement mutations oſ motion. And, in ſhort,

cvlzry one that emits a ſound, whether in ſinging or in ſpeaking, is not en

tirely able to accompliſh this with a quiet body. On this account the imita

tions oſ words by figures oſ the body produced the whole of the art of

dancing. Some of us, therefore, in all theſe move elegantly, but others in

elegantly. And as many of the antient names ought to be praiſed by us as

poſited well, and according to nature; in like manner, it is pr0per to believe

that he, whoever he was, rightly and muſically denominated the dancings of

proſperous men, who conduct themſelves moderately with reſpect to plea

ſures; and that, affigning all of them a name according to reaſon, he de

nominated them modu/atz'om. Likewiſe, that he establiſhed two kinds of

beautiful dancing; calling the military dancing Pyrr/u'c, and the pacific

nzoa'ulalion, giving to each a becoming and adapted name. Theſe things,

indeed, the ngiſlutOl' ought to explain by repreſentations: but the guar

dian oſ the laws ought to investigate dancing; when he has diſcovered it,

unite it with the rest oſ muſic; and in all festivals distribute that which is

adapted to each of the ſacrifices; ſo conſecrating every thing in order, that

no innovation may be made either in dancing or ſinging, but that, both the

city and citizens perſevering as much as poſſible after the ſame manner in

the ſame pleaſures, they may live well and happily. And thus we have de

termined what the particulars reſpecting the choirs of beautiful bodies and

generous ſouls ought to he. But it is neceſſary to contemplate and know

the motions oſ baſe bodies and thoughts, and thoſe motions which are

eonvcrſant with the deſzmiations oſ laughter, in words, ſinging, dancing,

and the reviling imitations of all theſe. For it is not poffible that ſerious

things can be learnt without ſuch as are ridiculous, or contraries without all

contraries, iſ any one is deſirous oſ becoming prudent. But it is impoflible

ro do both, if we wiſh to participate even a ſmall portion oſ virtue. Theſe

2 E 2 things,
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things, however, ought toſi be learnt, lest through ignorance we ſhould either

do or ſay ſomething ridiculous, which is at all times unbecoming. Servants,

therefore, and hired strangers, ſhould be appointed to imitate things of this

kind: but no free perſon ſhould ever study, or be ſeen learning them, nei

ther woman nor man; but ſome novelty of imitation about them ſhould al

ways preſent itſelf to the view. And thus let the ſports pertaining to

laughter, which we all denominate comedy, be establiſhed both in diſcourſe

and law. But if any of the tragic poets, who, as they ſay, write about

things of a ſerious nature, ſhould thus interrogate us:--0 guests, will you

allow us, or not, to come to your city and region, and preſent you with our

poeſy? or how are you determined to act about things of this kind? what

anſwer, then, ſhall we give to theſe divine men about theſe particulars?

For it appears to me that we ſhould reply as follows: O most excellent of

strangers, we ourſelves are, to the utmost of our power, poets of the most

beautiful and best tragedy. For the whole of our polity is an imitation of

the most beautiful and most excellent life, which we ſay is, in reality, the

most true tragedy '. You, therefore, are poets, and we alſo are poets of

the ſame deſcription, being your competitors and antagonists in the most

beautiful drama, which, as we hope, true law alone is naturally capable of

effecting. But do not think that we ſhall eaſily ſuffer you to fix your ſcenes

in the market-place, and, introducing players of elegant utterance, who ſpeak

louder than we do, to diſcourſe to our children, wives, and the vulgar, about

things for the most part different from thoſe which they have heard from

us. For we ourſelves, and the whole city, would be nearly perfectly inſane,

if we ſhould permit you to do What we have just now mentioned, before the

magistrates have ſeen what you have compoſed, and have judged whether

it is fit or not to be ſpoken before the people. Now, therefore, O boys,

offspring of ſoft Muſes, we ſhall, in the first place, ſhow your odes, together

with ours, to the governors; and if the things ſaid by you ſhall appear to be

the ſame, or better than thoſe which are ſaid by us, we will give the choir to

you: but if this ſhould not be the caſe, we ſhall never, O friends, be able to

give you the choir. Let theſe particulars, therefore, be instituted by law

' For he who leads the most excellent life will, like another I'lyſſcs, puriſy his ſoul from the

dominion oſ the paſſions, thoſe baneſul ſuitors, whoſe aim is to dethrone reaſon and debauch phi

loſophy. He who destroye theſe ſecret foes may be juſtly ſaid to perform the most true tragedy.

rcſpecting
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reſpecting every choir, together with the diſcipline and manners of choirs,

thoſe pertaining to staves being ſeparated from thoſe pertaining to masters,

if it is agreeable to you.

CLIN. How is it poſſible it ſhould not be ſo?

GUEST. Three diſciplines, however, still remain for the freeborn. One

of theſe is computation, and the particulars reſpecting numbers. But the

ſecond is that which meaſures length, breadth, and depth. And the third is

that which contemplates the circuit of the stars, and the order in which they

are naturally formed to move with relation to each other. \Vith reſpect to

all theſe particulars, it is not proper that the multitude ſhould labour in ob

taining an accurate knowledge of them, but a certain few, of whom we

ſhall ſpeak when we arrive at the end of our diſcuſſion. But it is ſhameful

for the multitude not to know ſuch particulars among theſe as are neceſſary,

and which, in a certain reſpect, are aſſerted with the greatest rectitude.

However, it is neither eaſy, nor altogether poſſible, to investigate all things

accurately: but whatever is necestiiry among them must not be rejected.

Indeed, it appears that he who first ſpoke proverbially reſpecting divinity,

looking to theſe things, ſaid, that God was never at any time ſeen contend

ing with neceſſity; which I think must be understood of ſuch neceſſities as

are divine. For, if this was aſſerted of human neceſſities, to which the

multitude looking ſpeak in this manner, it would be by far the most stupid

of all aſſertions.

CLlN. What are thoſe neccffities of diſciplines, O guest, which are not

human, but divine?

GUEST. It appears to me that they are thoſe, which he who does not

practiſe, nor in any reſpect learn, will never become either a God, a daemon,

or a hero among men, ſo as to be able to be a conſummately diligent cu

rator of mankind. But he will be very far from becoming a divine man

who is neither able to know one, nor two, nor three, nor, in ſhort, the

even and the odd, nor in any reſpect knows how to number, nor is capable

of numbering night and day, but is unſkilled in the revolutions of the moon,

the ſun, and the other stars. He, therefore, who is of opinion that all theſe

are diſciplines not neceſſary for one who is about to know the most beautiful

diſciplincs, will think in a very stupid manner. But what the nature is of

each
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each of theſe, how many they are, and when they are to be learnt; like

wiſe, what that is which is to be learnt with ſome other, and what without

others, together with all the mixture of theſe,-theſe are the things which

ought in the first place to be learnt; and, with theſe diſciplines as leaders, a

tranſition is to be made to other things. For, thus neceſſity ſubſists natu

rally, which we ſay no divinity oppoſes at preſent, nor ever will oppoſe.

CLlN. What you aſſert at preſent, O guest, appears to be truly aſſerted,

and aceording to nature.

GUEST. So it is, O Clinias: but it is difficult to establiſh laws reſpecting

theſe things, when previouſly diſpoſed in this manner. If, therefore, it is

agreeable to you, we will establiſh laws concerning them in a more accurate

manner at ſome other time.

CLIN. You appear to me, O guest, to be afraid of our ignorance in things

of this kind ; and, indeed, not improperly. However, endeavour to ſpeak,

and do not conceal any thing on this account.

Gvasr. I fear, indeed, what you now ſay: but I am much more afraid

of thoſe who have, indeed, touched upon theſe diſciplines, but in a depraved

manner. For, the being ignorant of all things is by no means a circum

stance vehemently dire, nor yet the greatest evil ; but much ſkill and great

erndition, when improperly employed, are much more pernicious.

CLIN. True.

GUEST. Freeborn men, therefore, ought to learn thoſe things which a

great multitude of boys in Egypt learn, together with their letters. For, in

the first place, with the Egyptians the art of reckoning is ſo inartificially

deviſed for children, that they learn it in ſport, and with pleaſure. For a

distribution is made of apples and crowns to many, and at the ſame time

to a few, the ſame numbers being adapted for the purpoſe. The ſitting to

gether too of the pugilists and wrestlers, and the alternate and conſequent

order of their conjunction, are determined by numbers. Likewiſe, when

they play, mingling together veſſels of gold, braſs, and ſilver, and other

things of this kind, or distributing them ſeparate, they adapt, as I ſaid be

fore, to their ſports the uſe of neceſſary numbers; and thus render their

pupils ſit to conduct armies, to ſix camps, and become good oeconomists;

and, in ſhort, to be more uſeful and vigilant than other men. In the next

place,
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place, ſince a certain ridiculous and baſe ignorance reſpecting the meaſures

of length, breadth, and depth, is naturally inherent in all men, they take

care to liberate them from this.

CLIN. Of what kind of ignorance are you now ſpeaking?

GUEST. O friend Clinias! I formerly heard, but after a long time began

to wonder at, the manner in which we are affected about theſe things; and

it appears to me, that it is not human, but rather the paſſion of certain

ſwine and eattle. I therefore not only bluſh for myſelf, but for all the

Greeks.

CLIN. About what? Inform us, O guest, what it is you mean.

GUEST. I will tell you. Or, rather, I will point it out to you interrogat

ing. And do you anſwer me a trifling question. Do you know what

length is ?

CLIN. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. And what breadth is ?

CLIN. Entirely ſo. _

GUEST. And do you know that theſe are two things, and that the third

of theſe is depth?

CLIN. How is it poſſible that I ſhould not?

GUEST. Does it not, therefore, appear to you that all theſe may be mea

ſured by each other ?

CLIN. It does. *

Gues'r, I mean length by length, and breadth by breadth ; and that, in a

ſimilar manner, depth is naturally capable of being meaſured by depth.

CLIN. Very much ſo.

GUEST. But, if ſome among theſe can neither do this vehemently, nor

remiſsly, but ſome are able, and others not lſi, and yet you think it can be

effected by all, in what manner are you circumstanced with reſpect to theſe?

CLXN. Badly, it is evident.

GUEST. But again, do not all the Greeks, after a manner, think that

length, breadth, and depth, can be mutually meaſured by each other?

CLIN. Entirely ſo.

1 That is to ſay, ſome quantitics are incommenſurable, and others not.

4 Gvas'r.
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GUEST. But iſ this is by no means poſſible, and yet all the Greeks, as l

have ſaid, think that it is poſſible, is it not fit, that, being aſhamed of all

them, we ſhould thus addreſs them: O best oſ the Greeks, this is one of

the things which we ſaid it was baſe not to know; but is it not in every

reſpect beautiful to know things neceſſary to be known?

CLXN. How is it poſſible it ſhould be otherwiſe?

GUEs-r. And further still, there are other things allied to theſe, in which

many errors are produced inſi us, the ſisters of the above-mentioned errors.

CLI'N. What are theſe ?

Gvnsr. The reaſon why ſome things are commenſurate and others in

commenſurate with each other. For it is neceſſary that theſe things ſhould

be known, or that he ſhould be in every reſpect depraved who is ignorant

of them. In theſe things, therefore, We ſhould always be mutually engaged.

For this aged game will be much more pleaſant, and more worthy of a free

born man, than that of cheſs.

CLIN. Perhaps ſo. It appears, therefore, that the game of cheſs, and

theſe diſciplines, are very different from each other.

GUEST. Theſe things, then,l ſay, O Clinias, ought to be learnt by youth.

For they are neither noxious nor difficult: and when they are learnt in con

junction with ſport, they will be advantageous, but never detrimental to the

city. But, iſ any one ſays otherwiſe, let us hear him.

CLIN. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. If, then, it ſhould appear that theſe things are ſo, it is evident

that we ſhould embrace them; but iſ it ſhould appear that they are not ſo,

that we ſhould reject them. '

-CL1N. Evidently ſo. Ought not, therefore, O guest, theſe to be now

establiſhed by us as _neceſſary diſciplines, that the particulars pertaining to

laws may not be diſcuſſed by us in vain? _

GUESTJ Let them, indeed, be establiſhed, but as pledges from another

polity, which 'may be diſſolved if they ſhould in no reſpect pleaſe us who

establiſh them, or you for whom they are establiſhed.

CLIN. The condition you propoſe is just. But, conſider after this the

diſcipline of the stars, whether this being choſen for youth pleaſes us, or the

contrary.

CLlN.
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CLlN. Only ſpeak.

GUEST. A great prodigy takes place in theſe, and which can by no means

be endured.

CLlN. What is this?

GUEST. We ſay that the greatest God, and the whole world, ought not

to be inveſtigated, and that the cauſes of things ought not to be diligently

and anxiouſly explored; becauſe a conduct of this kind is not holy. l't ap

pears, however, that the very contrary to this is proper.

CLlN. How do you ſay?

GUEST. \Vhat I have ſaid is a paradox, and ſome one may think it is not

adapted to old men : but when any one is of opinion that a diſcipline is beau

tiful, true, and advantageous to a city, and likewiſe in every reſpect friendly

to divinity, it is perfectly impoſſible he ſhould not mention it.

CLiN. You ſpeak probably. But ſhall we find a thing of this kind about

the diſcipline of the stars?

GUEST. O good man, all we Greeks, as I may ſay, conceive falſely of

'rnose MIGHTY DlVlNlTlES THE st AND MOON.

CLrN. Of what kind of falſehood are you ſpeaking?

GUEST. XVe ſay that the ſun and moon never move in the ſame path, and

that this is likewiſe the caſe with certain other stars which move together

with theſe, and therefore we denominate them planets.

CLIN. By Jupiter, O gueſt, what you ſay is true. For, in the conrſi: of

my life, I have often ſeen the morning and the evening star, and certain other

stars, by no means moving in the ſame track, but entirely wandcring. But

we all know that the ſun and moon perpetually wander.

GUEST. Theſe are the things, therefore, O Megillus and Clinias, which

we ſay our citizens and boys ought to learn reſpecting the celestial Gods, ſo

far as this, that they may not blaſpheme in ſpeaking of them, but may cele

brate them in a proper manner, by piouſly ſacrificing and praying to their

divinities.

CLIN. This indeed is right, if in the first place it is poffible to learn that

which you ſpeak of; and in the next place, if we ſhould not at preſent

ſpeak properly about theſe particulars, yet we ſhall when we are instructed

in them. This being admitted, I grant that a thing of this kind ſhould he

voL. 11. 2 F thus
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thus far learnt. Do you, therefore, endeavour to evince that theſe things

are ſo, and we will follow you as your diſciples.

GUEST. It is not eaſy to learn what l ſay, nor is it again in every reſpect

difficult, not does it require a great length of time. As a proof of this, I

myſelf have heard theſe things, neither recently nor formerly, and yet Iam

able to render them manifest in a ſhort time; though, iſ they were difficult,

Iwho am aged ſhould not be able to explain them to you, who are likewiſe

aged. '

CLiN. True. But what is this diſcipline which you call admirable, which

you ſay it is ſit youth ſhould learn, but we are ignorant of? Endeavour to

ſpeak about it with the utmost perſpicuity.

GUEST. I will endeavour. The dogma then, O best of men, reſpecting

the ſun and moon and the other ſtars, that they have at any time wandered,

is not right; but the very contrary of this is true. For each of them per

petually paſſes through, in a circle, one and the ſame path, and not many

paths; though they appear to paſs through many. But that which is

ſwifteft in them is not rightly conceived to be ſlowcst, nor contrarily the

contrary. And theſe things, indeed, naturally ſubſist in this manner; but

we are of opinion that they ſubſist otherwiſe. lf then, beholding in the

Olympic games the courſe of horſes or of men/that run the longest race, we

ſhould call the ſwiftest the ſlowest, and the flowest the ſwiftest, and, mak

ing our encomiums, ſhould celebrate the vanquiſhed as the victor, I do not

think that we ſhould adapt our encomiums properly, nor in a manner agree

able to the racers. But now, when we err in the ſame manner reſpecting

the Gods, ſhall we not think that, as ſuch a conduct in the instance just

alleged is ridiculous and not right, this is likewiſe true in the preſent caſe?

CLIN. It is ridiculous indeed.

GUEST. NVe are not, therefore, acceptable to divinity, when in hymning
the Gods we celebrate them falſely. ſi

CLrN. LIost true, if theſe things are ſo. .

GUEST. If, therefore, we can ſhow that they are ſo, all theſe particulars

as far as to this are to be learnt; but, iſ we cannot ſhow it, they must be

diſmiſſed. Let theſe things then be thus determined.

CLIN. By all means.

GUEST.
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Guas'r. It is proper, therefore, now to ſay, that the legal institutions

reſpecting the diſciplines of erudition have obtained their conſummation.

But it is requiſite to conceive in a ſimilar manner reſpecting hunting, and

everything elſe oſ this kind. For it appears that the office of a legiſlator

is ſomething more than that of merely eſtabliſhing laws, and that he ought

to make uſe of that medium which naturally ſnbſists between admonition

and the laws, and which has often occurred to us in the courſe of our diſ

cuſlion, and eſpecially when we ſpoke, concerning the education of children.

For we ſaid there were many things pertaining to this which could not be

establiſhed by law, and that it was folly to attempt it: but laws being thus

written, and the whole ofa polity establiſhed, that is not the perfect praiſe:

of" a citizen excelling in virtue, which ſays that he ſubmits to the laws in

the best manner, and is perſuaded byſſthcm in the highest degree; but the

praiſe is more perfect which aſſerts that he is one who leads a pure life, in

conſequence of being obedient to the writings of the legiſlator, in which he

establiſhes, praiſes, and blames laws. For this is the moſt proper praiſe ofa

citizen, And the legiſlator, in reality, ought not only to write laws, but

ſhould ſubjoin to them what appears to him to be beautiful and not beauti

ful. The citizen too, that has arrived at the ſummit of virtue, ſhould no

leſs obſerve theſe, than thoſe particulars which are puniſhable by the laws.

But we will adduce for this purpoſe, as a witneſs, the ſubject of our preſent

diſcuſſion; for it will render our intention more manifest. For hunting is

a thing of a great extent, and which is now nearl)r comprehended in one

name. For there is much hunting of aquatic, much of ae'rial, and still

more of terrestrial animals, not only oſ wild beasts but of men; and, oſ

this last, one kind reſpects war, and another friendſhip; and the one is lau

dable, but the other blamcahle. The thefts too of robbers and camps are

huntings. The legiſlator, therefore, who establiſhes laws about hunting,

can neither leave theſe unnoticed, nor impoſe ſines and menacing laws on

each, in a certain order. What then is to be done reſpecting things oſ this

kind? The legiſlator ought to praiſe and blame what is laudable and blame

ahle in hunting, with a view to the labours and studies of youth. And

young men, when they hear, ſhould be obedient- to him, and ſhould not

ſizſſel' either pleaſure or labour to prevent them from acting contrary to the

directions of the legiſlator. But they ſhould rather honour what is ſaid and

2 F 2 enjoined
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enjoined with praiſe, than what is establiſhed with threatenings and fines.

Theſe things being premiſcd, the praiſe and blame of hunting will follov,

in a becoming manner. For that hunting is to be praiſed which improves

the ſouls of young men, but that which has a contrary tendency is to be

blamed. Let us therefore diſcuſs what follows, calling as follows upon

young men through prayer: O friends, may never any deſire or love of ma

rine ſiſhing, or of fiſhing with a hook, ſeize you; nor, in ſhort, of labour

ing to catch any aquatic animals with a bow net, either by day or by

night ! May you likewiſe be void of all inclination to piracy, by which you

would become unjust and atrocious hunters of men on the ſea ! And may you

never in the least deſire to commit theft in the region and city to which you

belong, or to hunt birds, which, though a faſcinating, is not a very liberal

purſuit! The hunting, therefore, of pedestrial animals alone remains for

our athletaz. But, of this, that kind which is performed by ſleeping in turns,

and is called nocturnal, as it belongs to ſluggiſh men, is not worthy ofpraiſe.

Nor yet that which during a remiſſion oflabours vanquiſhes the fierce ſtrength

of wild beasts by nets and ſnares, and not by patient endurance. That

hunting, therefore, of wild beasts alone remains as the best of all, which is

accompliſhed by horſes, dogs, and corporeal strength and ſkill. For thoſe

that are anxious to obtain divine fortitude will vanquiſh ſavage animals by

hunting them in the courſe, and with wounds, darts, and their own hands.

And thus much may ſuffice reſpecting the praiſe and blame of all theſe par

ticulars. However, let the law be this: No one ſhall impede theſe truly.

ſacred hunters from hunting wherever they pleaſe. But no one ſhall ſuffer

any perſon to engage in nocturnal hunting with nets and dogs. Fowling

ſhall be permitted in uncultivated places and in mountains; but any one

who may happen to be preſent ſhall forbid it in cultivated and ſhcred places.

A fiſherman ſhall not be ſuffered to hunt, either in ports or ſacred rivers,

marſhes, or pools; but in other places he may be permitted to hunt ſo

long as he does not uſe a mixture ofjuices. Now, therefore, it is proper

to ſay, that the legal inſtitutions reſpecting diſcipline have obtained their

completion.

CLlN. You ſpeak well.

THE" END or THE SEVENTH Boox.

THE
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IT now follows that we ſhould legally establiſh festivals, in conjunction

with the Delphic oracles, and ſhow what are the ſacrifices, and who the di

vinities to whom it will be better for the city to ſacrifice. But when and

what number of ſacrifices ſhould be performed, it is perhaps nearly our

buſineſs to establiſh by law.

CLlN. Perhaps ſo, as to the number.

GUEST. Let us therefore first ſpeak as to the number. I ſhould establiſh

then three hundred and ſixty-five; ſo that ſome one of the magistrates may

always ſacrifice to ſome God or deemen for the city, and for their poſſeſſions.

But, the interpreters being aſſembled together with the priests, priesteſſes,

prophets, and guardians of the laws, all theſe ſhall ordain ſuch particulars

as were neceffiirily omitted by the legiſlator. For it is requiſitc that theſe

ſhould take notice of things omitted. For the law indeed ſays that there

ſhould be twelve festivals to the twelve Gods, from whom each tribe is de

nominated, and that the citizens ſhould perform ſacred rites to each ofthcſe

monthly, together with choirs, muſical contests, and gymnastic exerciſes,

in ſuch a manner as is properly adapted both to the Gods themſelves and

the ſeveral ſeaſons. Female festivals too must be orderly diſpoſed in ſuch a

manner, that it may appear which ſhould be celebrated with, and which

without men. Further still, the festivals of the terrestrial, and ſuch as are

denominated celestial Gods, together with the attendants on theſe, must not

be mingled with each other, but must be ſeparated in the twelfth month,

which is ſacred to Pluto, that they may be legitimately celebrated. For a

God of this kind must not be indignantly treated, but honoured by warlike

men,
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men, as always being the best of divinities to the race of men. For t/2c'

communion between, i: not better t/zcm t/zcſhlzttion ofſhu/ and bar/r, as I tſſrm,

ſheatingſeriaustj. Beſides, it is requiſite that thoſe who intend to distinguiſh

theſe things ſufficicntly, ſhould think that this our city is ſuch with reſpect

to vacation oftimc, and the poſſeſſion of things neceſſary, as no other city is

found to be at preſent. But it is requitite that it ſhould live well in ſithc

ſame manner as an individual oſ the human ſpecies. To thoſe however

that live happily, this muſt neceſſarily be preſent the first of all things,-*I

mean, that they neither injure others, nor are injured by others. But, of

theſe, the former is not very difficult; but the latter is difficult in the

extreme, and cannot be perfectly acquired otherwiſe than by becoming

perfectly good i. The ſame thing alſo takes place in a city. For, when it

is good, its liſe is pacific; but, when depraved, it is infeſted with external

and internal war. But, this being nearly the caſe, cities ſhould not exerciſe

themſelves in war during the time of war, but in a life of peace. It is

neceſſary, therefore, that a City endued with intellect ſhould every month

exerciſe itſelf in war, for not leſs than the ſpace of one day, but more

frequently as it may ſeem ſit to the magistrates, and this without ſcaring

either heat or cold; and that the magiſtrates, together with women and

boys, ſhould be exerciſed in it, that every inhabitant of the city may be pre

pared when it ſhall appear to the governors proper to load forth all the

people. For this purpoſe, too, certain beautiful games are to be deviſed,

together with ſacrifices, that certain festive battles may take place, per

ſpicuoufiy imitating in the highest degree the eontcntions of war. lt is

likewiſe neceſſary that the rewards of valour ſhould be diſtributed to each

oſ theſe ; and that the Victors ſhould he praiſed, and the vanquiſl'ied blamed,

in a degree correſponding to the manner in which they have conducted

themſelves in the contests, and through the whole oſ life. However, let not

every one be a poet of things of this kind. But in the first place let him be

a poet) who is not leſs than fifty years of age ; and in the next place who not

only ſufficiently poſſeſſes the poetic muſe, but vx ho has accompliſhed ſomething

beautiful and illustrious. The poems, therefore, of good and honourable

* For a perfectly good man cannot be injurcd; becauſe he who is injured is deprived of ſome

good: but virtue is the proper good of a truly worthy man, and this cannot be taken away.

HICH
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men in the city, and who have performed illuſtrious actions, ſhould be ſung,

bough they may not be naturally muſical. But let the judgment of theſe

Je given to the instructors of youth, and to the other guardians of the laws.

Theſe ſhall attribute this honour to worthy men, that they alone ſhall be

allowed freedom of ſpeech in the Muſes; but they ſhall not grant this liberty

to others. No one, therefore, ſhall dare to ſing a Mnſe which is not ap

proved by the guardians of the laws, though it ſhould be ſweeter than the

11) mns of Thamyris and Orphcus : but ſuch ſacred poems ſhall be ſung as

have been examined and approved, and are dedicated to the Gods; together

with the poems of worthy men, in which certain perſons are praiſed or

blamed, and which are judged to do this with moderation. The ſame things

ought in a ſimilar manner to take place, both among men and women, re

ſpecting war, and poetic liberty of ſpeech. But it is requiſlte that the le

giſlator ſhould thus reaſon with himſelf; In properly arranging the whole

city, what citizens ſhall I educate? Ought they 'not to be the athleta: of

the greatest contests, who have ten thouſand autagonists? Entirely, ſome

one ſpeaking with propriety may ſay. But what? If we ſhould educate pu

gilists, or pancratiasts, or others of this kind, ſhall we lead them forth to

the contest before they have contended with any one? Or, if we were pu

gilists, ſhould we not have learned to ſight, and laboured in it, many days

prior to the contest, imitating all ſuch particulars as we ſhould adopt in a real

contest when we contend for victory? And ſhould we not, as approaching

in the nearest manner poſſible to a ſimilitude of real contention, instead of

thongs, gird ourſelves with the cestus, that we may be able ſufficieutly both

to give wounds and with premeditation avoid them P And if it ſhould happen

that there are none with whom we can contend, ſhould we not, without

dreading the laughter of the fooliſh, dare to ſuſpend an inanimate image, and

exerciſe ourſelves against it? And if we were in want both of animate and

inanimate adverſaries, ſhould we not venture to contend even with our own

ſhadows? Or, would any one ſay that this particular motion of the hand

was deviſed for any other purpoſe?

CLIN. For nearly no other purpoſe, O guest, than that which you have

just now mentioned.

Cures-r. What then? NVill the warlike part of the city dare to engage

in the greatest of contests, worſe prepared than combatants of this kind? I

mean,
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mean, ul.en they are to' ſight for life for their children, poſſeſlions, and

the whole of the city. Will not, therefore, the legiſlator be afraid lest

theſe mutual gymnaſlic exerciſes ſhould appear to certain perſons ridiculous?

And will he not establiſh by law, that military concerns ſhould be engaged

in every day in an inferior degree, without arms, exciting to this purpoſe

the choirs, and the whole of gymnastic exerciſe? Will he not likewiſe

order, that both greater and leſſer gymnastic exerciſes ſhould be performed

every month at least, that each may Contend in taking poſſeſſion of places,

or acting on the defenſive in every part of the city; truly imitating every

thing pertaining to war, and fighting with balls and with darts, which ap

proach as near as poſſible to true and dangerous darts? And this, that the

ſportive contests of the citizens with each other may not be entirely destitute

of fear, but may excite terror, and thus, after a manner, evince who is mag

nanimous, and who is not? FOr, thus he may be able in a proper manner

to honour ſome, and diſgrace others, and render the whole city through the

whole of life uſeful for true contention. But, if any one ſhould happen to

die in theſe contests through i'woluntary'ſlaughter, let it be establiſhed that

the homicide, when he has made an expiation according to law, ſhall be

conſidered in future as pure. For the legiſlator ought to think that, in the

place of a few who may happen to die, others again will ſucceed not worſe

than the ſlain: but that fear becoming, as it were, extinct in all theſe, he

will no longer be able to distinguiſh the better from the worſe; which is, in

no ſmall degree, a greater evil to the city than the involuntary destruction

of a few individuals. .

CLIN. We agree with you, O guest, that theſe things ought to be legally i

establiſhed, and attended to by all the city.

Gvasr. Do we, therefore, all of us know the reaſon, why in Cities at

preſent there is ſcarcely any ſuch choir and contest, or, at least, in a very

ſmall degree? Shall we ſay that this happens through the ignorance of the

multitude and of the legiſlators?

CLIN. Perhaps ſo.

GUEST. By no' means, O bleſſed Clinias! But it is proper to ſay that

there are two cauſes of this, and thoſe very ſufficient.

CLIN. What are they?

GUEST. One is, that, through the love of riches every thing elſe being at

all
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all times neglected, the ſoul of every citizen is incapable of applying to

any thing but the daily accumulation of wealth. Hence every one with

the greatest alacrity learns and exerciſes himſelf in that diſcipline or study

which leads to this, but ridicules other things. It is proper therefore to

ſay, that this is one reaſon why citizens are unwilling to engage ſeriouſly

in this, or any other beautiful and excellent purſuit; but, through an inſa

tiable deſire of ſilver and gold, every man willingly embraces every art and

artifice, both the more beautiful and the more baſe, that he may become

rich, acts both in a holy and unholy manner, and is not indignant at any

kind of conduct, however baſe, by which he may be able like a wil'd beast

to eat and drink abundantly, and enjoy venereal pleaſures to ſatiety.

CLIN. Right.

GUEST. This, therefore, I aſſign as one reaſon why cities are prevented

from being ſufficiently exerciſed in any thing elſe beautiful, and in war

like particulars: but thoſe that are naturally modest have their attention

directed to merchandize, navigation," and ſervile offices; and thoſe that are

naturally brave, to theft, houſe-breaking, ſacrilege, warlike stratagems, and

tyranny. Theſe indeed are naturally well diſpoſed, but become unfortunate

through this pernicious custom.

CLIN. How do you ſay?

GUEST. Why ſhouldl not call thoſe in every reſpect unfortunate, who are

compelled by hunger through the whole of life to torment their' own ſoul?

CLIN. This, therefore, is one reaſon. But what do you aſſign, O guest,

as the ſecond reaſon?

GUEST. You have very properly admoniſhed me.

CLIN. One reaſon, as you ſay, is the inſatiable deſire of riches, in the ac

cumulation of which all men are ſo buſily engaged, that they have not

leiſure to attend in a proper manner to warlike concerns. Let it be ſo.

But inform us what is the ſecond reaſon. _

GUEST. Do I appear to you to have dWelt too long upon the first reaſon,

through an incapacity of aſſigning the ſecond?

CLIN. You do not. But you appear to us to reprobate through hatred

a custom of this kind more than is becoming.

GUEST. You accuſe me, O guests, in a most proper manner. You ſhall

therefore hear what is conſequent to this.

VOL. 11. 2 o CmN.
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CLIN. Only ſpeak.

. GUEST. I ſay, therefore, that thoſe polities which we have often men

tioned in thepreceding part of our diſcourſe are the cauſes of this, viz. a

democracy, oligarchy, and tyranny. For no one of theſe is a polity, but all of

them may with the greatest rectitude be called ſeditions; becauſe in theſe

the willing never rule over the willing, but over the unwilling, and this

always With a certain violence. And as in theſe the governor fears the

governed, he never at any time ſuffers men to become voluntarily good, rich,

strong, brave, or altogether warlike. Theſe two reaſons are nearly the cauſes

of all things in Cities, but particularly of thoſe which we have enumerated.

But the polity to which we are now giving laws avoids both theſe. For it

poſſeſſes the greatest leiſure; its inhabitants are free, and I think will from,

theſe laws be lovers of money in the ſmallest degree. So that it ſeems pro

bable, and may reaſonably be concluded, that ſuch an establiſhment of a

polity alone oſ all that exist at preſent can bring to perfection that warlike

diſcipline, and warlike ſport, which we have already rightly diſcuſſed.

CLlN. It is well ſaid.

GUEST. Does it not follow, therefore, that we ſhould now ſpeak concern

ing all gymnastic contests; ſo that ſuch of them as are conducive to war

may be studied, and the rewards of victory affigned them; but ſuch as are

not, may be difiniſſed? But it is better to relate from the beginning what

theſe are, and establiſh them by law. And, in the first place, ſhould we

not establiſh the particulars pertaining to the courſe, and to ſwiftneſs?

CLIN. VVe ſhould establiſh them.

GUEST. The celerity of the body, therefore, is univerſally the most war

like of all things; one kind being of the feet, and the other of the hands -,

that of the feet conſisting in flying and purſuing ; but that of the hands being -

indigent of strength and vigour in fighting and wrestling.

CLIN. Undoubtedly. .

GUEST. But neither of them without arms poſſeſſes the greatest utility.

CLiN. For how ſhould they?

GUBST. The crier, therefore, must first announce to us the race of the

stadium in the contcsts, as at preſent: but he who runs the stadium must

enter armed. For we do not place rewards for one that contends unarmed,

In the first place, therefore, he that runs the stadium must enter armed. In

the
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the ſecond placc, he that runs the twofold courſe, viz. from the barriers to

the goal, and from the goal to the barriers. In the third placc, the eque

strian racer. In the fourth place, he who runs twenty-four stadia. And,

in the fifth place, he who is lighter armed, whom we ſhall order to run for

the ſpace of ſixty stadia to a certain temple of Mars. Afterwards we ſhall

enjoin another, who is heavier armed, to run a ſhot-ter and ſmoother ſpace

of ground. And again, another who is an archer, and has all the apparatus

belonging to archery, ſhall, contending, proceed through mountains and all'

various places, for a hundred stadia, to the temple of Apollo and Diana.

Having establiſhed the contest, therefore, we must wait for theſe till they ar

rive, and bestow on the ſeveral Victors the rewards of victory.

CLIN. Right.

Guzs-r. Theſe contests we must conceive to have a tripartite diviſion:

one of boys; another of beardleſs youths; and a third of men. And for

the beardleſs youths we ſhall establiſh two out ofthree parts of the courſe : but

for boys the halves of theſe, who ſhall contend with archers and armed men.

With reſpect to females, for naked girls not yet ſit for marriage, we ſhall

establiſh the ſtadium, the twofold courſe, the equestrian courſe, and the long

courſe, or that of four-and-twcnty stadia. But thoſe that are thirteen

years of age ſhall not, prior to their marriage, contend in the courſe longer

than their twentieth, nor ſhorter than the eighteenth year of their age. At

the ſame time care must be taken that their clothing is adapted for the

purpoſe. And thus much concerning the contests of men and women in

the courſe. As to the particulars reſpccting strength, instead of wrestling,

and ſuch things as are adopted at preſent, ſuch as are more difficult muſt

be instituted. And one ſhould contend with one, two with two, and ſo on,

as far as to ten with ten. But the things which the victor ought neither to

ſuffer nor do, and the number of theſe, must be legally establiſhed by thoſe

that are (killed in the contests of arms; in the ſame manneſ as, in wrestling,

thoſe that preſide over this exerciſe determine what is beautifully performed

in wrestling, or the contrary. Let the ſame things too be legally establiſhed

reſpecting women till they are married. But it is requifite that the whole of

the peltastic ' ſhould be oppoſed to the pancratian contest ; and that thoſe who

_' Viz. fighting with bucklers.

2 o 2 engage
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engage in this contest ſhould uſe bow's, half-mooncd ſhields, darts, and the

hurling of stones both from the hand and-flings. Laws too ſhall be esta

bliſhed reſpecting theſe particulars, by which the rewards of victory ſhall be

given to thoſe that behave well in theſe contests. After theſe things, it is

requiſite we ſhould establiſh laws reſpeaing equestrian contests. But we

have not much occaſion for horſes in Crete; ſo that the Cretans must ne

ceſſarily pay leſs attention to the rearing of horſes, and contests with them.

For no one of you is in any reſpect a curator of chariots, or ambitious of

acquiring renown through them. So that it would be fOOliſh to establiſh

contests of this kind. We must, however, establiſh an equestrian ſport with

ſingle horſes, with colts that have not yet ſhed their teeth, with thoſe that

are ſituated between theſe, and with thoſe that have attained the perfection

of their nature, according to the condition of the country. Let, therefore,

contention and deſire of victory with theſe be according to law; and let a

common judgment of all theſe contests, and of thoſe that contend with

arms, be attributed to the governors of tribes, and the maſters of horſes.

But it will not be proper to give laws to the unarmed, neither in gymnastic

exerciſes nor in theſe contests. However, he who hurls an arrow or a

dart on horſeback is not uſeleſs for Crete. So that let there be strife and

contention'with theſe for the ſake of ſport. But it is not fit to force women

by law to engage in this contest. However, if nature is not averſe to girls

or virgins contending in this manner, in conſequence of their former diſ

ciplines and habits, it may be admitted. And thus much may ſuffice for

gymnastic contest and diſcipline, whether it is ſuch as takes place in contests,

or ſuch as we daily engage in under proper masters. We have likewiſe, in.

aſimilar manner, diſcuſſed the greater part of muſic. But the particulars

reſpecting rhapſodists, and thoſe that follow theſe, together with thoſe con.

tests of choirs which must neceſſarily take place in festivals, days, months'

and years being aſſigned to the Gods and their attendants,-how all theſe

are to be diſpoſed, and whether they are to be instituted for three or for five

years, must be referred to the Conceptions imparted by the Gods reſpecting

their order. Then alſo it is proper that the contests of muſic ſhould alter

nately take place, according as the athletze, the instructor of youth, and the

guardians of the laws, aſſembling together for this purpoſe, ſhall determine.

For theſe ſhall order when, and with whom, the ſeveral contests in all

dancing
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dancing and ſinging aſſemblies ſhall take place. But of what kind each of

theſe ought to be, both with reſpect to the odes and harmonies mingled

with rhythms and dancing, has been often ſaid by the first legiſlator; con

formably to which, ſucceeding legiflators ſhould establiſh contests in ſuch a

manner that they may be properly adapted to the ſeveral ſacrifices and stated

times; and ſhould ordain ſacred festivals for the city. With reſpect to theſe,

therefore, and other ſuch particulars, it is not difficult to know what legiti

mate order they ſhould be allotted; nor would the transferring of them be

greatly advantageous or detrimental to the city. There are, however, ſome

particulars of no ſmall conſequence, which it is ſo difficult to establiſh, that

divinity alone is equal to the talk; but now they require ſome bold man

who, honouring in the highest degree liberty of ſpeech, will declare what

appears to be best for a city and citizens, and will establiſh it in ſuch a man

ner, as to introduce into the corrupted ſouls of the citizens that which is

becoming and conſequent to the whole polity. He will, likewiſe, aſſert

things contrary to their most ardcnt deſires; and this without any human

affistance, and ſingly following reaſon alone.

CLlN. What is it you now ſay, O guest? for I do not understand you.

GUBST. It is likely. But I will endeavour to ſpeak to you in a yet clearer

manner. For, when my diſcourſe led me to diſcipline, Iſaw the youth of

both ſexes aſſociating in a beneVOlent manner with each other. But I was

alarmed, as it was reaſonable to ſuppoſe I ſhould, when I conſidered who

would uſe a city in which young men and women are delicately educated,

and never engage in thoſe vehement and ſordid labours which in the highest

degree extinguiſh petulance, but through the whole of life are at leiſure for

ſacrifices, festivals, and choirs. How, therefore, in this city will they ab

stain from thoſe deſires which hurl many of both ſexes into the extremity of

danger, ſo that thoſe things may be forbidden by law which reaſon orders us

to abstain from? Indeed, it is not wonderful iſ the laws which were above

establiſhed vanquiſh a multitude of deſires. For the law which forbids the

poſſeſſion of riches in an immoderate degree, contributes not a little to the

acquiſition of temperance: and the whole of diſcipline poſſeſſes laws accom

modated to this purpoſe. And, beſides this, the eye of the governors is com

pelled not to look elſewhere, but always to obſerve youth. Theſe things,

therefore,
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therefore, poſſeſs meaſure'with reſpect to ſuch other deſires as are human.

But the unnatural connexion with boys and girls, with women as if they

were men, and with mcn as if they were women, whence innumerable

evils ariſe both to individuals of the human ſpecies and to whole cities,

how can any one prevent? And what medicine can be found by which the

danger in each of theſe may be avoided? This is by no means eaſy, O

Clinias. For, in other things, and theſe not a few, all Crete and Lace

daemon will afford us no ſmall affistance in establiſhing laws forcign from

the manners of the multitude; but, with reſpect to amatory affairs, they

will entirely oppoſe us. For, if any one, following nature, ſhould establiſh

the law which existed prior to the times of Laius ', and ſhould aſſert it was

proper not to have connexion with men and boys as if they were females,

adducing as a witneſs the nature of wild beasts, and ſhowing that, among

theſe, males are not connectedwith males, becauſe this is unnatural, per

haps he would uſe a probable reaſon, but he would by no means accord with

our cities. In addition to this, likewiſe, he would not agree with them in

that particular which we have ſaid ought always to be obſerved by a legiſ

lator. For he ought always to obſerve among legal institutions, what con.

tributes to virtue, and what does not contribute. Thus, for instance, he

ſhould conſider whether what we have just now aſſertcd would. when le

gally establiſhed, be beautiful, or at least not baſe, and how far it would

contribute to the acquiſition of virtue. Whether, when it takes place, it

will produce the habit of fortitude in the ſoul of him who is perſuaded, or

a ſpecies of temperance in the ſoul of him who perſuades? Or ſhall we ſay

that no one will be perſuaded of theſe things, but rather of every thing con*

trary to them? For every one will blame the cffeminacy of him who yields

to pleaſures, and is incapable of endurance. But will not every one repro

bate the ſimilitude of the image in him who imitates the female ſex? What

man, therefore, will legally establiſh ſuch a thing as this? Scarcely no one -

who has true law in his mind. How, therefore, do we ſay it is true, that

the nature of friendſhip, deſire, and the love which we have ſpoken of, must

be neceſſarily beheld by him who would properly conſider theſe things? For,

' A ſon of Lnbdacus, and king of Thebes. He was the father of CEdipus, by whom he was ſlain.

llliſ'C
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ſince they are two, and there is another third ſpecies ariſing from both, and

which is comprehended in one name, the greatest doubt and darkneſs are

produced.

CLIN. How? >

GUEST. XVe call a friend one who is ſimilar to the ſimilar according to

virtue, and equal to the equal. We likewiſe denominate him a friend who

is indigent of a rich man, though he is contrary to him in genus. But,

when each of theſe friendſhips becomes vehement, we call it love.

CLiN. Right.

GUEST. The friendſhip, therefore, which ariſes from contraries is dire

and rustic, and is not often mutual: but that which ariſes from ſimilars is

mild and mutual through life. But as to that which is mixed from theſe,

in the first place, it is not eaſy to learn what his wiſh may be who poſſeſſes

this third love: and, in the next place, being drawn by both to that which

is Contrary, he himſelf is doubtful what he ſhould do; the one exhorting

him to uſe the flower of his age, and the other diſſuading him from it. For,

he who is a lover of body, and hungers after its flower, as if it were ripe

fruit, endeavours to be ſatiated with it, and confers no honour on the man

ners of the ſoul of his beloved. But he who poſſeſſes a careleſs deſire of

body, and rather beholds than loves it with his ſoul, ſuch an one, ſince he is

a lover of ſoul in a becoming manner, conſiders the ſatiety of body, with

reſpect to body, as diſgraceful; but, reverencing and cultivating temperance,

fortitude, magnificence, and prudence, he always wiſhes to live Chastely with

a chaste lover. But the love which is mixed from both theſe is the love

which we just now diſcuſſed, as ranking in the third place. Since, there

fore, there are three kinds of love, ought the law to forbid all of them, and

prevent them from'ſubſisting in us? Or, is it not manifest we ſhould be

willing that the love which is of virtue, and which deſires that youth may

arrive at the ſummit of excellence, ſhould ſubſist in the city; but that, if

poſſible, we ſhould expel the other two? Or how ſhall we ſay, O friend

Megillus? .

NlEGlL. You have ſpoken, O guest, about theſe particulars in a manner

perfectly beautiful.

GUEST. I was right in my conjecture, O friend, that you would accord

with me in ſentiment. But it is not proper that [ſhould inquire what your

6 law
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law conceives about things of' this kind, but that I ſhould receive what you

admit; and, after this, that I ſhould endeavour to perſuade Clinias to be of

our Opinion. Let, however, that which you have granted me be admitted,

and let us now diligently diſcuſs the laws. '

MEGIL. You ſpeak with the utmost rectitude.

GUBST. I poſſeſs an art at preſent relative to the establiſhment of this law,

which is partly eaſy, and partly in every reſpect difficult.

MEGIL. How do you ſay?

GUEST. We know even at preſent many men, who, though they act

illegally, yet in a becoming manner and diligently abstain from a connec

tion with beautiful perſons, and this not involuntarily, but for the most part

willingly.

MEGIL. When does this take place ?

Cures-r. When any one has a*beautiful brother or ſister. The ſame law

too, though unwritten, ſufficiently defends a ſon or a daughter, and pre

vents their parents from having any connection with them, either openly or

ſcoretly. Indeed, it prevents the vulgar from even deſiring a connection of

this kind.

MEGIL. True.

GUEST. A ſmall word, therefore, extinguiſhes all ſuch pleaſures.

MEGIL. What word is that? _

GUEST. That which ſays theſe things are by no means holy, but that they

are odious to divinity, and the most baſe of all baſe things. But does not

this take place, becauſe the contrary to this is never aſſerted, but each of us

ſrom our childhood hears the ſame things ſaid both jocoſely and ſeriouſly;

and often in tragedies, when a Thyeſtes ' or Gdipus is introduced, or a

certain Macnreus ', who being ſecretly connected with their ſisters, but de

tected, immediately ſuffered death, as the puniſhment of their offence?

MEGIL. This is ſaid with the greatest rectitude. For rumour poſſeſſes a.

certain wonderful power; finCe no one attempts even to breathe in a man

ner contrary to law.

GUEST. That which we just now ſaid, therefore, was right; that it was

' A ſon of Pelops and Hippodamia, and grandſon of Tantalus. He debauched Erope, the wife

of his brother Egeus.

9 A ſon of Bolus, who debauched his ſister Canace, and had a ſon by her.

4 eaſy
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eaſy for a legiſlator, who wiſhed to enſlave ſome one of thoſe deſires which

in a remarkable degree enſlave men, to know in what manner this must be

accompliſhed. For, if this rumour becomes conſecrated among staves and

the free-born, men and women, and the whole city, it will cauſe this law

to be most firm and stable.

MEGIL. Entirely ſo. But how can it be brought to paſs that all men ſhall

willingly ſpeak in this manner?

Gunsr. Your question is a very proper one. For this is what I ſaid, that

I had an art relative to this law, by which men might be induced to uſe co

pulation according to nature, and in order to produce offspring. Let them,

therefore, abstain from connection with males, and not deſignedly cut off

the race of men, nor diſſeminate in rocks and stones, where the prolific na

ture of that which is ſown can never take root. Let them, likewiſe, ab

stain from every feminine field in which the ſeed is unwilling to germinate.

This law, iſit was establiſhed, and poſſeſſed the ſame authority in other things

as in the connection of parents, would produce innumerable benefits. For,

in the first place, it would be establiſhed according to nature. And, in the next

place, it would restrain men from amatory fury and madneſs, from all adul

teries, and the immoderate uſe of meats and drinks. It would likewiſe cauſe

men to be familiar and friendly with their wives; and many other benefits

would ariſe if this law was diligently obſerved by every one. But, perhaps,

ſome very young man, and who is full of ſeed, on hearing that this law is

to be establiſhed, will immediately revile us, as framing laws which arc

fooliſh, and impoſſible to be obſerved, and will fill every place with his voci

ferations. It was in conſequence of looking to this, that I ſaid I poſſeſſed a

certain art, which was partly eaſy and partly difficult, by which this law might

be firmly establiſhed. For it is eaſy to understand that this is poſſible, and in

what manner it is poſſible. For we have ſaid that, when this legal institu

tion is ſufficiently conſecrated, it will ſubdue every ſoul, and entirely cauſe

them, through fear, to be obedient to the establiſhed laws. But at preſent

it appears to be impoſſible that it ſhould ever take place: just as the insti

tution of eating in common is conſidered as a thing impoſſible to be perpe.

tually obſerved by a whole City; yet it is adopted by you, though it appears

impoſſible to perſuade women to this, nor does it ſeem to be naturally
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adapted to your cities. Hence, through the strengtheſ rlnu 'nt-lieſ, Iſaid

that both theſe could not without great difficulty be lcgaily establiſhed.

L'IEGiL. And you was right in laying to.

GUEST. Are you, therefore, willing that I ſhould endeavour to mention

to you a thing endued with a certain perſuaſivc power, and which is not be

yond human ability to accompliſh F

CLIN. Undoubtedly, we are willing.

GUEST. \Vill, therefore, any one more eaſily abstain from venereal con

cerns, and be willing to obſerve in a moderate manner, and not like the

vulgar, the ordcr impoſed on him, when his body is in a good condition, or

when it is badly affected P

CLIN. Doubtleſs, when his body isin a good condition.

GUEST. Have we not, therefore, heard oſ the Tarentiue Iccus, who, ſor

the ſake oſ Olympic and other cdntests which he applied himſelf to, through

a deſire oſ victory and art, and in conjunction with temperance and forti

tude, never had any connection either with a woman or boy during the

whole time oſ his exerciſe? The ſame thing too is reported of Cryſſon,

Astyllus ', Diopompus, and many others; though their ſouls were much

worſe diſciplined than thoſe of your and my fellow citizens, O Clinias, and

their bodies much more luxurious.

CLIN. You give a true account of what the antients ſay reſpecting the

conduct of theſe athletze. .

GUEST. What then P Could they for the ſake of victory in wrestling, in

the courſe, and ſuch like things, have the courage to abstain from that

affair which is called bleſſed by the multitude; and ſhall our youth be inca

pable of a ſimilar continence, for the ſake of a ſar more excellent victory,

which we ſing to them from their very childhood, as a thing most beautiful,

infables, in proſe and in verſe, and charm them into a perſuaſion of this,

as it is fit we ſhould? '
i CLIN. What victory are you ſpeaking of?

GUEST. Of the victory over pleaſure,-that, being continent in this, they

may live happily: for, iſ they are vanquiſhed by pleaſure, the very contrary

* Astyllus is mentioned by Pauſanias as a victor in the Olympic repeated Courſe. See vol. ii.

of my tranſlation, p. 119; _u

Wl
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will take place. Beſides this, will not the dread lest it ſhould be a thing

by no means holy, enable them to ſubduc thoſe things which others worſe

than themſelves ſubdue ?

CLlN. It is probable it will.

GUEST. Since, therefore, we have arrived thus far about this law, and

have fallen into doubt through the depravity of many, we now ſay with

confidence, that our citizens ought not to be worſe than birds, and many

wild beasts : for many herds of theſe live a ſingle, pure, and incorrupt life

till the time of procreating offspring; and when they arrive at this age, the

male l>czncxolcritly uniting with the female, and the female with the male,

they live for the remainder of their time in a holy and justmanner, firmly

abiding in the first compacts of friendſhip. But it-is requiſite that our

pitizens ſhould be better than wild beasts. lf, therefore, they are corrupted

by other Greeks, and the greater part of Barbarians, and are incapable of

restraining themſelves when they ſee and hear that the Venus which is

called inordinate is capable ofaceompliſhing in them thabwhich is greatest,

in this caſe, it is requiſite that the guardians of the laws, becoming legiſlators,

ſhould deviſe for them a ſecond law.

CLIN. \Vhat law would you adviſe ſhould be establiſhed for them, if they

reject the preſent P

GUEST. Evidently that which follows this, O Clinias.

CLIN. What law do you mean?

GUEST. That they ſhould eſpecially cauſe the strength of pleaſures to be

unexerciſed, altering the courſe of its inſuſion and aliment through labours

of the body. But this will take place if the uſe of venereal pleaſures is not

attended with impudence._ For, theſe being more rarely uſed through ſhame,

the mistreſs ofthem will poſſeſs a more imbecil dominion. Custom, there

fore, and an unwritten law, ſhould privately perſuade them to act in this

manner, and diſſuade'thcm from a contrary mode of conduct as baſe. For

thus, in the ſecond place, we ſhall preſerve the bewming; and one race oſ

men comprehending three genera, wzl' enmpti thoſe of a depraved nature,

and who, we have eonfeſled, are their inierTs-w, no: to act in an il'egal

manner.

CLIN. XVhat three gcncra are theſe?

(Priest Thoſe that venern,.,

  

I, the lo: - "= it? honour, and thoſe that
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do not deſire corporeal beauty, but are lovers of the beautiful manners of the

ſoul. And theſe things, perhaps, which are now aſſerted by us, are like prayers

in a fable. But they will by far ſubſist in the most excellent manner, if

they ſhould be adopted by all cities. Perhaps, too, if divinity pleaſes, we

may by force accompliſh one of the two in amatory affairs : either that no

one ſhall dare to touch any free and well-born woman beſides his wife,

or have any connection with concubines, or diſſeminate contrary to nature

in the barren ſoil of males: or elſe we must entirely take away con

nection with males'; and if any one has connection with other women

than thoſe which came to his houſe in conjunction with the Gods, and

ſacred marriages, whether ſuch women are bought, or acquired by any

other means,-ſuch an one, unleſs he is concealed from all men and women,

may perhaps with propriety be deprived by law of all the honours in the

city, as being one who is truly a' foreigner. This law, whether it is proper

to call it ſimple or twofold, ſhould be establiſhed reſpecting all venereal and

amatory concerns, which are trauſacted by us with each other through ſuch

like deſires, and this both in a proper and improper manner.

MEGIL. I very much approve, O guest, of this law : but let Clinias here

inform us what is his opinion reſpecting theſe things.

CLIN. lſhall do ſo, O Megillus, when it appears to me that a proper

opportunity preſents itſelf for this purpoſe: but let us now permit our guest

to proceed forward in his diſcuſſion of laws.

MEGIL. Right.

GUEST. But we have now proceeded ſo far, that we are nearly arrived

at the establiſhment of eating in common; which in other places we have

ſaid it is difficult to establiſh, but no one will ſuppoſe but that it ought to be

adopted in Crete. After what manner, however, must it be establiſhed?

Shall we ſay as here, or as in Lacedaemon ? or is there a third mode better

than both theſe? It appears to me to be difficult to diſcover this third

mode, and that when ſound it will not be productive of any great good.

For what we have now instituted appears to have been accompliſhed in

an elegant manner. After this, it follows that we ſhould-ſpeak reſpecting

the apparatus of food, and ſhow in what manner it ſhould be procured for

our citizens. Food then in other cities is all-various, and procured from A

many places, but eſpecially from two places. For food is obtained for the

* greatest
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greatest part of the Greeks from the earth and ſea; but to our citizens

from the earth alone. This, therefore, will be eaſy for the legiſlator. For

much leſs than half of the laws will be ſufficient ; and theſe will be more

adapted to free-born men. For the legiſlator of this city will have nothing

to do with naval and mercantile affairs, or with inn-keepers, publicans,

victualling-houſes, miners, borrowing money, uſury, and ten thouſand other

things of this kind. But he will only have to give laws to huſbandmen,

ſhepherds, the curators of bees, and the guardians and ſuperintendants of

things of this kind : "and his principal buſineſs as a legiſlator will conſist in

attending to marriages, the procreation, education, and diſcipline of children,

and the establiſhment of magistrates in the city. It is, therefore, now

neceſſary that we ſhould direct our attention to nutriment, and to thoſe

who by their own labour procure it. Let the laws, therefore, called geor

gie be first establiſhed. And let this be the first law of Jupiter Termi

nalis' : No one ſhall move the boundaries of land, neither that ofa neigh

bouring fellow-citizcn, nor ofa neighbouring stranger, iſ he ſhould poſſeſs the

extremities of the land; but he ſhould conſider that the ſaying,*This is to move

things immoveable', is true. And every one ſhould rather wiſh to move a

mighty rock, than a boundary, or ſmall stone, which terminates friendſhip.

and hatred by an oath. For Omophylus' Jupiter is a witneſs of the one,

and Hoſpitable Jupiter of the other; and theſe divinities are roustd in con

junction with the most hostile battles. He, too, who is obedient to the law

ſhall be free from condemnation: but he who deſpiſes it ſhall be obnoxious

to a twofold puniſhment; one, and that the first, from the Gods; but the

ſecond from the law. For the law ſays that no one ſhall voluntarily move

the boundaries of his neighbour's land. But of him who does move them,

any one that is willing may inform the huſbandmen, who ſhall lead him to

the court ofjudgmcnt. Here he ſhall be condemned by the judges to make

restitution, as one who distributes land privately and by force, and ſhall be

otherwiſe puniſhed in ſuch manner as thejudges ſhall determine. But, in the

next place, many and ſmall injuries of neighbours, when often taking place,

produce great enmities, and render Vicinity difficult and vehemently bitter.

On this account a neighbour ought to be extremely cautious of injuring his

r ' i. e. Jupiter the guardian of bounds. ' i. e. Jupiter the guardian of a tribe or kindred.

4 - neighbour,
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neighbour, both in other things, and in every thing pcrtaining to agricul

ture. For to do an injury is by no means difficult, but is in the power of

every man; but to profit is not in the power of every one. But he who,

paſſing beyond his own bouudarics, cultivates his neighbour's land, ſhall

make a restitution, and, ſuffering the puniſhment of his impudcncc and il

liberality, ſhall pay the injured perſon the double of his lots. Of all ſuch

like particulars, huſbandmen ſhould be the judges and cenſors. And of ſuch

as are greater, as I have ſaid before, the whole order oſ the twelfth part ;

but of the leſſer, thoſe that preſide over the guardians of theſe. And if any

one distributes cattle, the huſbandmen, conſidering the injury, ſhall judge

and condemn accordingly. Likewiſe, if any one uſurps a ſwarm of bees be

longing to another, alluring the bees by the ſound of braſs, and thus rcnderiug

them ſamiliar to him, he ſhall make a restitution to the injured perſon. And iſ

any one ſets fire to certain materials, without paying any attention to his neigh

bour's property, he ſhall pay that ſine which the magistratcs think ſit to im

poſe. ln like manner, he who in planting does not leave the meaſure of his

neighbour's land, ſhall be puniſhed in ſuch a manner as would be ſaid to be

ſufficient by many legiſlators ; whoſe laws we ought to uſe, and not think that

the many and trifling particulars which are instituted by any caſual legiſlator

are to be adopted by a greater moderator oſ a city. For antient and beau

tiful laws reſpecting water are establiſhed ſor huſbandmen, which yet do not

deſerve to be recited. But he who wiſhes to deduce water to his own place,

ſhould ſo deduce it from common fountains as not to cut off the apparent

fountain of any private perſon. He may likewiſe be permitted to conduct

the water where he pleaſes, except through houſes, or certain temples, or

ſepulchres, at the ſame time being cautious not to do any damage, except

what may ariſe from the derivation of the stream. But iſ the natural dry

neſs of the ground in certain places ſhould be incapable of retaining the

waters from Jupiter, and there ſhould be a defect of neceſſary drink, any

one may dig in his own ground till he comes to chalky earth. And if in

this depth he meets with no water, he may draw as much from his neigh<

bours as his necctiities require. But if there ſhould be a ſcarcity of water

with his neighbours, the quantity that ſhould be daily uſed must be de

termined by the prieſects of the land. However, if the waters from Jupiter

abound, and thoſe that inhabit or cultivate the lower places restrain the flux

oſ
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ofthe water, ſo as to injure thoſe in the higher grounds; or, on the contrary,

if the inhabitants of the higher plaCCS, inconfiderately permitting the waters

to flow, injure the inhabitants of the lower grounds, and diſagreement ariſes

between the two reſpecting this particular,--then, in the city, the city ſur

veyor, but, in the country, he who preſides over the land, ſhall order what

each ought to do in thiscaſe. But he who is not obedient to this order ſhall

ſuffer the pun'ſh-nent of his envy and moroſeneſs, and ſhall give the injured

perſon the double of his loſs. A participation of the fruits 'of autumn

ſhould be made by all men as follows :-The God oſ autumn imparts to us

two gracious giſts; one Dionyſiacal, which does not require to be concealed;v

but another, to which concealment is natural. Let this law then be_esta

hliſhed reſpecting autumnal fruits. Whoever castes of the rustic fruit of

grapes, or oſ figs, before the time of vintage, which concurs with Arcturus,

ſhall be ſmed fifty drachms ſacred to Bacchus, if he has gathered theſe fruits

from his own land; but if from that of his neighbour's, a mina; and if'

from other lands, two parts of a mina. Grapes and figs, which we deno

minate generous, may be gathered by any one, after what manner and when

he pleaſes, if they are his own; but not when they belong to another, unleſs

he obtains leave of the poſſeſſor; and this in conſormity to the law which

ſays that no one ſhall move that which he has not depoſited, and that'he

who does ſo ſhall he fined. But iſ a ſlave, not complying with the orders

of his master, gathers fruits of this kind, he ſhall receive as many laſhes

with a 'whip as the number of the grapes and figs which he gathered. When

a'native has bought'any generous autumnal fruits, he may eat them if he

pleaſes; but if a stranger as he paſſes along deſires to eat theſe autumnal

fruits, uhether he is alone or with one companion, he may eat them as

hoſpitable property: but the law forbids flrangers from eating thoſe fruits

which are called rustic. Iſ any one ignorantly gathers theſe, or if they are

gathered by a ſlave, the ſlave ſhall be puniſhed with stripes; but the free per

ſon ſhall be diſmiſſed with an admonition that he may gather other au

tumnal fruits, but that thoſe from which raiſins, wine, and dry figs are made,

are not fit to be gathered. .\/Vith reſpect to pears, apples, pomegranates,

and all ſuch fruits, let it not be conſidered as baſe to gather them ſecretly.

But iſ any one who is leſs than thirty years of age is detected gathering

them, let him be chastiſed, but without wounds ; and let not the free-born

mal]
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man ſuffer any puniſhment for inflicting this chastiſhment. Let it likewiſe -

be lawful for a stranger to partake of theſe fruits in the ſame manner as of

generous autumnal fruits. If any perſon more advanced in years tastes of

theſe, but does not take them away. let him, in the ſame manner as a

ſtranger, be permitted to partake of all theſe: but if he is not obedient to

the law, let him be conſidered as one who does not contend for virtue ;-if

any one gives information of this to the judges of theſe particulars. Again,

water is the most nutritive of every thing pertaining to gardens, but it is

eaſily corrupted. For neither the earth, the ſun, nor the air, which toge

ther with 'water nouriſh things germinating from the earth, can be eaſily

corrupted either by medicaments, turnings aſide, or thefts: but all ſuch

things as theſe are able to take place reſpecting the nature of water; and on

this account it requires the affistance of law. Let this, then, be the law re

ſpecting it: If any one voluntarily corrupts water belonging to another

perſon by medicaments, or ditches, or thefts, whether ſuch water is fontal

or collected, he ſhall be taken before the wdiles; and, if convicted, he ſhall

be puniſhed adequately to his offence. With reſpect to the conveyance of all

ſeaſonable fruit, let it be lawful for any one who is willing, to carry his own

fruit any where, ſo long as he does not injure any one, or ſo long as a gain

ariſes to himſelf triple of the damage which his neighbour has ſustained.

Let the magistrates be the inſpectors of theſe things, and of all ſuch inju

ries as are either committed by violence or ſecretly, against a perſon him

ſelf, or his property. Let all ſuch particulars be laid before the magistrates,

if the injury does not exceed three minae; but if it does, let the caſe be

brought before the common courts of justice, and let him who has com

mitted the injury be puniſhed. But if any magistrate ſhall be found to con

demn an accuſed perſon unjustly, let him be conſidered as a debtor to the

injured perſon of twice the loſs which he ſustained. And, in ſhort, let the

unjust conduct of the magistrates be brought before the common courts of

justice by any perſon that is willing. But as there are ten thouſand ſmall

legal institutions, according to which puniſhments ought to be inflicted re

ſpecting the allotments of justice, citations, and the perſons cited, whether

the citation ought to be made between two, or between many ;-all ſuch

particulars as theſe must not be left destitute of law, nor yet do they ſeem

worthy to be noticed by an aged legiſlator. Let young men, therefore, give

laws
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laws reſpecting theſe, imitating prior legal institutions, understanding ſmall

things from ſuch as arc great, and becoming experienced in the neceſſary uſe

of them till every thing ſhall appear to be ſufficiently establiſhed. After this,

cauſing theſe institutions to be immovable, let them be uſed as ſuch.

With reſpect to other artiſicers, it is requiſite to act as follows: In the

firſt place, let no citizen labour about artificial works, nor yet a ſervant of

any citizen. For a citizen who preſerves the common ornament of the

city, is engaged in an art which requires long continued exerciſe, and, at the

ſame time, many diſciplincs, and the POſſCffiOll of it is not to be obtained

by indolent application. But to labour accurately in two studies, or two

arts, nearly ſurpaſſes the ability of human nature. Nor can any one ſuffi

ciently exerciſe one art, and at the ſame time direct his attention to one who

exerciſes another. This, therefore, ought firſt of all to take place in the

city, that no one ſhall at the ſame time be a eopperſmith and a builder;

and that a builder ſhall not attend more to the copperſinith's, than to his own,

art, under a pretext that, becauſe he has many ſervants who work for him,

he very properly bestows more attention upon them, that greater gain may

thence accrue to him from his own art: but every artist in the city ſhall ex

erciſe one art only, and from this derive his ſupport. This law the aediles

ſhould particularly attend to; and ſhould puniſh with diſgrace and infamy

any one who inclines a citizen to a certain art more than to the study of

virtue, till they have converted the citizen to his right courſe. But, if any

ſlranger is found to apply himſelf to two arts, he ſhall be puniſhed with

bonds, fines, and expulſions from the city, and ſhall be compelled to exer

ciſe one art alone. With repect to the wages of workmen, and the de

struction of works, and the injuries which workmen may either ſuffer or

commit, the aediles ſhall judge of theſe as far as to fifty drachms. Offences

which merit a greater ſine than this, ſhall be judged according to law in

the common courts of justice. There ſhall, likewiſe, be no revenue in*

the city ariſing from the exportation and importation of goods. But, with

reſpect to frankincenſe, and other foreign aromatics, from which fumiga.

tions are made to the Gods, together with purple, and other dyed colours,

which are not produced in this region, or any other article of foreign im

portation, let no one introduce any of theſe, nor yet again export any thing

which the region neceſſarily requires. All theſe particulars must be attended

v0L. u. 2, I to,
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to, and taken care of, by the twelve guardians of the laws, ſive of the elder

being excepted. With reſpect to arms, and all warlike instruments, if there

ſhould be a neceſſity of any forcign art, whether relative to plants, or metals,

or bonds, or animals which are ſubſervient to war, the care of the importa

tion and exportation of theſe must be committed to the masters of the horſe,

and the generals of the army; but the guardians of the law must establiſh

reſpecting theſe becoming and ſufficient laws. No victualling-houſes ſhall

be ſuffered, either in the city or in any part of the region for the ſake of ac

cumulating wealth. But it appears that the m0de establiſhed by the law of

the Cretans of distributing the food which is the produce of the country, is

a proper one;" for a general distribution into twelve parts is made of the

whole produce of the land, which alſo is conſumed. Every twelfth part of

barley, wheat, all autumnal fruits, and vendible animals, ſhould be triply di

vided according to proportion; *0ne part being given to free-born perſons,

another to the ſervants of theſe, and a third part to artificers and strangers,

whether ſuch strangers have taken up their reſidcnce in the city through the

want of neceſſary ſustenance, or for the ſake of any advantage to the city,

or any individual in it. This third part, therefore, of all neceſſaries', ſhould

be alone vendible from neceſſity; but nothing belonging to the two other

(parts ſhould be neceſſarily ſold. How, therefore, are theſe to be distributed

in the most proper manner? In the first place, it is evident that we ſhould

distrihute them partly equally, and partly unequally. '

CLIN. How do you ſay?

GUEST. It is neceſſary that every land ſhould produce and nouriſh things

better or worſe than each of theſe.

CLlN. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. As, therefore, there are three parts, let no more be distributed

either to masters or staves, or strangers, but let the distribution be made to

all, according to the ſame equality of fimilitude. But let each citizen ſince

he receives two parts, have the power of distributing both to staves and free

born perform, as much, and ſuch things, as he pleaſes. It is however proper

that a greater quantity than theſe ſhould be distributcd in meaſureiaiid

number, and that a distribution ſhould be made after an account is taken of

all the animals which derive their nouriſhment from the earth. After this,

it is neceſſary that habitations ſhould be ſeparately aſſigned them in an

orderly
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orderly manner. But the following order will be adapted to things of

this kind. There ought to bc twelve streets in the middle, and one in

each of the twelve parts; and in each street a forum, and temples of the

Gods, and of dazmons the attendants Oſ the Gods, ſhould be raiſed; and

whether there are statues of certain inhabitants of Magneſia, or of other

antients whoſe memory is preſerved, to theſe the honours of antient men

ſhould be paid. The temples of Vesta, Jupiter, Minerva, and oſ him who

is the leader of each of the other divinities that prefide over the twelve

parts, ſhould be every where establiſhed. But first of all building's ſhould

be raiſed about theſe temples in the highest place, as well defended receptacles

for the guards: but the rest of the region ſhould be distribnted for the

artificers into thirteen parts. And one part of theſe ſhall reſide in the city,

this part being distributed into the twelve parts of the whole city; but

another part ſhall be circularly distributed about the environs of the city.

In every street artificers ſhall rcſlde that are adapted to the purpoſes of

huſbandmen. The governors of the huſbandmen, too, ſhall take care of all

theſe particulars, and of ſuch things as each place may require; and ſhall

provide ſuch places as will be most advantageous to the huſhandmen. The

zediles in like manner ſhall take care of the artificers in the city. Things per

taining to the forum ought likewiſe to be taken care of by the praefects of the

markets. After attention to ſacred things, they ſhould be careful, in the first

place, that no one acts unjustly in buying or ſelling; and, in the next place, they

ſhould puniſh every one that deſerves puniſhment, as being the inſpectors of

modcsty and inſolence. With reſpect to things vendible, they ſhould, in the

first place,conſ1der, whether the citizens ſell to foreigners in a manner conform

able to law. But let the law be this: On the first day ofthe month, thoſe that

take care of foreigners ſhall exhibit a part Of what is to be ſold; viz. in the

first place a twelfth part of the corn : and foreigners duringr the ſpace of the

whole month ſhall buy c0rn, and ſuch things as pertain to corn, in the first

market. But on the twelfth day oſ the month, the ſelling and buying of

moist articles ſhall take place through the whole of the month. And on

the twenty-third day of the month, let ſuch animals be ſold as may be

wanted, together with ſuch articles as huſbandmen'require, viz. lkins and

garments of every kind, whether knit or woven. But it is neceſſary that

i'trangcrs ſhould buy the poſſcllions Ofothcrs. However, let there be no buying

2 l 2 - or
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or felling ofi wheat or barley, distributed into barley-meal, or of any other

aliment, either among the citizens or their ſlaves. In the markets of the

strangers, a stranger may ſell and exchange to artificers and their ſlaves, wine

and food, and in like manner distributed fleſh, which is generally called

cauponation. A stranger, too, may be permitted to buy every day the whole

materials ofſire, from the inſpectors ofplaces,and ſell it again to other strangers,

for as much as he pleaſes, and when he pleaſes. Let every other uſeful article

be fold in the common forum, in ſuch places as the guardians of the laws, and

przefects of the markets, together with the aediles, ſhall appoint. Here let

money be exchanged for things, and things for money; no one committing

the exchange to another, but performing it by himſelf. However, if any

one thinks proper to commit it to another, whether restitution is made to him

or not, he must be contented, becauſe no notice is taken in the courts of

justice oſ ſuch contracts. But'if that which is bought or ſold, has been

bought or ſold at a greater or leſs priCe than the law fixes upon vendible

commodities, the quantity by which it exceeds the just price ſhall be taken

an account of in writing by the guardians of the laws, and the contrary ſhall

be expunged. Let the ſame things be enjoined reſpecting the registering of

the property poſſeſſed by the inhabitants of the city. Let it likewiſe be law

ful for any one to migrate to our city on certain conditions, viz. ſo that he

is ſkilled in, and exerciſes, ſome art, and does not continue more than twenty

years from the day of his being registered; during which time he ſhall not

be forced to pay any tribute for buying and ſelling, nor be under any restraint,

except that of conducting himſelf temperately. But when the twenty years

are expired, he ſhall receive his own property and depart. However, if it

ſhould ſo happen dating this time, that the city ſhould be greatly benefitted

by him, and he is deſirous of continuing longer, or of ſettling for life in the

city, let his request be complied with, if agreeable to the inhabitants of the

city. With reſpect to the ſons of the emigrants that arc artists and fifteen

years of age, let the time of their continuance in the city commence from

their fifteenth year, ſo that they may stay, if they pleaſe, twenty years after

this period, or longer if agreeable to the inhabitants. But if they chooſe to

leave the city, they may depart after their regiſters, which were committed to

the care of themagistrates, are obliterated.

THE END OF THE EIGHTH BOOK.
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judicial affairs are conſequent to all the preceding particulars, the

diſcuſſion of them at preſent will be agreeable to the natural order of laws.

But we have partly ſhown what the particulars are reſpecting which judg
ments ought to take place, viz. reſpecting agriculture and theilike; though

we have not as yet distinctly ſpoken of the greatest judgments, and ſhown

what puniſhments they ought to inflict, and who ſhould be the judges. It

therefore follows that we ſhould now ſpeak of theſe.

CL1N_. Right.

Gues-r. But it is after a manner baſe that the city which we ſay will be

properly inhabited, and furniſhed with every thing adapted to the study Of

virtue, ſhould obſerve all ſuch laws as we are now about to establiſh. For

to ſuppoſe that, in ſuch a city, a man capable of the greatest iniquity will be

born, ſo that it will be neceſſary to give laws by anticipation, and enjoin

threatenings, if ſuch a character ſhould ariſe, and this for the ſake of pre

venting the greatest enormities, and that when they are committed, they

may be legally puniſhed,-to ſuppoſe this will, as l have ſaid, be in a certain

reſpect baſe. But ſince we do not, like the antient legillators, give laws to he

roes the ſons ofthe Gods, theſe legiſlators at the ſame time being themſelves

deſcended from the Gods, but being ourſelves men, we at preſent give laws

to thoſe that are born from the ſeed of men ;-fince this is the caſe, we may

justly be afraid lest any one of our citizens ſhould be ſo naturally intractable

and untamed, as not to be liquefied ;just as leguminous ſubstances, when blasted

by thunder, cannot be ſubdued by fire. The firſt law, therefore, which We ſhall

establiſh, though it is not agreeable to us to do ſo, is reſpecting ſacrilege, if any

one
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one ſhall dare to commit it. Indeed, we neither wiſh, nor do we very much

ſear, that a citizen, when properly educatcd, will ever labour under this diſ

eaſe. Butthe ſervants of theſe, strangers, and the staves of strangers, will

attempt many things of this kind; for the ſake of which eſpecially, and

at the ſame time fearing for all the imbecility of human nature, I ſhall ſpeak

about the law of ſacrilegc, and all other ſuch particulars as are either dif

ficult to be cured or entirely incurable. The preface, however, to theſe par

ticulars, according to what has been formerly aſſented to, ought to be as

ſhort as poſſible. Some one, therefore, may thus addreſs him who is ex

cited by a vicious deſire both day and night to plunder temples, mingling at

the ſame time admonitions with his ſpeech: O wonderful man, neither a

human nor a divine evil moves and excites you now to ſacrilege, but a certain

execrable fury, ariſing in men from antient and unpuriſied offences, 'which

you ought to dread with all your might. Learn, then, what this dread is.

NVhen any ſuch opinion attacks you, betake yourſelf to expiations, betake

"yourſelf, in a ſuppliant manner, to the temples of thoſe Gods that avert

evils from mankind; and betake yourſelf to an aſſociation with good men.

Among theſe partly hear, and endeavour yourſelf to ſay, that every man

ought to honour things beautiful and just. But fly without turning back

from an aſſociation with the vicious. And if, in conſequence of your acting

in this manner, the diſeaſe ceaſes, you have done well ; but if not, conſider

ing that in this caſe it is better to die, liberate yourſelf from life. Since,

therefore, we have ſung theſe exordia to thoſe whoſe thoughts lead them to

deeds impious and destructive to the city, it is proper to diſmiſs him in

ſilence who is obedient to the law: but to him who will not be perſuaded,

it is neceſſary, after the preface, to ſing in a higher strain. He, then, who

is detected in the act of ſacrilege, if he is either a ſlave or a ſtranger, ſhall

have his calamity written in his face and hands, and after he has received as

many laſhes with a whip as the judges ſhall think proper, he ſhall be driven

naked beyond the borders of the region. For, perhaps, being brought to

his right mind by this puniſhment, he will become a better man. For no

puniſhment ſubſisting according to law is inflicted with an evil intention. But

one of two things is nearly always effected : for he who ſuffers puniſhment

either becomes better or leſs depraved. If, however, a citizen ſhall at any

time appear to have perpetrated any thing of this kind, or ſome mighty and

arcane
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arcane crime towards the Gods, or his parents, or his country, the judge

ſhall pronounce ſuch an one to be incurable, in conſequence of conſidering,

that though he has been well nouriſhed and diſciplined from his childhood,

yet he has not abstained from the greatest VZCes. But death to ſuch a man

is the least of evils. Such an one, therefore, that others may be benefited by

his example, being stigmatized with infamy, and expelled beyond the bound

aries of the region, ſhall there be put to death. But let his children and

race be honoured and praiſed, if they avoid his manners, as thoſe that

bravely fly from evil to good. It will not, however, be proper that the

riches of any ſuch perſon ſhould become public property, in a polity in which

the ſame and equal allotments ought to be perpetually preſerved. But when

any one perpetrates ſuch things as are to be puniſhed with a fine, he ſhall be

fined as much as he poſſeſſes above his allotted portion, but the lot itſelf ſhall

remain entire. The guardians of the laws, however, conſidering this affair ac

curately from written accounts, ſhould always give a clear statement ofit to the

judges, that no one may be deprived of his allotments through want of money.

If any one ſhould appear to deſerve a greater fine, and no one of his friends

is willing to be bound for him, and procure his liberty, ſuch an one ſhall be

puniſhed with lasting and apparent bonds, and with certain reproaches. But

let no one offence ever by any means paſs unpuniſhed, nor any fugitive; but

let him either be puniſhed with death, or bonds, or stripes, or certain ſqualid

feats, or with standing, or being exhibited in temples at the extremity of

the region, or by lines, in the manner we have before mentioned. Let the

guardians of the laws too be eſtabliſhed the judges'of death ; and let the best

among them be choſen for this purpoſe, who in the preceding year had acted

in the capacity of magifirates. But the eitations and accuſations of theſe,

and ſuch like particulars, together with the manner in which they ought to

take place, ſhould be attended to by junior legiſiators. The manner, how

ever, in which ſuffiages ought to be conducted, it is our buſineſs to deter

mine. Let them, therefore, be given openly. But, prior to this, let the

judge ſit before the accuſer and defendant, and as near to them as poſſible,

in a grave and dignified manner. Let all the citizens too that are at leiſure,

diligently attend as the hearers of ſuch cauſes. And, in the first place, let

the accuſer ſpeak, and afterwards the defendant. After this, let the ſenior

judge diligently and ſufficiently examine what was ſaid: and, after the elder

judge,
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judge, all the other judges in order ought to conſider what is worthy of diſ

cuffiou in the ſpeeches of the accuſer and defendant. But he who does not

think there is any thing worthy of diſcuſſion in either of the ſpeeches,

ſhould refer the investigation 0f_ it to another. And, lastly, ſuch things as

ſhall appear to be well ſaid, being committed to writing, and ſigned by all

thejudges, ſhall be placed in the temple of Vesta. And again, aſſembling

the next day into the ſame place, they ſhall in a ſimilar manner examine

and judge, and put their ſignatures to what ſhall appear to have been well

ſaid.v When this has been thrice accompliſhed, and the proofs and witneſſe:

'have been ſufficiently examined, each judge bearing in his hand a ſacred

pebble, and ſwearing before Vesta that he has judged to the utmost of his

ability juſtly and truly, a judgment of this kind ſhall be thus brought to a

concluſion.

After crimes reſpecting the Gods, it is requiſite to ſpeak of thoſe which

pertain to the diſſolution of a polity. He, therefore, who ſubjects govern

ment to the power of- a man, enſlaves the laws, makes the city ſubſervient

to factious ſocieties, and, accompliſhing all this by force, excites illegal ſedi

tions. It is proper to conſider a character of this kind as the greatest of all

enemies to the whole city. But he who, though he is not the author of any

thing of this kind, yet poſſeſſes the greatest authority in the city, but takes

no notice of theſe conſpiracies, or if he does notice them, through timidity,
ſuffers his injured country to be unrevenged,-a citizen of thisſſkind ought

to be conſidered as the ſecond in wickedneſs. Every man who is of the

ſmallest utility in a city ſhould inform the judges of theſe particulars, and

bring him to judgment who endeavours by stratagem to produce a vi

olent and illegal mutation of the polity. But let the ſame judges give

ſentence in theſe caſes as decided in ſacrilege; and let the whole proceſs be

conducted in a ſimilar manner. Let the ſuffiage too which vanquiſhes in

multitude, be the ſentence of death. And, in ſhort, let not the diſgrace and

puniſhment of the father attend the children, unleſs the father, grand

father, and great-grandfather, of ſome one in ſucceſiion, have deſerved death.

Theſe, with their poſſeſſions, except as much as pertains to the lot, ſhall be

ſent to their antient paternal city. But as to thoſe citizens who ſhall hap

pen to have more children than one, and theſe not leſs than ten years of

age, ten out of their number must be choſen by lot, which the father, or

4 paternal
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paternal or maternal grandfather, ſhall approve; and after they are choteit,

their names must be ſent to Delphi. Then, with a better fortune, the poſ

ſeſſions and habitation aſſigned by lot ſhall be restored to him whom the

Delphic God approves.

CLlN. And very properly ſo.

GUEST. Let there be yet a third common law, reſpecting judges, and the

mode of judgment, against thoſe that are accuſed of treaſon. In a ſimilar

manner let there be one law reſpecting the abiding of children in, and

their egreſſion from, their country; just as we institutcd one reſpecting the

betrayer of his country, the man who commits ſacrilege, and he who by

violence destroys the laws of the city. With reſpect to theft too, whether

in great or ſmall matters, let one law, and one puniſhment, be ordained for

every kind of theft. For, when any one is condemned for thieving, if his

own poſſeſſions, beſides his allotted portion, are ſufficient, he ſhall make a

twofold restitution: and if he does not, he ſhall be fettered till he has

either paid the appointed ſum, or perſuaded him to whom he is indebted to

excuſe him from paying it. But if any one is convicted of public theft, he

ſhall then be freed from his bonds, when he has either perſuaded the city,

or made a twofold restitution.

CLrN. How is it that we ſay, O guest, there is no difference whether the

theft is ſinall or great, and whether it is from ſacred or not ſacred places,

and ſuch other diſſimilitudes as ſubſist about the whole of thieving? For,

ſince thefts are various, the legiſlator ought to attend to their varieties, and

noinflict ſimilar puniſhments on diſſimilar offences.

GUEST. You most excellently repulſe me, O Cliuias, who am, as it

were, hurrying along, and you likewiſe recall into my memory what I have

formerly thought, that the particulars reſpecting the establiſhmcnt of laws

have never been by any means properly determined.

CLIN. But how, again, do we ſay this?

GUEST. We did not adopt a bad image when We ſaid, that all thoſe of the

preſent day that ſubmitted to laws were ſimilar to thoſe ſlaves who are

cured by ſlaves. For it is well to know this, that if at any time one of

thoſe phyſicians who meddle with the medical art from experience alone,

without reaſon, ſhould meet with a free-born phyſician diſcourſing with a

free-born patient, and very nearly philoſophiſing, by investigating in a ra

VOL. 11. _ 2 x tional
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tional manner the beginning of his diſeaſe, and afterwards diſcourſing about

all the nature of bodies, he would readily and vehemently laugh, and would

addreſs the free-born phyſician in language not at all different from what is

generally uſed towards most phyſicians. For he would ſay to him, O stupid

fellow, you do not cure the ſick man, but you diſcipline him as if he

wanted to become a phyſician, and not to be well.

CLtN. And would he not ſpeak properly by ſpeaking in this manner?

GUEST. And may it not alſo be very properly objected against us, that

whoever diſcuſſes laws in the manner we do at preſent, diſciplines the citi

zens, but does not give them laws P

CLIN. Perhaps ſo.

Guesr. But at preſent a fortunate circumstance happens to us.

CLIN. What is that?

GUEST. That there is no neceſſity for us to establiſh laws, but that, enter

ing voluntarily on the buſineſs of legiſlation, we have endeavoured to per

ceive in every polity what is best and most neceſſary, and after what

manner it might take place. And now, as it ſeems, it is permitted us if

we pleaſe to conſider what is best, or, if we had rather, what is most ne

ceſſary, reſpecting laws. &Ve may chooſe, therefore, whichever is most

agreeable to us.

CLIN. We propoſe, O guest, a ridiculous choice, and we manifestly be

come ſimilar to thoſe legiflators who are compelled by a certain mighty

neceſſity to give laws immediately, and are not permitted to defer this till

tomorrow. But it is lawful for us to ſpeak through divine aſſistance, just as

it is permitted thoſe who gather stones, or any other materials ofa building,

to collect abundantly, and at leiſure, ſuch things as are adapted to the

t future building. Like builders, therefore, who do not raiſe structurcs from

neceſſity, but at leiſure, let us lay down ſome things, and join together others,

ſo that it may be rightly ſaid that ſome things pertaining to the laws are

placed as ſoundations, and that other particulars are raiſed on them as foun

dations.

GUEST. For thus indeed, O Clinias, our ſynopſis of laws will be more

natural. But, by the Gods, let us conſider this reſpecting legiſlators.

CLIN. What? A

GUEST- That there are writings and written diſcourſes in cities reſpecting

4 .a variety
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a variety of particulars, and that there are writings and diſcourſes of the

legillator.

CLlN. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. Whether, therefore, ſhall we direct our attention to the writings

of poets and others ; writings which, whether in verſe or in proſe, are com

poſed reſpecting the mode of conduct in life; but by no means apply our

ſelves to the writings of legiſiators? Or ſhall we direct our attention to

theſe beyond all Others ? *

CLIN. To theſe far beyond others.

GUEST. But will it not be neceſſary that the legifiator ſhould only conſult

writings reſpecting things beautiful, good, and just, and that he ſhould teach

what is the nature of theſe, and how they ſhould be studied by thoſe that

intend to be happy?

CLIN. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. But it is ſhameful that Homer, Tyrtz'eus, and other poets, ſhould

have written more beautifully reſpecting life and the studies of men than

Lycurgus, Solon, and other legiſlators. Or, is it not proper that writings,

reſpecting laws ſhould be by far the moſt beautiful and best of all writings

in a city: but that other writings ſhould be conſonant to theſe ; or, if they

are diſcordant, that they ſhould be treated with ridicule? We ought, there

fore, to conceive, that laws ſhould he ſo written for cities that the legiſ

lator in compoſing them ſhall appear to have aſſumed the perſon of a father

and mother, and the writings themſelves ought to be full of benevolence

and prudence, and not like thoſe Of a tyrant and deſpot, commanding,

threatening, and written on walls. Let us conſider, therefore, whether we

ſhould endeavour to ſpeak in this manner reſpecting laws, whether we are

able or not. Let us, however, attempt it with alacrity, and, proceeding in

this wa , patiently endure whatever difficulties we may have to encounter._

And may our journey be proſperous ! which it will be if Divinity pleaſes.

CLIN. You ſpeak well. Let us, therefore, do as you ſay.

GUEST. In the first place, then, let us accurately conſider, as we began

to do, reſpecting ſacrilege, every kind of theft, and all injuries. And let

us not be indignant if, while delivering laws in an intermediate manner,

we establiſh ſome things, and deliberate about others. For we are becom

ing to be legiſlators, but are not yet, though, perhaps, we ſoon ſhall be. But

2 K 2 if
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iſ it is agreeable to. you, as l have ſaid, to conſider reſpecting the particulars

I have mentioned, let us conſider them.

CLIN. By all means.

Gvssr. However, reſpecting all beautiful and just things, we ſhould en.

deavour to conſider this, in what manner we now accord, or diſſent from

ourſelves: for we acknowledge that we deſire, vthough we may not be able,

to excel most others.

CLrN. What kind of diſagreements among ourſelves do you ſpeak of P

Gum-r. I will endeavour to inform you. With reſpect tojustice entirely,

just men, things, and actions, we all of us, in a manner, agree that all theſe

are beautiful. So that, if any one ſhould strenuouſly affirm that just men,

through the habit of justice, are all-beautiful, though they ſhould be de

formed in body, there is ſcarcely any one who by thus ſpeaking would be

conſidered as ſpeaking in a diſordcrly manner. Is not this true?

CLIN. Perhaps ſo.

GUEST. But let us ſee whether all ſuch things as partake of justice are

beautiful: for all our paſſions are nearly equal to our actions.

CLIN. How ſo?

GUEST. Whatever action is just, ſo far as it participatcs of thejust, ſo far

alſo it nearly participates of the beautiful.

CLIN. Undoubtedly.

Gues'r. If a paſiion, therefore, which participates of the just, is acknow

ledged by us to be beautiful on this acccount, our diſcourſe by ſuch an aſſer

tion would not be rendered diſſonant.

CLIN. True.

Gunsr. But if we ſhould agree that a paſſion isjust, but at the ſame time

baſe, thejust and the beautiful would be diſſonant, in conſequence of aſſert

ing that just things are most baſe.

Cun. How is this?

szsT. It is not at all difficult to understand. For the laws which a little

before have been establiſhed by us, appear to announce things perfectly con

trary to the preſent aſſertions.

CLIN. After what manner? .

GUEST. We establiſhed it as just, that he who committed ſacrilege ſhould

die; and likewiſe the enemy of well-establiſhed laws; and, as we were

about
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about to establiſh many other laws of this kind, we deſisted,on perceiving

that theſe were paſlions infinite both in multitude and magnitude: and that

they were the most just, but at the ſame time the most baſe, of all the

paſſions. Do not things just and beautiful after this manner appear at one

time to be the ſame, and at another to be most contrary?

CLIN. They do appear ſo. '

GUEST. By the multitude, therefore, things beautiful and just, which are

ſo diſſonant with each other, are denominated things ſeparate.

CLlN. It appears ſo, O guest.

Gunsr. Let us therefore again, O Clinias, ſee how we accord with our

ſelves reſpecting thcſc things.

CLIN. What concord and what particulars are you ſpeaking of 3

Guns-r. I think it has clearly been ſhown by me in the foregoing diſ

courſe.

CLIN. How?

Gunsr. However, if it has not been already ſhown by me, yet conſider

me as now ſpeaking about it.

CLlN. After what manner?

GUEST. That all vicious men are in all things involuntarily vicious; and

that, if this is the caſe, this alſo must neceſſarily follow.

CLIN. \Vhat?

GUBST. That the unjust is a vicious man; and that the vicious man is

involuntarily ſuch. But the voluntary can by no means be done in an in

voluntary manner. He, therefore, who acts unjustly, will appear to act ſo

in an involuntary manner to him who conſiders injustice as a thing involun

tary. This alſo too is now acknowledged by me. For I- have agreed, that all

men act unjustly involuntarily, though ſome one, for the ſake of contention

or ambition, may ſay that unjust men are involuntarily unjust, but yet

many act unjustly voluntarily. This, however, is not my aſſertion. After

what manner, then, ſhall I accmd with my own aſſertion-s, if any one,

O Clinias and Megillus, ſhould thus interrogate me? lftheſe things are ſo,

O guest, what would you adviſe us reſpecting the city of the Magneſians?

Shall we give laws to them, or not? I ſay, undoubtedly. Do you distin

guiſh injuries then by the voluntary and involuntary? And do you ordain

greater puniſhments for voluntary offences and injuries, than for ſuch as are

involuntary i'
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involuntary? Or do you 'puniſh all offences equally, as conſidering that no

injuries are voluntarily committed P

CLIN. You ſpeak properly, O guest. But what uſe ſhall we make of

what has now been ſaid?

GUEST. You interrogate well. In the first place, then, we ſhall uſe what

has been ſaid for the following purpoſe.

CLIN. What purpoſe?

GUEST. Let us call to mind that it was well ſaid by us above, that there

is great confuſion and diſſonance among us reſpecting thingsjust. Reſuming

this, therefore, we again aſk ourſelves whether, ſince we have neither ſolved

the doubt about theſe things, nor defined what is their difference, though in

all Cities, by all legiſlators that have ever existed, voluntary and involuntary

injuries are conſidered as forming two ſpecies of injuries, and laws are esta

bliſhed conformable to this opinion,-whether, therefore, ſince this is the

caſe, ought we to diſmiſs what we have now advanced, after we have

aſſerted that it is, as it were, divinely ſaid, without offering any arguments

to ſhow the rectitude of ſuch aſſertions? Certainly not. But it is in a

manner neceſſary, that before we establiſh laws we ſhould evince that theſe

two things have a ſubſistence, and what is the difference between them;

that, when any one establiſhes a puniſhment for either, every one may uno

derstand, and be able to judge, whether it is establiſhed in a becoming man

ner, or not. .

CLIN. You appear to us, O guest, to ſpeak well. For it is ſit we ſhould

do one of two things, viz. either not ſay that all unjust actions are invo

luntary, or first of all evince by defining that this is properly aſſerted.

GUEST. One of theſe two things, therefore, I can by no means endure,

I mean the denying thatl think it is ſo, (for this would neither be legal nor

holy). But after what manner theſe are two, if they by no means differ

with reſpect to voluntary and involuntary, but with reſpect to ſomething

elſe, we ſhould endeavour to evince.

CLIN. By all means, O guest: for we cannot otherwiſe understand the

nature of theſe.

GUEST- Let it be ſo. Do not, therefore, many damages take place

among citizens in their communications and aſſociations with each other, in

which the voluntary and involuntary abound?

CLIN.
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CLIN. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. Whether, therefore, does any one, conſidering all damages as

injuries, think, in conſequence of this, that they are attended with twofold

injuries, one kind being voluntary, and the other involuntary? For the invo

luntary damages of all men are neither in number, nor magnitude, leſs than

the voluntary. But conſider whether I ſay any thing to the purpoſe, or not.

For, do] not ſay, O Clinias and Megillus, that when ſome one unwillingly

hurts another, he acts unjustly, but involuntarily injures one who is un

willing to be injured? And do I legally establiſh this as an involuntary in

jury? Indeed I do not at all conſider a damage of this kind as an injury,

whether it is of a greater or leſs magnitude. But we often ſay that he who

aſſists another in an improper manner acts unjustly, iſ his affistance is not

victorious. For, my friends, it is not proper, neither if any one imparts

any thing, nor if, on the contrary, he'takes any thing away, to call ſuch an

action ſimply just or unjust: but the legiſlator ſhould conſider whether he

who benefits, or is the cauſe oſ detriment to another, is endued with worthy

manners, and employed thoſe manners justly. And he ſhould look to theſe

two things, viz. injuſiice, and detriment. He ſhould likewiſe, as much as

poffible, legally indemniſy the perſon that has ſustained a damage, restore

what has been lost, raiſe what has fallen, and repair the ravages of death

and wounds. Lastly, he ſhould always endeavour that the diſcords ariſing

from damages may, by means of the laws, terminate in friendſhip.

CLIN. Theſe things are well ſaid.

GUEST. Unjnst damages, therefore, and emol'uments, iſ any one happens

to derive emolument from injuring another, ought to be cured, iſ they are

ſuch as are capable of being cured, as diſeaſcs inherent in the ſoul. But it

is requifitc to ſay, that the cure of injustice verges to this.

CLIN. To what?

GUEST. That the law may diſcipline every one who does an injury, whe

ther it be great or ſmall, and may entirely compel him, either that he ſhall

never afterwards dare to do the like voluntarily, or by far leſs frequently,

through the dread oſ the conſizquent puniſhment. In whatever manner any

one may accompliſh this, whether by works or words, pleaſure or pain,

honour or inſamy, fincs or gifts, ſo as that men may either love, or at least

not hate, the nature of justice, but may hate injustice,-this is the buſineſs oſ

the
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the most beautiful laws. 'But thoſe whom the legiſlator perceives to be in

curable with reſpeCt to theſe particulars, he ſhould puniſh in the extreme,

as knowing that death is better than life to all ſuch as theſe; and that when

they are liberated from life they will doubly beneſit others. For they will

ſerve as a warning to others not to act unjustly, and the city, by their death,

will be freed from bad men. On this account it 'will be neceſſary/'ar t/ie

legz'stator to [maſſ INCURABLE qffle'n'rr will; deal/i, but BY no MEANS on my

ot/zer account.

CLIN. Theſe things appear to have been ſpoken by you in a very ſufficient

manner; but we ſhould gladly hear you relating still more clearly the differ

ence between injustice and detriment.

szs-r. I ſhall endeavour, therefore, to do and ſay as you request me.

For it is evident that you have both ſaid to, and heard from, each other thus

much reſpecting the ſoul, that*anger naturally reſiding in it, whether as a

certain paſſion, or a certain part, and being contentious and invincible, ſub

uerts many things through irrational violence. *

CLiN. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. Beſides tbiS, too, we do not call pleaſure the ſame as anger, but

we ſay that it poſſeſſes dominion from a contrary power, and that it per

ſuades us, with a violent deception, to do whatever it pleaſes.

CLrN. And very much ſo.

Guesr. He, likewiſe, who ſays that ignorance is the third cauſe of

crimes will not be deceived. But he will be a better legiſlator who gives

' this a twofold diviſion: conſidering one kind as ſimple, and the cauſe of

light offences; but the other tWOſold, when any one is void of diſcipline,

not only from being detained by ignorance, but by an opinion of wiſdom, ſo

as to think that he has a perfect knowledge about things of which he is en

tirely ignorant. Things of this kind, therefore, when followed by power

and strength, are to be establiſhed as the cauſes of mighty and rustic crimes;

but when followed by imbecility, as in this caſe they become the crimes of

children and old men, they are to be conſidered as crimes, and laws are to

be establiſhed for thoſe that commit them; but, at the ſame time, they

ſhould be reckoned the mildest of all crimes, and as deſerving the most

abundant indulgence. '

CLIN. You ſpeak reaſonably.

6 ' Gvrsr
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Gum-r. We nearly, therefore, all of us ſpeak of pleaſure and anger, as

things to which ſome of us are ſuperior, and by which others of us are van

quiſhed : and this is truly the caſe. _

CLIN. Entirely ſo.

GUBST. But we never have at any time heard that one of us is ſuperiol
to ignorance, and another vanquiſhed by it. i *

CLIN. Most true.

GUEST. But we ſay that all theſe allure us to their will, and often, at the

ſame time, draw us to things contrary.

CLlN. Oſten, indeed. -

GUEST. But I will now explain to you clearly what I call the just and the

unjust, without any variety oſ distinction. For I entirely denominate

injustice to be the tyranny of anger, fear, pleaſure, and pain, envy and

deſire in the ſoul, Whether ſuch a tyrant injures any one, or not. But the

opinion oſ that which is best, whether it is the conception of cities, or of

certain private individuals, iſ, poſſeſſing dominion in the ſoul, it adorns the

whole man, though it may in a certain reſpect lead him into error,-this I

denominate justice, and call every thing which is performed from this

opinion, just. And I further add, that the whole life of thoſe who are

obedient to a principle of this kind will be most excellent. But a damage

oſ this nature is conſidered by the multitude as involuntary injustice. How

ever, our buſineſs at preſent is not a contention about names. But ſince

We have evinced that there are three ſpecies of crimes, let us, in the first

place, still more diligently recall theſe into our memory. Oſ pain, there

ſore, which we denominate anger and fear, there is one ſpecies for us.

CLlN. Entirely ſo. _

GUEST. But oſ pleaſure and deſires there is a ſecond ſpecies; a third of

hopes and' a deſire of true opinion about that which is best. This third

ſpecies being divided into two parts, five ſpecies will be produced, ſor which

laws are to be establiſhed, differing from each other in two genera.

' CLrN. What are theſe? '

GUEST. The one,every thing which is performed through violent and accord

ing actions; the other, which takes place with darkneſs and deception in a ſecret

manner. And-ſometimes actions are attended with both theſe; which, iſ they

are treated in a proper manner, ought to be restrained by-t-he ſeve'rest:Jaws.1

v0L.-ii. 2 L CLIN.
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CLiN. It is just they ſhould.

Gunsr. But let us now return whence we have digreſſed, and finiſh the

establiſhment of laws. The particulars then which we propoſed to diſcuſs

were reſpecting ſacrilege, betrayers of their country, and thoſe who corrupted

the laws, by diſſolving the polity governed by thoſe laws. Some one may

perhaps commit one or other of theſe through inſanity, diſeaſe, exceſſive old

age, or youthfulneſs, which last does not in any reſpect differ from the other

cauſes which We have enumerated. If it ſhall appear that any one thus

affected has perpetrated one of theſe crimes, when the judges are choſen,

and the crime is divulged, either by the guilty perſon or the inſpector of the

deed, he ſhall be judged to haVe acted contrary to law; and he ſhall be

entirely ſined a ſimple ſine for the injury which he has committed. But

let him be exempt from other puniſhments, unleſs, having committed man

ſlaughter, his hands are not pure from murder: for,_in this caſe, departing

to another country, he ſhall be exiled for a year. If he returns before

the time preſcribed by the law, or ſhall be ctdetected within the borders of

the country, he ſhall be impriſoned for two years in the public gaol by the

guardians of the laws, but liberated from his bonds after this period. How

ever, as we began wi'th murder, let us endeavour to establiſh laws cou

ſummately for every ſpecies of it. And, in the first place, let us ſpeak

concerning violent and involuntary homicide. If any one, therefore, in a

contest, and public gymnastic exerciſes, ſhall involuntarily ſlay his friend,

whether his death happens immediately, or ſome time after, from the wounds

which he has received; or, if a man kills his friend in battle in a ſimilar

manner, or in warlike exerciſes instituted by the magistrates, whether with

naked bodies, or with certain arms in 'imitation of warlike exerciſes,-in all

theſe caſes let him be purified according to the law about theſe particulars

received from Delphi. But let all phyſicians who, in endeavouring to cu're,

have unwillingly been the death of any one, be conſidered as pure according

to law. If any one with his own hand unwillingly ſlays another, whether

with his own naked body, or with an instrument or dart, or from ad

ministering drink or food, or by the hurling of fire, or tempest, or the pri

vation of breath, whether he does this with his own body, or through the

means of other bodies, let' him be entirely conſidered as one that ſlays with

his own hand, and ſuffer the following puniſhments: If he kills a ſlave

belonging
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belonging to another perſon, thinking that it is his own, he ſhall indem

nify the master ofthe dead ſlave, or be fined the double of the worth of ſuch

ſlave : but his worth ſhall be determined by the judges. The homicide, too, in

this caſe ſhall uſe greater and more numerous purifications than thoſe who

commit murder in gymnastic exerciſes; and the proper interpreters of theſe

things ſhall be thoſe whom the Delphic God approves. But if any one kills

his own ſlave, when he is purified according to law, let him be liberated from

murder. If any one involuntarily ſlays a free-born perſon, let him be puri

ſicd with the ſame puriſications as he who cuts off a ſlave. And let him not

deſpiſe one of the antient ſayings. For it is ſaid, that a free-born perſon

who is violently put to death, will ſoon after his death be angry with his .

murderer; and being filled with fear and terror through his violent diſſolu

tion, and perceiving the perſon that ſlew him living after his uſual manner,

he will terrify, and, being disturbed himſelf, disturb with all his might his

murderer and his actions, memory at the ſame time contributing' to oppoſe

him. On this account, it is requiſite that a homicide ſhould be exiled from

every part of his country for a whole year. But, if it is a stranger who is

ſlain, the homicide ſhall be expelled from the Country of the stranger for

the ſame length of time. And if any one is willingly obedient to this law,

he who is the nearest relation of the deceaſed, and who was an inſpector of

all the particulars relative to the murder, ſhall pardon the homicide; with

whom if he is entirely reconciled, it will be perfectly ſufficient; But with

reſpect to him who is not obedient to this law, and who, in the first place,

being unpuriſied, dares to go to the temples of the Gods, and ſacrifice ; and,

in the next place, is unwilling to be exiled for the above-mentioned time,

ſuch a one the nearest relative of the deceaſed ſhall accuſe to the judges,

and he ſhall ſuffer double the puniſhments which are due to theO crime. If

the nearest relative of th'e deceaſed does not call him to an account, the de

filement, as it were, revolving on ſuch a one, or, in other words, the ſlain

perſon directing his anger towards him, he ſhall be accuſed by any one that

pleaſes, and ſhall be compelled by law to leave his country for live years.

But ifa stranger involuntarily ſlays a stranger in the city, whoever is willing

ſhall accuſe him by the ſame laws. If an inhabitant ſlays a stranger, he

ſhall be exiled for one year. And, univerſally, if a stranger ſlays a stranger.

who is an inhabitant and a citizen, beſides his purification he ſhall be

z L 2 baniſhcd
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baniſhed for the whole of his life from the country in which' laws of this kind

have dominion. And if he returns illegally, the guardians of the laws

ſhall puniſh him with death ; and his property, if he has any, ſhall be given

to the nearest relation of the deceaſed. However, if any one involuntarily

returns before the limited time, being driven on the coast by a storm at ſea,

in this caſe, let him ſix a tent on the ſhore, ſo that his feet may touch the

water, and watch for a fit opportunity of ſailinor. But, if he ſhould be for

cibly brought into the city by any one, let him be liberated by the first ma

gistratev he may meet with, and ſent back with ſafety into exile. Again, if

any one with his own hand ſhall ſlay a free-born perſon, being incited by anger

to the deed, a thing of this kind ought, in the first place, to receive a two

fold distinction. For he commits murder through anger, who ſuddenly

and unintentionally kills a man by blows, or any other ſuch like means, ſo

that immediately after the impulſe penitence follows the deed. And he like

wiſe murders another in anger, who having been previouſly defamed by igno

minious words or deeds, and, endeavouring to be avenged, afterwards

voluntarily ſlays the perſon by whom he has been injured,and is not penitent

for the deed. Murder, therefore, as it appears, must receive a twofold diſ

tribution; and both of them nearly are produced by anger. But they may

most justly be ſaid to ſubſist between the voluntary and the involuntary. In

reality, indeed, they are but images of the voluntary and involuntary. For,

he who retains his anger, and does not immediately and ſuddenly, but with

stratagem, at ſome distance of time, avenge himſelf, is ſimilar to one who

murders voluntarily. But he who does not conceal his anger, but immediately

follows its impulſe without premeditation, is ſimilar to one who murders in

voluntarily. However, he is not altogether involuntary, but an image of

one that a6_t__s involuntarily. On this account, it is difficult to determine re

ſpecting murders committed through anger, whether they ſhould be esta

bliſhed by law as voluntary or involuntary actions. The best and the truest

method, therefore, that can be adopted is, to conſider both theſe kinds of

murder as images, and to divide them apart from each other, ſo as to claſs

the one under premeditated, and the other under unpremeditated actions.

Severer puniſhments, therefore, are to be ordained for thoſe that commit

murder through anger, with premeditation ; but milder puniſhments for

thoſe that murder without deliberation, and ſuddenly, For, that which is

ſimilar
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ſimilar to a greater evil ſhould receive a greater puniſhment, but that which

is ſimilar to a leſſer evil, a leſſer puniſhment. Let it, therefore, be thus esta

bliſhed by our laws.

CLIN. By all means. _

Guesr. But again returning to the ſubject we ſay, that if any one with

his own hand ſlays a free-born perſon, but was incited to the deed by a cer

tain anger, without premeditation, in other reſpects let him ſuffer the ſame

puniſhment as it is proper he ſhould ſuffer who kills a man without anger;

but let him, from neceſſity, be exiled for two years, as a puniſhment for his

anger. But he who commits murder through anger, but with deliberation,

ſhall be puniſhed in other reſpects in the ſame manner as the former cha

racter; but he ſhall be baniſhed for three years instead of two, that his anger,

which is greater, may be puniſhed for a longer time. And let this be the

univerſal establiſhment reſpecting theſe particulars. For it is difficult to

give laws about ſuch things with accuracy. For, ſometimes, murder of this

kind, which is conſidered by the law as of a more atrocious, will prove to

be of a milder, nature; and ſometimes that which is of a milder, will be

conſidered as of a more atrocious, nature; according as the murder is com

mitted in a more ſavage or a more gentle manner. But, for the most part,

they will happen agreeably to the above-mentioned mode. Of all theſe

particulars, therefore, the guardians of the laws ſhould be inſpectors. When

the time of the baniſhment of theſe offenders is expired, the guardians of

the laws must ſend twelve judges to the boundaries of the region, for the

purpoſe of conſidering, in a still clearer manner, the actions of the exiles

during this time; and that they may determine in- a proper manner reſpect

ing their modesty and reception. But the exiles ſhall acquieſce in the judg

ment of theſe magistrates. And if again, on returning from baniſhment,

any one of theſe, being impelled by anger, ſhall commit the ſame offence,

he ſhall be perpetually baniſhed : and if he returns from his exile, he ſhall be

puniſhed in the ſame manner as a stranger for returning from exile. Let

him who kills his ſlave purify himſelf. But if he kills the ſlave of another

perſon in anger, let him pay to the master of the flave double the worth of

his loſs. Ifany homicide is not obedient to the laws reſpecting murder, but,

while he is unpurified, defiles by his preſence the forum, gymnaſia, and

other ſacred places,-whoever is willing may bring before a court ofjudg

ment
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ment both the homicide, and the relation of the deceaſed who has neglected

to avenge the dead, and compel him to pay a double ſine, and ſuffer in other

reſpects a double puniſhment. And let the offending party conſider the fine

as legal. If a ſlave kills his master in anger, the kindred of the deceaſed

ſhall be allowed to ſlay the homicide in whatever manner they pleaſe, and

ſhall be pure from murder, ſo long as they do not by any means preſerve the

life of the ſlave. But if a ſlave does not kill his own master, but ſome other

free>born perſon, in anger, he ſhall be given up by his master to the kindred of

the deceaſed, who ſhall, from neceffity, put him to death in whatever manner

they pleaſe. If a father or mother ſhall in anger ſlay a ſon or daughter, by

blows, or any other violent manner (a thing which will happen, though

but rarely), let them be purified after the ſame manner as other homicides,

and be exiled for three years. And after they return from exile, the huſ

band ſhall be divorced from the wiſe, and the wife from the huſband: and

they ſhall never afterwards beget children together, nor ſhall either of theſe

dwell together with him whoſe ſon or brother either oſ them ſlew, nor

communicate with him in ſacred rites. But he who is impious with reſpect

to theſe things, and does not obey theſe laws, ſhall be obnoxious to the

charge of impiety by any one that is willing. lfa man ſlays his wiſe, or a

wife her huſband, in anger, they ſhall be purified in a ſimilar manner with

other homicides, and ſhall be exiled for three years. But, on returning from

exile, let not either of them be permitted to join with their children in

ſacred rites, nor ever eat at the ſame table with them. And, if either the

father or the child is diſobedient to this law, let them be obnoxious to the

charge of impiety by any one that is willing. If a brother fiays either a

brother or a ſister, or ſister a brother or a. ſister, in anger, let them be pu

rified and exiled in the ſame manner as parents that ſlay their children; and,

on their return from exile, let them not eat at the ſame table, or join in

ſacred rites, with thoſe whom they have deprived of brothers, or ſisters, or

ſons. And if any one is diſobedient to this law, he ſhall with justice be

obnoxious to the charge of impiety. If any one, through incontincnt anger,

is ſo enraged with his par-ents as to dare to ſlay one of them in his inſane

fury,--if the dying parent, before he expires, ſhall voluntarily abſolve his

murderer from the deed, then, being purified in the ſame manner as thoſe who

commit murder voluntarily, and performing ſuch other things as they per

form,
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form, let him be conſidered as pure. But if the dying parent does not ab

folve him, let him be obnoxious to many laws. For he must be ſubject to

the extreme puniſhments of whipping, and, in a ſimilar manner, of impiety

and ſacrilege, becauſe he has exPelled the ſoul of his begetter. So that, if it

were poſſible that a man could die frequently, it would be most just that a

parricide or matricide ſhould ſuffer many deaths. For, how is it poſſible that

he who is not permitted by any law to destroy his parent-s, who led forth

his nature into light, even though he ſhould find that he was going to be ſlain

by them, but is enjoined by the legiſlator to endure all things rather than

perpetrate a deed of this kind,-how is it poſſible, I ſay, that ſuch a one can

in any other way be properly puniſhed? Let death, therefore, be ordained

as the puniſhment of him who in anger ſlays either his father or mother.
But if a brother ſlays a brotherct in his own defence, being attacked by him;

through ſedition taking place between them, or any other ſuch means, let

him be pure in the ſame manner as one who ſlays an enemy. And if a

citizen flays a citizen, or a stranger a stranger, in his own defence, let him be

ſimilarly pure ; as, likewiſe, if, in defending himſelf, a citizen ſlays a stranger,

or a stranger a citizen, or a ſlave a ſlave. But if a ſlave, in his own de

fence, ſlays a free-born perſon, let him be obnoxious to the ſame laws as

him who ſlays his father. Let the ſame thing alſo be understood reſpecting

the abſolution from murder in all theſe caſes as was ſaid concerning the ab

ſolution from parricide. If any dying perſon, therefore, among theſe, pre

vious to his death, willingly abſolves his murderer from voluntary murder,

purifications ſhall be administered to the homicide, and he ſhall be exiled for

a year. And thus we appear to have ſpoken ſufficiently reſpecting murders

committed by violence, involuntarily, and in anger. Let us now ſpeak

concerning ſuch as are voluntary, and perpetrated with every kind of in

justice, and from stratagems, through the tyranny of pleaſures, deſires, and

envy.

CLIN. You ſpeak properly. ,

Guasr. Again, therefore, in the first place, let us ſpeak to the utmost of

our power concerning the cauſes of theſe. The greatest cauſe, then, is de

ſire, which has dominion in a ſoul rendered ſavage by venereal incentives.

It is this which abundantly, and in the most vehement manner, inflames the

minds of the multitude, and which, throngh a depraved nature and want of

diſcipline,
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diſcipline, generates ten thouſand loves of infinite riches. But we ſay that

the want ofdiſcipline is the cauſe why both among the Greeks and Barbarians

riches are praiſed in a vicious manner. For they place theſe in the first,

though they belong to the third, rank of things good; and, through this opi

nion, destroy both themſelves and posterity. For, to ſpeak the truth to all

cities reſpecting riches, is the most beautiful and the best of all things. But

the truth is, that riches ſubſist for the ſake of the body, and the body

ſubfists for the ſake of the foul. Since, therefore, thoſe things are good

for the ſake of which riches naturally ſubſist, they will rank in the third

place after the virtue of the body and ſoul. This reaſon, therefore, will in

form us as a teacher, that he who deſires to be happy ought not to ſeek

after wealth indiſcriminately, but in a just and temperate manner. For

thus murders would not be committed in cities, which require to be purified

by murders. But now, as I ſaid in the beginning of this diſcuffion, this is

one and the greatest cauſe of the greatest puniſhments of voluntary murder.

z The ſecond is the habit of an ambitious ſoul, which generates envy; and

this is bitter to thoſe that dwell together, and eſpecially to him by whom it

is poſſeſſed, and afterwards to the best perſons in the city. But cowardly and

unjust fears rank in the third place, which produce many murders, when

ſuch things have been tranſacted by any one, or are at preſent tranſacted, as

no one wiſhes to be conſcious have taken place, or do take place. On this

account they take away by death thoſe that might give information of ſuch

tranſactions, when they cannot prevent them from making a diſcovery by
any other means. HAnd thus much for a preface to all theſe particulars. To'

which may be added, what many who are studious reſpecting the mysteries

have heard about things of this kind, of the truth of which they are vehe

mently perſuaded,-I mean, that ſuch actions are puniſhed in Hades, and that

the perpetrators of them, again returning hither,,ueceſſarily ſuffer puniſh

'ment according to nature, and end their days by ſuffering the very fame

kind of death which they cauſed another to ſuffer. For him, therefore,

who from this preface is perſuaded, and is in every reſpect afraid of ſuch a

puniſhment, there is no occaſion to establiſh a law reſpecting voluntary mur

der: but for him who will not be perſuaded by it let the following law be

ordained. He who deſignedly and unjustly ſlays with his own hand his

fellow-citizen, ſhall, in the first place, be expelled from-temples, from the

forum,
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forum, from ports, and from every general aſſembly, that he may not defile

any of theſe by his preſence; and this, whether any one forbids him from

theſe places or not. For the law forbids him, and forbids him as a perpetual

injunction to the whole city. But the male or female relative, as far as to

a couſin, of the deceaſed, who does not proſecute ſuch a one in a proper

manner, nor expel him from theſe places, ſhall ſirst of all receive in him

ſelfthc defilement, together with the hatred of the Gods, agreeably to the

imprecation of the law. And, in the ſecond place, he ſhall be obnoxious to

any one who is willing to revenge the dead. He who is willing to do this,

having performed every thing reſpecting waſhings, and ſuch other-parti

culars as Divinity has cauſed to be legal in caſes of this kind, and uttered

ſuch things as must be previouſly announced, let him proceed, and compel

the homicide to ſuffer the puniſhment of his deed according to law. But

that theſe things ought to take place through certain prayers and ſacrifices to

certain Gods, who attend to ſuch particulars, and are careful that murder

may not be perpetrated in cities, willv eaſily be apparent to the legiſlator.

However, who theſe Gods are, and in what manner theſe judgments may

be introduced, ſo as to take place with the utmost rectitude with reſpect to

a divine nature, the guardians of the laws, together with the intei'preters

and diviners, must promulgate. But let the judges of theſe particulars be

thoſe to whom we have given the power of puniſhing ſacrilege. Let him

too who is condemned, be puniſhed with death; and let him not be buried

in the country of the murdered perſon, on account of his having acted in an

impudent, as well as an impious manner. If he makes his eſcape, being

unwilling to stand his trial, let him be perpetually exiled. And if he is

ever detected in any part of the country in which he has committed the

murder, he who first meets with him, whether he was the murderer of one

of his kindred, or fellow-citizens, ſhall stay him with impunity; or ſhall

deliver him bound to thoſe magistrates that preſide as judges over theſe

a airs, that he may by them be put to death. But if any one ſhould stand

forth in his defence, he ſhall be bound for his appearance, and ſhall procure

three bondsmcn, whom the judges ſhall think ſufficient, for the purpoſe. If

lie is either unwilling or incapable of doing this, he ſhall be bound by the

magistrates, and propc rly ſecured, that he may be puniſhed for his interfe

rence. If any one ſlays another, not with his own hand, but by conſulta

VOL. 11. 2 M tion
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tion and stratagem, and yet, though hc is the cauſe of the murder, and not

puriſicd in his ſoul, ſhall rtſnle in the City where the deed was committed,

ſuch a one, being condemned, ſhall be ſimilar-ly punilhed, except that he

ſhall not be permitted to procure bondsmcn, but ſhall be allowed his proper

ſepulchre. Let other things reſpecting him take place in the ſame manner

as above. Let the ſame particulars too be establiſhed reſpecting strangers

towards strangers, citizens and strangers towards each other, and staves to

wards ſlaves, in murder committted with the homicide's own hand ; and in

that which is committed by conſultation and stratagem, excepting that theſe

latter homicides ſhall be obliged to give bondsmen, in the ſame manner as

thoſe that murder with their own hands. lfa ſlave voluntarily murders a

free-born perſon, whether with his own hand, or through conſultation, and

is condemned, the public executioner ſhall lead him to the tomb of the mur

dered perſon, or to a place where he may ſce the tomb. Here he ſhall be

whipt as long as the perſon that apprehended him pleaſes, and if he ſurvives the

whipping, he ſhall be put to death. But if any one kills a ſlave who has

not in any reſpect acted unjustly, through fear lest he ſhould diſcloſc his baſe

and vicious actions, or through ſome ſimilar cauſe, he ſhall be puniſhed in

the ſame manner as if he had flain a citizen. However, if caſes ſhould

happen for which it is very difficult to establiſh laws, at the ſame time that

it is impoſſible not to deliver laws reſpecting them, ſuch as the voluntary,

and, in every reſpect, unjust, murdering of kindred, whether the homicide

accompliſhes this with his own hand, or by conſultation and stratagem,

(murders which frequently take place in cities badly inhabited and governed,

and ſometimes in a region where no one would expect to ſind them)--in ſuch

caſes as theſe, it will be proper that what was lately mentioned by us ſhould

be repeated. For, perhaps, ſome one, on hearing theſe things, may be in

duced more willingly to abstain from the most impious oſall murdcrs. For

a fable, or a diſcourſe, or by whatever other name. it may be proper to call

it, is clearly delivered by antient priests, that Justice, the avenger and in

ſpector of the murdering of kindred, uſes the law of which we have just now

ſpoken. Hence, they-ſay, ſhe has ordained that he who commits any ſuch

action ſhall neceſſarily ſuffer the ſame things as he has committed. So that,

if any one has ever murdered his father, he ſhall himſelf, in certain periods

of time, be violently put to death by his children. And, if any one has mur

6 dered
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dered his mother, he ſhall, in ſucceeding times, partake from nece'liity or' a

feminine nature, and be deprived of lifc by his offipring. For they add

that, when common blood is defiled, there is not any other puriſication, nor

can the stain be waſhed away by other means, than by the guilty ſoul ſuffer

ing murder for murder, and in a ſimilar manner, and laying aſleep the anger

of all the kindred of the murdercd perſon. lt is proper, therefore, that men

ſhould he restrained from crimes of this kind, through the fcur of thoſe pu

niſhments which are inflicted by the Gods. But if ſuch a miſerable cala'mity

ſhould happen to any, as that they ſhould delignedly and voluntarily dare

to deprive father or mother, brothers or children, of life, let the following

law reſpecting things of this kind be establiſhed by the mortal legiſlator. By

a public declaration they ſhall be expelled from all ſacred places, and ſhall

be obliged to give bondsmen, in the ſame manner as was mentioned above.

And when any one is condemned for murder of this kind, he ſhall be put to

death both by the ſervants of the judges and the magistrates, and ſhall be

driven naked out of the city to an appointed place, u here three roads meet.

Then all the magistrates, for the ſake of the whole city, carrying each of

them a stone, ſhall hurl it at the head of the dead body, and thus expiate

the whole city. After this, carrying the dead body to the boundaries of the

region, and hurling it thence, they ſhall leave it unburied, according to law.

But what ought he to ſuffer who (lays his nearest, and, as it is ſaid, most

friendly, relative? I mean the man who kills himſelf, and by violence de

prives himſelf ofthe allotment of fate; being neither compelled to do this by

the judgment of the city, nor by a grievous and inevitable chance of fortune,

nor by any extreme ſhame or pmcrty; but, through imlolence and eſſeminate

timidity, unjuſlly puuilhcs himſelf. \Vhat purifieations, and what mode of '

intermeut, ought to be lcgully establiſhed refpecting ſuch a one, Divinity

knows: but the nearest rzlatives of the deceaſed must inquire what thele

are from the interpretcrs of the Gods, and the laws about thch. As to

their ſepulture, let them he buried in ſolitary places, where no one elſe is

burio', and in thoſe parts of the region which are the boundarics of the

twehe diviſious, and which are deſolate and without a name. Let them,

likewiſe, be buried in an ignoble manner, neither making their tombs con

iþicuom by the erection of pillars, or the infcriptiou of their names. lfa

beast ofburthen, or any other animal, ſhall kill a man, unleſs this happens in

2 M 2 ſome
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ſome public comest, the relations of the perſon ſo killed ſhall avenge his

death: and the praefects of the land ſhall do whatever the relation or rela

tions of the deceaſed command. But the puniſhment ſhall conſist in driving

the animal beyond the boundaries of the region, and there (laying him. If

any inanimate thing deprives a man ofliſe, except thunder, or any other ſuch

]ikc dart ſent from Divinity, by either falling on the man, Or the man falling

on it, he who is nearest of kin to the' deceaſed ſhall appoint his neighbour to be

ajudge in this caſe, and ſhall make an expiation both for himſelf and the

whole of his kindred. But the thing condemned ſhall be exterminated the

region, in the ſame manner as animals that are homicides. If any one is

found dead, and it is not manifest by whom he was ſlain, but cannot be diſ

covered after the most diligent ſearch, proclamations must be employed as

in other murders, and the crier must proclaim in the forum, that whoever

has flain this or that perſon, as being guilty of murder, must vnot approach

any ſacred places, nor reſide in any part of the region where the deed was

committed: for, if he is detectcd within the boundarics of the ſaid region,

he ſhall be put to death, and, being hurled beyond them, left unburied. Let

this one law, therefore, be establiſhed as the principal one reſpecting murder.

And thus much may ſuffice about things of this kind. Let the following,

then, be the particular caſes in which he who commits murder will be pure.

Ifany one detects a thief entering his houſe by night, for the purpoſe of

ſobbing it, and ſlays him, let ſuch an one be pure. In like manner, let him

be pure who ſlays a highwayman in his own defence. And if any one uſes

force reſpecting vent-real concerns towards a free-born woman or boy, let

him be put to death with impunity, either by the injured party, or by the

father, brothers, or ſons of the perſon ſo injurecl. Likeu'iſe, if a man meets

with any one offering violence to his wife, and kills him, let him be pure,

according to law. And if any one, in aſſisting his father, or mother, or

children, or brothers, or wiſe, in doing that which is by no means unholy,

ſhould ſlay ſome one, let him be in every reſpect pure. And thus far we

have given laws concerning that education and diſcipline of the living ſoul,

which if it is ſortunately endued with, it may be ſuffered to live, but of

which if it is nnfortunately deprived, it must be put to death: and we have

likewiſe ordained ſuch puniſhments as murders deſerve. \Vc have ſpoken

too reſpecting the nutrition and diſcipline of bodies.
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It now remains that we ſhould define, to the utmost oſ our power, what

violent, voluntary, and involuntary actions are, and how many they are in

number, and what are the puniſhments accommodated to each. For theſe, as

it appears, will be properly diſcuſſed after thoſe. But even the vilest legiſla

tor will place the conſideration of Wounds, and mutilntions from Wounds,

after murder. Wounds, therefore, are to- be divided in the ſame manner as

murders. For ſome of them are inflicted involuntarily; others through anger;

ſome through ſeat ; and ſome voluntarily and from deſign. Reſpecting all

theſe, the following obſervations must be premiſed. It is neceſſary that laws

ſhould be establiſhed for men, and that they ſhould live according to law, or

they would in no reſpect differ from the most ſavage animals. But this is

owing to the nature of men, which is- never ſound to be ſufficient of itſelf '

to know what is advantageous to a human polity; and, when it does know

this, is never always able to do and wiſh that which is best. For it is, in the

first place, difficult to know that not private but public advantage must

neceſſarily be attended to by the political and true art ; (for that which is
commonibinds, but that which is private dilacerates, cities,) and that it is

more advantageous, both to the public and individuals, that common concerns

ſhould be well establiſhed, than ſuch as are private. In the ſecond place,

though ſome one ſhould know ſufficiently from art, that theſe things natu

rally ſubſist in this manner, yet, after this, iſ he ſhould govern the city with

an unrestrained authority, he would be incapable oſ perſevering in this

dogma, and oſ living in the opinion that common- advantage ſhould be

nouriſhed in a city, and private follow the general good. But the mortal

nature will always impcl him to prerogative and private advantage : for

this nature avoids pain, and purſues pleaſure, in an irrational manner ; prefers.

both theſe to that which is more just and excellent ;and, producing darkneſs

in itſelf, fills at length both itſelſ and the whole tity with evils oſ every

kind. Indeed, iſ any man, through a divine destiny, ſhould be naturally

ſufficient to comprehend what is the public good, he would require no laws

for the government oſhimſelſ; for neither any law, nor any order-,.is better

than ſcience; nor is it lawful that intellect ſhould be ſubſervient and a ſlave

to any thing, but that it ſhould be the ruler of all things, if it lS thus true,.

and really ſree by nature. But now, with reſpect to ſuch an intellect as this,

it cannot be ſaid, that it is not by any means any where to be found, but it

ſhould
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ſhould be ſaid that it i; but rarely ſeen. That which ranks, therefore,

in the ſecond place, must be choſen, viz. order and law; of which manv

things are indeed perceived, but it is impoſſible to view all that pertains to

them. And thus much we have laid ſor the ſake oſ theſe things.-Now, let

us ordain what he who wounds or injures another ought to ſuffer or pay.

For it is eaſy for every one to comprehend properly, whether any one is

wounded or not,who it is that is wounded,in what part,and after what man ner,

For there are an innumerable multitude oſparticulars oſthis kind, and which

very much differ from each other. It is, therefore, alike impoſſible, to refer all,

or no one of theſe, to courts ofjustice. For this one thing, in all theſe, must

nedcſſarily be referred to the deciſion of justice. l mean, whether each of

theſe was done, or not. That nothing, indeed, ſhould be determined by courts

oſjustice reſpecting the fine for injuries oſ this kind, but that all things, both

ſmall and great, ſhould be determined by law, is nearly impoſiible.

CLIN. \Vhar then ſhall we ſay after this?

GUEST. That ſome things ſhould be reſerred to courts of justice, but that

others ſhould be determined by the legiſlator himſelf.

CLIN. What are the particulars then which the legiſlator must decide,

nd what thoſe which must be decided by courts ofjustice?

GUEST. With the greatest propriety, after theſe things, the following

aſſertions may be made: That, in a city in which the courts ofjustice are

depraved and dumh, the opinions of the judges Concealed, and ſentence

privately paſſed; and in which ſomething still more dire than this takes place,

when each of the judges decides, not in ſilence, but in the midst of tumult,

as in a theatre, the rhetoriciaus praiſing and blaming with loud exclama

tions ;-then a heavy calamity befalls the whole city. lſ, therefore, from a

certain neceſſity, any one ſhould be compelled to give laws to ſuch courts of

justice, it would not be a fortunate circumstance; but, aſthe ſame time, he

who is forced to give them, ſhould commit only the ſmallest lines to the

judges, but ſhould clearly ordain the greatest part of them himielſ. But, in

a city, in which courts oſ justice are eſtabliſhed with as great propriety as

poſſible, and the judges are well educated, and examined with the greatest

accuracy; in ſuch a city, it will be proper and becoming to refer many things

to the deciſion of ſuch judges, reſpecting the puniſhment of ſuch as are con

demned. No one, therefore, ſhould be indignant with us, that we do not

now
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now promulgate to theſe, ſuch things as are the greatest and most numerous,

which judges that are educated in the vilcst manner may be able to perceive ;

and who likewiſe may be capable oſ puniſhing every offence in a proper

manner. But, as we are of opinion that thoſe for whom we promulgate

laws, will not be in the ſmallest degree inelegant judges of theſe things, we

ſhall commit most things to their deciſion. Howaver, as we have often

ſaid, in the former part oſ this diſcuffion, that a deſcription and formulae of

puniſhments ought to be given as examples to judges, which are never to be

tranſgreſſcd, and this we ourſelves have accompliſhed,--this was then both

lightly aſſerted and performed, and must be obſerved at preſent, as we are

again returning to the laws. Let the written law, therefore, þbe eſta

bliſhed reſpecting wounds. If any one, thinking in conjunction with his

will to ſlay his friend, (if his friend is one of thoſe whom the law forbids

him to injure) wounds, but is not able to kill him, ſuch' an one, as neither

deſerving pity nor regard, we ſhall compel to ſuffer the puniſhment of

murder, no otherwiſe than iſ he had actually ſlain his friend: except we

ſhould reverence his ſortune, iſ it ſhould not be entirely bad, and alſo the

dekmon who, commiſerating both him and the wounded perſon, may become

an averter oſ evil to both, and may cauſe the wound oſ the one not to be

incurable, and the ſortunc and calainity of the other to be devoted to the

Furies. Gizing thanks, therefore, to this dszon, and not oppoſiug him,

we ſhall take away the puniſhment oſ death from him that inflicted the

wound, but order him to be exiled ſor life in a neighbouring city, and there

enjoy the ſruits oſ all his poſſeffions. lſ the wounded perſon, however, has

ſuffered any loſs, he ſhall make him a pr0per refiitution, and ſuch an one as

the court of justice ſhall determine. But thoie judges that decide in caſes

of murder ſhall decide in this caſe. Iſ a child deſignedly wounds his parent,

or a ſlave his master, the puniſhment ſhall be death. And iſ a brother

deſignedly wounds a b.'other or filter, or a ſister a ſister or brother, the

puniſhment ſhall in like manner be death. But iſ a woman wounds her

huſband with an intention oſ ſlztying him, or a huſband his Wife with the

ſame deſign, let each be perpetually bnnifhed. And, with reſpect to their

property, if their ſons or daughters are at that time but children, let perſons

be appointed to manage their affairs, and take care of the orphan children.

But it' their ſons or daughters are adults, let them not be compelled to pro

vide
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vide ſor their exiled parent, but let them be permitted to take poſſeſſion of

his or her property. If any one who has no children happens to fall into

calamities of this kind, let his kindred, as far as to couſins, both of the male

and female ſide, aſſemble, and, conſulting together with the guardians of the

laws and priests, in the houſe of the exiled perſon, let one family out of the

ſive thouſand and forty houſes of the city be appointed as his heir : at the

ſame time conſidering that no houſe out of this number is ſo much the pro

perty of its inhabitant, and his kindred, as of the city at large. It is requiſite,

indeed, that the city ſhould poſſeſs its own houſes, to the utmost of its

power, in the most holy and proſperous manner. When any houſe, there

fore, is at the ſame time both unfortunate and impious, in conſequence ofits

poſſeſſor leaving no children behind him, and of having been condemned for

voluntary murder, or any other crime towards the Gods, or his fellow

citizens, the puniſhment of which according to law is evidently death, or

perpetual exile ;-when this is the caſe, in the ſirst place, let the houſe be

purified and expiatcd according to law'; and, in the next place, let the kindred,

as we just now ſaid, aſſembling together with the guardians of the laws,

conſider what family in the city is most renowned for virtue, and at the ſame

time fortunate, and conſisting ofa numerous progeny, Let one of the chil

dren belonging to this family be adopted by the father of the deceaſed, and bv

his grandfather and great grandfather, beſeeching, at the ſame time, Divinity

that he may be a parent, master, and minister of holy and ſacred rizes, with

better fortune than his predeceſior. Hauizzzz z'a'll)'<*_(i after this manner, let

him be appointed heir according to law. But let the guilty perſon be

ſuffered to lie without a name, without children, and without any lot, in

conſequence of being oppreſſed by ſuch calamities as theſe. Boundary,

however, as it appears, is not in all things mingled with boundary. But

where there is a common confine, this, being previoully hurled in the middle

of both boundaries, ſubſists between both. And we have ſaid that crimes

committed through anger are ofthis kind, ſubtisting between voluntary and

involuntarycrimes. If then any one is condemned for wounding another

through anger, ifthe wound ſhall prove to be curable, he ſhall pay the double

of the loſs ſustained ; but if incurable, he ſhall make a four-fold restitution,

If the wound ſhall prove to be curable, but at the ſame time becomes the

cauſe of great ſhame and diſgrace to the wounded perſon, he ſhall likewiſe

Pay
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pay a fourſold ſine. But if any one, in wounding another, not only injures

the wounded perſon, but the city, by rendering him incapable of aſſ'sting

his country against the enemy, he ſhall be ſimilarly lined, and, beſides this,

make restitution to the city for its loſs. Beſides, too, his own military

duties, he ſhall perform thoſe of the' wounded perſon; or, in caſe of non

compliance, he ſhall be accuſed according to law, by any one that is willing,

for neglect of military duty. He ſhall likewiſe make a double, triple, or

quadruple restitution, according to the deciſion of the judges. If one near

relation in a ſimilar manner wounds another, the Parents and kindred, as

far as to the male and female couſins aſſembling together, ſhall decide the

caſe among themſelves, and ſhall deliver the offender to his parents to be

puniſhed according to nature. But if the puniſhment ſhould be doubtful,

it ſhall be determined by the kindred on the male ſide. And iſ they are

incapable of deciding the caſe, they ſhall betake themſelves at last to the

guardians of the laws. When children inflict any ſuch wounds on their

parents, the judges ſhall be thoſe that have paſſed beyond their ſixtieth year,

and whoſe children are truly their own, and not ſuch as are adopted. He

that in this caſe is condemned ſhall be put to death, or ſuffer ſome greater

puniſhment, or one that is not much lcſs ; but no one of his kindred ſhall

be permitted to judge him, though he ſhould be of the age preſcribed by

law. But if a ſlave wounds any free-born perſon in anger, his master ſhall

deliver him to the wounded perſon, that he may puniſh him in whatever

manner he pleaſes: but if his master does not deliver him, he himſelf ſhall

make a compenſation for the injury. If any one has a ſuſpicion that the

ſlave and wounded perſon acted from mutual compact, he ſhall acquaint the

judges with his ſuſpicion; and if he does not prove that his ſuſpicion

was true, he ſhall be fined triple of the damage ſustained; but iſ he does

prove it, let him be obnoxious to ſlaVery, who has acted thus artfully with a

ſlave. But let him who involuntarily wounds another, pay a ſimple ſine.

For no legiſlator is ſufficient to govern fortune. Let the judges alſo be ſuch

as were appointed for children when guilty of wounding their parents, and

let theſe determine the proper puniſhment. All the above-mentioned

paſſions, indeed, are violent; and every kind of striking likewiſe is violent.

It is neceſſary, therefore, that every man and every woman ſhould always think

about things of this kind, that an elderly perſon is to be honoured in no

v0L. u. 2 N ſmall
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ſmall degree beyond a younger perſon; that they are ſo by the Gods;

and must be ſo by men who deſign to be ſaved and be happy. To ſee,

therefore, an elderly struck by a young man in a city, is ſhameful, and

odious to Divinity. But it ſeems fit that every young man, when struck by

an old man, ſhould patiently endure it, through a reverence of his age.

Let it, therefore, be thus: Every one ſhall reverence both in Word and

deed a perſon older than himſelf; and in ſuch a manner, that whoever is

more than twenty years of age, whether male or female, may be reverenced

as a father or mother; and ſo that every young perſon may abstain from

offering violence to any who are capable of begetting or bringing forth

children, through regard to the Gods that preſide over births. In a ſimilar

manner, let no violence be offered to a stranger, whether he has reſided for

ſome time in the city, or has but recently taken up his abode in it. For,

whether he excites contention, or reſists an injury, let no one dare to chastize

him with blows. But if a stranger ſhould dare wantonly to strike a citizen,

let him who thinks he ought to be puniſhed bring him before the praefects

ofthe city, but not strike him himſelf, that, by thus refraining from a ſtranger,

he may be far' from daring to strike a fellow-citizen, The przfects of the

city, reverencing the hoſpitable God, ſhall examine the affair ; and if it ſhall

appear that the stranger has acted unjustly, the citizen ſhall give him as

many laſhes with a whip, as the blows which he received from him, that he

may prevent him from daring to do the like in future. But if it ſhall appear

that the stranger has not acted unjustly, after threatening and diſgracing the

perſon that brought him before the praefects of the city, let both be diſmiſſed.

If one perſon strikes another of the ſame age with himſelf, or who is a little

older, but without children, or if an old man strikes an old man, or one

youth another, the injured parties may defend themſelves according to nature,

without weapons, with their naked hands. But if any one who is more than

forty years of age ſhall dare to strike another, either while the perſon he

flrikes is attacking another, or defending himſelf, let him be called rustic,

illiberal, and ſervile ; and he may be conſidered as ſufficiently p-uniſhed by

this reproach. And if any one is obedient to theſe admonitions, he will be

of a tractable diſpoſition: but let him who cannot be perſuaded by them,

and who deſpiſes this exordium, receive with alacrity the following law:

If any one strikes another who is older than himſelf by twenty years or

more,
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more,-in the first place, let him who happens to be preſent at the time, if he

is neither of an equal age, nor younger, prevent any further violence ; or, if

he does not prevent it, let him be conſidered as unworthy according to law.

But if he is of the ſame age with, or younger than, the perſon struck, let

him defend him as if he was his brother or father, or as if he was his

ſuperior. And, beſides this, let him be obnoxious to judicial puniſhment,

who, as we have ſaid, dares to strike a perſon older than himſelf: and if he is

condemned, lct him be puniſhed with bonds, for not leſs than a year; or for

a longer time, if it ſhall ſeem proper to the judges by whom he is con

demned. Ifa stranger or an inhabitant ſhall strike one who is twenty years

older than himſelf, let the ſame law have the ſame power, with reſpect to

thoſe that are preſent giving him affistance. And let him who in this caſe

ſhall be condemned, if he is a stranger, and not an inhabitant oſ the city, be

puniſhed with bonds for the ſpace of two years. But if he is an inhabitant

of the city, and is not obedient to the laws, let him be puniſhed with bonds

for three years, if the court of justice does not determine that he ſhall be

puniſhed for a longer time. Let whoever happens to be preſent on this

occaſion, and does not give aſiistance according to law, be ſined. And if he

poſſeſſes one of the first and largest estates, let him be ſined a mina; but if

his estate is of the ſecond rank, fifty drachms; if of the third, thirty ;v and

if of the fourth, twenty. Let the court of justice too reſpecting all ſuch

particulars conſist of the generals of the army, the prazfects of the military

orders, the governors oſ tribes, and the masters of the horſe. But with

reſpect to laws, as it appears, ſome are institnted for the'ſake of worthy men,

that they may be instructed by them, how they may aſſociate with each

other in a benevolent manner; but others for the ſake oſ thoſe who, avoid

ing diſcipline, and being of an intractable nature, are diſpoſed to ruſh into

every kind of vice. It is for theſe that what follows is aſſerted, and that

the legiflator neceſſarily establiſhes laws; at the tame time wiſhing, that

there may never be any occaſion to uſe them. Whoever, therefore, dares

to strike his father or mother, or the progenitors of theſe, neither dreading

the anger of the Gods above, nor the puniſhments which are ſaid to be

inflicted under the earth, but, as one who thinks he knows that of which he

is perfectly ignorant, deſpiſes aſſertions which are both antient and aſſented

to by all men, and in conſequence of this acts unlawfully,-ſuch a one

2 N 2 requrres
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requires the most extreme remedy. Death, therefore, is not the last remedy,

butvthe puniſhments which are inflicted in Hades are rather ultimate reme

. dies ; and which, though they are most truly ſaid to exist, yet are incapable

of averting ſouls of this kind from evil. For, iſ they were capable, there

never would be ſound any who would impiouſly dare to strike their parents.

It is reqnifite, therefore, that the puniſhments for crimes of this kind in the

preſent life, ſhould be as much as poſſible in no reſpect inferior to thoſe which

are inflicted in Hades. Let the following law, therefore, be establiſhed: lfany

one who is notinſane ſhall dare to strike his father or mother, or theirfathers

or mothers,--in the first place, let any one who is preſent (as was mentioned

before) give aſſistance. And if it is an inhabitant that gives aſlistance, let

him be called to take the principal ſeat in the games; but if he does not

give aflistance, let him be perpetually baniſhed from the region. If he is

not an inhabitant, but gives affistance, let him be praiſed; but if he does

not give aflistance, let him be blamed. If a ſlave gives affistance, let him be

made free ; but if he does not affist, let him receive a hundred laſhes with

a whip. And if this happens in the forum, let the puniſhment be inflicted

by the praafects of the market; but if in any other part of the city, by the

azdiles. In like manner, if it ſhould happen beyond the city, let him be

puniſhed by the governors of the huſbandmen. If any citizen is preſent

when a parent is struck by his child, whether ſuch citizen is a boy, a man,

or a woman, let him give affistance, at the ſame time exclaiming that ſuch

conduct is impious. But if he does not give affistance, let him be obnoxious

to Jupiter Omognius ' and Patro'ius '. Lastly, if any one is condemned for

ſtriking his parents, let him, in the first place, be perpetually baniſhed from

the city to ſome other region ; and, in the next place, let him be expelled

from all ſacred places and ceremonies; from which if he will not abstain,

let him be puniſhed with blows by the magistrates that take care of rural

affairs, and entirely in ſuch a manner as they pleaſe. And if he returns

from exile, let him be puniſhed with death. If any free-born perſon ſhall

eat or drink with ſuch a one, or have any tranſactions with him, or volun

tarily touch him, if he ſhould happen to meet with him,-ſuch a one ſhall

neither be ſuffered to enter into any temple, or forum, nor in ſhort into the

' Viz. who preſides over nations and families. * Paterual.

city,
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city, till he is purified; for he ſhould think that he has had communication

with an execrable fortune. But if, being unperſuaded by the law, he ille

gally defiles ſacred places, and the city,-whatever magistrate, perceiving

this, does not puniſh ſuch an one, let him be accuſed as guilty of one of the

greatest crimes. Ifa ſlave strikes a free-born perſon, whether he is a stranger

or a citizen, let any one who is preſent give affistance, or be puniſhed with

the abOVe-mentioned fine, according to the value of his estate. Thoſe who

are preſent, therefore, ſhall ſuccour the injured perſon, and deliver to him

the offender bound. Then the injured perſon, receiving him in this con

dition, ſhall give him as many laſhes with a whip as he pleaſes; obſerving,

at the ſame time, not to injure his master, to whom he ſhall afterwards

deliver him, to be poſſeſſed according to law. But let the law be this:

lf a ſlave strikes a free-born perſon, without being ordered to do ſo by the

magistrates, his master, on receiving him bound from the perſon he has

injured, ſhall not free him from his bonds till the ſlave has perſuaded the

injured perſon that he deſerves to be releaſed from them. Let the ſame laws.

be adopted for women, in their Conduct towards each other, with reſpect to

all theſe particulars; and for women towards men, and men towards

women.

THE END OF THE NINTH BOOK.

INTRO
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AFTER the laws reſpecting wounds, let the following general law be

establiſhed reſpecting violence oſ every kind; that no one ſhall carry or

take away any thing belonging to another, or uſe his neighbour's property,

iſ he has not obtained the conſent of its poſſeſſor. For all the above-men

tioned evils have depended, depend at preſent, and will depend on a thing

of this kind. But the greatest of the remaining evils are the intemperance

and inſolence oſ young men. The first of' theſe conſists in inſolent and inju

rious behaviour towards ſacred concerns. And the intemperance and inſo

lence of young men are particularly mighty evils when they take place. in

public and holy affairs, or in any common part oſ the tribes, or any other

communions oſ this kind.- But the ſecond of theſe crimes, and which rank

in the ſecond place, are thoſe committed towards private ſacred concerns

and ſepulchres. Thoſe oſ the third rank, ſeparate from the above-mentioned

particulars, conſist in inſolent behaviour towards Parents. The fourth kind.

of inſolence takes place when any one, deſpiſing the magistrates, takes- away

or uſes any thing belonging to them, contrary to their intention, The fifth

conſists in unjuſily calling to account the political conduct oſ any citizen.

And ſor each of theſe a common law must be establiſhed. For, with reſpect

to ſacrilege, we have ſummarily ſaid in what manner it ought to be puniſhed,

iſ it is committed with violence and ſecrecy. Let us now ſpeak concerning

the puniſhment which thoſe ought to ſuffer who ſpeak or act in an inſolent

manner towards the Gods, premiſing first of all the following particulars,

as an atonement. He who believes that there are Gods, conſormably to the

laws, will never at any time voluntarily act in an impious manner, or ſpeak

4 illegally.
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illegally. But he who does ſo will ſuffer one of theſe three things: either

he will not believe that there. are Gods; or he will believe that there are,

ſi but that they take no care of human affairs; or, in the third place, he will

believe that they are eaſily appeaſed by ſacrifices and prayers.

CLlN. What then ſhall we do, and what ſhall we ſay to them?

Guas-r. O good man! let us, in the first place, hear what I prophcſy they

will jocoſely ſay in contempt of us.

CLIN. What?

GUEST. They will, perhaps, in a reviling manner thus addreſs us :-

O Athenian guest, you Lacedaemonian, and you Cnoſſian, you ſpeak the

truth. For ſome of us are by no means of opinion that there are Gods;

others among us believe that they take no care ofhuman affairs; and others,

that they may eaſily be appeaſed by ſacrifices and prayers, agreeably to what

you ſaid. But we think it proþer, in the ſame manner as it appeared pro

per to you reſpecting laws, that before you threaten us ſeverely you ſhould

endeavour to perſuade and teach us t-hat there are Gods, adducing for this

purpoſe ſufficient arguments ; and likewiſe, that they are beings too excel

lent to be allured in an unjust manner by any gifts. For, now often hearing

theſe, and other ſuch particulars, aſſerted by the best of poets, rhetoricians,

prophets, priests, and ten thouſand others, the greater part of us do not

turn from acting unjustly, but we endeavour by ſuch conduct to obtain a

remedy for our evils. But from legiſlators who confeſs themſelves not to

be rustic, but mild, we think it reaſonable to expect that they ſhould endea

vour' to perſuade us that there are Gods ; ſo that, though they may not ſpeak

better than others reſpecting the existence of the Divinities, yet they may

ſpeak better with reſpect to truth. And perhaps, indeed, we may be per

ſuaded by you. If, therefore, we ſpeak in a proper manner, comply with

our request.

CLIN. It appears therefore eaſy, O guest, to ſhow the truth of this

aſſertion, that there are Gods.

GUEST. How P

CLIN. In the first place, the earth and ſun, all the stars, and the ſeaſons

ſo beautifully adorned and distinguiſhed by mouths and years, evince the truth

of this aſſertion. To which we may add, that all men, both Greeks and

Barbarians, believe that there are Gods.

* Guzsr.
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Guzsr. O bleſſed man, Iam afraid for the depraved, (for I will not ever

ſay that I am aſhamed of them,) lest you ſhould deſpiſe them. For you are

ignorant with reſpect to the cauſe of the difference between them and others,

and think that their ſouls are impelled to an impious life through the incon

tinence alone of pleaſures and deſires.

CLIN. But what other cauſe is there, O guest, beſides this?

GUEST. One, of which you are nearly entirely ignorant, through living

remote from ſuch characters.

CLlN. What is it ?

GUBST. A certain ignorance of a very grievous nature, and which appears

to be the greatest prudence.

CLlN. How do you ſay?

GUEST. There are certain writings among us, partly in verſe and partly

in proſe, which, as I understand, you have not, through the virtue of your

polity. The most antient of theſe writings aſſert,.reſpecting the Gods, that

the nature of Heaven, and of the other Divinities, was first generated; and

at no great distance from the beginning of theſe compoſitions, the generation

of the Gods, and their diſcourſes with each other, are related. It is not

eaſy to cenſure theſe writings, on account of their antiquity, whether they

may be properly adapted to the hearers of them, or not. But I ſhall never

praiſe them as uſeful, nor as in every reſpect ſpeaking properly reſpecting

the reverence and honour which is due to parents. Let us, there-fore, diſmiſs

and bid farewel to the writings of the antients, and ſpeak of them in ſuch

a manner as is pleaſing to the Gods. But let us accuſe ſuch aſſertions of

junior wiſe men as are the cauſes of evil. Their aſſertions, then, produce

the following effect :--When you and I, as arguments that there are Gods,

adduce the ſun and moon, the stars, and the earth, as Gods and Divine

natures,-others, perſuaded by theſe wiſe men, will ſay that they are earth

and stones, incapable of paying any attention to human affairs, though they

are celebrated as Divinities in diſcourſes well calculated to procure per

ſuaſion.

CLlN. Such an aſſertion, O guest, would be ofa dangerous nature, even

if I was the only one that heard it; but now, ſince it is heard by many, it

is ſtill more dangerous.

Gunsr. What then ought we to ſay, and what ought we to do? Shall

we
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we apologize as if we were accuſed by ſome impious perſon for acting in a

dire manner by establiſhing laws as if there were Gods? Or ſhall we bid

farewel to theſe, and again return to the diſcuſſion of laws, that this our

preface to the laws may not become more extended than is proper? For

our diſcourſe will be far from being ſhort, if we ſufficiently exhibit what is

neceſſary to men prone to impiety; wiſh to deter them from wickedneſs;

to render them indignant with what is baſe; and afterwards to establiſh laws

in a proper manner.

CLIN. But, O guest, we have often ſaid in the courſe of this ſhort time,

that in the preſent diſcuſſion brevity is not to be preferred to prolixity. For

nothing (according to the ſaying) purſues us urging. But it would be ridi

culous, and at the ſame time baſe, to prefer that which is ſhorter to that

which is best. For it will be a thing of no ſmall conſequence if our diſcourſe

ſhall poſſeſs any perſuaſive arguments that there are Gods, that they are

good, and that they honour justice far more than men. For this will be

nearly the most beautiful and excellent preface to all our laws. Without

any molestation, therefore, and delay, let us, to the utmost of our power,

omit nothing which may tend to perſuade that theſe things are ſo.

GUEST. What you have just now ſaid appears to me to call us to prayer,

ſince you excite yourſelf with alacrity to the enſuing diſcourſe, and do not

admit of any further delay. But lzo-w ran any one, 'without expenſ/'tearſ con

cerning the east/'statue ty" t/ze Gods, a: it War a thing' of a doubtſ/ful nature'

For it neceſſarily follows that we must be indignant with, and hate, thoſe

who are the cauſes to us of the preſent diſcuſſion. Theſe, indeed, might

be perſuaded there are Gods, from what they heard while children, and while

they were yet nouriſhed with milk from their nurſes and mothers, as it were

in ongs, both in ſport and in earnest, in ſacrifices and prayers. For in theſe

they must have ſeen and heard in the ſweetest manner their parents ſuppli

cating the Gods with the greatest earnestneſs for themſelves and children,

and proclaiming, by their prayers and ſupplications, that there are indubi

tably Gods. Beſides this, too, they muſt have heard and ſeen both Greeks

and Barbarians, during the riſing and ſetting of the ſun and moon, ſuppli

cating and adoring, as well when their affairs were proſperous as when they

were adverſe; by all which they might be led to conclude that there are

Gods, without any ſuſpicion to the contrary. But with reſpect to thoſe

who
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who deſpiſe every thing of this kind, though not from one ſufficient argu

ment, as every one who poſſcſſes the least degree ofintcllect will acknowledge,

and on this account compel us to ſpeak as we do at preſent, how ſhall we be

able to correct them in mild language, and at the ſame time, in the ſirst

place, teach them that there are Gods? Let us, however, dare the attempt.

For it is not proper that, at the ſame time they are inſane through the voracity

oſplcaſure, we ſhould be tranſported through anger with ſuch characters as

theſe. Laying aſide all anger, therefore, let us previouſly addreſs thoſe who

are thus vitiated in their dianchtic part, and mildly ſpeak to one of them as

follows: O boy, you are as yet a youth; but time, as it advances, will

cauſe you to change your opinions, and think in many reſpects contrary to

what you do at preſent. VVait, therefore, till that period, that you may be

able to judge concerning things oſ the greatest conſequence. But to poſſeſs

right conceptions reſpecting the Gods, though to you at preſent it appears to

be a thing oſ no conſequence, is of the greatest importance as to living well,

or the contrary. If, thereſore, l announce to you what follows as one of

the things ofthe utmoſt conſequence, I ſhall by no means ſpeak falſely. Not

you alone, nor your friends, are the first that have entertained this opinion

reſpecting the Gods, but there always have been a greater or leſs number

who have laboured under this diſeaſe. I will, therefore, tell you what

happens to most of them, viz. that they do not remain in this opinion, that

there are no Gods, from youth to old age. Two opinions, indeed, reſpect

ing the Gods remain, though not in many, yet in a few,-I mean, that there

are Gods, but, that they take no care of human affairs; or, if they do, that

they may be eaſily appeaſed by ſacrifices and prayers. If, therefore, you

will be perſuaded by me, wait, conſidering whether this is the caſe or not,

till you poſſeſs as clear information in this particular as can poffibly be

obtained. And in order to this, interrogatc others, and particularly the

legiflator. But at the preſent time do not dare to act in any reſpect impious

towards the Gods. For he who establiſhes laws for you will endeavour,

both now and hereafter, to teach you how theſe things ſubſist.

CLſN. \Vhat has been find thus far, O guest, is most beautiful.

(iUES'L Entirely ſo, O Mcgillus and Clinias; but we are ignorant that

we have ſallen upon a wonderful aſſertion.

CLIN. \Vhat kind of aſſertion do you mean?

VOL. 11. 2 Q Gutsr.
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GUEST. That which in 'the opinion of many is the wiſest of all aſſertions.

CLIN. Speak yet clearer.

GUEST. Some then tity, with reſpect to all things that have been, are, and

will be, that ſome ſubſist from nature, others from art, and others through

fortune.
CLIN. And they ſpeak well. i

GUEST. It is fit, indeed, that wiſe men ſhould ſpeak properly, Following

them, therefore, let us conſider what they meant by this aſſertion.
CLIN. By all means. ct

GUEST. It appears (ſay they) that the greatest and most beautiful things

are produced by nature and fortune, but leſſcr things by art; which receiv

ing from nature the generation of great and primary works, faſhions and

fabricates all ſmaller works, which we all of us denominate artificial.

CLIN. How do you ſay? .

GUEST. I will ſpeak still clearer. They ſay ' that fire and water, earth

and air, ſubfist from nature and fortune, and not from art. That the bodies

alſo, which are posterior to theſe, viz. of the earth, the ſun, the moon, and

the stars, are generated through theſe, which are entirely destitute of ſoul.

They add, that, all things being caſually borne along by the impulſe of for

tune, they became in a certain reſpect properly harmonized together, viz. the

hot with the cold, the dry with the moist, the ſoft with the hard; and, in

ſhort, that all things of a contrary temperament were, from neceſſity, through

fortune mingled together. That, beſides this, the whole of heaven, with all

that it contains, all animals and plants, and the ſeaſons of the year, were

produced after this manner: not (ſay they) through intellect, or any divinity,

nor yet through art, but, as we have ſaid, from nature and fortune. That

afterwards mortal art was generated from theſe by mortals, and that through

its aſſistance certain posterior diſciplines were produced, which do not very

much partake of truth, but are certain images allicd to each other; ſuch as

painting, muſic, and the ſister arts, beget. They add, that if there are any

arts which produce any thing of a ſerious nature, they are ſuch as commu

' Plato here alludes to thoſe natural philoſophers Democritus, Anaxagoras, and Archelaus; the

first of whom aſſerted, that the univerſe was constituted by a certain raſh chance rather than by a

divine intellect; and the other two, that the celestial orbs have nothing in them more divine than

the ſublunary elements. i

nicate
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nicate their own power with that of nature; ſuch as are the arts of medicine,

agriculture, and gymnastic: and that the 'political art communicates in a

certain ſmall part with nature, but very much with art. So that, according

to them, the whole of legiſlation does not conſist from nature, but art, and

its poſitions are not true. '

CLlN. IIow do you ſay?

GUEST. O bleſſed man, they ſay in the tirst place, that the Gods do not

ſubſist from nature, but from art and certain laws, and that theſe are dif

ferent in different nations, according as the legiſlators by mutual agreement

have determined. They likewiſe aſſert, that things beautiful or becoming

are not the ſame by nature as by law; and that things just have not any

natural ſubſistence whatever, but that men always diſſent among themſelves

reſpecting theſe, and are perpetually changing them. That, when they are

changed by them, they then poſſeſs authority, deriving their ſublistence from

art and laws, and not from any certain nature. Theſe, my friends, are the

particulars which are taught young men from the writings of the wiſe,

both in proſe and verſe, and by which they learn that the mostjust is that

which is obtained by violence. Hence, young men fall into impiety ſo as to

believe that there are not Gods, ſuch as the law ordains us to conceive have

an existence. Hence, too, ſeditions ariſe, through which men are drawn to

a life conſisting in vanquiſhing others, and refuſing ſubjection to others

according to law, as if it was a life naturally proper.

CLIN. O guest, what a circumstance have you related, and what a pest

to young men, both publicly to cities, and to private families!

GUEST." You ſpeak truly, O Clinias. What then oughta legiſlator to do

in this caſe? Ought he only to threaten every one in the city, that they

ſhall be puniſhed. unleſs they aſſert and believe that there are Gods, ſuch as

the law ſays there are; and unleſs they conceive they ought to act in ſuch a

manner with reſpect to things beautiful and just, and every thing elſe of the

greatest conſequence, and whatever pertains to virtue and vice, as the

writings of the legiſlator enjoin P If, therefore, any refuſe to obey his laws,

ought he to puniſh ſome with death, others with stripes and bonds, others

with infamy, and others with poverty and exile? but ought he to pay no

attention to perſuaſion and gentle methods, at the ſame time that he is esta

bliſhing laws P

2 Q 2 CLiN.
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CHN. By no means, O guest. But if any perſuaſion, though ſmall, re

ſpecting things of this kind can be obtained, a legiſlator who is of the least

worth ought by no means to be weary, but, as it is ſaid, with the most

strenuous exertions of his voice, ſhould give aſſistance to the antient law,

by aſſerting that there are Gods, and ſuch other things as you have diſcuſſed ;

and ſhould give his ſuſſrage both to nature and art, that they have a natural

ſubſistence, ora ſubſistence not inferior to that of nature, ſince they are the

progeny of intellect, according to the dictates of right reaſon, as you appear

to me to aſſert, and as I believe. '

GUEST. O most prompt Clinias, is it not difficult to follow by a reaſoning

proceſs things aſſerted by the multitude, and which are of a very extended

nature? '

CLlN. But what, O guest? Shall we patiently endure to diſcourſe in ſo

prolix a manner about intoxicatibn and muſic, and ſhall we not be equally

ready to ſpeak about the Gods, and ſuch-like particulars? Beſides, ſuch an

undertaking will be of the greatest aſſistancc to legiſlation, when prudently

conducted, ſince thoſe written mandates pertaining to thc laws, which have

always been ſubject to reprehenſion, will thus entirely remain undisturbcd.

So that we ought not to be terrified if thoſe things ſhould at ſirst be difficult

to hear, which, when often repeated, may be apprehended even by one

whom, from his inaptitude to learning, it is difficult to instruct. Theſe

things, therefore, though they may be prolix, yet, if they are uſeful, they

are not to be conſidered as of no conſequence ; nor does it appear to me to

be holy not to aſſist theſe aſſertions to the utmost of our power.

MEGIL. O guest Clinias, you appear to me to ſpeak most excellently.

GUBST. He does very much ſo indeed.

MEGlL. Let ns, therefore, do as he ſays. For, if aſſertions of this kind

were not, as I may ſay, ſcattered among all men, there would be no occa

ſion of arguments to prove that there are Gods : but now this is neceſſary.

Since, therefore, the greatest laws are corrupted by vicious men, to whom

does it pertain to give affistance to them more than to the legiilator?

CLIN. To no one.

GUEST. But inform me again, O Clinias, (for it is proper that you ſhould

partake of this diſcourſe,) does it not appear that he who aſſerts the above

mentioned particulars conſiders fire and water, earth and air, as the first of

all
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all things, and that he denominates theſe very things nature, but is of opinion

that ſoul was produced afterwards from theſe ? Indeed, it not only appears

to be ſo, but is truly ſignified to us by the very aſſertions themſelves.

CLxN. Entirely ſo.

CUEST. Whether or no, therefore, by Jupiter, have we found, as it were,

a certain fountain of the stupid opinion of thoſe men who have ever touched

upon phyſical inquiries? Conſider, investigating the whole affair. For it

will be of no ſmall conſequence if it ſhall appear that thoſe who meddle

with impious aſſertions, and thus rule over others, do not employ good, but

vicious arguments. To me, therefore, this appears to be the caſe.

CLIN. You ſpeak well: but endeavour to ſhow that it is ſo.

GUEST. But I ſhall appear to employ unuſual arguments.

CLIN. Let not this make you ſluggiſh, O gueſt. For I understand that.

you are of opinion we ſhall wander from the buſineſs of legiſlation, if we'

engage in a diſputation of this kind. But if it is not poſſible to ſhow by any

other method than this that the laws ſpeak properly concerning the Gods,

let us, O wonderful man, adopt it.

GUEST. I will enter, therefore, on this diſcourſe, which, as it appears, is

ſo unuſual. Thoſe diſcourſes, then, which render the ſoul impious, aſſert

that the first cauſe of the generation and corruption of all things is not the

first, but was produced afterwards; and that what was posterior is prior.

On this account they err reſpecting the true eſſence oſ the Gods.

CLIN. Ido not yet understand.

GUEST. Almost all men, O my aſſociate, appear to be ignorant what the

ſoul is, and what power it poſſeſſes, both with reſpect to other things and

its generation; I mean, that it ranks among things first, that it had a ſub

ſistence prior to all bodies, and that more than any other nature it rules over

the mutation and all the ornament of bodies. Ifthis is the caſe, does it not

neceſſarily follow, that things allied to ſonl will have an origin prior to thoſe

pertaining to body, ſoul itſelf being more antient than body P

CLIN. It is neceſſary.

GUES'I'. Opinion, therefore, diligent attention, intellect, art, and law, will

be prior to things hard and ſoft, heavy and light. Beſides this, too, great

and primary works and actions, which are produced by art, will rank among

things first; but natural productions, and nature herſelf, (which they do not

properly
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properly denominate,) will be things posterior, and in ſubjection to art and

intellect.

CLIN. How?

GUEST. They are not willing to ſay that the generation about things first

is nature, though it would be right to call it ſo ; and they place bodies in the

first rank of beings. But if ſoul ſhall appear to belong to the first order

of things, and not fire or air, it may nearly be ſaid with the greatest recti

tude, that ſoul was generated ' prior to body; that, if theſe things ſubſist in

this manner, they will ſubſist naturally, viz. if any one evinces that ſoul is

more antient than body; but that this will by no means be the caſe if they

ſubſist otherwiſe.

CLIN. You ſpeak most true.

GUEST. Shall we, therefore, after this manner proceed to what follows?

CLlN. Undoubtedly. *

GUEST. But let us by all means guard against and avoid fraudulent argu

ments, lest theſe, which are of a juvenile nature, ſhould deceive by falſe

perſuaſlon us who are advanced in years, and thus renderus ridiculous ; and

lest we ſhould appear to attempt greater things, and wander from ſuch as

are ſmaller. Conſider, therefore, if it were neceſſary that we three ſhould

paſs over a very rapid river, and I, who am the youngest of the three, and

have tried many rivers, ſhould ſay it is proper that l ſhould first of all endea

vour to paſs'over it by myſelf, leaving you in ſafety, and ſhould conſider

whether or not it may be paſſed over by you, who are more aged than myſelf;

that afterWards, this being agreeable to you, I ſhould either call you to ford

the river in conjunction with me, or, if it ſhould be too deep for you,

encounter the danger by myſelf;-c0nfider, l ſay, if in this caſe l ſhould not

appear to ſpeak to the purpoſe. ln like manner, ſince the diſcourſe we are

now entering on is ofa more vehement nature, and perhaps nearly inacccſ

ſible by your strength, lest it ſhould cauſe in you a dark giddineſs, by leading

you to questions to which you are unaccustomed, and afterwards overwhelm

you with diſgrace and ſorrow, it appears to me that Iought, in the preſent

caſe, first to interrogate myſelf, while you hear in ſafety, and, after this,

again anſwer myſelf; proceeding in this manner till the whole of this diſ

' Plato, when he uſes the word generation, in ſpeaking of the ſoul, does not mean to imply a

temporal origin, but an 'ternalprargffionfrom an eternally mergizing muſt. ſ

COUſ C
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courſe reſpecting the ſoul is finiſhed, and it is ſhown that ſoul is. prior to

body.

CLXN. You appear to us, O guest, to ſpeak most excellently: do, there

fore, as you ſay.

GUEST. Come then, let us invoke Divinity; for, if it is ever proper to

do ſo, it will be requilite in the preſent caſe; and let us beſeech the Gods

with the greatest earnestneſs to aſfist us in demonstrating their existence.

Holding, therefore, as by a certain ſecure rope, let us aſcend into the preſent

reaſoning. And it appears to me that, by the following interrogations re

ſpecting theſe things, I ſhall most ſecurely anſwer my opponent. If any

one then ſhould aſk me, Oguest, do all things stand still, and is nothing

moved? Or, does the very Contrary to this take place? Or, are ſome things

moved, but others stand still? To this I ſhould reply, Some things are

moved, and others stand still. Do not, therefore, the things which stand

still, abide in a certain place, and are not the things which are moved, moved

in a certain place? Undoubtedly. And ſome things do this in a certain

reſpect in one ſeat, but others in more than one. Do you mean we ſhall

ſay that ſome things which abide, receiving the power in the middle, are

moved in one, in the ſame manner as the periphery of circles, which are

ſaid to stand still, revolves? I do. But we understand that in this revolution

a motion oſ this kind, leading round the greatest and the least circle, distri

butcs itſelf analogoufiy in ſmall and large circles, and is itſelf, according to

proportion, leſs and more. On this account it becomes the fountain of all

wonderful things, proceeding homologous according to flowneſs and ſwift

neſs, in large and ſmall circles, and thus accompliſhing what to ſome one it

might appear impoſſible to accompliſh. You ſpeak most true. But by things

moving in many things, you appear to me to mean ſuch as are moved locally,

always paffing from one place to another. And ſometimes, indeed, they

obtain the baſis of one certain centre, and ſometimes of more than one ',

by being rolled round. Each too meeting with each, they are cut by thoſe

that stand still. But when they meet with each other, and are borne along

1 Viz. That which changes its place changes the centre of place, to which the Circumference

of the moving body is compared; and ſometimes, beſides changing the centre, it preferves after a

manner the ſame centre, when, not being fixed, but transferred from one place to another, it is

carried round by a certain equal Circumference. _

Ill
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in an oppoſite direction, then the parts ſituated in the middle, and thoſe

between theſe, becoming one, they are mingled together. I acknowledge

that theſe things are as you ſay. Belides this, too, the things which are min

gled together are increaſed; but when they arc ſeparated, they are then

corrupted, when the permanent habit of each remains; but when it does

not remain, it is diſſolved through both. But the generation of all things

takes place when a certain pafiion is produced, viz. when the principle 3

receiving increaſe arrives at a ſecond tranſition, and ſrom this to that

which is near it; and when it has arrived as ſaras to three, it poſſeſſes ſenſe

in things ſentient. Every thing, therefore, is generated by this mutation and

tranſition. However, a thing truly is, when it abides: and when it is

changed into another habit, it becomes entirely corrupted. Have we not

therefore, O friends, enumerated all the forms of motion, except two?

CLIN. Oſ what kind arethoſe P

GUBST. They are nearly thoſe, O excellent man, for the ſake oſ which

the whole of our preſent diſeuſiion is undertaken.

CLIN. Speak more clearly.

CUEST. \Vas not the preſent diſcuſſion undertaken for the ſake of ſoul?

CLlN. Entirely ſo.

GL'EST. Let one motion then be that which is able to move other things,

but is always incapable oſ moving itſelf '1 but let the other be that which

is always able to move both itſelſ3 and other things, by mingling and ſepa

rating, by increaſe, and thc contrary, and by generation and corruption ; and

this motion is different from all the other motions.

CLIN. Be it ſo, thereſorc.

(lt-'t-zsr. Shall we not, then, place that motion as the ninth, which always

moves another, and is moved by another; but call that the tenth 4 motion,

' By the principle here, Plato means a motive and ſeminal nature. This nature by alteration

proceeds through three degrees, i. e. into length, breadth, and depth, and finally arrives at

vitality and ſenſhtion.

1 This motion belongs to nature.

3 This is the motion of ſoul.

* Plato in this book distinguiſhes the genus of motions into ten ſpecies, viz. circulation about

an immovable centre, local tranſition, condenſation, rareſnction, increaſe, decreaſc, generation,

corruption, mutntion or alteration produced in another by another, and mutation produced from

a thing itſelf, both in itſelf and in another. This last is the xrth motion, of which he now

ſpeak, and is the motion of ſoul.

which
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which moves both itſelf and others, which is adapted to all actions nznl

paſſions, and which is truly denominated the mutation and motion of all

things P

CLIN. Entirely ſo. ,

GUEST. But which of the ten motions ſhall we with the greatest rectitude

judge to be the most robust, and by far the most cfficacions of all motions?

CLIN. lt is neceſſary to ſay, that the motion which is able to move itſelf

is infinitely to be preferred to the rest, and that all the others are posterior

to this.

GUEST. You ſpeak_we11. Must not, therefore, one or two of the things

which have not at preſent been rightly aſſerted b_v us be tranſpoſed 9

CLIN. \Vhat things do you mean?

GUEST. \Vc did not altogether ſpeak properly reſpecting the tenth motion.

CLIN. Why ſo?

Guzsr. Becauſe, according to reaſon, it is the first in generation and

strength; but that which follows this is the ſecond, though it has been just

now abſurdly called by us the ninth.

CLIN. How do you ſay?

Guesr. Thus. When one thing moves another, and ſomething elſe

always moves this, will there ever among ſuch things as theſe be any thing

which is first moved ? But how is it poſſible that a thing which is moved by

another can ever be the first of things changed? It is certainly impoſſible.

But when a thing moving itſelf cauſes mutation in ſomething elſe, and this

latter in ſome other, and ten thouſand things are thus moved in ſucceſſion,

whether or no in this caſe will thcrc be any other principle of all the motion

than the mutation of that which moves itſelf?

CLIN. You ſpeak most excellently. The-13: things, therefore, must be

granted.

GUEST. Farther still, let us thus interrogate and anſwer ourſelves. Iſall

generated natures ſhould, after a manner, stand still, as many of thoſe we are

now addreſſing dare to ſay they do, which among the above-mentioned

motions would neceſſarily first take place P

CLlN. Doubtleſs that which moves itſelf. For the motion depending on

another could not by any means take place till it had previouſly under

gone ſome mutation. ,

VOL. 11. 2 a GUEST.
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GUEST. We must fay, therefore, ithat the principle of all motions, and

which first ſubfists in things abiding and in motion, is that which moves

itſelf; and that this is neceſſarily the most antient and the most powerful

mutation of all things: but that the ſecondis that which is changed by

another, and at the ſame time moves others.

CLIN. You ſpeak most true.

GUEST. Since we have, therefore, arrived thus far in our diſcourſe, let us

alſo anſwer the following question.

CLIN. VVhatisthat?

GUEST. If we ſhould ſee this first motion taking place in a terrene,

aquatic, or fiery-formed body, whether ſimple or mixed, what paffion ſhould

we ſay was inherent in a thing of this kind P

CLIN. Do you aſk me, whether that which moves itſelf ſhould be Bid to

live? _ * '

(;UEST. Ido.

CLIN. Undoubtedly it ſhould.

GUEST. But what? When we ſee ſoul inherent in any thing, do we

admit that it lives through any thing elſe than this ?

vCLIN. Through nothing elſe.

GUEST. Conſider then, by Jupiter, are you willing to understand three
things reſpecting every thing? i

CLIN. How do you ſay?

GUEST. One of theſe is eſſence, another the reaſon or deſinition of eſſencc,

and a third the name. And likewiſe the interrogations reſpecting every

being are two.

CLlN. How two?

GUEST. Sometimes each of us, when a name is propoſed, inquires the

reaſon of the denomination; and ſometimes, when the reaſon is propoſed,

we inquire after the name. Are you, therefore, willing that we ſhould now

ſpeak ofa thing of this kind?

CLIN. Of what kind?

GUEST. A twofold distinction is foundin other things, and in number.

Thus, for instance, in number, the name indeed is the even, but the definition

is one number divided into two equal parts;

CLIN. Undoubtedly. o

JUEST.
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GUEST. My meaning is this. Do we ſignify the ſame thing in tach, when,

being aſked concerning the name, we aſſign the reaſon, or, when, being aſked

the reaſon, we affign the name; ſince we denominate one and the ſame

thing by name, even,but, by reaſon or definition, a number divided into two

equal parts?

CLIN. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. But what is the deſinition of that which is called ſoul? Have we

any other than that which was just now mentioned by us, I mean a motion

capable of moving itſelf?

_ CLIN. Do you ſay, that the being moved by itſelf is the deſinition of that

eſſence which we all denominate ſoul?

GUEST. ldo ſay ſo. But if this be the caſe, do we yet deſire it ſhould be

more ſufficiently ſhown, that ſoul is the ſame with the first generation and

motion of things which now are, have been, and ſhall be; and, again, of all

the contraries to theſe ; ſince it appears that 10ul is the cauſe of all mutation

and motion to all things?

CLIN. Certainly not. For it has been ſufficiently ſhown, that ſoul is the

most antient of all things, and is the principle of motion.

GUEST. Will not, therefore, the motion which ſubſists through another in

another, but which is never the cauſe of a thing moving itſelf, be the ſecond

in order? and ought it not to be placed after the former motion, by whatever

interval of numbers any one may chooſe to aſſign, ſince it is truly the muta

tion of an inanimate body?

CLIN. Right.

GUEST. We have ſaid, therefore, with rectitude, propriety, and in the

most perfect manner, that ſoul was generated prior to body, but that body

is posterior and ſecondary, ſoul naturally poſſeſſing dominion, and body

ſubjection.

CLIN. With the greatest truth, therefore.

GUEST. But do we reCOllect, that it was acknowledged by us above, that

if ſoul ſhould appear to be more antient than body, the things pertaining to

ſoul would alſo be more antient than thoſe pertaining to body?

CLIN. Entirely ſo.

Cuzsr. Diſpoſition, therefore, manners, volitions, reaſonings, true opi

nions, attention, and memory, must have been generated prior to the length,

2 R 2 breadth,
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breadth, depth, and strength oſ bodies, on account oſ the priority of ſoul

to bodyſi * ' .

CLlN. Neccſſarily ſo.

GUEST. Is it not, therefore, after this neceſſary to acknowledge, that ſoul

is the cauſe of things good and beautiful, evil and baſe, just and unjuſt, and

of all contraries, ſince we establiſh it to be the cauſe oſ all things P

CLIN. Undoubtedly.

'GUES'L ls it not alſo neceſſary to aſſert, that ſoul, which governs all things, '

and which reſides in all things that are in any reſpect moved, govems like

wiſe the heavens?

CLlN. Certainly.

GUEST. But does one ſoul, or many, govern them?

MEGIL. Many : for I will anſwer for you.

Guns'r. We ſhould not, therrZſore, establiſh leſs than two, one beneficent,

and the other of a contrary ' nature.

CLIN. You ſpeak with the utmost rectitude.

GUEST. Soul, therefore, by its motions, leads every thing in heaven,

earth, and the ſea '3 and the names of theſe motions a're-to will, to conſider,

take care of, conſult, form true and falſe opinions, rejoicing, grieving,

daring, fearing, hating, loving; together with all ſuch primary motions as are

allied to theſe, and which, receiving the ſecondary motions of bodies, 'lead all

things to increaſe and decay, ſeparation and concretion, and to things con<

ſequent to theſe, ſuch as heat and cold, gravity and levity, the hard and the

ſoſt, the white and the black, the ſour, ſweet, and bitter; and, lastly, to all

things which, ſoul employing, when it perpetually receives a divine intellect,

as being in this caſe a goddeſs, diſciplines all things with rectitude and feli

city; but when it is conjoined with folly, it produces every thing contrary to

theſe. Shall we admit that theſe things ſubſist in this manner, or ſhall we

yet doubt whether they do not in a certain reſpect ſubſist differently?

CLlN. By no means.

GUEST. Whether, therefore, ſhall we ſay, that the genus of ſoul which is

' Plato, by an evil ſoul, here means the nature or natural liſe ſuſpeuded from the rational ſoul

of the world, and which is the proximate of; molrix of bodies. As this life, without the govern

ing influence of the rational ſoul of the world, would produce nothing but confuſion and diſorderly

motions, it may be ſaid, When conſidered as leſt to itſelf, to be evil.

6 prudent,
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prudent, and full of virtue, governs heaven and earth, and the whole period

Of generated nature, or that which poſſeſſes neither oſ theſe ? Are you

willing, therefore, that we ſhould anſwer this queſtion as follows?

CLiN. How? -

GUEST. Thus, O wonderful man. Iſ the whole path of the heavens, and

the local motion oſ all the natures it contains, poſſeſs a nature ſimilar to the

motion, circulation, and reaſonings of intellect, and proceed in a manner

allied to theſe, it must evidently be granted, that the most excellent ſoul

takes care of the whole world, and leads it according to a path oſ this kind.

CLIN. Right.

GUEST. But if it proceeded in a mad and diſordered manner, it must be

led by an evil ſoul.

CLlN. And this alſo is rightly aſſerted.

GUEST. What nature, then, does the motion oſ intellect poſſeſs? To this

question indeed, O friends, it is difficult to anſwer prudently. It is, there

fore,>just, that I ſhould now anſwer for you.

CLIN. You ſpeak well.

GUEST. Let us not, therefore, looking as it were to the ſun in an oppoſite

direction, and thus introducing night in midday, anſwer the preſent question,

as iſ we could ever ſufficiently behold and know intellect with mortal eyes:

for, by looking to the image of the object of our interrogation, we ſhall ſee

with greater ſecurity.

CLIN. How do you ſay?

GUEST. Let us receive from among thoſe ten motions, as an image, that

to which intellect is ſimilar. This motion I will recall into your memory,

and anſwer for you in common.

CLlN. You ſpeak in the most beautiful manner.

GUEST. We must remember, therefore, it was aſſerted by us above, that

of all things that cxist, ſome are moved, and others abide.

CLIN. It was ſo.

GUEST. But, of things which are moved, ſome are moved in one place, but

others are borne along in more than one.

CLIN. They are ſo.

GUEST. But it is neceſſary that theſe motions, whicli are always borne

along in one, ſhould be moved about a certain middle, in imitation ofeircles

faſhioned
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faſhioned by a wheel, andv that they ſhould be, in every reſpect, as much as

poſſible allied and ſimilar to the circulation ofintellect. *

CLIN. How do you ſay?

GUEST. That both of them are moved according to the ſame, in a ſimilar

manner, in the ſame, about the ſame, and towards the ſame, according to

one reaſon and order. If, therefore, we ſhould ſay that intellect, and the

motion which is borne along in one, are ſimilar to the local motions of a

ſphere faſhioned by a wheel, we ſhould not by any means be bad artiſicers

in diſcourſe of beautiful images.

CLIN. You ſpeak with the utmost rectitude,

GUEST. The motion, therefore, which is never borne along in a ſimilar

manner, nor according to the ſame, nor in the ſame, nor about the ſame,

nor towards the ſame, neither in ornament, nor in order, nor in one certain

reaſon, will be allied to all folly)

CLlN. It will, with the greatest truth.

GUEST. Now, therefore, it will be no longer difficult to aſſert openly,

that ſince it is ſoul which leads all things in a circular 1 manner, it must

neceſſarily follow that the circulation of the heavens must be led round,

taken care of, and adorned, either by the most excellent ſoul, or the contrary.

CLlN. O guest, from what has been ſaid, it is not holy to ſay otherwiſe

than that either one ſoul, or many ſouls, poſſeſſing every virtue, cauſe the

circulation of the heavens.

GUEST. You understand my arguments, O Clinias, most excellently: but

listen still further to this.

CLlN. To what?

Gvas T. If ſoul convolves the ſun, moon, and the other stars, is not each

of theſe convolved by a ſoul ' of its own?

CL'N. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. We ſhall, therefore, diſcourſe about one ſoul, in ſuch a manner,

that what we ſay may be accommodated to all the stars.

' 'The reader must carefully remember that ſoul leads all things circularly, from its poſſeſſion of

a divine intellect; for Plato has just before ſhown, that a circular is an image ofintellectual motion.

3 Aristotle alſo, in the. twelfth book of his Metapliyſies, ſhows, that each of the heavenly bodies

poſſeſſes a divine intellect, which is the ſource of its motions; to my Tranflition 0f WhiCh] fer"

the reader.

CLr-N.
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CLIN. What ſoul is that?

Gunsr. Every man perceives the body of the ſun, but no one its ſoul;

nor, indeed, does any one perceive the ſoul of any other body, either of

a living or of a dead animal; but there is every reaſon to believe that this

genus oſ things is naturally incapable of being ſeen by any of the corporeal

ſenſes, but is of an intelligible nature. Let us, therefore, by intellect alone,

and the dianoe'tic energy, apprehend this reſpecting it.

CLIN. What?

GUEST. lf ſoul is the leader of the ſun, We ſhall perhaps not err in aſſert

ing, that it accompliſhes this by one of theſe three modes.

CLIN. What modes?

Gunsr. That either, reſiding within this apparent circular body, it entirely

rolls it along, in the ſame manner as our ſoul moves us, or that, in a certain

reſpect being ſituated externally, and connecting itſelf with a body of fire or

air, according to the aſſertions of ſome, it violently impels body with body ;

or, in the third place, being itſelf destitute of body, it governs this viſible

orb through poſſeſſing certain other powers tranſcendently admirable.

CLiN. Certainly,'

GUEST. This then is neceſſary,-that all things ſhould he governed by this

ſoul, according to one of theſe modes. But whether this ſoul reſiding in

the ſun, as in a chariot, imparts light to all things, or whether it is ſituated

externally, or in whatever other manner it may be connected with this viſible

orh, it is better that all men ſhould conſider it as a God. Or, how ſhall

we ſay ?

CLIN. This must certainly he aehnowledgedhy every one who has not arrived

at the extremity q/ſifo/ly.

GUEST. But with reſſzect to all thestars, and the moon, years, monthr, and

the ſZ-a/om. ſhall 'weſheah in any other manner than thir- Thatſince aſoal and

ſon/r, good from the jzoffieffion ty" every virtue, ajzjzear to he the cauſer of all

theſe, they ſhould he cal/ed GODs, whether being t'eſia'ent in hodier, and thur

hecom/'ng animals, they adorn all heaven, a" in whatever other manner the]

may aceom/zlgſh thir? And, in the next place, ean he who aſſent: to theſe things.

den] that all things are full of GODs?

CLIN. No one, O guest, is ſo inſane as to deny this. -

GUEST. Affigning, therefore, certain boundaries at preſent to-him, O Cli

nias
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nias and Megillus, who does not believe that there are Gods, let us diſmiſs

him.

CLIN. What boundaries do you mean ?

GUEST. Either that he must teach us we do not ſpeak rightly, in aſſerting

that ſoul is the first generation of all things, together with ſuch other parti

culars as are conſequent to this; or, if he is incapable of aſſerting any thing

better than we have aſſerted, that he ſhall be perſuaded by us, and live for

the remainder of his life in the belief that there are Gods. Let us, there

fore, now ſee whether we have ſpoken ſufficiently or not, in our arguments

that there are Gods, to thoſe who deny their existence.

CLIN. Yonr arguments, O guest, are very far from being inſufficient.

GUEST. Let this, then, be the concluſion of our diſcourſe to theſe. But

let us cure, in the following manner, him who believes that there are Gods,

but that they take no care of human affairs.-O most excellent man! we

ſhall ſay, becauſe you think that there are Gods, 'a certain nature allied to

Divinity leads you to honour, and believe in that which is connate with your

ſelf; but the proſperous condition of evil and unjust men, both in private

and public, who, though they are not truly happy, yet are conſidered to be

ſo in the highest degree in the inelegant opinion of the multitude, and are

improperly celebrated as ſuch in poetical, and a variety of' other compo

ſitions;-this it is which leads you to impiety. Or, perhaps, on ſeeing

impious men leaving behind them, after having arrived at old age, grand

children in the greatest honours, you are disturbed: Or from hearing, or

perhaps being yourſelf an eye-witneſs, oſ ſome who, though they have acted

in a most impious and dire manner, yet, by means of ſuch actions, have

arrived from ſlender poſſeſſions and ſmall power to tyrannics and the greatest

wealth. It is evident that, in all ſuch caſes as theſe, you are unwilling to

blame the Gods as the cauſes of them, through your alliance with their

nature, but, at the ſame time, being led by a certain privation of reaſon, and

not being able to be indignant with the Gods, you have arrived at the pre

ſent Condition, ſo as to believe in their existence, but that they deſpiſe and

neglect human affairs. That the preſent dogma, therefore, may not lead

you to greaterimpiety, but that you may be removed further from it, we ſhall

endeavour, to 'the utmost ofour power, to convince you of its ſallacy, con

jleul)g the following diſcourſe with the former, which we employed against

thoſe
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thoſe who entirely denied the existence of the Gods. But do you, O Megillus

and Clinias, take upon you to anſwer for the young man, as you did before;

and if any thing difficult ſhould happen to take place in our diſcourſe, I,

taking hold of you as [just now did, will paſs over the river.

CLIN. Rightly ſaid. Do you, therefore, act in this manner; and we to

the utmost of our power will do as you ſay.

Guzs-r. But, perhaps, it will not be difficult to evince that the Gods pay

no leſs attention to ſmall things than to ſuch as tranſcend in magnitude. For

it was just now aſſerted by us, that they are good from the poſſeſiion of

every virtue, and that, in conſequence of this, a providential concern for all

things is in the highest degree accommodated to their nature.

CLIN. This was vehemently aſſerted.

GUEST. Let us, therefore, in common investigate that which follows this,

I mean, what the virtue of the Gods is, ſince we acknowledge that theyare

good. Do we not then ſay, that to be temperate, and to poſſeſs intellect,

are things pertaining to virtue, but the contraries of theſe to vice?

CLlN. We do ſay ſo.

GUEST. But what? Does not fortitude belong to virtue, and timidity to

vice? \

CLlN. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. And do not we ſay that ſome of theſe are baſe, and others beautiful?

CLlN. It is neceſſary we ſhould. i

GUEST. And must we not ſay that ſuch among theſe as are baſe belong

to us, but that the Gods participate neither any thing great, nor any thing

ſmall, of ſuch-like particulars?

CLiN. And this alſo every one will acknowledge.

Guasr. But what? Do we place negligence, indolence, and luxury, as

belonging to the virtue of the ſoul ? Or how do you ſay?

CLIN. How can we?

GUBST. As belonging, therefore, to the contrary?

CLlN. Yes.

GUEST. The contraries, therefore, to theſe belong to that which is contrary;

CLIN. To that which is contrary.

GUEST. What then? Will not he who poſſeſſes theſe contraries be con

voe. 11. 2 s ſidered
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ſidered by all of us as luxurious, negligent, and indolent, and, accordinur to
the poet ', ſimilar to a drone bee, without a sting? a

CLIN. The poet ſpeaks with the utmost rectitude.

GUEST. It must not, therefore, be ſaid, that Divinity poſſeſſes manners

that are odious to him, nor must we permit any one to make ſuch an aſſertion.

CLlN. By no means. For how can it be ſaid?
GUEST. But will he to whom it belongs in the moctst eminent degree to do

and take care of any thing, will the intellect of ſuch a one take careof

great, but neglect ſmall things ? And ſhall we not in every reſpect err by

praiſing ſuch an aſſertion? But let us conſider as follows: Will not he who

acts in this manner, whether he is a God or a man, be influenced by two

ſpecies of action?

CLIN. What are thoſe two?

Gum-r. I will tell you: Either becauſe he thinks the neglect of ſmall

things is of no conſequence to the whole; or, if he thinks it is of conſequence,

yet he pays no attention to them, through indolence and luxury. Or is it

poffible that negligence can take plaCe in any other way? For, when any

one is incapable of taking care of all things, and, in conſequence of this,

neglects either ſuch as are ſmall, or ſuch as are great, he is not in this caſe

ſaid to be negligent, whether it is a man or a God who is thus destitute of

POWer.

- CLIN. Undoubtedly not.

GUEST. But now let thoſe two anſwer us three, who, though they both,

of them acknowledge there are Gods, yet one of them conſiders the divini

ties as eaſy to be appeaſed, but the other as neglecting ſmall affairs. Let us,

therefore, thus addreſs theſe in the first place: You both acknowledge that

the Gods know, ſee, and hear all things, and that nothing which is either an

object of ſenſe or ſcience can be concealed from them. Do you not ſay that

this is the caſe? Or how do you ſay?

CLIN. That this is the caſe.

GUEST. But what? Are they not able to accompliſh all things which both

mortals and immortals are able to accompliſh?

I Heliod. v

CLIN.
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CLIN. How is it poſſible they ſhould not acknowledge this?

Guzsr. We, that are five in number, alſo agree that the Gods 'are good

and most excellent.

CLIN. Very much ſo. -

GUEST. Must we not, therefore, acknowledge that it is impoflible for

them ever to act in an indolent and luxurious manner, ſince they are ſuch

as we have granted them to be? For, in us, indolence is the offspring of

timidity, but ſluggiſhneſs, of indolence and luxury.

CLIN. You ſpeak most true.

GUBST. But the Gods cannot be negligent through indolence and ſlug

giſhneſs; for timidity is not preſent with them.

CLIN. You ſpeak with the utmost rectitude.

Gum-r. It remains, therefore, that iſ they neglect a ſew things, and ſuch

as are ſmall in the univerſe, they must either do ſo becauſe they know that

things oſ this nature ought by no means to be taken care of, or becauſe they

are ignorant that they ought to be taken care of; for, can there be any other

alternative ?

CLIN. None.

Gum-r. Whether, therefore, O most excellent and best of men, ſhall we

(conſider you as ſaying that the Gods neglect theſe in conſequence of being

ignorant that they ought to be taken care of ; or that, like the most depraved

oſ men, they know that this is proper, but are prevented from acting agree

ably to their knowledge, through being vanquiſhed by certain pleaſures or

pains?

CLIN. But how could this be poſſible?
GUEST. Beſides, human affairs participatevof an animated nature, and at

the ſame time man is the most religious of all animals.

CLlN. It appears ſo.

GVEST. We likewiſe ſay that all mortal animals are the poſſeflions of the

Gods, in the ſame manner as all heaven;

CLiN. Undoubtedly. ,

GUEST. Whether, therefore, any one ſays, that theſe things are con

ſidered either as ſmall or great by the Gods, it is not proper, ſince they are

the most provident and best of beings, that they ſhould neglect their poſſeſ

ſions. But further still, in addition to theſe things, let us conſider this.

2 s 2 - CLIN.
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CLm. What? .

Guas'r. Reſpecting ſenſe and power, whether they are not naturally con
trary to each other, with reference to facility'and difficulty. i

CLm. How do you ſay?

Gum-r. Small things are ſeen and heard with greater difficulty- than ſuch

as are large. But to carry, govern, and take Care of a few things, and ſuch

as are ſmall, is in every reſpect more eaſy than to carry, govern, and take

care of the contraries to theſe. v '

CLiN. It is by far more eaſy. *

Guns-r. But ſince it is the province oſa phyſician to takecare of a certain

Whole, and he is both willing and able to do this, will this whole ever be in

a good condition if be neglects parts, and ſuch things as are ſmall? '

CLIN. By no means. *

Gumr. But neither will things numerous and mighty ever be well conh

ducted either by pilots, or commanders of an army, or certain political cha

racters, or any others ſimilar to theſe, without an attention to things few

and ſmall. For builders ſay, that great stones cannot be well placedwithout

ſmall ones

CLlN. For how can they ?3 _

GUEST. We ought not, therefore, to think that divinity is more vile

than mortal artificers : for theſe, by how much the more ſkilful they are, by

ib much the more accurately and perfectly, from one art, do they accompliſh

things finall and great pertaining to their peculiar works. Since this is the

caſe, can it be ſuppoſed that divinity, who is most wiſe, and who is both

willing and able to energize providentially, will alone take 'care of great

things, but by no-means of ſueh- as are ſmall, which it is eaſy to take care

of, like one indolent, or timid, or fiuggliſh through labour?

CLXN. We can by no means admit this opinion, O guest', cnnderning the

Gods; for this would be forming a conception neither holy nor true.

GUEST. lt appears,- therefore, to me, that we have now ſufficiently ſpoken

to him who accuſes the Gods of negligence.

CLIN. Certainly.

GUEST. But we have hitherto forced him by our arguments to change his

opinion.

CLXN- Right.

Gum-r.
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Gums-in' It appears, however, to me that he yet requires to-be enchanted
by certain words. ' i

CLlN. What words, O good man F

'Guzs'n We ſhould perſuade the young man, that 'he whoftakes care of

the whole has constituted all things with a view to the ſafety' and virtue of

ctthe whole, every part of which, as much as poffibl'e, ſuffers and actsfin-a

manner accommodated to its n'atUre; that oVer each of theſe parts rulers

are placed', who always cauſe that which is fmallest in every action and

paſſion to receive its ultimate distribution; amOng which parts, O miſerable

creature, thou art one, and which, though diminutive intfie extreme', con

tinually directs its views to T/ze All. But you are ignorant that every gene

rated nature ſubſists for the ſake of the. whole,that the univerfe mity enjoy a

bleſſed life, and not for your ſake, but that- you ſubſist for the ſake of the

univerſe. For every phyſician, and every artificial fabricator, effects all

things for the ſake of the whole, andct regards that which is best in-common ;

faſhioning a part for the ſake of the whole, and not the whole for the ſake

ofa part. You, hovvevcr, are indignant, in conſequence of not knowing

how that which is best with reſpect to yourſelf happens both to the univerſe

and yourſelf, according to the power- of common generation.- But ſtnce 'a

ſoul which is connected at different times with different bodies undergoes all

'various mutations, either through itſelf, or through ſome other ſoul, nothing

elſe remains to be done by the dire-player than to transfer manners when

they become better, into a better place, but, when they become worſe, into
cta Worſe place, according to the proper condition of each, that they may

obtain convenient allotments. i

CLIN. How do you ſay iſ

GUEST. I appear to myſelf to ſpeak with reference to the facility wit'h"

*which the Gods take care of all things. For if any one, always looking to

the whole, faſhions any thing, and transforms all- things, with a view to this,

ſuch as animated water from fire, and not- many things from one, or one

thing from many, participating ofa first, ſecond, or third generation, there'

will be an infinite multitude ofſitranſpoſed ornaments. But now there ictsian.

admirable facility in the power that provides for the univerſe..

CLl-N. How, again, do you ſay? * -

GUEST. Thus. Since our king beholds all our actions, and; theſe are ani

mated,
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mated, containing much'virtue _and much vice, and ſince both ſoul and

body are generated iiidestructible *, though not eternal, like the Gods accord

ing to law *, (for th re never would be any generation of-animals if either

ſoul or body was destroyed,) and beſides, ſincerthat which is good in the ſoul is

always naturally diſpoſed to affist, but that which is evil in it to injure,_our

king, perceiving all theſe things, deviſed in what manner each of the parts

ſhould be ſituated, ſo that virtue might vanquiſh in the univerſe, but vice be

ſubdued, in the most eminent degree, and in the best and most facile

manner. He deviſed, therefore, how each particular ſhould be generated

with reference to the univerſe, what ſeat it ſhould reſide in, and what places

it ſhould be allotted: but he left to our will the cauſes of this or that gene

ration. For where the deſire of any ſoul is, and ſuch as is its condition,

there each of us nearly reſides, and ſuch for the most part each of us ſubſists.

CLlN. It is likely. * .

Guas'r. Every thing, therefore, that participates of ſoul is changed, and

poſſeſſes in itſelf the cauſe of this mutation; but, when changed, it is borne

along according to the order and law offate. And thoſe ſouls whoſe manners

are leſs changed, have a leſs extended progreſiion ; for they proceed no fur

ther than the ſuperficies of the region. But thoſe whoſe manners are more

changed, and are more unjust, fall into depth, and into the places beneath,

which are denominated Hades, and the like, where they are vehemently

terrified, and converſant with dreams, both living and when freed from body.v

A greater ſoul, however, when it participatcs either of virtue or vice,

becoming in this caſe strong, through its own will, and converſe with other

nature's, if, mingling with divine virtue, it becomes eminently divine, then

itis tranſlated into another better place, which is entirely holy: but if it

mingles itſelf with the contrary _to divine virtue, then its life is transferred

' into a contrary place. This then, O boy and young man, who think that

you are neglected by the Gods, is the judgment of the Olympian divinities ;

that he who is more depraved ſhall depart to more depraved ſouls, but he

' BOdY, When corrupted, is reſolved into the elementary wholes from 'Which it originatcd, but

is never destroyed.

" Law here ſignifies intellectual distribution. So that the Gods according to Ia-w are thoſe

divine natures which proceed from the intellect of the fabricator of th' univerſc. Theſe God'

m thus donvminated in the Golden Verſcs of Pythagoras. ib

w
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who is better, to ſuch as are better, both in life, and in all deaths, and that

he ſhall both ſuffizr and do ſuch things as ought to be done by fimilars to

fimilars. But neither you nor any other ſhould pray that you may be exempt

from this judgment of the Gods. For thoſe who ordained this establiſhed

it more firmly than all judgments, and as that which ought to be venerated -

in every reſpect. Indeed, you will never be neglected by this judgment; not

though you were ſo ſmall, that you could deſcend into the profundities of

theearth, or ſo elevated, that you could fly into heaven. But you will ſuffer

from theſe divinities the puniſhment which is your due, whether you abide

here, or depart to Hades, or whether you are removed to a place still more

ruſtic than theſe. My diſcourſe to you, likewiſe, willbe the ſame reſpecting

thoſe impious men whom you have ſeen riſing into conſequence from ſmall

beginnings, and whom you have conſidered as having paſſed from-felicity to

miſery. For it has appeared to you that, in the actions of theſe, as in a

mirror, the negligence of all the Gods was viſible; and this, from your

being ignorant in what manner the end oſ ſuch characters contributes to the

good of the whole. But can you think, O most courageous oſ all men, that

it is not neceſſary to know this, which he who is ignorant of, will neither be

able to perceive, nor diſcourſe about, the felicity of life, and an unhappy

fortune. lf, therefore, Clinias, and the whole of this aged company, are

able to perſuade you that you do not know what you ſay reſpectin-g the Gods,

divinity will affist you in a beautiful manner ; but if you still require' ſome

further reaſon, hear, iſ in- any reſpect you poſſeſs intellect, what We ſhall

ſay to our third antagonist. For, that there are Gods, and that they take

care of men, I ſhould ſay, has been not altogether badly demonstrated. But

that the Gods can be moved by the gifts of certain unjust men, must not

be granted to any one, but confuted in every poſſible way to the utmost of

our power.

CLlN. You ſpeak most beautifully *, and we ſhall' do as you ſaye

GUEST. Come, then, by the Gods themſelves, if they are moved by gifts,

in what manner are they moved; and what kind of beings must theyſſin this

caſe be? For it is neceſſary that they must poſſeſs ſovereign authority who

continually govern all heaven.

CLIN. Cdrtainly,

Guzs'r. But to what rulers are they ſimilar, or what' rulers are ſimilar to

4 them,
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them, that we may be able to compare ſmall things with great? Whether

will the chariot-cers of two-yoked cars that contend in the courſe be ſuch as

theſe, or the pilots of ſhips? Perhaps, however, they may be affimilated to

certain commanders of armies. or to phyſicians, who are cautious reſpecting

the war of diſeaſes about bodies, or to huſbandmen, who fear for their plant'

during the stormy ſeaſons, or to ſhepherds and herdsmen. For, ſince we have

granted that the univerſe is full of much good, and much evil, though not

of more evil than good, we ſay that a thing of this kind is an immortal war,

and requires an admirable defence. But the Gods, and, at the ſame time,

damons, ſight for us; and we are the poſſeſſion both of Gods and dzmons;
Jnjustice and itiſoletlce, however, together with imprudence,ctcorrupt us.

And, on the contrary, justice and temperance,_in conjunction with prudence,
which reſide in the animated powers of the Gods, preſerve us. A But that

ſomething of theſe reſides in us; though for a ſhort time, may be clearly ſeen

from this ; for certain ſouls reſiding on the earth, and poſſeſſing an unjust gift,

' are evidently ſavage 'towards the ſouls of guardians, whether they are dogs,

or ſhepherds, or in every reſpect the highest of all rulers. Theſe they attack,

perſuading them by flattering words and ſpecious enchantments, (according

to the rumours oſ the wicked,) that it is lawful ſor them to uſurp an unjust_

authority among men, without any diſagreeable conſequences to themſelves.

This fault, which we denominate, prerogative, is called, in fleſhly bodies,

diſeaſe ;. in the ſeaſons of the year, pestilence; and in cities and polities, by

changing the word, injustice.

CLIN. Entirely ſo. 4

Gunsrr. According to this reaſoning, therefore, it is neceſſary to ſay, that

he who aſſerts that the Gods always 'pardon unjust men, when a part of their

unjust acquiſitions is offered to them, aſſerts at the ſame time that they

are like dogs, to whom wolves give a ſmall portion oſ their rapiue, and who,

becoming mild by gifts, permit them to plunder the herds. Is not this the

aſſertion of thoſe who conſider the Gods as eaſily appeaſed P

CLIN. It is. 4 _

GUEST. But will not he be the most ridiculous oſ all men, who affimilates

the Gods to any of the above-mentioned guardians? Shall we ſay, therez

ſore, that they reſemble pilots, who giving themſelves up to the libation of

wine, and the odour-oſ fleſh, destroy both the ſhips and the iitilors? X ,

CLiN.
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CLIN. By no means. .

GUEST. But neither do they reſemble charioteers, who, when orderly

arranged in the courſe, through being corrupted by gifts, yield the victory

to the two-yoked cars of their opponents. - '

CLIN. For ſuch an aſſertion produces a dire image.

GUBST. But neither do they reſemble the commanders of an army, nor

phyſicians, nor huſbandmen, nor ſhepherds, nor certain dogs ſeduced by

wolves.

CLrN. Propheſy better things. For how is it poffible they can restmble
any of theſe? p

GUEST. But are not all the Gods the greatest of all guardians, and guardians

of the greatest affairs?

CLIN. Very much ſo.

GUEST. Shall we ſay, then, that thoſe who are the guardians of the most

beautiful things, and who, as guardians, are tranſcendent in virtue, are

worſe than dogs, and men of a moderate character, who never betray justice

by receiving in an unholy manner gifts from unjust men?

CLIN. By no means; for ſuch an aſſertion is not to be borne. And he

who entertains ſuch an opinion may most justly be conſidered as the worst

and most impious of men.

GUEST. We may ſay, then, that We haVe ſufficiently demonstrated the three

things which we propoſed to evince, viz. that there are Gods; that they

take care of all things; and that they are not in any reſpect to be moved by

gifts, contrary to what is just.

CLIN. Undoubtcdly; and we aſſent to theſe reaſons.

G-Uesr. And beſides this, in a Certain reſpect we have ſpoken more vehe

mently, through the contention of vicious men. But, O friend Clinias, we
have employed cta diſcourſe of a Contentious nature, lest our adverſaries, think

ing that they had vanquiſhed, ſhould imagine they had a licenſe to do what

ever they pleaſed, conformably to their conceptions reſpecting the Gods.

Through an earnest deſire oſ preventing this, We have ſpoken in a more novel

manner. But if, during this ſhort time, we have offered any thing calculated

to perſuade theſe men that they ſhould hate themſelves, and embrace contrary

manners, the cxordium of our laws reſpecting impiety will have been beauti

fully delivered.

v0L. u. 2, T CLIN.
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CLIN. Let us hope that this will be the caſe; but if it ſhould not, the

legiſlator is not to be accuſed for this kind of diſcourſe.

GUBST. After the preface, therefore, the diſcourſe which is the interpretet

of the laws will properly follow, proclaiming to all impious perſons, that

they must depart from their depraved manners, and betake themſelves. to

ſuch as are pious. But for thoſe who will not be perſuaded by theſe argu

ments, let the following law of impiety be establiſhed z-lf any one ſpeaks

or acts impiouſly, let any one who is preſent defend the cauſe of piety, and

give information to the magistrates of the affair : and thoſe magistrates that

are first made acquainted with it, ſhall bring the offender before the conrt

ijustice appointed by law for the determination of ſuch caſes. But if any

magistrate, on hearing the affair, does not act in this manner, let him be

accuſed of impiety by any one who is willing to puniſh him, for the ſake of

the laws. And if any one is condemned, let the court ofjustice puniſh him for

the ſeveral impieties he has committed. Let bonds, then, be the puniſhment

of all impious conduct. And let there be three priſhns in the city: one corn

mon for most crimes about the ſorum, for the ſake of ſecuring a multitude

of perſons; another ſituated about the place where a nocturnal aſſembly is

held, and which is to be denominated the priſon for the correction of man

ners; and a third in the middle of the region, and in that part which is

most ſolitary and rustic, calling it by the name of the priſon of puniſhment.

With reſpect to impiety, there are three cauſes of it, as we have already

mentioned; and ſince two things take place from each of ſuch-like cauſes,

there will be ſix genera of crimes against the Gods, which require neither

an equal nor a ſimilar puniſhment. For ſome, who though they do not in

any reſpect believe there are Gods, yet, from naturally poſſeſſing a just diſ

poſition, hate the vicious, and, through being indignant with injustice,

neither commit unjust actions themſelves, nor aſſociate with, but avoid,

unjust men, and love the just. But others, beſides the opinion that all things

are destitute of the Gods, fall into incontinence of pleaſures and pains, at

the ſame time poſſeſſing strong memories and acuteneſs with, reſpect to

diſciplines. The opinion that there are no Gods, is a paſſion Common to

both theſe; but they differ in this, that the one is the cauſe of leſs, and the

other of more, evil than other men. The one of theſe ſpeaks with the

greatest freedom concerning the Gods, ſacrifices and oaths; and, as he ridi

cules
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cules others, will perhaps render others like himſelf, unleſs he is puniſhed.

But the other who is of the ſame opinion, is conſidered by the vulgar as

ingenious, and is full of fraud and stratagem. From theſe characters many

diviners are produced, and ſuch as are excited to every kind of incantation.

Sometimes, too, from theſe tyrants, public ſpeakers, and commanders of

armies, are formed; and thoſe who in their private mysteries act inſidiouſly,

and deceive men by ſophistical deſſvices. Of theſe, indeed, there are many

ſpecies; but two oſ them deſerve the establiſhment of laws: oſ which the

ironic produces crimes that deſerve more than one or two deaths; but the

other requires admonition and bonds. In a ſimilar manner, too, the opinion '

that the Gods are negligent, produces two characters ; and the opinion that

they are eaſily appeaſed, another two. Since, therefore, the impious are

thus distinguiſhed, thoſe who become ſuch through folly, without a vicious

diſpoſition and 'corrupt_manners, thejudge ſhall confine in the priſon for cor

rection, for not leſs than five years. But, during this time, let no oneof

the citizens converſe with them, except thoſe that participate oſ the noc

turnal aſſembly, who aſſociate for the purpoſe oſ admoniſhing and procur

ing ſafety to the ſoul. When the period arrives that they' are to be liberated

from their bonds, iſ any one among them ſhall appear to be more modest in
his manners, let him dwſiell together with the modest; but iſ it appears that

he is not, and he is again condemned for the ſame crime, let him be

puniſhed with death. With reſpect to ſuch as, in addition to their believing

that there are no Gods, or that they are negligent, or eaſily appeaſed, are

ofa ſavage diſpoſition, deſi>iſing'mankind, alluring the ſouls oſ many while

living, and aſſerting that they can allure the ſouls of the dead; likewiſe,

pretending that they can perſuade the Gods by ſacrifices, prayers, and incan

tions, and endeavouring by theſe means to destroy private perſons, whole

families, and cities, ſor the ſake oſ their riches,-among ſuch as theſe,

whoever ſhall be condemned, let him be fettered in the priſon which is in

the middle oſ the region, and let no free-born perſon be ever allowed to

viſit him, but let the ſood appointed for him by the guardians oſ the laws

be brought to him by ſervants. But, when he dies, let him be hurled beyond

the boundaries of the region, and leſt without a tomb. And, if any free

born perſon ſhall bury him, let him ſustain the puniſhment oſimpiety by any

one who is willing to inſiict it. Iſhe leaves behind him children ſufficient for

z T 2 the '*
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the'purpoſizs ofthe city, let the guardians of orphans take no leſs eare of theſe

than of others, and from the Very day on which their father was condemned.

But it is proper that a common law ſhould be establiſhed for all theſe, which

may cauſe the multitude to behave leſs impiouſly towards the Gods, both in

Word and deed, and may render them leſs void of intellect, through not per.

mitting them to make innovations in ſacred concerns. Let the following

law, then, be ſimply establiſhed for all of them :-N0 one ſhall have a temple

in any private houſe. But when any one intends to ſacrifice, let him go to

public buildings raiſed for this purpoſe, and preſent his offerings to thoſe

priests and priesteſſes who take care of theſe particulars in a pure and holy

manner. Here let him pray, together with theſe, and any other who is

willing to join him in prayer. Let theſe things be adopted. becauſe it is

not eaſy to establiſh temples and statues of the Gods; but to effect a thing

of this kind properly, is the werk of a mighty dianoEtic power. But it is,

uſual, with women particularly, and all ſuch as are imbecile, or in danger,

or want, or, on the contrary, when they receive an abundance of any thing,

always to conſecrate that which is preſent, vow ſacrifices, and promiſe statues

to the Gods, dazmons, and the ſons of the Gods; being terrified by ſpectres

when awake, and, in a ſimilar manner, recollecting many viſions in dreams ;

for all which they endeavour to obtain remedies, and for this purpoſe ſill all

the pure places in houſes and streets with altars and temples. For the ſake

of all theſe particulars, it is requiſite that the law we have just mentioned

ſhould be establiſhed; and beſides this, for the ſake oſ the impious, lest they,

fraudulently uſiirping theſe in their actions, and raiſing temples and altars

in private houſes, ſhould think to make the Gods propitious by ſacrifices and

prayers; thus infinitely increaſing their injustice, and provoking the indig

nation ofthe Gods, both against themſelves, and thoſe that permitted them

to act in this manner, though men of a better character. For by this means

'he whole city becomes ſubject to the puniſhment of impiety, and, in a.

certaiu'reſpect, justly. Divinity, indeed, does not blame the legiſlator; for

the law establiſhed by him ſays, that no one ſhall poſſeſs temples of the

Gods in private houſes. But if it ſhall appear that any one poſſeſſes Lem

ples, and performs orgies in any other places than ſuch as are public, he who

detects him ſhall announce the affair to the guardians of the laws. And iſ

ſuchaone, whether a man or a woman, ſhall be ſound not to have com

mitted
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mitted any great or impious crimes, he ſhall be obliged to carry his private

ſacred concerns to public temples z and if he does not immediately comply

with the law, let him be lined till he does. But, if any one acting impiouſly

ſhall appear to have committed, not the impious deed of boys, but of im

pious men, whether by ſacrificing to the Gods in private or in public temples,

let him be condemned to death, as one who has ſacrificed impurely. How

ever, the guardians of the laws must judge whether his impiety is puerile or

not, and thus, when he is brought before a court of justice, must inflict on

him the puniſhment of impiety.

THE END OF THE TENTH BOOK

THE
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I'I' now remains that we ſhould ſpeak of mutual compacts, and the order

which they ought to receive. But a thing of this kind is, in a certain reſpect,

ſimple. Imean, that no one ſhall touch my property, nor move the least

thing belonging to me, without my Conſent. And I, if I am endued with a

ſound mind, ſhall act in the ſame manner with reſpect to the property of

others. In the first place, then, we ſhall ſpeak about ſuch treaſures, as ſome

one may depoſit both for himſelf and thoſe belonging to him, who is not

deſcended from my parents, and which] ſhould never pray that I might find,

nor, if I did find, ſhould move, nor be induced to partake of, by thoſe who

are called diviners, For I ſhould never be ſo much benefited by the poſſeſſion

of riches, when obtained after this manner, as l ſhould excel in the virtue of

the ſoul, and in justice, by not receiving them. For thus I ſhould acquire

one poſſeffion instead of another, a better in that which is better; preſerring

the prior poſſeffion of justice in the ſoul, to wealth. For it is well ſaid of

many particulars, that things immovable ſhould not be moved; and it may

be ſaid of this, as being one of them. lt is likewiſe proper to be perſuaded

by what is commonly aſſerted about theſe things, that ſuch particulars do not

contribute to the procreation of children. But he who takes no care of

children, and neglects the legiſlator, and, therefore, takes away that which

neither he nor his grandfather depofited, ſuch a one Corrupts the most beau

tiful and ſimple law, which was establiſhed by a man by no means ignoble,

and which ſays, You ſhall not take away that which you have not depoſited.

What then ought he to ſuffer, who deſpiſes theſe two legiſlators, and who

takes away that which he did not himſelf depoſit, and which is not a ſmall

4 affair,
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affair, but a mighty treaſure? Divinity, indeed, knows what puniſhment he

ought to ſuffer from the Gods. But let us declare what he ought to ſuffer

from men. Let him who firſt perceives-him, give information of the affair z

if it happens in the city, to the aediles ; if in the forum, to the praefects of the

markets; and, if in any other part of the region, to thoſe that take care of

the land, and the governors of theſe. \Vhen the affair becomes apparent,

let the city ſend to Delphi, and let what the God determines, both reſpecting

the money and him that has moved it, be performed by the city conformable

to the oracle. And if he who gives the information is free-born, let him be

conſidered as a virtuous character; but, if he does not give information, as a

vicious character. If he who reveals the affair is a ſlave, it will be proper

that he ſhould be made free by the city, and that the city ſhould pay his

master the price of his manumiſiion *, but, if he does not reveal it, let him be

puniſhed with death. Let a ſimilar law follow this, reſpecting things ſmall

and great. If a man leaves any property, whether willingly or unwillingly,

let him who may happen to meet with it ſuffer it to remain; conſidering

that the dzemon who preſides over roads defends things of this kind, which

are dedicated to Divinity by law. NVhen any one, being unperſuaded by this

law, takes away ſuch pr0perty to his own houſe, if he is but of little worth,

being a ſlave, let him receive many laſhes with a whip, from any one not

leſs than thirty years of age who may happen to meet him. But, if he is

free-born, beſides being conſidered as illiberal, and void of law, let him pay

as a ſine ten times the worth of what he took away to its proper owner.

U'hcn any one accuſes another Of holding his property, \\hether it be much

or little, and the perſon who detains it acknowledges that it is in his poſ

'ſcſſion, but denies that it is his who demands it,--iſ a written accountof the

affair is given to the magifirzites according to law, he who detains it ſhall be

called before a tnagiſlrate,amſ ifit ſhall appear to he the property ofthe accuſer,.

it ſhall be restored to him. But if it ſhall be found to belong to neither, but

to ſome abſent perſon, if its poſſeſſor will not engage to restore it to the

abſent perſon, let him be compelled to depoſit it. lz' a \\'l'iltell account of

the affitir is not given to the nngiſlrates, let the property be dcpoſited with

the three oldeſt magiſtrates tiil ſentence is paſſed. And, if the ſubject of

diſpute is an animal, let him who upon triul is cast, pay the magistratcs the

expenſe of its keeping; but let th.- aſſair be decided by the magistrates

* within
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within the' ſpace of three days. If any one leads away another as a ſlave,

who is going to be manumitted, let him who leads him be diſmiſſed ; but

he who is thus led away, if he can procure three reſpectable bondsmen, ſhall

be conſidered as free; but otherwiſe not. But if any one is led away in

any other manner, let him by whom he is thus led be obnoxious to the

charge of uſing violence, and be condemned to restore double the loſs to the

perſon led away. Every one, too, may be permitted to lead away his free

man, if he is not ſerved by him, or not ſufficiently. The attention, how

ever, which ſuch a one ought to pay his master conſists, in the ſirst place, in

going thrice every month to his master's houſe, and announcing that he is

prepared to do whatever is just, and in his power; and, in the ſecond place,

that he may perform, with reſpect to matrimony, whatever ſhall appear re

quiſite to his master. But it ſhall not be lawful for him to poſſeſs greater

wealth than the perſon by whom he was liberated: but, if he does poſſeſs

more, let the exceſs be given to his master. Let a freed perſon not remain

in the city more than twenty years, but, in the ſame manner as strangers, let

him after this period depart, taking with him the whole of his property, unleſs

he can perſuade the magistrates and his liberator to the contrary. But if the

poſſeſſions of a freed perſon, or of any other stranger, exceed thoſe of the third

estate, let him, on the thirtieth day after this has been diſcovered to be the caſe,

take his property and depart; and let him not, though he ſhould request it, be

permitted by the magistrates to stay any longer. Let him who diſobeys

this law be brought before a court ofjustice; when condemned, be puniſhed

with death; and let his riches become public property. Let the judges of

the tribes take cognizanee of theſe caſes, unleſs the litigants have previouſly

ſettled the affair among themſelves by means of their neighbours or arbitra

tors. Ifany one affirts that a certain animal, or any thing elſe, is his own

property, let him who poſſeſſes it take it either to the ſeller, or to him who

properly and justly gave it, or who after ſome other manner delivered it of

his own authority. And let it remain with a citizen, or, an inhabitant of

the city, for thirty days, but with a stranger for five mouths, ſo that the

middle of theſe may be that month in which the ſun is turned from the

ſummer to the winter tropic. Let whatever one perſon changes with

another through buying or ſelling, be exchanged in a place appointed for

each in the forum, and let every thing pertaining to buying and ſelling be

tranſacted
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be tranſacted in this place, and no where elſe. Likewiſe, let there be no delay

either in buying or ſelling. But, iſ the commutation is made in other places,

let no judgment according to law be paſſed upon it. With reſpect to feasts,

in which every man pays his own ſhare, if any difference ſhould ariſe in

ſettling the payment of the ſhares, let the parties ſo tranſact with each other

as about a thing which is not noticed by the courts ofjustice. Let a ſeller,

who receives no leſs than fifty drachms as the price of his commodity, be

obliged to wait ten days in,the city, and let the buyer know the place oſ his

abode; and this for the ſake or' thoſe complaints and legitimate abate

mcnts which uſually happen about things of this kind. But let lawful and

unlawful abatements take place as follows : When any one ſells a ſlave who

labours under a conſumption, or the stone, or the strangury, or that which

is called the ſacred diſeaſe, or any other diſeaſe which is immanifest to many,

is of long continuance and difficult to cure, whether of the body or mind,

iſ a phyſician or a master oſ gymnastic buys him, no abatement ſhall be

made; nor yet when the ſeller informs the buyer of the, true condition of

the article of ſale. But if an artist ſells to an ignorant perſon any thing of

this kind, the buyer ſhall be permitted to return the perſon bought by him,

who labours under any diſeaſe but the ſacred, within ſix mouths : but if he

labours under this diſeaſe, he ſhall be permitted to return him within a year.

Affitirs oſ this kind ſhall be decided by phyſicians choſen by the common

gonſent of the litigants. He who in theſe caſes is condemned, ſhall pay to

the buyer double the price for which he ſold him. But if one ignorant

perſon ſells any thing to another, let the return and judgment be made in

the ſame manner as was mentioned above; and let him who is condemned

pay a ſimple fine. If any one ſells a homicide to another, if the tranſaction

takes place between two ſkilſul perſons, let no return be made; but if

between a ſkilful and ignorant perſon, let a return then be made when the

buyer perceives the caſe. But let the affair be decided by the five youngest

guardians of the laws. lf it ſhall appear that the ſeller was not ignorant

that the perſon he ſold was a homicide, let the houſe of the buyer be puris

fied according to the law of the interpretcrs, and let the ſeller pay him triple

the price of the homicide. Let him who changes money for money, or for

animals, or any thing elſe, give and receive every thing unadulterated,

agreeably to the injunctions of law. About the whole of this vice, how

VOL. II. z U ever,
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ever, it is requifite to lay down a preface, in the ſame manner as in other laws.

Every man, indeed, ought to conſider adulteration, lying, and deception, as

forming one genus, about which it. is uſual for the multitude to ſay, though

very erroneoufly, that when each of theſe is opportunely adopted, the reſult is

frequently proper. But as they leave the occaſion, the where, and the when,

diſorderly and indefinitely, they often by this aſſertion both injure themſelves

and others. The legiſlator, however, ſhould not ſuffer this indeſmite to be

unnoticed, but greater or leſſer boundaries ought always to be clearly deter

mined. Let them, therefore, now be determined. Let no one tell a lie,

or deceive, or adulterate any thing, calling at the ſame time on the Gods,

'unleſs he is deſirous'of becoming odious to Divinity. This, however, will be

'he caſe with him, in the first place, who, ſwearing falſely, deſpiſes the Gods;

and, in the ſecond place, with him who ſpeaks falſely before thoſe that are

better than himſelf. But the good are more excellent than the bad, and, in

ſhort, the elder than the younger. On this aCCOunt, parents are better than

their offspring, men than women and children, and governors than the go

verned. All theſe ought to be reverenced in every government, and eſpe

cially in political governments, for the ſake of which we have engaged in

the preſent diſcuſſion. For he who adulterates any thing in the forum,

lies and deceives, and, calling on the Gods, ſwears falſely before the guar

dians of the forum, and violates their laws, neither fearing men, nor reve

rencing the Gods. To be careful, indeed, not to contaminute the names

of the Gods, is in every reſpect beautiful; for they ought not to be uſed in

common like other names, but every thing pertaining to the Gods ſhould he

preſerved in a pure and holy manner. Let the following law, therefore, be

establiſhed for thoſe who will not be perſuaded to act in this manner z-He

who ſells any thing in the forum ſhall not be ſuffered to ſix two priccs to

any article ; but when he has fixed a ſimple price, iſ he does not ſell it, he

ſhall take it away, and be allowed to bring it back again on the ſame day,

without valuing it at a higher price than before. Let praiſe, and taking

an oath, never be employed in ſelling. And if any one is diſobedicnt to

this law, any citizen, not leſs than thirty years of age, who detccts him in

ſwearing, ſhall strike him with impunity; and if he neglects to do this, let

him be conſidered as a betrayer of the laws. But let him who detects any

one ſelling an adulterated article, and incapable of being perſuaded by what

4. we
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we have now ſaid, expoſe the fraud of ſuch a one, if he is able, before a

magistrate ; and let a ſlave, or an inhabitant, bring with him the adulterated

article. Let a citizen, who neglects to accuſe ſuch a one, be pronounced

a bad man, as one who defrauds the Gods: but, if he accuſes him, let him

dedicate the adulterated article to the Gods who preſide over the forum. Let

him who openly ſells things of this kind, beſides being deprived of the

adulterated article, receive publicly as many [aſhes with a whip as there are

drachms in the ſum for which he ſold the article; a cryer at the ſame time

proclaiming in the fornm the'cauſe of his being whipped. Let the praefects

of the markets, and the guardians of the laws, endeavour to detect all the

adulterations and evil practices of the ſellers, by making inquiry of men

ſkilled in vendible articles, and'cauſe to be written on a pillar before the

forum what a ſeller ought to do, and what not, ſo that men of this kind

may clearly know how to act according to law in diſpoſing of their reſpec

tive artieles. As to the particulars relating to the aediles, we have ſpoken

of theſe ſufficiently above. But if it ſhould appear that any thing is wanting

to theſe, let them ſupply the deficiency by communicating with the guar.

dians of the laws, and afterwards let them write their ſirst and ſecond legal

institutions on a pillar.

After adulteration it follows that We ſhould ſpeak of cauponation '. But

about the whole of this we ſhall first of all give our advice, and the reaſons

T>r ſuch advice, and afterwards establiſh a law reſpecting it.' For all cau

nation in a city does not ſubſist for the ſake of injuring the city, but natu

ally for the ſake of the contrary. For how is it poſſible that he ſhould not

benefit the city who cauſes money, from being poſſeſſed in an incommen

ſurate and anomalous manner, to be poſſeſſed equably, and with commen

ſuration? It is reqniſitc to ſay, that the power of money, the merchant, the

mercenary character, and the inn-keeper, will accompliſh this for us. For

theſe, and others of this kind, whether they act in a more becoming or a ' '

more baſe manner, endeavour to ſupply the indigence of others, and render

poſſeſſions equal. But let us conſider the reaſon why this appears neither
beautiful nor becoming,v and why it is calumniated; that though we may

not procure a remedy for the whole by law, yet we may for a part.

1 The keeping an inn or victualling-houſe.

2 u 2 CLIN.
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CLIN. This affair, as it appears, is of no trilling nature, and requires no

ſmall degree of virtue.

GUEST. How do you fay, O friend Clinias? A ſmall part of mankind

naturally, and who are erlueated in the best manner, are able, when they

are in want, or influenced by the deſire of certain things, to conduct them

ſelves with moderation, and, when they have it in their power to acquire

great wealth, behave ſoberly, and prefer moderation to exceſs. But the

vulgar conduct themſelves in a manner perfectly contrary to theſe. For

they defire without meaſure; and when it is permitted them to become

moderately, they chooſe to become immenſely rich. On this account, all

ſuch as are converſant with cauponation and merchandize are calumniated,

and ſubject to ſhameful diſgrace. For, iſ any one (which never did take

place, nor ever will) ſhould compel (though indeed it is ridiculous to men

tion it) the best of men to keep an inn for a certain time, or victualling

houſe, or do any thing of this kind; Or if certain most excellent women,

through the neceſſity of fate, ſhould engage in ſuch employments, we ſhould

know that they were honest and laudable, and that, when they are conducted

according to uncorrupt reaſon, all ſuch characters as theſe ſhould be honoured

as ſustaining the part of mothers and nurſes. But now, ſince inns and

victualling-houſes are raiſed in ſolitary places, and at a great distance from

cities, they ſerve as places of ſhelter for thoſe that are caught in a storm,

and afford a cool retreat to thoſe that are oppreſſed with heat. They do not,

however, diſmiſs thoſe that take refuge in them like friends, with hoſpitable

gifts, but cruelly compel them to ranſom themſelves, as if they were enemies

and captives, and pl-undcr them of all their poſſeſſions. Theſe, and other

baſe actions of this kind, ſubject thoſe employments to calumny which are

calculated to allist the indigent.. A legiſiator, therefore, ought always to

deviſea remedy for theſe. For it is a true and antient ſaying, that it is

difficult to fight against two things, as is evident in diſeaſes, and many other

particulars. And in the preſent caſe, indeed, there is an oppoſition against

two things, poverty and riches ; the latter oſ which corrupt the ſoul of men

through luxury, and the former leads them through pain to impudcnce..

What remedy, therefore, can be deviſed for this diſeaſe in a polity endued

with intellect? In the firſt place, we must endeavour to the utmost, that

it may uſe eauponation in the ſmallest degree; and, in the next place, we

- must
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must affign cauponation to thoſe men whoſe manners, when corrupt, will

be no great pest to the city; and, in the third place, ſome method must be

deviſed by which the ſouls of theſe men may not eaſily be filled with impu

dence and illiberality. But, after what has now been ſaid, a certain law rev

ſpecting theſe things preſents itſelf to us, with good fortune. The city of the

Magneſians, which Divinity first raiſed, is by Divinity again inhabited.

Among theſe there is a law, that no huſbandmen who belong to the forty

five thouſand houſes ſhall either voluntarily or involuntarily be an inn-keeper

or a merchant, or act in the capacity of a ſervant to any private perſon,

unleſs that perſon becomes in his turn a ſervant to him ; a father and mother,

with their progenitors, all his elders, and ſuch as being free live in an inde

pendent manner, being excepted. It is not, hoWever, eaſy to determine by

law who is free, or the contrary; yet ſuch as theſe are distinguiſhed from

the nobles by the hatred and love which they bear towards them. But let

him who through a certain art is engaged in illiberal cauponation be accuſed

before thoſe who hold the first rank in virtue, by any one that is willing, as

a diſgrace to his family. And ifit ſhall appear that he ha-s defiled his pater

nal houſe by any unworthy employment, let him, after having been fettered

for a year, abstain from ſuch employment. Iſ, after this, he engages in it

again, let him be fettered for two years. And let him always be confined

in bonds as often as he is detected, twice as long as the preceding time. But

a ſecond law orders that all ſuch as are not citizens, together with foreigners,

ſhall exerciſe cauponation. And a third law ordains, that the foreigner or

inhabitant who engages in this art, ſhall either be a most excellent character,

or vicious in the ſmallcst degree. It is proper, likewiſe, that the guardians

of the law ſhould conlider that they are not only guardians of thoſe who are

eaſily prevented from acting in an illegal and vicious manner, viz. thoſe who

are well-born and educatcd ; but that they are much more guardians oſ

thoſe who are different 'from theſe, and who engage in employments by

which they are strongly impelled to improbity. Since, however, caupona

tion is abundantly various, the guardians of the laws ſhould aſſemble toge

ther with thoſe that are ſkilled in. the ſeveral ſpecies of it; and, as we ob.

ſerved a little before concerning adulteration, which is allied to this art,

they ſhould, in the first place, establiſh ſuch things as apppear neceſſary to

the city.. Afterwards, having inquired into the cost and emolument attend.

ing
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ing this art, they ſhould attend to the moderate gain reſulting from it, and

establiſh its expenſes and emoluments. And ſome particulars ſhould be

attended to by the prazfects of the markets, others by the zrdiles, and others

by the prefects of the land. After this manner nearly will cauponation be

advantageous to every one, and injure thoſe by whom it is exerciſed in the

city in the ſmallest degree. The genus of artificers is ſacred to Vulcan and

Minerva, who furniſh Our lives by their arts. But thoſe individuals are

ſacred to Mars and Minerva who preſervc the works of artificers by other

arts of an affistant and defenſive nature. The genus of theſe is, indeed,

justly ſacred to theſe Gods: and all theſe providentially take care of the

region and people. Some of them, too, preſide over warlike contests; but

others effect the generation of inſtruments, and works for hire. Reveren

cing, therefore, the'Gods that are the authors of theſe arts, it will not be

proper to deceive them, by lying about things of this kind. If any artiſicer

does not complete his work in a prefixed time, through a vicious diſpoſition,

but, paying no reverence to the divinity who is the giver oflife, through a

blindneſs (if-intellect, thinks that his kindred God will pardon him, ſuch a

one, in the first place, will be puniſhed by the God himſelf; and, in the

ſecond place, let it be establiſhed by law, that he ſhall be ſined the worth of

the work which he has not finiſhed in the proper time, and that, beginning

again, he ſhall complete it in the time first agreed upon. Let the ſame law too

conſult for the artificer as for the ſeller of vendible articles. Let care be

taken, therefore, that he does not aſk more than the worth of his work, but

let his demand be most ſimple, and accommodated to its worth. For an

artist knows the Worth oſ his work. In Cities, therefore, conſisting of free

men, it is not proper that an artist ſhould endeavour to deceive the ſimple

by art, which is naturally clear and void of falſehood. Hence, when this

is the caſe, the injurer ſhall make a proper recompenſe to the injured perſon.

If any one, in paying an artist ſor his work, does not pay him according to

the agreement, deſpiſing Jupiter the guardian ofthe city, and Minerva who

communicates with the polity, and, being influenced by a little gain, diſſolves

mighty communions; in this caſe, let the law affist the union of the city, in

conjunction with the Gods. Let him, therefore, who, having ordered a work

to be executed for him, does not pay for it in the appointed time, be ſined

double the price agreed upon. And let judgment'bc paſſed on things of this

' kind
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kind in the courts oſ juſtice belonging to the tribes. As we have, however,

made mention oſ artiſicers, and as commanders oſ armies and military arts

are artificers oſ ſafety to a city, it is but just that we ſhould alſo ſpeak of

theſe. Iſ, therefore, any one of theſe undertakes any public work, whether

voluntarily or ſrom command, and executes it in a becoming manner, let

the law conſer upon him the honour oſ unceaſing praiſe, which is the re

ward oſ warlike men. But the law may be justly blamed which does not

reward him who conducts himſelf well in military affairs. Let the follow

ing law, thereſore, be establiſhed for theſe, mingled with praiſe, and which

does not compel, but conſults the multitude of the citizens: that ſuch good

men ſhall be honoured in the ſecond place, asſihave been ſaviours oſ the

whole city, whether by their valour, or by warlike deviccs; for the first

honour must be given to thoſe who have been remarkably obedient to

the written laws oſ good legiſlators. \Ve have, therefore, now nearly

ſpoken ſufficiently oſ the greatest compacts among men, e'xcept thoſe per

taining to orphans, and the guardinns oſ orphans. It is, therefore, neceſſary

in the next place to ſpeak of theſe. The beginning of all theſe is the deſire

oſ the testator, and the fortune of thoſe that make no will. I have ſaid it

is neceſſary to ſpeak of theſe, O Clinias, in conſequence of looking to the

difficulty reſpecting them: ſor it is not poſſible to leave them in a diſordered

manner. For teſtators would deſire many things differing ſrom each other,

and contrary to the laws, to the manners oſ the living, and to their an

cestors, iſ an) one ſhould ſimply give them permiffion to make their wills

in whatever manner they pleaſed, and ſhould ordain, that every will made

near the end o." life ſhall he properly executcti. For most men, when they

conſider them-Lives as about to (lic, are affected with stupidity and remiſſnels.

CLIN. \Vimt induces you to ſay this, O guest?

GUEST. A man when about to die, O Clinias, is morole, and is full of

ſuch language as is terrible to legillators, and difficult for them to endure.

CLIN. Hoiv ſo?

Guusr. Deliring to be the lord oſ all things, it is uſual ſor him to ſpeak

with anger.

CLrN. \Vhat does he ſay at this time?

Gunsr. lt is a dire thing, ſays he, O Gods, iſ it is not permitted me to

leave my property in whatcmr manner l pleaſe, and to bequeath ſome more,

and
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and others leſs, according as they were evidently well or ill affected towards

me in my diſeaſes, in my old age, and in other all-various fortunes.

CLIN. Docs he not therefore, O guest, appear to you to ſpeak well P

GUEST. Antient legiſiators, O Clinias, appear to me to have been effe

minate, and to have looked to a trifiing part of human affairs in the esta

bliſhment of laws.

CLlN. How do you ſay?

GUEST. That, being terriſied at this language of the dying man, they

made a law, that every one ſhould be permitted to make his will as he

pleaſed. But both you and 1 could anſwer the dying in your city in a more

elegant manner.

CLiN. How?

GUEST; O friends, (we ſhould ſay) who have but a ſhort time to live, it

is difficult for you to know your affairs, and likewiſe to know yourſelves,

according to the inſcription of the Delphic temple. l, therefore, being a

legiflator, conſider that neither yourſelves, nor theſe poſſeſſions, are your

own, but that they belong to the whole of your race, both past and to come,

and that both the whole of your race and poſſeffions, by a much greater

priority, belong to the city. This being the caſe, if any one, through flat

tery, either when you are diſmſed, or in your old age, ſhould perſuade you

to make your will in an improper manner, l ſhould not admit ſuch a will

to be voluntarily made. But, looking to that which is best both for the whole

city, and the whole of your race, I ſhall establiſh laws in ſuch a manner as

that the advantage of individuals may give way, as it is ſit it ſhould, tov

that of the public. Do you, therefore, be mild and benevolcnt towards

us, as human nature requires you ſhould. lt will be our part to take care

to the utmost of our power of every thing belonging to you, and not in a

partial manner, by neglecting ſome things and attending to others. Let this

then, OClinias, be the conſolation which we addreſs in a prefatory man

ner to the living and the dead. But let the law be as follows :-Let him

who makes a will, and has children, in the first place appoint that child his

heir whom he thinks most dcſerving. And, in the next place, let him

ſignify which of his children he chooſes to couſign over to the care of

another perſon. If any one of his children ſhall remain without an here

ditary porti0n,- and there is reaſon to expect that this child will be ſent into

a colouy
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a colony according to law, let the father be permitted to leave him from

his other poſſeſiions as much as he pleaſes, except the paternal allotment,

and every thing pertaining to it. But if there are many children thus cir

cumstanced, let the father bequeath them, as he pleaſes, whatever remains

beyond the allotmcnt. However, if any one of theſe poſſeſſes a houſe, let

him not leave ſuch a one any money. In like manner, let him not be

queath a daughter any thing if ſhe is betrothed to a man; but let him

bequeath her ſomething if (he is not hetrothed. If any allotment in the

region belonging to ſons or daughters ſhall be found after the will has been'

made, let it be left to the heir of the perſon that made the will. If the'

testator has no ſons, but daughters, let him ſignify in writing what men he'

would wiſh as huſbands for his daughters, and as ſons for himſelf. And if

the ſon of any one, whether natural or adopted, happens to die before he

has arrived at manhood, let the testator mention this circumstance in the

will, and ſignify who he wiſhes ſhould be his ſon in his stead, with more

auſpicious fortune. If any one who has no children makes a will, let him

be permitted to leave the tenth part of his poſſeſſions, beyond the allotmcnt,

to any one that he pleaſes. Let him beqixeath all the rest benignantly,

without blame, and according to law, to the ſon whom he adopts. If the

children of any dying perſon require tutors, and the father in his will has

mentioned thoſe whom he wiſhes to undertake this office, let ſuch perſons

enter on this employment according to his wiſh, if it is agreeable to them.

But, if ſuch a one has either died intestate, or has not mentioned the tutors

in his will, let thenext of kin undertake this office,-two on the father's

fide, two on that of the mother, and one from among the friends of the

deceaſed. In this caſe, too, let the guardians of the law appoint the tutors.

And let the whole care pertaining to orphans devolve on ſitſiteen of the guar

dians of the laws that are older than the rest. And this number being

divided into three parts, let three of them every year undertake this office,

till the five periods are accompliſhed in a circle. Let the 'greatest care

likewiſe be taken that this mode may neverfail. If any one dies intestate,

and leaves behind him children that require a guardian, let them be provided

for by the ſame laws. But if any one dies unexpectedly,'and leaves behind

him daughters, let him pardon the legiſlator if he diſpoſes 'of his daughters'

in conſequence of looking to two things, viz. proximity of race, and the

IVOL. II. 2 x preſervation
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preſervation of the allotment. The third thing which a father. ought to

attend to is, the chooſing a proper ſon for himſelf, and a huſband for his

daughter: but this he omits, becauſe the conſideration of it belongs to im

poffibilities. Let the following law, therefore, be eſtabliſhed about things

of this kind z-lf any one, dying intestate, leaves behind him daughters, let

the brother on the father's or mother's ſide, iſ he is without an allotment,

take care both of the daughter and the allotment of the deceaſed. But, if

his brother is not living, let his brother's ſon undertake this office, iſ his age

is ſufficient for the purpoſe. If no one of theſe ſurvives, let the charge

devolve on the ſon of his ſister; and let the fourth after theſe be his father's

brother; the fifth, the ſon of' this brother; and the ſixth, the ſon of his

father's ſister, Let a ſimilar proceſs be always adopted when a man leaves

behind him daughters, viz. through brothers and couſins; first, the males,

and afterwards the females, in the ſame family. But let thejudge determine

the fitneſs or unſitneſs of the time'of marriages, by looking at the males

naked, and at the females naked, as far as to the navel. vIf' there is a want

of kindred, as far as to the ſons of brothers and grandfathers, whatever

citizen the girl ſhall chooſe, with the conſent of her tutors, ſhall become

the. heir of the deceaſed, and the huſband of his daughter. Further still, if

there ſhould happen to he but few inhabitants in the city, and the virgin

ſhould wiſh to make ſome one who is ſent into a colony her father's heir,

let this perſon, iſ he belongs to her family, proceed to the allotment accord

ing to th? order of law. But if he is a citizen, but not related to her, let

him marry her if he pleaſes, according to her own choice, and that of her

guardians; and, returninghome, let him take poſſeffion of the hereditary

eſtate. If any one dies inteſlate, and without children, either of the male

or female ſex, let other particulars take place according to the above-men

tioned law, but let the males and females of the family enter as kindred the

deſolate houſe, as thoſe to whom the allotment properly belongs. In the

first place, let the ſister enter; afterwards the daughter of the brother; in

the third place, the daughter of the ſister; in the fourth place, the ſister of

the father; in the fifth place, the daughter oſ the father's brother; and, in

the ſixth place, the daughter of the father's ſiſter. Let theſe live together

with thoſe according to proximity and what is right, in the manner we have

establiſhed above. But let not the weighty nature of laws oſ this kind eſcape

6 us,
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us, and let us not be inſenſible to the difficulty of ordering a relation of a

deceaſed perſon to marry a relation. For he who introduces ſuch a law as

this, does not appear to conſider that ten thouſand impediments may ariſe

reſpecting mandates of this kind, ſo as to render perſiiaſion to acompliancc

with them ineffectual. For many had rather ſuffer any thing than marry a,

perſon whoſe body is either diſeaſed or maimed, and whoſe dianob'tic part is

not in a ſound state. The legiſlator, therefore, will, perhaps, appear to

ſome, though improperly, to pay no attention to theſe. Let this, then, be

as it were a common preface, both for the legiſlator, and thoſe that are

governed by his laws. Thoſe, indeed, for whom laws are made, ought to

pardon the legiſlator, becauſe, while he is taking care of public concerns, he

cannot at the fame time attend to private calamities. We ſhould alſo pardon

thoſe for whom laws are made, if they are ſometimes incapable of perfectly

complying with the mandates of the legiflator, through his ignorance of pri

vate ealamities.

CLIN. In what manner then, O guest, will it be most A proper to act in

this caſe? ' '

GUEST. Arbiters, O Clinias,' must neceſſarilybe choſen

kind, and for thoſe that are governed by them. '

CLIN. How do you ſay?

GUEST. It will ſometimes happen, that a rich young man given to luxury

will be unwilling to marry the daughter of his father's brother, though rich,

in conſequence of aſpiring after a greater marriage; and ſometimes he will

neceſſarily be unwilling to comply with the law which forces him to marry

a girl who is diſordered either in body or mind, conſidering this as the

greatest of all calamities. Let, therefore, the following law reſpecting

theſe particulars be establiſhed by us :-If any accuſe the establiſhed laws

on account of wills or marriages, or any thing elſe, aſſerting that thew

legiſiator, if he were living, would not compel them to act in ſuch a

manner, or to marry ſuch a perſon; and if any relation or tutor ſhould.

affirm that the legiflator left fifteen guardians of the laws as arbiters and

fathers of the orphans,--in this caſe, let the litigants apply to theſe, and abide

by their deciſion. But, if it ſhall appear that the guardians of the law ex- -

erciſe greater authority than they ought, let the affair be brought before

ſelcct judges; and, when determined, let him who is condemned be branded'

2 x 2 with

for laws of this

- 4
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With infamy,-this being 'a puniſhment, to him who poſſeffis intellect; of a

more weighty nature than a very conſiderable fine. After this, a ſecond

generation, as it were, follows with reſpect to orphans. For education and

diſcipline follow the first generation, of which we have ſpoken. But, after

the ſecond, it is neceſſary to deviſe ſome means by which orphans may be

Oppreſſed with calamity as little as poſſible. In the first place, then, we ſay,

that guardians of the laws ſhould be appointed for them in the place of

parents, and not worſe than theſe; and that they ſhould take care oſ them

every year as if they were their own offspring. Let this, then, be our pre

face reſpecting the education of orphans, and the appointment of tutors for

them. For we appear to me to have ſpoken opportunely above, when we

aſſerted, that the ſouls of the dead poſſeſſed a certain power, through which

they bestowed a providential attention to human affairs. This, indeed, is

true, but the confirmation of it requires a long diſcourſe. lt is likewiſe proper

to believe in other traditions reſpecting things ofthis kind, which are both un.

merous and very antient. Legiſlators, t00, unleſs they are perfectly infime,

ought to believe in the truth of theſe traditions. Since, therefore, theſe things

naturally ſubſist after this manner, thoſe that attend to the deſolate condition of

o'phans ſhould, in the first place, fear the Gods above; and, in the next'

place, the ſouls of the deceaſed, who naturally take a particular care of their

offspring, and who are, therefore, propitious to thoſe that honour them,

but hostile towards thoſe that deſpiſe them. Add, too, that the ſouls of

thoſe that are living, but are in old age, and who in a city happy through

good laws poſſeſs the greatest honours, and whoſe children and grand

children live a pleaſant life, through paying them a proper attention,-the(e

acutely hear and perceive things of this kind, and are henevolent to thoſe

that behave justly to orphans, but in the highest degree indignant with thoſe

that injure them, For they conſider the depoſit of orphans as the greatest

and most holy of all depoſits. It is requiſlte, therefore, that the tutor and

magistrate who poſſeſſes the ſmallest degree of intellect, ſhould direct his

attention to theſe particulars, and bestow as much care on the diſcipline and

education of orphans as of his own offspring. He, therefore, who is per.

ſuaded by this preface to the law, and who acts in no reſpect unjustly towards

orphans, will evidently be cxempt from all anger of the legiſlator about.

things of this kind.v But let him who is unperſundcd by it, and injures any.

ct one
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one who is deprived of either father or mother, ſuffer twice the puniſhment

he would have ſustained from injuring one, both of whoſe parents were

living. ' '

The laws which follow relate to the tutors of orphans, and the attention '

which magistrates ſhould pay to the tutors. If, therefore, they poſſeſſed a

paradigm of the education of free children, the tutors both taking care of.

theſe and their own concerns, and if they had laws reſpecting theſe ſuffi

ciently distinct, we ſhould not without reaſon establiſh certain laws for tutors,

as verymuch differing from others, and distinguiſh, by various purſuits, the

life of 'orphans from that of thoſe who are not orphans. But now, with

reſpect to every thing of this kind, the privation of parents does not with

us differ much from paternal government, but is unwilling to equa'lize

honour, diſhonour, and providential care. Hence the law, through its atten

tion to orphans, conſoles and threatens. And further still, it will be very

opportune for it to threaten as follows z-He who takes care either of a

female or a male, and who from among the guardians of the law is appointed

to obſerve the tutor of theſe, ſhall poſſeſs the ſame affection for the orphans

intrusted to his care as if they were his own offspring; nor ſhall he bestow

leſs attention to their affairs, but even more, than to his own. Let every

one, therefore, take care of orphans conformably to this law. But, if any

one acts contrary to this law in affairs of this kind, let ſuch a tutor be con

demned by a magistrate. And if it ſhall appear to the kindred of the

orphans, or to any other of the citizens, that the tutor has acted negligently

or viciouſly, let him be brought before a court ofjudgment, and make a four

fold restitution of the loſs ſustained, and let one half be given to the boy,

and the other to the accuſer. When an orphan arrives at pubcrty, if hect

thinks that he has been neglected by his tutor, let him be permitted to call his

tutor to an account for five years from the time that his tutorſhip is finiſhed.

And if any tutor is condemned, let a court of justice determine what he

ought to ſuffer, or what fine he ought to pay.. If any magistrate ſhall appear

to have injured an orphan through negligence, let a court of justice deter

mine the restitution which he ought to make. But, if he ſhall appear to

have injured the orphan through injustice, beſides making a restitution, let

him be deprived of the office of a guardian of the law; and let another

common guardian of the city be appointed in his place by the region and the

city,
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city. Greater diſcord takes place between fathers and ſons, and ſons and

fathers, than is proper, in which fathers think that the legiſlator ought to

" permit them to renounce their ſons by a public crier, ſo as that they may no

longer be their ſons according to law: and ſons are of opinion that they

ought to be allowed to accuſe their fathers of madneſs, when they are diſ

gracefully circumstanced through diſeaſe or old age. Theſe things uſually

take place when the manners of men are perfectly corrupt. For, if the half

only of theſe evils took place, as that the parents alone, or the children

alone, were vicious, calamities which are the progeny of ſuch a mighty batred

'would have no existence. Indeed, in any other polity, a ſon, when aban

doned by his father, would not neceſſarily be deprived of the city. But, in

a city governed by theſe laws, he who is given up by his father must neceſſa

rily take up his abode in ſome other place. For no one is allowed to unite

himſelf with any family of the five thouſand and forty houſes. On this ac

count it is neceſſary, that the ſon who is abandoned by his father ſhould not

only be driven from his father, but from his whole race. It is proper, there

fore, in things of this kind, to act according to the following law z-When

any one, through anger by no means fortunate, whether he is justly enraged

or not, deſires to be liberated from an alliance with him whom he has be

gotten and educated, let him not be permitted to accmnpliſh his deſire either

in an improper manner or directly. But, in the first place, let him aſſemble

his own relations, as far as to his couſins, and, in a ſimilar manner, thoſe of

his ſon on the mother's ſide. When they are aſſembled, let him accuſe his

ſon to them, and ſhow them that he deſerves to be expelled from all his

kindred. Let the ſon alſo be permitted to defend himſelf, and endeavour to

prove that he does not deſerve to ſuffer any thing of this kind. And if the

father perſuades them that his accuſation is just, and all the relations, both

ma-le and female, except the father, mother, and the ſon himſelf, vote for

his being abandoned; when this is the caſe, let a father be permitted to

renounce his ſon, but by no means when this is not the caſe. If any citizen

wiſhes to adopt a ſon whom his father abandons, let him not be restrained

from adopting him by any law. For the manners of youth naturally ſustain

many mutations in life. But, if no one in the ſpace often years wiſhes to

adopt ſuch a ſon, let thoſe whoſe province it is to ſend offspringinto a

colony, take care that this rejected ſon is made an inhabitant of ſuch a colony

in
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in a proper manner. Ifa certain diſeaſe, old age, or ſeve'rity' of manners,

or all theſe together, more than any thing elſe, render a man inſane, and

this is concealed from every one except his domestics; and if ſuch a one

diffipates his ſubstance, as being the master of it, but his ſon is unwilling to

accuſe his father of madneſs, in this caſe let the following law be esta

bliſhed z-In the first place, let the ſon go to the oldest guardians of the law,

and inform them of his father's calamity. Afterwards, let theſe, when they

have ſufficiently conſidered the affair, conſult whether the father ſhould be

proſcribed, or not : and, if they agree that he ſhould be proſcribed, let them

be both witneſſes and patronizers of the cauſe. But, if the father is con

demned, let him not afterwards poſſeſs any authority over his own. affairs, but:

dwell at home for the rest of his life like a child. If a huſband' and wife,

through the wretchedneſs of their manners, live in diſcord with each other,

let ten men who ſubſist in the middle of the guardians of the laws, and, in a

ſimilar manner, ten women who are curators of marriages, take care of

things of this kind. And if they are able to procure a reconciliation, let

their deciſion be valid. But, if their minds are too vehemently inflamed to

admit of a reconciliation, let them ſeek, to the utmost of their power, after

ſuch perſons as are adapted to reſide with each. It appears, indeed, that

the manners of ſuch as theſe are far from being mild; and, on this account,

we ſhould endeavour to adapt to them more profound and gentle manners.

And ſuch, indeed, as are without children, or have but a few, and diſſ

agree, let theſe be compelled to marry again, for the ſake of procreating

children. But let ſuch as, having a ſufficient number of children, diſagree, be

divorced, and united with others, for the ſake of that attention which old age

requires. Ifa woman dies, and leaves behind her male and female children,

let the law not compel, but perſuade, the huſband to educate his children

without marrying again. But if there are no children, let him be compelled

to marry again, till he has procreated children ſufficient both for his family

and the city. But, ifa man dies, and leaves behind him a ſufficient number

of children, let the mother of the children educate them, remaining a

widow. If ſhe appears, however, to be too young to live in a state of health

without a huſband, let her kindred, in Conjunction with the women that

take care of marriages, conſult what is fit to be done both for her and the

Children. And if both theſe are in want of children, let them marry for

the
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the ſake of having children. But let an accurate ſufficiency of children be

a male and female according to law. When it is allowed that any offspring

is the progeny of the begetter, but it is neceſſary to have recourſe to a court

of justice in order to know which of the parents the child ought to follow,

let the following mode be adopted z-If a female ſlave has connection with

a ſlave, or with a free-born perſon, or with a freed-man, let the offspring

be the property of the master of the female ſlave. But if a free-born

woman is with child from a ſlave, let the master of the ſlave, in a ſimilar

manner, be the master ofthe offspring. lf any master has a child by his own

ſlave, or any mistreſs is pregnant from her ſlave, and this becomes apparent,

let the women ſend the offspring of the woman, together with the father,

into another region: but let the guardians of the law baniſh the offspring of

the "man, together with the mother of ſuch offspring. However, neither

'will Divinity, nor any man who 'is endued with intellect, ever adviſe any one

to neglect his parents. Indeed, the aſſertion, that it is proper to know how

to worſhip the Gods, will be a proper preface with reſpect to the honouring

and diſhonouring oſ parents. Antient laws concerning the Gods are among

all men establiſhed in a twofold manner. For, clearly perceiving ſome of

the Gods ', we honour them; but we fabricate images of others; and while

we rejoice in theſe images though inanimate, we think that the animated

Gods themſelves will be benevoleut and propitious to us for the attention

which we pay to theſe. He, therefore, whoſe father or mother, or the

fathers or mothers of theſe, reſide in his houſe, worn out with old age, like

precious furniture, ſuch a one will never think that any other ſuch image,

or one more efficacious, can ever reſide in his houſe, if he pays that reve

tential regard to it which he ought.

CLIN. Of what proper reverential regard are you ſpeaking?

Gvesr. I will tell you. For things oſ this kind, O friends, deſerve to be

heard.

' CLIN. Only ſpeak.

GUEST. We ſay that Oedipus, being diſhonoured by his children, impre

cated on them thoſe things which every one is perfectly acquainted with,

and has heard were inflicted by the Gods. Amyntor, too, is ſaid to have

' Meaning the celestial orbs, which, in conſequence of being divine animals, from the partici

pation of divinity, are called Gods.

curſed
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curſed his ſon Phoemx in anger, and Theſeus, Hippolytus, and innumerable

other fathers, innumerable other ſons. From which it becomes apparent,-.

that the Gods hear the prayers oſ parents against their children. For it is

most just that nothing ſhould be ſo noxious to a child as the imprecationz

of his parent. Nor let any one think that the prayers of his father and

mother are alone heard by the Gods according to nature, when they are

deſpiſed by him, for they are alſo heard when they are honoured by, and are

vehemently dear to, him. On this account,when in their prayers they earnestly.

invoke the Gods to bleſs their children, ought we not to think that they are

ſimilarly heard by them, and that the Gods equallyvimpart to them ſuch

things as are good? For otherwiſe they would not be just distributors of'

what is good, which we ſay becomes the Gods the least of all things.

CLIN. Certainly.

Gues'r. \Ve ſhould think, therefore, as we obſerved a little before, that

we cannot poſſeſs any image which is more honoured by the Gods, than

our fathers and grandfathers, mothers and grandmothers, when worn out

with age. When any one honours theſe, divinity rejoices: for, otherwiſe,

he Would not hear their prayers. The image, indeed, of our progenitors

ought to be conſidered by us, as far more wonderful than inanimate images.

For animated images when they are revereneed by us, pray for us, but do

the very contrary when they are deſpiſed by us. But inanimate images do

neither oſ theſe, So that he who behaves properly to his father, grandfather,

and all of this kind, ſuch a_one poſſeſſes the most p0\Verſul of all images

with reſpect to procuring divine benevolence.

CLIN. You ſpeak most beautifully.

GUEST. Every one, therefore, endued with intellect will fear and honour

the prayers oſ his parents, as knowing that they have oſten been profitable and

noxious to many. Theſe things, then, are thus establiſhed by nature. By

good men, therefore, their aged progenitors when living to the extremity oſ.

life, will be conſidered as a treaſure; and, if they die beſore they arrive at

that period, they will be vehemently deſired by them. On the contrary,

they will be terrible in the extreme to the vicious. Let every one, there

ſore, perſuaded by theſe aſſertions, honour his parents according to law.

But iſ any one is deaf to theſe exordia, for ſuch the following law will be

properly establiſhed. lfany one then, in this city, reverences his parents leſs

voL. 11.v 2 Y than
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than he ought, and does not pay them more attention than he does his ſons,

grandſons, and himſelf? neglecting to comply with their will in all things

beyond that oſ others, let parents who are ſo neglected, give information of

the affair themſelves, or by ſome other, to three of the oldest guardiaus of the

law, and likewiſe to three of the women that have the care oſ marriagest

And let theſe, after they have investigated the affair, puniſh the offender ; if

he isayoung man, indeed, with ſiripes and bonds, iſ he is not more than

thirty years of age; and let the ſame puniſhment be inflicted on a woman,

if ſhe is ſorty years of age. But it' they are older than this, and yet do not

ceaſe to neglect their parents, but afflict them, let them be brought before

a court of justice, and be tried by thoſe citizens who ſurpaſs all the rest in

age: and, iſ they are condemned, let the court oſjustice determine what they

ought to ſuffer, without omitting any puniſhment which ought to be in

flicted on ſuch an occaſion. lſ *any one, however, who is afflicted by his

children, is unable to tell his condition, let any free perſon who hears of

his caſe,ann0unce it to the governors; or let-him, iſ he omits to do this, be

conſidered as a vicious perſon, and be accuſed by any one that is willing of

the injury ſuſtained. But iſ a ſlave gives information of this affair, let him

be made free. And if he is the ſlave either of the affiicting or afflicted

perſon, let him be made free by the magistrate who is acquainted with the

affair. But if he is the ſlave ofauy other citizen, let his ranſom be paid

for to his master, by the public. Let the magistrates, likewiſe, be careful

that no one injures a perſon of this kind, on account oſ his giving information.

With reſpect to injuries by poiſons, we have already made a diviſion oſ ſuch

of theſe as are deadly: but we have not yet distinguiſhed other injuries,

whether they are committed by means oſdrink or ment, or unctions, volun

tarily, and with premeditation. For there are two kinds oſ poifims pertain

ing to the human ſpecies. For, as we just now clearly ſaid, bodies are

naturally injured by bodies: and, in the next place, by enchantments, incan

tations and bindings, ſome who dare to injure others, are perſuaded that they

are able to accompliih their purpoſe through theſe, and others, that nothing

'is ſo eaſy as to be injured by thoſe that poſſeſs the power of witchcraſt.

Theſe particulars, therefore, and all that pertains to things ofthis kind, it is

neither eaſy to know how they naturally ſubſist, nor, if any one does know,

to perſuade others. But the minds of men being dubious as to things of this

kind,
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kind, it is not worth while to endeavour to perſuade them that, iſ at any

time they ſee WAXen images, whether in gates, in places where three roads

meet, or on the tombs of their parents, they ſhould deſpiſe every thing of

this kind, as they have no clear notions concerning them. Giving a twofold

diviſion, therefore, to the law reſpecting enchantments, in the first place, we

ſhall exhort, admoniſh, and adviſe men, not to attempt any thing of this

kind; nor terrify the multitude, who are frightened like children; nor com

pe] the legiflator and judge to procure a remedy for ſuch fears of mankind.

For, in the first place, he who endeavours to hurt another by poiſon, if he

does not poſſeſs medical ſcience, cannot know what he does with reſpect to

bodies. The ſame may-be ſaid of him who endeavours to injure another'by

enchantment, unleſs he happens to be a diviner, or an interpreter ofportents_

Let the following law, therefore, be establiſhed reſpecting poiſons. He who

employs poiſon, not for the purpoſe of killing a man, but cattle, or ſwarms

of bees, or in order to injure them ſome other way than by procuring their

death, if he happens to be a phyſician, and is condemned for poiſoning, let

him be puniſhed with death; but it" he is unſkilled in medicine, let a court

of justice determine what he ought to ſuffer, or what ſine he ought to pay.

But if any one by bonds, or allurements, or certain incantations, or ſuch like

enchantments, is found endeavouring to injure another, if he is a diviner, or

an interpreter of prodigies, let him be put to death. But if any one is

accuſed of witchcraft, without being a diviner, let his puniſhment in a

ſimilar manner "be determined by a court of justice. Let him who injures

another by fraud or force, pay a great ſine, if the injury is great, but a

ſmaller ſine, if the injury is ſmall; and let restitution in all caſes be equiva

lent to the loſs ſustained. And, in all injuries, let the injurer be fined

till he is amended. Iſ it ſhall appear that any one was impelled to injure

another, by a folly foreign to his nature, through! the imprudence of youth,

let him be ſentenced to pay a lighter ſine; but if by his own proper folly, or

through the incontinence of pleaſures and pains, or through fear, envy,

certain deſires, or anger difficult to cure, a heavier ſine. At the ſame time

obſerving, that offendcrs are not to be puniſhed becauſe they have acted ill,

(for what is done, can never become undone,) but that afterwards both

offenders, and thoſe that ſee them puniſhed, may hate injustice, or may be

in a conſiderable degree liberated from a calamity of this kind. For the

2' Y 2. > ſake
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ſake of all theſe particulars, and looking to all theſe, the laws, like good

archers, ſhould conſider this as a mark, viz. the magnitude of puniſhment, and

the proper deſert in each offence. A judge, therefore, ought to act in this

manner, as the minister ofthe legiflature, ſince it is permitted him by law to

establiſh what puniſhment offenders ought to ſuffer: and, like a painter, he

ſhould diligently copy his original. This, indeed, O Megillus and Clinias,

ſhould be done by us at preſent, in the most beautiful and best manner; and

We ſhould establiſh what puniſhments ought to be inflicted, both on baſe

actions committed by fraud, and thoſe committed by violence; and this in

ſuch a manner as the Gods, and the ſons of the Gods, will permit us to

establiſh. Let no one then who is inſane be openly ſeen in the city, but

let the relations oſ the inſane perſon keep him ſecure at home, in the best

manner they are able. If they do not, let them be fined. And let him who

poſſeſſes the Iargest estate be lined a hundred drachms, if he is negligent

in ſecuring an inſane perſon, whether he be a ſlave, or free. But let him

who poſſeſſes the next estate to this, be fined four out of five parts oſ a

mina; he who poſſeſſes a third estate, three parts ofa mina z and, he who

poſſeſſes a fourth estate, four parts. Many, indeed, are rendered inſane by

various means. Some, as thoſe of whom we have just ſpoken, through

diſeaſe. Others through anger, and the vicious education of a depraved

nature; who, being incited by a trifling enmity, talk loudly, and blaſpheme

each other. But nothing of this kind ought to take place in a city governed

by good laws. With reſpect to every kind of ſlander, therefore, let the

following law be establiſhed. Let no one ſlander another. But when one

perſon in diſcourſe with another is doubtful of any particular, let him with

whom he diſcourſes instruct both him and thoſe that are preſent in the

truth of the caſe, and entirely abstain from ſlander. For men, when they

ſlander each other with baſe words, are to be conſidered as effeminate. And,

in the first place, from words, which are a light thing, hatred and grievous

enmities are often produced in reality. For he who is gratified with anger,

which is a thing of an unpleaſant nature, and is filled with it as with

noxious aliment,-ſuch a one, being rendered as rustic and ſavage in this part

of his ſoul as he was once gentle and mild through diſcipline, leads a moroſe

life, and receives from anger this bitter grace. Hence, nearly all men from

things
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things of this kind, utter ſomething ridiculous to their adverſaries; and he

who accustoms himſelf to a thing of this kind, either errs in every reſpect,

or destroys many parts of magnanimity. On this account, therefore, let no

one ever ſpeak in this manner in a temple, or where public ſacrifices are

performed; or in places of lcontest, or the forum, or in a court of justice,

or in any common aſſembly. But let the magistrate, who is preſent at the

time, freely puniſh any one who acts in this manner: and, if he neglects to

do ſo, let him be conſidered as one who pays no attention to the laws nor

the mandates of the legiſlator, and let him never be permitted to contend for

the rewards which are conferred on virtue. But, if any one uſes ſlander in

other places, either by provoking, or anſwering, let any more elderly perſon

who is preſent, in defence of the law, restrain with blows thoſe who are

incited by a foreign and vicious anger; or, if they do not, let them be

puniſhed in the manner mentioned above. We ſay, too, at preſent, that he

who is entangled with ſlander will not be able to refrain from ſometimes

ſpeaking ridiculouſly; and this is what we condemn when it takes place

through anger. But what then? Shall we admit the jests and ridiculous

ſlanders which comedians employ against the citizens, if they are not accom

panied with anger i' Or ſhall we give this affair a twofold diviſion, viz. into

the jocoſe and the ſerious? And, indeed, any one may be permitted jocoſely

to employ ridicule without anger. But let no one be allowed to employ it,

as we ſaid before, when inflamed with anger. Let us now, therefore,

establiſh by law to whom this may be allowed, and to whom not. Let not

then a compoſer of comedies, or of iambic or muſical melody, be permitted

either in words or images to ſlander any citizen, either in anger or without

anger. And, if any one diſobeys this law, let thoſe that determine the

rewards of contcsts drive him from the region the very ſame day, or they

ſhall be lined three minae, ſacred to the God to whom the contest belongs.

But let the others, whom we mentioned above, be permitted to employ ridi

cule without anger, and in ſport; but let them not be permitted to do this

ſeriouſly, and in anger. Let the determination, too, of this affair be com

mitted to him who takes care of the whole diſcipline of youth. And let him

who compoſes any thing be permitted to make it public, if it is approved of

by this curator of youth: but if he does not approve of it, let not the author

be permitted to ſhow it to any one, or instruct in it either a ſlave or a free

born
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born perſon. Or, if he does, let him be conſidered as a vicious character,

and as one who diſobcys the laws. But he deſerves commiſeration who,

when temperate, or poſſeſſing ſome other virtue, or a part of virtue, is

oppreſſed with a certain calamity, either from hunger, or ſomething of a

ſimilar kind; but this cannot be ſaid univerſally of any one who falls into

ſuch-like misfortunes. Hence it will, indeed, be a wonderful circumstance

if a man of this kind is ſo entirely neglected as to arrive at extreme poverty,

whether he is a ſlave, or free, in a polity and city which is moderately in

habited. On this account, the following law may be ſafely establiſhed by

the legiſlator. Let there be no beggars in the city. But if any one attempts

to procure food by prayers which cannot be ſatisfied, let the praefects of

the forum expel, him from the forum, and the governor of the ways and

buildings from the city: and let the magistrate who preſides over the lands

expel him from every other part of the region, that the whole country may

be pure from an animal of this kind. Ifa male ora female ſlave injurcs

the property of another perſon undeſervedly, whether through inexperi

ence, or intemperate conduct, let the master of ſuch ſlave either make

ſatisfaction to the injured perſon, or deliver up to him the injurer. But if

the master of the ſlave contends that the affair happened through the

mutual craft of the injurer and injured, that the ſlave might be taken

from him, let him charge with the crime of malice the perſon who ſays

he has been injured; and, if he convicts him, let him receive from him

double the price at which a court of justice had valued the ſlave. If the

master of the ſlave is convicted, let him both make the injured perſon a

recompenſe for his loſs, and deliver up the ſlave. And, if a heifer, horſe, or

dog, or any other animal, injures any neighbouring property, let the master

of the animal in a ſimilar manner make restitution for the loſs. If any one

refuſes to bear witneſs willingly, let him be cited by him who is in want of

his evidence; and when cited, let him attend at a proper time, and bear

witneſs to the best of his knowledge. But if he ſays that he is ignorant of

'the affair, let him ſwear that he is ignorant of it by thethree Gods, Jupiter,

Apollo, and Themis, and be diſmiſſed. Let him who, when called to bear

witneſs, does not attend, be obnoxious to the injury, according to law. If

any judge is cited to give evidence, let him not, in giving evidence, paſs

ſentence on the caſe. Let a free woman be permitted to bear witneſs, de

4 fend
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fend a cauſe, and obtain justice, if ſhe is more than forty years of age, and

is unmarried. But, if ſhe is married, let her be permitted to bear witneſs

only. Let a male and female ſlave, and a boy, be alone permitted to bear'

witneſs and defend a cauſe in caſes oſ murder, if they can give ſufficient

ſecurity for their appearance at the trial, if they ſhould happen to be accuſed

of bearing falſe witneſs. If any one accuſes another of bearing falſe witneſs,

let each of the litigants conſider the testimony, both in whole and part,"

before ſentence is paſſed. But let the magistrates preſerve in writing the

accuſations of bearing falſe witneſs made by both, and bring them forward

for the purpoſe of determining the falſe witneſſes. If any one ſhall be found

to have given falſe witneſs twice, let the law no longer compel him to bear

witneſs again. But if he ſhall be found to have given falſe witneſs thrice,

let him not be permitted ever to bear witneſs again. And if he dares after

this to bear witneſs, let any one who is willing give information of him to

a magistrate. Afterwards, let the magistrate deliver him to a court of'

justice , and, if he is convicted, let him be put to death. When in any law

ſuit falſe witneſſes are detccted, and are found to be the means of an oppo

nent gaining his cauſe, if more than half of the witneſſes are condemned, let

no judgment be paſſed from their evidence. But it is pr0per in this caſe

diligently to inquire, whether or not any ſentence ſhould be paſſed; that,

in whatever manner the cauſe may be determined, by this meansjustice may

be done. Since, however, there are many beautiful things in the life of

man, in most of them dire calamities are, as it were, naturally inherent,

through which they are stained and defiled. But why ſhould not justice

among men be beautiful, which renders all human affairs mild? And this

being beautiful, why ſhould it not be beautiful to patronize the cauſe of

another? This, then, being the caſe, a certain evil calumny gives a beau

tiful name to an art, which, it ſays, was first deviſed in judicial affairs ; by

means of which, in litigations, and the patronizing of cauſes, any one may

vanquiſh another, whether the cauſe is just or not. They add, that the gift of

this art, and of the arguments proceeding from it, conſists in bestowing re

wards from money. This, therefore, whether it is an art, or a certain ex-r

crciſe void of art, must by no means be planted in our city ; but, reverencing

the legiflator, it ſhould be perſuaded not to ſpeak contrary to justice, and

ſhould be ſent to ſome other region. Thoſe, then, that are perſuaded by

theſe
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theſe arguments we paſs over in ſilence: but let the following law be an

nounced for thoſe that are unperſuaded by them z-Iſ it ſhall appear that

any one endeavours to give a contrary direction to the power of justice in

the ſouls of the judges, and either excites or patronizes many unſeaſonable

law ſuits, let any one who is willing charge him with acting baſely in judi_

cial matters, or with patronizing a bad cauſe. And let the cauſe be tried

in a ſelect' court ofjustice. If, too, he is condemned, let the court ofjustice

determine whether he acted in this manner through avarice or love of con

tention. And iſ through a love of contention, let the judges appoint him a

certain time, beyond which he ſhall neither plead any cauſe himſelf, nor

patronize that of another. But if through avarice, if he is a stranger, let

him depart from the city without ever returning to it again, or if he neglects

to do this, let him be put to death. If he is a citizen, in conſequence of

thus improperly honoUring money, let him be immediately put to death.

Likewiſe, let him be put to death who has been found by a court ofjustice
to have acted twice in this manner. i '

THE END OF THE ELEVENTH BOOK.

THE
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IF an ambaſſador or a crier deceives the city in any thing committed to his

charge, or does not announce what he is ſent to proclaim ; or again, when

returning from friends or enemies, does not truly relate the meſſage he re

ceived from them, let a written information be drawn up against ſuch a one,

as irreligiouſly deſpiſing, contrary to law, the denunciations and mandates of

Hermes and Jupiter. And if he is condemned, let the judges determine

what he ought to ſuffer, or what ſine he ought to pay. The theft of money

is, indeed, illiberal, but rapine is baſe. But no one of the ſons of Jupiter

will ever do any thing of this kind, in conſequence of being delighted either

with fraud or force. Let no one, therefore, acting in a diſorderly manner

through poets, or certain mythologists, be falſely perſuaded that ifhe thieves

either by fraud or force, he does not act baſely, but does that which the

Gods themſelves have done. For this is neither true nor becoming: but he

who illegally acts in this manner, is neither a God, nor a ſon of the Gods.

But it is proper that theſe things ſhould be known by the legiſlator rather

than by all poets. He, therefore, who is perſuaded by this our diſcourſe,

is happy, and will be happy through the whole of time; but he who is un

perſuaded by- it, must be restrained by the following law z-If any one com

mits any public theft, whether it is great or ſmall, he ought to ſuffer the

ſinne puniſhment. For he who takes away a thing of ſmall conſequence,

thieves with the ſame deſire, though with leſs force. But he who moves

any thing of greater conſequence, and does not restore it to its proper place,

is wholly unjust. The law, however, thinks it proper that the one ſhould

be leſs puniſhed than the other, not on account of the ſmallneſs of the theft,

VOL. 11. 2 z but
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but becauſe, perhaps, one' of theſe characters may be cured, but the other

is incurable. If a ſlave, or a stranger, is accuſed and condemned of any

public theft, let ſentence be paſſed on him what he ought to ſuffer, or what

ſine he ought to pay, as if it were probable that he might be cured. But if

any citizen, who has been properly educated, is convicted of having Com

mitted any public theft, or violence, whether he is detccted in the fact or

not, let him be puniſhed with death, as one who is nearly incurable. For

hte ſake of war, indeed, many conſultations and many laws are very pro

perly instituted. The greatest of all things, however, conſists in this, that

neither any male or female be at any time without a governor, nor the ſoul

of any citizen be ever aceustomed, either ſeriouſly or in ſport, to do any thing

from itſelf alone; but that in all war, and in all peace, it perpetually looks

to a governor, and lives following his mandates, ſo as to comply with them

in the ſmallest particular; to stand when he commands, walk, engage in

gymnastic exerciſes, waſh, eat, riſe by night for the purpoſe of keeping

guard and giving ſignals; and in dangers themſelves, neither to purſue nor

give way to any one, without the mandate of the governors. And, in one

Word, that it ſhould never be taught to do or know any thing ſeparate from

others; but that the life of all men ſhould, in the highest degree, in all things

be collected into one, ſubſist together, and be common. For nothing will

ever be more excellent, better, or more artificial than this, for the purpoſe
ſiof procuring ſafety and victory in war. In peace, too, men ſhould be

accustomed from their childhood to govern others, and to be governed by

others. But anarchy ſhould be exPelled from all life, both from that of men,

and of beasts that are in ſubjection to men. All choirs, too, ſhould be cele

brated, with a view to the best mode of conducting war; and all facility,

dexterity, and promptitude, ſhould be studied for the ſake of this. On this

account, too, we ought to accustom ourſelves to endurance of hunger and

and thirst, cold and heat, and a hard bed. And, what is greatest of all, for

the ſake of this we ſhould be careful not to corrupt the power of the head

and feet by the tegument of foreign clothing, which destroys the generation

and nature of our proper hairs and ſhoes. For theſe extremities, when pre

ſerved, poſſeſs the greatest power of the whole body, but the contrary when

they are not preſerved. And one of theſe is in the highest degree ſubſervient

to the whole body ; but the other is endued with a principal authority, natu

4 . rally
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rally poſſeſſing all its principal ſenſes. And this praiſe of a warlike life

ought to be heard by young men. But the law is as follows :--Let every

one engage in war who is choſen for this purpoſe, or is deputed a certain

part. But, if any one, through a certain vice, deſerts his post without leave

from his commander, let him be accuſed of deſertion, when he returns, to

the principal officers of the army. Let him be judged, too, by all the mili

tary orders, by the horſe and the foot ſeparately, and in a ſimilar manner by

the rest. And let the foot be introduced to the foot, the horſe to the horſe,

and each of the other orders to thoſe of the ſame rank with themſelves. If

any one is condemned, let him afterwards be prohibited from engaging in

any military contest, or accuſing another of neglect of military duty. And

beſides this, let a court ofjustice determine what he ought to ſuffer, or what

ſine he ought to pay. After this, when the trial for deſertion is finiſhed, let

the commanders again aſſemble each of theſe orders, that military rewards

may be conferred on thoſe who have conducted themſelves strenuouſly in

battle. But any one who is willing may judge of the victory among thoſe of

the ſame rank with himſelf, ſo as that he neither produces arguments nor wit.

neſſes of any former battle, but alone conſiders the battle which has then been

fought. Let a crown of olive, too, be the reward of the military champion.

And afterwards, let thoſe that have obtained theſe crowns ſuſpend them in

the temples of the warlike Gods, with any inſcription they pleaſe, that they

may be a testimony through the whole of life of the military virtue of the

most valiant, and thoſe that were valiant in the ſecond and third degree.

But, if any one engages in battle, and leaves the army before he is diſmiſſed

by his commanding officers, let him be tried by the ſame judges as the de

ſerter was tried by, whom we mentioned above, and, if condemned, let him

be ſimilarly puniſhed. It is proper, however, that one man, when he is

about to judge another, ſhould be fearful lest he ſhould either voluntarily or

involuntarily inflict puniſhment falſely. Forjustice is ſaid, and is truly ſaid,

to be a baſhful Virgin. But falſehood is naturally odious to baſhfulneſs and

justice. In other things, therefore, it is requiſite to be cautious with reſpect

to judging erroneouſly, but particularly as to throwing away armour in

battle. For, it may happen that ſome one may be erroneouſly conſidered as

baſe for an action of this kind, and may be puniſhed for it undeſervedly.

For it is by no means eaſy to determine properly in this caſe. At the ſame

2 z 2 time
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time it is neceſſary that 'the law ſhould endeavour to define according to

parts. Employing a fable, therefore, we ſay, if Patroclus ſhould have been

carried to his tent without arms, and ſcarcely alive, as is frequently the caſe,

and if his arms, which, as the poet ſays, were given to Peleus by the Gods

on his marriage with Thetis, ſhould be in the poſſeſſion of Hector, would evil

men in this caſe reproach the ſon of Mentetius, as if he had thrown away

his arms? Further still, if any perſons, being hurled from lofty places,

either into the ſea, or into places conſisting of an abundant conflux of water

produced through tempests, or into many other places of this kind, which

might eaſily be adduced to free them from a ſuſpicion of cowardice,-if,

being hurled into theſe, they ſhould loſe their arms, ought they in this caſe

to be blamed i But we ought to endeavour, to the utmost of our power, to

ſeparate the greater and the most grievous evil from the contrary. In ſlan

dering, therefore, the very words employed for the purpoſe, poſſeſs a certain

diviſion. For, as the throwing away arms cannot be justly aſſerted in all

caſes, but the loſing them may; in like manner, he is not to be ſimilarly

_ called a thrower away of his ſhield who loſes it by force, as he who volun

tarily throws it away. For they totally and univerſally differ from each

other. Let the following law, therefore, be establiſhed z-If any one, being

aſſaulted by enemies, and having arms, does not defend himſelf against them,

but voluntarily drops them, or throws them away, preferring a baſe life,

in conjunction with infamy, to a beautiful and happy death, accompanied

with fortitude, let ſentence be paſſed on ſuch a one, as a thrower away of

arms, but let the judge neglect to conſider the loſing of arms mentioned

above. For it is requiſite always to puniſh the vicious, that they may be

come better, but not the unfortunate. For no advantage would be derived

from an action of this kind. But what puniſhment will be adapted to him

who is condemned for throwing away his arms in a coward-ly manner? For,

it is impoſſible to change a man of this kind into a contrary character, as they

report Divinity once changed the Theſſalian Carneus from the nature of a

woman into that-ofa man. For a contrary generation would, after a mau

ner, be the most adapted ofall others to him who throws away his fhield,

Imean, that he ſhould be puniſhed by being changed from a man into a

woman. But now, ſince this is impoſſible, let us deviſe a puniſhment which

approaches the nearest to this, I mean that, in conſequence of his great love

of.
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of life, he ſhall never afterwards engage in any dangerous enterprize, but,

as being a vicious character, live as long as poſſible, covered with diſgrace.

Let, then, the following law be establiſhed for theſe :-thn a man is con

demned for ſhamefully throwing away his warlike arms, let neither any

general of an army, nor any other military officer, ever employ him as a.

ſoldier, nor admit him into the army. But ifany ſuch officer does admit

him, let the judge who inquircs into the reaſons of conduct puniſh him as

follows: If he poſſeſſcs the largest estate, let him be fined' ten minae; if the

ſecond in rank, five minae; if the third, three; and, if the fourth, one mina.

But he who was condemned for throwing away his armour, beſides being

excluded from engaging in manly dangers, through his cowardice, ſhall, iſ

he poſſeſſes the largest estate, be in like manner fined ten minae; if the'

ſecond, five; if the third, three; and, if the fourth, one mina. But, with

reſpect to thoſe magistrates who inquire into the reaſons of conduct, what

ought we to determine; ſome magistrates being choſen by a yearly lot, but

others for many years, and by ſelection P For who will be a ſufficient judge

of the reaſons of conduct, if it ſhould happen that any magistrate, being bent

by the weight of his government, ſhould ſay or do any thing unworthy of

his office? It is, indeed, by no means eaſy to find one adequate to the pur

poſe. For, ſince one magistrate ſurpaſſes another in virtue, how ſhall we:

diſcover him who tranſcends all the rest. At the ſame time, we ſhould. en

deavour to lind certain divine men who may act for us as judges of the

reaſons of conduct. For the caſe is as follows :-There are many occaſions.

for diſſolving a polity, as there are of a ſhip, or a certain animal, of which,

though there is one diſperſed nature, yet we denominate them tones, tranſ

verſe encloſures, extenſions of nerves, and call them by many other names..

But this is an occaſion, by no means the ſmellest, of the preſervation and?

diſſolution ofa polity. For, if the judges Who- require of the magistrates

the reaſon of their conduct, are better than the magistrates, and this is ma

nagcd in ſuch a manner as to take away all occaſion of complaint, the whole:

region and city will thus flouriſhr and be happy. But, if an inquiry is made'

into the conduct of the magistrates in a different manner, then, that judg-

ment being diſſolved by which all' political affairs are connected in one, a

divulſion of all government takes place, and magistrates no longer verging

to the (ame thing, they cauſe the city from being one, to be many, and

fillinc
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filling it with ſeditions, bring it rapidly to destruction. On this aCCOunt, it

is neceſſary that thoſe who inquire into the reaſons of conduct ſhould, in a

wonderful manner, be endued with every virtue. We ſhall, therefore, thus

deviſe the fabrication of theſe. Let the whole city aſſemble every year

after the ſummer ſolstice, to a ſacred grove common to the Sun and Apollo,

in order to elect three men, which every one ſhall judge to excel all others

except himſelf; and let theſe be not leſs than ſifty years ofage. Afterwards,

let the half of thoſe who are choſen by the greatest number of votes be

ſelected, if they form an even number; but if they form an odd number,

then, leaving out one who had the fewest votes, let the half of the remainder

be taken, and a judgment formed by the number of votes. If ſome happen

to have an equal number of votes, and the half of theſe is more than three,

let the exceſs be taken away, and the juniors rejected. Afterwards, out of

theſe, let an election be made by votcs, till three, whoſe votes are unequal,

are obtained. But if all theſe, or two of them, have equal votes, then, com

mitti-ng the affair to good fate and fortune, let the three be distinguiſhed by

lot; and let him who is victor, together with the ſecond and third, be

crowned with leaves of olive. Afterwards, the rewards being conferred, let

it be proclaimed to all men, that the city of the Magneſians having again

obtained ſafety from Divinity, conſecrates three of its best citizens as com

mon first fruits to Apollo and the Sun, conformably to an antient law. Let

theſe, too, in the first year, chooſe twelve examiners of the reaſons of con

duct, and continue to do this till each has accompliſhed his ſeventy-fifth year;

and afterwards, let three always be added every year. Let theſe accurately

obſerve all the magistrates, who are to be divided into twelve parts, with all

poſſible free examination. Let them reſide, too, at the time in which they act

as examiners of the reaſons of conduct, in the grove ſacred to the Sun and

Apollo, in which they Were elected. Here, each inquiring into every thing

by himſelf, and all examining in common, let them ſignify by public writings

in the forum what each of the magistrates ought to ſuffer, or be ſined, accord

ing to their deciſion. But if any one of the magistrates does not acknow

ledge that he has been Condemned justly, let him go to the choſen judges

appointed to examine the reaſons of conduct, and if he is acquitted by theſe,

let him accuſe, if he is willing, the examiners of the reaſons of conduct;

but, if he is condemned by the choſen judges alſo, and was before by the other

. judges
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judges condemned to death, let him die, as neceffity requires. But if he was

ſentenced by them to pay a fine, the double of which he is capable of pay

ing, let him be fined the double of it.

lt is, hOWever, now requiſite to hear what the accuſations of theſe judges

will be, and after what manner they will take place. The first places, then,

in all public ſpectacles ſhould always be given to thoſe who are appointed by

the common conſent of the whole city to preſide over all others as long as

they live. And further still, when it is found neceſſary to ſend magistrates

to inſpect the common ſacrifices, ſpectacles, and other ſacred rites of the

Greeks, let them be ſent from theſe. Likewiſe, let theſe alone in the city

be adorned with a crown of laurel; and let them all be priests of Apollo and

the Sun. Let him, too, be the high-priest every year from among theſe,

who in the former year was judged to excel the other priests ; and let his

name every year, as long as the city is inhabited, become the meaſure of

the number of time. But when theſe priests die, let care be taken that their

funerals and ſcpulchres ſurpaſs thoſe of the other citizens. Let every one,

too, on this occaſion have a white robe, and let there be no weeping and

lamentation. Let there be alſo two choirs, one conſisting of fifteen girls,

and the other of as many boys; and let each of theſe ſurround the bier,

praiſing the priests, as it Were, in a hymn, and each by turns celebrating

their felicity in ſongs through the whole day. On the morning following,

let a hundred young men, who are engaged in gymnastic exerciſes, carry '

the bier to the ſepulchre which the relations of the deceaſed have choſen.

And, in the first place, let the unmarried young men march before the bier

armed in a warlike manner, together with horſes and horſemen; the foot

with their light arms, and others in a ſimilar manner. But let boys, going

before the bier, ſing a paterual ſong; and let them be followed by girls, and

women who are no longer capable of bearing children. After theſe, let

priests and priesteſſes follow, as to a pure ſepulchre, though they are for

bidden to go to other ſepulchres; iſ the Pythian deity likewiſe aſſents. Let

the ſepulchre, too, for theſe be built under the earth; and let it be a long

arch Compoſed of valuable and undccaying stones, and containing on each

ſide beds of stone. In this let them place the bleſſed deceaſed, and plant a

grove of trees in a circular order round the monument, except in one part,

that the ſepulchre may be always enlarged when it is requifite. Every year,

too,
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too, let muſical, gymnastic and equestrian contests be instituted in honour

of theſe deceaſed priests. And ſuch are the honours which ought to be paid

to thoſe whoſe judgments concerning the reaſons of conduct are not con

demned. But, if any one of theſe, confiding too much in his deciſion,

ſhould make the imbecility of human nature apparent, and become depraved

after his deciſion, let him be accuſed by any one who is willing; and let the

following law reſpecting the mode of his accuſation be establiſhed z-ln the

first place, let him be brought before a court ofjustice, and let the guardians

of the laws at the ſame time be preſent. Afterwards, let the colleagues of

the accuſed be preſent; and, lastly, let the court of justice be compoſed of

ſelect judges. Then, let his accuſer ſignify in writing that he who is accuſed

is an unworthy character, and that he does not deſerve either the rewards,

or to act in the capacity, of a magistrate. If, therefore, he is condemned,

let him be deprived of magistracy, of a ſepulchre, and of thoſe other

rewards which pertain to his office. But if his accuſer has not a fifth part

of votes, let him who poſſeſſes the largcst estate be fined twelve minze; he

who poſſeſſes the ſecond, eight ; the third, ſix; and the fourth, two minae.

Rhadamanthus, indeed, deſcrves to be admired with reſpect to his deciſion

of judicial affairs. For he perceived that the men of that time evidently

believed that there were Gods, and this very properly, becauſe at that time

many of them were the progcny of the Gods; and he is ſaid to have been

one of theſe. He appears, therefore, to have conceived that cauſes ought

not to be referred to any humanjudge, but to the Gods; and, on this account,

cauſes were decided by him in a ſimple and rapid manner. For, cauſing the

litigants in every caſe to take an oath, he determined cauſes rapidlyand with

ſafety. But now, as we have ſaid, a certain part of mankind denies that

there are Gods; others conceive that they take no care of us; and the opi

nion of the greatest and worst part is, that they may be appeaſed by trifling

ſacrifices and abundance of flattery, and that thoſe who thus appeaſe them,

may with impunity defraud others of great ſums of money. Hence, the art

of Rhadamanthus in judicial affairs will not be adapted to men of the prc_

ſent time. The opinions of men, therefore, reſpecting the Gods being

changed, it is neceſſary that laws alſo ſhould be changed. A prudent legiſ

lator, therefore, in judicial contests, will not ſuffer the litigants to take an

oath, that as well the intention of the accuſer, as the entreaty of the defen

dant,
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dant, may be committed to writing without an oath. For if every one in

the city ſhould be freely permitted to take an oath, in conſequence of many

caſes being every day brought before the judges, almost every one would be

perjured, through connections ariſing from feasting together, and other aſſo

ciations, and from private meetings. Let it, therefore, be establiſhed by

law, that he who is about to be judged ſhall ſwear to the judge, and that he

who appoints the public magistrates ſhall either appoint them through oaths,

or by ſuffrages. Likewiſe, that the judge of choirs, and all muſic, together

with the preſidents and thoſe that confer rewards on gymnastic and equestrian

exerciſes, ſhall take an oath; and, in ſhort, in all caſes in which, according

to the opinion of men, perjury is not attended with gain. But let thoſe

caſes in which any one may derive great advantage from perjury be judged

without an oath. Likewiſe, in judicial caſes, let not the litigants by any

means be permitted either to ſwear for the ſake of perſuading, or imprecate

themſelves and their family, or employ baſe ſupplications or feminine exci

tations to pity; but let them always in an honourable manner teach and

learn that which is just. But if they do not act in this manner, let the mau

gistrates again bring them back to the affair in hand, as thoſe who ſpeak

foreign to the purpoſe. When strangers, like us, quarrel among them

ſelves, let them be permitted, if they are willing, to take an oath. For, as

they are not allowed to grow old in the city, there is no reaſon to fear lest

they ſhould corrupt others. In the ſame manner, let justice be executed

among free men, if any one of theſe is not perſuaded by the city in things

which are neither puniſhed with blows, nor bonds, nor death. If any one

does not attend at the celebration of a choir, or ſolemn proceſſion, or any

other common adornings of this kind, or public office, ſuch as take place

for the ſake of paciſic ſacrifice or warlike tributes,-in all theſe caſes let the

damage be repaired as ſoon as poſiible ; or let the pledge be taken to him to

whom the city and law have committed it, and when the limited time is

expired let the pledge be ſold, and thc money applied to public uſe. But,

if there is occaſion for a greater ſine, let the magistrates bring thoſe that

refuſe to pay it before a court of justice, and compel them to pay the fine

enacted by the laws. lt is neceſſary, however, to Conſult what ought to be

done with a city which does not apply itſelf to the acquiſition of wealth,

except that which ariſes from agriculture, ſince it neither exports nor im

vot. II. 3 A ports
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ports commodities, nor admits foreigners. The legiſlator, therefore, ought

to conſult about theſe particulars, employing, in the first place, perſuaſion

to the utmost of his power. The mixture, indeed, of different nations natun

rally cauſes a mixture of all-various manners; and the aſſociation of straugers

with strangers produces innovations which injure in the highest degree cities

that are well governed through good laws. But, to the greater part of

cities, as being by no means well governed, it is of no conſequenCe if as

well the old as the young travel intorother countries whenever they pleaſe,

and receive foreigners in their own country. But, on the contrary, in theſe

never to receive strangers, and never to viſit foreign countries, would appear

rustic and ſavage to other men, who would call the city by opprobrious

names, ſuch as, that it is the enemy of strangers, and that its manners are

arrogant and moroſe. The appearing, however, to be good, or not good,

to others, ought never to be conſidered as a thing of ſmall importance. For

the multitude, though deprived of virtue themſelves, are capable of distin

guiſhing the worthy from the unworthy: and in certain vicious characters

there is ſomething divine, and a power ofeonjecturing Well. So that many,

and even ſome that are vicious in. the extreme, are able to. distinguiſh, both

in words and opinions, the better from the worſe ſort of men. On this

account, the multitude of cities are very properly exhorted not to deſpiſe

the good opinion of the multitude. For it is a thing of the greatest recti

tude and magnitude, when a man is truly good himſelf, that he ſhould aſpire

after a renowned life ; ſince, without this, a man will by no means become

perfect. On this account, it will be proper that the city which is to be in

habited about Crete ſhould endeavour to obtain the most beautiful and excel

lent reputation for virtue among other men. But there is every reaſon to

hope, that this city in a ſhort time will be beheld both by the Sun and other

Gods, in well-governed cities and regions, living according to reaſon. Let

the following law, therefore, be establiſhed reſpecting travelling into other

regions and places, and the reception of guestsr-ln the first place, let it not

be lawful for him who is leſs than forty years of age by any means to travel;

and further ſtill, let no perſon be permitted to travel privately; but let

cryers, ambaſſadors, or certain ſpeculators, be allowed to travel publicly.

Leaving a country, however, in order to wage war, is not to be conſidered

as political travelling. It is likewiſe requifite that certain perſons ſhould be

ſent
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ſent to Pythian Apollo, to Olympian Jupiter, and alſo to Nemea and Isth

mus, for the purpoſe of communicating in the ſacrifices and contests ſacred

to theſe Gods. But let as much as POffiblC many, and theſe ſuch as are the

most beautiful and the best, be ſent on this occaſion, who may procure for

the city renown, and glory correſponding to warlike glory in ſacred concerns,

and things pertaining to pacific communions. And when they return home,

let them teach the young men, that the legal institutions of other nations,

reſpecting political affairs, are inferior to their own. If any ſpeculators,

likewiſe, who abound in leiſure, are deſirous of ſurveying the affairs of other

men, let no law belonging to the guardians of the laws restrain them from

executing their deſire. For a city, when ignorant of good and evil men,

cannot, in conſequence of being unſociable, be ſufficiently mild and perfect,

Nor, again, can it prcſerve its laws by manners alone, without a knowledge

of them. For among the multitude of mankind, there are always ſome

divine men, not indeed many, but who in the highest degree deſerve to be

aſſociated with: and theſe do not ſpring up in well-governed cities, more

than in their contraries. Every one, therefore, who is an inhabitant of a

well-governed city, and whoſe manners are uncorrupt, ought, leaving his

country, to tread in the steps of theſe men, exploring both by land and ſea,

that when he returns to his country he may give stability to ſuch legal in

stitutions as are beautifully ordained, and correct ſuch as are in any reſpect

deficient. For without ſuch a ſpeculation and inquiry a city can neve

continue perfect, nor yet if the explorers ſpeculate badly. '

CLIN. How, therefore, can both theſe take place?

GUEST. Thus. In the first place, let a ſpeculator of this kind not be

more than fifty 'years of age. In the next place, let him be approved both

in other reſpects, and for the purpoſes of war, if he intends to leave to other

cities an example of the guardians of laws. But, when he is more than

ſixty years of age, let him no longer travel as a ſpeculator. Let him, there

fore, return when he pleaſes, within the ſpace of ten years, and on his return

go to the aſſembly of thoſe that examine the laws. But let this aſſenibly be

compoſed of the old and the young; and let it be held every day from

neceſſity, before the dawn of day, till the ſun riſes. And, in the first place,

let it be compoſed of thoſe priests who receive rewards, as being more excel

lent than the rcst; in the next place, of twelve of the ſenior guardians of the

3 A 2 laws;
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laws; and, in the last place, of the preſident of all erudition, together with

the young, and thoſe who no longer act in this capacity. Let not any one

of theſe be alone, but let him go with ſome young man whom he may

chooſe, between thirty and forty years of age. Let theſe, when they aſſemble,

always diſcourſe concerning the laws and their own city; and, if they have

heard any thing excellent reſpecting theſe, let them communicate it to each

other. Let them alſo diſcourſe concerning ſuch diſciplines as appear to con

duce to this ſpeculation, and which thoſe who are ſkilled in will be enabled

to understand more clearly; but thoſe who are not ſkilled in them will

more darkly comprehend the things pertaining to laws. Afterwards, let

ſuch particulars among theſe as are approved of by the more aged, be learnt

with the greatest affiduity by the younger. If any young man of the aſſembly

ſhall appear to be an unworthy character, let the whole aſſembly blame him

by whom he was brought thither. But let the whole city defend and honour

thoſe young men whoſe conduct in the aſſembly is approved. If ſuch young

men as go to the aſſembly are worſe than others, let them be more diſgraced

than others. Let him who ſpeculates the legal institutions of other men

immediately go to this aſſembly on his arrival from foreign parts; and if

he has diſcovered any thing among others, reſpecting the establiſhment of

laws, or diſcipline, or education, or has himſelf found out any thing per

taining to theſe, let him communicate it to the whole aſſembly. If, too,

it ſhall appear that he has returned neither worſe nor better than he was

before, let him be praiſed for having done his best: but if he returns much

better, let him while living be greatly honoured, and, when dead, let all the

aſſembly pay him thoſe honours which are his due. But if it ſhall appear

that he has returned corrupted, though he pretends to be wiſe, let him not

dare to aſſociate with any young or old perſon. And if he is obedient to

the magistrates, let him live as a private man; but if not, let him be put to

death. Likewiſe, if, when he ought to be brought before a court of justice,

any magistrate neglects to bring him, let ſuch magistrate be diſgraced when

a coniention takes place about rewards. Let him, therefore, who travels,

travel in this manner, and let him be ſuch a perſon as we have deſcribed.

But, in the next place, foreigners ought to be kindly received. There are

four kinds of foreigners, then, of whom we ought to make mention. The

first is, of thoſe who are always ſummerly, and most of whom, like birds, fly

over
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over the ſea in ſummer to other cities, for the ſake of acquiring riches. It

is proper that theſe ſhould be received in the forum, in the ports and public

buildings, beyond the city, by the magistrates who preſide over theſe places;

ſuch magistrates at the ſame time taking care that no innovation is made

by any of theſe foreigners. Let justice, too, be properly distributed to them,

and no aſſociation be held with them, beyond what is abſolutely neceſſary.

The ſecond kind is, of thoſe who travel for the ſake of beholding what Muſes

are received by different cities. It is proper that all ſuch as theſe ſhould

have habitations near the temples, properly constructed for hoſpitable pur

poſes. Priests, too, and the purifiers of temples, ought to take care of theſe,

that after they have staid a ſufficient time, and have ſeen and heard all

that they came to ſee and hear, they may depart without any detriment either

to themſelves or others. Let the priests, too, be the judges of theſe. And,

if any one of them commits an injury, or is injured, let the priests fine the

offending party as far as to fifty drachms. But it is proper that greater

offences ſhould be puniſhed by thoſe that preſide over the markets. The

third kind of foreigner that ought to be publicly received, is he who is

ſent from another region on ſome public affair. Him let the generals of

the army, the masters of the horſe, and the military tribuncs, alone reCCive.

And let him be alone taken care of by him with whom he reſides together

with the chief magistrates. The fourth genus of foreigners is indeed rare.

Some one, however, may come from another region with the ſame deſign

that our ſpeculators travel into foreign parts. Let ſuch a one then be

received on the following conditions. In the first place, he must not be leſs

than fifty years of age. In the next place, he must comewith an intention

either of beholding what is remarkably beautiful in other cities, or of

instructing other cities in things of this kind. Let ſuch a one, therefore,

approach, unbidden, to the gates of the rich and the wiſe, ſince he comes

under this deſcription himſelf. And let him go to the houſe of him who

takes care of the whole of. diſcipline, believing that one who is victorious in

virtue will be conſidered by ſuch a character as a ſufficient guest. Like

wiſe, when he has learnt from others, and has taught others, what he con

fidCſS as ſit to be learnt and taught, let him depart like a friend from friends

with gifts and becoming honours. All foreigners, both male and female,

ought to be received according to theſe laws, and, in a ſimilar manner

reverencing
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reverencing hoſpitable Jupiter, we ſhould ſend men from our city. For

foreigners ought not to be exPelled with food and victims, (as the inhabit

ants of the Nile do at preſent,) nor yet are they to be driven away by

ſavage edicts. Let every ſurety be reſponſible for another in a conſpi

cuous manner; and let the whole tranſaction be acknowledged in writing,

before not leſs than three witneſſes, if the ſecurity is within a hundred

drachms. But, if it is beyond a thouſand, let there be five ſureties at least.

Let the ſurety, if he is a ſhopkeeper, be one that acts justly in his buſineſs,

or elſe let him by no means be conſidered-as worthy of belief. If any one

deſires to ſearch in the houſe of another perſon for ſomething belonging to

himſelf, let him first of all ſwear by the legal Gods that he hopes to find

there what he is in ſearch of. In the next place, let him enter the houſe

naked, or with no other clothing than atunic, and ungirded. Then let

him be permitted to ſearch the 'houſe, and examine every thing, whether

ſealed or unſealed. But, if any one refuſes admittance to him who deſires

to ſearch his houſe, let him who is forbidden acceſs bring an action against

him who refuſes him admittance, for the value of what he has lost; and, if

ſuch perſon is condemned, let him be obliged to pay'twice the value of the

loſs ſustained. lf the master of the houſe on ſuch an occaſion happens to be

abſent, let thoſe that are preſent permit only ſuch things as are unſealed to

be examined; and let the perſon that ſearches the houſe ſeal with his own

ſignet the things already ſealed, and leave for five days any perſon he pleaſes

as a guard in the houſe. But if the master of the houſe is abſent fora

longer time than this, let him who deſires to ſearch the houſe take the

Pediles along with him, break open ſuch things as are ſealed, and, after he

has examined them in conjunction with the domestics and azdiles, ſeal them

again. XVith reſpect to things xof an ambiguous nature, let not a limited

time for the determination of them be left dubious: for by this means there

will be no altercation about houſes and land. But if any one is in poſſeffion

of other things, and it appears that he has uſed them openly for the ſpace

of a year, in the city, in the forum, and in temples, and no one has laid claim

to them during that time, in this caſe let no one be permitted afterwards to

demand thoſe things as his own. But if ſuch perſon uſed ſuch things,

neither in the*city, nor in the forum, but openly in the fields, and the proPer

owner of them is not found in five years, let no one be ſuffered to demand

4 them
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them after the expiration of this time. But if ſuch perſon uſes theſe things

at home in the city, let the period oflaying claim to them be limited to

three years. But if he uſes them ſecretly in the fields, let it be limited to

ten years. And, if he uſed them in another district, let the perſon who has

lost them be permitted to lay claim to them at any time. If any one forci

bly hinders another, whether a plaintiff or defendant, from having recourſe

to justice, if it is a ſlave that he hinders, whether his own or belonging to

another perſon, let no notice be taken of the affair, and let the legal proceſs

be stopt: but if it is a free-born perſon, beſides the legal proceſs being stept,

let him by whom he was forcibly detained be impriſoned for a year, and

let any one who is willing accuſe him of mancipation. If any one forci

bly prohibits a gymnastic or muſical antagonist, or an oppouent in. any other

contest, from contending in his art, let any one who is willing inform thoſe

that confer rewards on the Victors in theſe exerciſes, of the affair; and theſe

ſhall be the means of procuring admittance to the contests to ſuch as are

willing to engage in them. But if it ſhould happen that they are incapable

of procuring them admittance, if he who impedes is himſelf victorious, let

the reward of his victory be given to the perlon he impeded, and let the

name of the perſon ſo impeded be inſcribed as victor in whatever temples

he pleaſes. But let not the perſon that impedes be ſuffered to ſuſpend an

offering, or make any inſcription of a victory of this kind. Likewiſe, let

him be accuſed of having done an injury, whether he vanquiſhes in con

tending, or is vanquiſhed. If any one receives stolen goods knowingly, let

him ſuffer the ſame puniſhment as the perſon that stole them. Let death,

too, be the puniſhment of him that harbours an exile. For every one

ſhould reckon him as a friend or an enemy, who is conſidered as ſuch by the

city. If any one of his own accord makes peace with, or denounces war

against, certain perſons, without general conſent, let death be the puniſh

ment of ſuch a one. But if any part of a city makes peace, or den-ounces

war, by itſelf, let the generals of the army bring the authors of this action

before a court of justice; and, when condemned, let their puniſhment be

death. Let thoſe that ſerve their country in any reſpect do this without

gifts. And let no occaſion or arguments ever induce us to believe that we

ought to receive gifts for good offices, but not for ſuch as are bad. For

it is neither eaſy to know when actions are good or had, nor to endure

' patiently
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patiently when this knowledge is obtained. It is, therefore, more ſafe to

listen to, and be perſuaded by, the law, which ſays that no one ſhall ſerve

his country for the ſake of gifts. Let him, therefore, who is unperſuaded

by this law, when condemned, be puniſhed with death. Let public tributes,

too, be diſpoſed as follows : In the first place, every one's poſſeſiions muſt be

conſidered as ſubſisting for the ſake of many utilities. In the next place,

let thoſe of the ſame tribe carry a written account of the annual fruits to

the praeſects of the land; ſo that, in conſequence of there being two tributes,

the republic may chooſe every year whichever of the two they pleaſe, viz.

either a part of all the estates, or the annual crop, excluſive of ſuch things

as contribute to aliment. lt is likewiſe proper that moderate offerings to

the Gods ſhould be dedicated by moderate men. Earth, therefore, which

is the hearth of habitation, is the ſacred poſſeſiion of all the Gods. Let no

one then conſecrate the ferne thing a ſecond time to the Gods. But gold

and ſilver in other cities, both privately and in temples, are an invidious

poſſeffion. Ivory, too, as belonging to a body deprived of ſoul, is not a pure

offering to the Gods. And iron and braſs are the instruments of war. Let,

therefore, any one dedicate whatever he pleaſes, from wood, ſo as it is

faſhioned from one piece of wood, and, in a ſimilar manner, any thing

formed from stone, in the common temples. With reſpect to things woven,

let nothing of this kind be dedicated which exceeds the monthly work of a

woman. NVhite colours will to adapted to the Gods, both in other things,

and in ſuch as are woven. But nothing dyed ſhould be offered, except it

belongs to warlike ornaments. The moſt divine gifts, however, are ſuch

birds and pictures as a painter has finiſhed in one day. And let all other

offerings be ſimilar to theſe. Since, therefore, we have divided the parts of

all the city, in ſuch a manner as is proper, and have ſpoken in the best

manner we are able reſpecting the laws which ought to be establiſhed in all

the greatest compacts, it now remains that we ſhould ſpeak concerning

judgments. In the first place, therefore, let there be ſelect judges for the

courts of justice, and ſuch as are choſen in common by plaintiffs and defen

dants. Theſe, indeed, may more properly be called arbiters than judges. In

the next place, let thoſe of the ſame street and tribe, when divided according

to a twelfth part, be appointed as judges. Let the contendingþarties, if they

cannot be reconciled by the former judges, go to theſe, and litigate with

greater
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greater loſ<. Here, if the det'cndant is a ſecond time condemned, let him

pay the ſiſth part oſ the preſcribed ſine. But iſ any one accuſes theſejudges,

and wiſhes to diſpute the aſſair in a third court oſ justice, let him reſer the

cauſe to ſelectjudgcs. And if he is again condemned by theſe, let him pay

the ſum that is owing, and the half oſ it beſides. But iſ the plaintiſſ, being

repulſed by the first judgment, is not ſatisfied, but appeals to a ſecond,-ifhe

vanquiſhes let him receive a ſiſth part, but if he is vanquiſhed let him

loſe the ſame part. And itſi he goes to a third conrt of justice, not being

ſatisfied with the former judgments, let the deſendant, itſi vanquiſhed, pay

(as we have ſaid) the ſum that is owing, and the half of it beſides; but let

the plaintiff pay the halſ only. With reſpect to the allotments of courts of

justice, the perfection and establiſhment of things ministrant to the magiſ

trates, the times in which each of theſe ought to take place, the particulars

reſpecting votes, the delays, terms, citations and repulſcs which take p; .::q

in judicial affairs, and whatever elſe neceſſarily pertains to thCſC,_;lli this

we have already diſcuſſed. Ilowever, according to the proverb, what is

beautiful and right may be ſpoken twice and thrice. All ſuch legal par

ticulars, therefore, as are ſmall and eaſy to be diſCOVercd, when omitted by

an aged legiſlator, ought to be filled up by a junior legiſlator. And thus

much mayſuffice concerning private courts of justice. But ſuch as are

public and common, and which are employed by magistrates to proper pur

poſes, are ſound in many cities establiſhed in no unbecomiug manner by

equitahle men. \Vhence it is requiſite that the guardians of the laws ſhould

procure ſuch things as are adapted to this new polity, by reaſoning, correct

ing, and exploring them, till they appear to them to be ſufficiently establiſhed;

and then bringing them to a concluſion, that they ſhould ſeal them as things

immox able, and uſe them through the whole oſ life. \Vith reſpect to the

ſilence of judges, the praiſes which are given them, or the contrary, and

likewiſe concerning things just, good, and becoming, which differ in other

cities, we have already ipoken, and ſhall again ſpeak in the end. But it

is requiſite that he who in future will be an equitablc judge ſhould look

to all'theſe particulars, and being in pOſſeſiiou of them, when committed to

writing, ſhould make them the object of his study. For written laws are -

more calculated to make him who learns them better, than all other ditl

VOL. u. 3 1: ciplines,
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ciplines, if they are properly establiſhed. For, indeed, divine and admirable

law does not raſhly poſſeſs a n'ame adapted to intellect '. And beſides this,

the writings of the legiflator afford us a perſpicuous examination of the

aſſertions of others reſpecting praiſe andlblame, which are partly tranſmitted

to us in verſe, and partly in proſe, and which likewiſe daily take place in a l

other aſſociations, when men contend with each other through emulation,

and conceffions which are vain in the extreme. Theſe a good judge ſhould

always keep in his poſſeffion, as remedies against the poiſon of other diſ

courſes, correcting by them both himſelf and the city; confirming and

praiſing the good, and recalling, to the utmost of his power, ſuch of the evil

as are curable from ignorance, intemperance, timidity, and, in ſhort, from

all injustice. ' For, if they are incapable of being cured, thoſe judges, and

governors of the judges, that put them to death, as the only remedy to ſouls

in ſuch a condition, may be often ſaid, with justice, to deſerve praiſe from

the whole city. After annual judgments are finiſhed, letthem uſe the fol

lowing laws z-In the first place, let the magistrate who exerciſes the office

of a judge conſign over all the money of the debtor to the victor, leaving

him only ſufficient for neceſſary uſes. And let this take place immediately

after the giving of votes, the affair being announced by a cryer, and in the

hearing of the judges. In the next place, if, after ſentence is paſſed, one

month has clapſed and a ſecond commenced, and the vanquiſhed perſon has

not voluntarily paid what is due to the victor, let the judicial magistrate

deliver up the money of the debtor to the victor. But if the debtor has not

ſufficient money to diſcharge the debt, and he is deficient not leſs than a

drachm, let not the debtor be ſuffered to go to law with any other perſon

till he has paid all that is due to the victor; but lct any other perſon be per

mitted to go to law with him. If any one, when condemned by a magistrate,

unjustly takes any thing from him, let the injured magistrate take the

tiffqlliififl' before the court ofjustice of the guardians of the laws. And if he

.-u..cmned by theſe, let him be punilhed with death, as one who ſubverts

the whole city and the lasw. But a man who is born and educated, and who

and educatcs children, under theſe laws, who engages moderately in

  
  

1 For vows, law, is properly m harow', a distribution of intellect.

contracts,
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contracts, is puniſhed ifhe acts unjuſlly, and ſees thoſe puniſhed that injure

him, and, lastly, who grows Old together with the laws,-ſuch a one will

end his days according to nature.

With reſpect to the funeral rites Of the dead, whether male or female, and

the particulars which pertain to the infernal and ſupema] Gods, let them be

instituted according to the anſwers of the interpreters. Let there be no

ſepulchres in cultivated places, neither large nor ſmall. But let that place alone

receive the bodies of the dead which is uſeleſs for other purpoſes, and will

in the ſmallest degree injure the living. For no one, either living or dying,

ſhould impede the fecundity of mother earth, and thus deprive ſome living

perſon of aliment. Likewiſe, let no tomb be raiſed higher than five men

are able to raiſe in ſive days. Let the stone columns, too, be no larger than

are ſufficient to admit an encomium Of the dead in four heroic verſes; and

let the dead be laid out no longera time than is ſufficient to evince that they

are truly dead. But, with reſpect to human affairs of this kind, an interval

ofthree days before the burial will be nearly ſufficient. It is likewiſe pro

per to believe the legiſlator in other things; and when he aſſerts that the ſoul

is in every reſpect different from the body; and that, in the preſent life, it

cauſes each of us to be that which each of us is ; but, that body follows each

of us 'like an image; and, that bodies may be beautifully ſaid to be the

images of the perfectly dead. That, beſides this, each of us may be truly

denominated an immortal ſoul, which will depart to other Gods to give an

account of its conduct, as the law of our country affirts. This, however,

is a circumstance which produces confidence in the good, but is terrible in

the extreme to the evil; for no great aſſistance can be rendered them after

death. Hence, it is neceſſary to give them all proper affistauce while living,

that they may live in the mostjust and holy manner, and that after the pre-_

ſent life they may eſcape the puniſhments which await the commiſſion of

crimes. Since this, then, is the caſe, we ought by no means to ruin out'

families, in conſequence of thinking that this maſs of fleſh which is buried

is truly our relative; but we ſhould be perſuaded that the ſon or brother, or

any perſon for whom we have an affection, and whom we conſider as buried,

has departed hence in conſequence of having finiſhed and filled up his fate.

We ſhall, therefore, act well on theſe occaſions by employing a moderate

3 B 2 expenſe,
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exPenſe, as upon an inanimate altar of terrestrial natures. But the legiſlator

will not, in the most diſgraceful manner, divine what this moderate expanſe

ſhould be. Let this, then, e the law z-That he who poſſeſſcs the greatest

estate ſhall not ſpend more than five mina: on any funeral: that he who

poſſeſſcs the ſecond estate ſhall ſpend three minae; the third, two; and the

fourth, one mina. For thus the funeral expenſes of every individual will be

moderate. But, as the guardians of the laws ought neceſſarily to take care

of many things, ſo eſpecially of this, that their life may be employed in

attending to boys and men, and to males and females of every age. And

beſides this, on the death of every citizen, one of the guardians of the laws,

whom the relations of the deceaſed ſhall think fit to chooſe, ſhould take care

that every thing pertaining to the funeral is conducted in a becoming and

moderate, and not in an unbecoming and diſgraccful manner. And let

them be honoured when the foriner, but conſidered as infamous when the

latter, is the caſe. Let, therefore, every thing pertaining to funerals take

place according to this law. But things of the following kind ought to be

committed to the care of the legillator who establiſhcs political law z-lt

would be unbecoming either to order, or not, the dead to be lamented with

tears; but loud lamentations on this occaſion, out of the houſe, are to be

forbidden. The dead body, likewiſe, ſhould not be ſuffered to be carried

openly in the more frequented roads, accompanied with lamentations, nor

yet out of the city before day. Let ſuch, therefore, be the establiſhed laws

reſpecting theſe particulars. And let him who is obedient to them be exempt

from puniſhment; but let him who diſobeys one of the guardians of the

laws be puniſhed by all of them in ſuch a manner as ſhall appear fit to all.

\\'ith reſpect to other particulars, which either pertain to fepulchres, or to

thoſe who through patricide and ſacrilegc are deprived of ſepulchres, theſe

_\ve have ſpoken of before, and legally establiſhed. So that legiſlation has

now nearly obtained its completion. - But the end of all things must be con

ſidered as taking place, not from their being performed, or poſſeſſed, or

inhabited, but from their being properly accompliſhed, and firmly establiſhed.

For, in a preſervation of this kind, it is proper to think, that what ought to

be done is done, but that prior to this_the whole is imperfect.

CLIN. You ſpeak well, O guest. But inform me in a yet clearer man

ner what was your deſign in what you just ctnow ſaid P
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GUEST. Many things, O Clinias, are beautifully ſaid by the antients, and

this is true, in no ſmall degree, with reſpect to the names oſ the Fates.

CLxN. How ſo?

GUEST. That the first of theſe is Lacheſis, the ſecond Clotho,_and the,

third Atropos ', who is the preſcrver oſ what has been aſſerted by us. Theſe

are affimilated to things conglomerated by fire, and which poſſeſs an incon

vertible power. And in a city and polity theſe ought not only to procure

health and ſafety to bodies, but a good establiſhment of laws in ſouls, or

rather the preſervation of laws. But it appears to me that this is yet

wanting to laws,-I mean, an inquiry how they may obtain an inconvertible

power according to nature.

CLIN. You ſpeak of no ſmall affair, iſ it is poſſible to find how a thing

oſ this kind may take place in every poſſeſſion.

GUEST. But this is poſſible, as it appears in every reſpect to me at preſent.

CLlN. Lct us not, therefore, depart hence, by any means, till we have

added this to the laws we have now delivered. For it is ridiculous to labour

in any thing in vain, and not to lay down ſomething stable.

MEGlL. You exhort in a proper manner: and you will alſo find me to

be ſuch a one.

CLIN. You ſpeak well. What then is this preſervation, and after what

manner may it be obtained in our polity and laws P

Guasr. Have we not ſaid that an aſſembly ought to be held in our city

of the following kind :--That always ten of the oldest guardians oſ the law,

together with all ſuch as are honoured with gifts, ſhould make a part of this

aſſembly? That, further still, thoſe who have travelled over many regions

in order that they might ſind ſomething adapted to the preſervation oſ the

laws, ſhould go to this aſſembly, iſon their return their manners were ſound

to be uncorrupted, and themſelves worthy to be members oſ this aſſembly?

That, beſides this, each of theſe ought to bring with him young men, who are

not leſs than thirty years oſ age, and who are judged to deſerve this honour

both by nature and education, and by the approbation of the whole aſſembly?

And that iſ any unworthy young man ſhould be brought to the aſſembly,

the ſentence which is paſſed ſhould be oſ no moment? Lastly, that this

1 For an account of the Fates, ſee the Notes to the Tenth Book oſ the Republic.

aſſembly
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aſſembly ſhould be convened before day, when there is a perſect leiſure from

all other buſineſs, both public and private? Was not ſomething oſ this

kind aſſerted by us in the preceding diſcourſe?

CLIN. It was.

GUEST. Again, therefore, reſuming the diſcourſe about this aſſembly, we

ſay, that if any one hurls forth this, as an anchor of the whole city, and

which contains in itſelf every thing that can be deſired, every thing will be

preſerved which we wiſh to be ſo.

CLIN. How ſo? .

GUBST. We ſhall after this take occaſion to ſpeak with rectitude, and,

to the umost of our power, leave nothing unfiniſhed.

CLrN. You ſpeak exceedingly well: act, therefore, agreeably to your

conceptions.

GUEST. It is proper therefore, O Clinias, to understand, with reſpect to

every thing, a ſit ſaviour in every work; as in an animal, the ſoul and the

head are naturally the greatest ſaviours oſ the whole.

CLIN. How again do you ſay?

GUEST. The virtue of theſe, doubtleſs, affords ſafety to the whole animal.

CLlN. But how?

GUEST. In ſoul, indeed, beſides other things, intellect is inſerted ; and

in the head, beſides other things, ſight and hearing. And, in ſhort, intellect

being mingled with the most beautiful ſenks, ſo as to produce one thing,

the preſervation oſ the ſeveral parts may most justly be ſaid to be thus

effected.

CLlN. It appears ſo.

GUEST. Undoubtedly. But does not intellect, mingled with the ſenſes,

become the ſafety oſ ſhips, both in tempests and fair weather? Or, in a ſhip,

do not the pilot and the ſailors, in conſequence of mingling their ſenſes with

the piloting intellect, preſerve both themſelves and every thing pertaining to

the ſhip?

CLlN. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. But there is no need of many examples about things oſ this kind:

let us conſider, "therefore, in an army, and in medicine, to what mark both

commanders and phyſicians directing their attention, become the means of
preſervation. i

CLm,
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CLiN. It will be proper to do ſo.

GUEST. Do not the former of theſe, then, direct their attention to victory,

and the strength of the enemies, but the latter to the health of the body?

CLlN. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. But, if the phyſician is ignorant of that reſpecting the body which

we now denominate health, or the commander of victory, or of other things

which we might mention, would they appear to be endued with intellect:

about any of theſe particulars?

CLIN. How could they?

GUEST. But what with reſpect to a city P If any one is ignorant of the

mark at which a politician ought to look, could he, in the first place, be

justly denominated a governor? And, in the next place, would he be able

to preſerve that, the ſcope of which he is perfectly unacquainted with?

CLIN. How could he P

GUEST. It is neceſſary therefore now, as it appears, if the establiſhment

of this our city is to obtain its completion, that there ſhould be ſome one in

it who knows, in the first place, this which we call the political ſcope; in

the next place, after what manner it is rcquiſite to partake of this ; and, in

the third place, which of the laws, and who among men, will properly or

impreperly conſult with a view to this. For, if any city is destitute of a

thing of this kind, it will not be wonderful, ſince it must be void ofintellect

and ſenſe, if all its actions are the reſult of chance.

CLlN. You ſpeak the truth.

GUEST. Now, therefore, are we able to ſay in what part of our city, or

by what studies, any guard of this kind will be ſufficiently obtained?

CLIN. [cannot clearly inform you, O gueſt. But, if I may be allowed

to jeſt, it appears to me that this diſcourſe tends to that nocturnal aſſembly

which you ſaid ought to be instituted.

GUEST. You have rightly conjccturcd, O Clinias; and, as the preſent

reaſoning announces, this aſſembly ought to poſſeſs every virtue; the chief

of which is not to wander, by regarding a multitude Of particulars, but,

looking to one thing, always to emit all things like darts to this.

CLIN. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. Now, therefore, we learn that it is not wonderful that the legal

6 institutions
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institutions of cities wander. For t'i Terrnt establiſhments of the laws in

each city look to different things. And to ſome, the end of what is just con

ſists in certain perſons governing in the city, whether they are better or

worſe than others. But, with others, the end conſists in becoming rich,

whether they are staves or not. The attention of others again is directed to

a life of liberty. Others establiſh laws for two purpoſes, that they may be

free themſelves, and that they may become the deſpots of other cities. And

thoſe that are most wiſe direct their attention to theſe, and to all ſuch parti

culars, at once; but vthey are unable to aſiign any one principal thing to

which the rest ought to look.

CLlN. Hence, O guest, that which was formerly establiſhed by us is right;

for we (aid that the whole of our laws ſhould always look to one thing. And

we granted that this might, with the greatest rectitude, be called virtue.

GUEST. We did ſo. '

CLIN. And it was likewiſe establiſhed by us that virtue was, in a certain

reſpect, fourfold.

GUEST. Entirely ſo.

CLXN. And that intellect, likewiſe, was the leader of all theſe, to which

all other things, and three of the virtues, ought to look.

GUEST. You have followed me in a beautiful manner, O Clinias; con

tinue, therefore, to follow me in what remains. For we have ſaid, that the

intellect of the pilot, the phyſician, and the commander, looks to one thing;

but, accuſing the politic intellect, we have arrived thus far, and we ſhall

now thus interrogate it as ifit were a man ;-O wonderful man! to what do

you tend P What is that one thing which the medicinal intellect can ſpeak

of in a perſpicuous manner; but you, who, as you lay, excel all prudent

perſons, are not able to do this in your art? Or can you, O Megillus and

Clinias, anſwer for him what this is, as I have often done to you for others?

CLIN. By no means, O guest.

GUEST. But ſhould we not deſire to perceive what this is, and in what

things it ſubſists?

CLlN. In what particular things do you mean?

GUEST. As we have ſaid that there are four ſpecies of virtue, it is evident

that eachof them must neceſſarily be one, ſince they are altogether four.

CLlN.
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CLIN. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. We likewiſe denominate all theſe one. For we ſay that fortitude

is a virtue, and that prudence is a virtue; and, in a ſimilar manner, the two

others, as if this thing virtue was not in reality many things, but one thing

only.

CLIN. Entirely ſo.

GUBST. So far, therefore, as theſe two differ from each other, and receive

two names, and, in a ſimilar manner, the other two, there is no difficulty

in ſpeaking of them; but ſo far as we call both of them, together with the

other two, one thing, viz. virtue, it is not eaſy to ſpeak of them.

CLlN. How do you ſay?

GUEST. There is no difficulty in exPlaining what l ſay. For let us only

divide among ourſelves the buſineſs of interrogating and anſwering.

CLIN. How again do you mean ?

GUEST. Do you aſk me why, denominating virtue one thing, we again

give this appellation to two things, one of which is fortitude, and the other

prudence? *0r l will tell you the cauſe, which is this z-One oſ theſe is

converſant with fear, whence ſavage beasts alſo participate of fortitude, and

the manners of very young children. For the ſoul may be brave from

nature without reaſon, but without reaſon it never was prudent and endued

with intellect, nor is, nor ever will be. So that this latter differs from

the former.

CLIN. You ſpeak truly.

GUEST. You, therefore, understand from my diſcourſe in what manner

theſe are two, and how they differ from'each other; but how they are one

and the ſame do you again inform me. But think as if you were telling _

me how being four they are one, and as if] afterwards ſhould ſhow you

how being one they are again four. And after this, let us conſider, whe

ther he who wiſhes ſufficiently to understand any thing which has both a

name and a deſinition, ought only to know the name, but ſhould be ignorant

of the deſinition; or whether it is baſe for him who has any knowledge re

ſpecting things which tranſcend in magnitude and beauty, to be ignorant of

all ſuch particulars as theſe. '

CLIN. It appears ſo. .

GUEST. But is there any thing greater which a legiſlator, a guardian of

VOL. 11. 3 e the
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the laws, and he who is thought to ſurpaſs all others in virtue, and for this

receives rewards, can poſſeſs, than fortitude, temperance, justice, and pru

dence P

CLlN. How is it poſſible there can?

Guzsr. Ought not, therefore, interpreters, teachers, legiſlators, and guar

dians of others, to teach thoſe who deſire to know and to perceive things of

this kind, or who require puniſhment and reproof, what power virtue and

vice poſſeſs; and must they not, through information ofthis kind, in every
reſpect excel others? Orſi will any poet coming into the city, or any in

structor of youth, be conſidered as better than him who excels in all virtue?

And, in the next place, will it appear Wonder-ful if a city, in which the

guardians have not a ſufficient knowledge of virtue, in Conſequence of being

without a guard, ſhould ſuffer the ſame things which many cities at preſent

ſuffer i *

CLIN. It will not appear wonderful. .

Guts-r. What then i Shall we do what we just now ſpoke of? Or ſhall

we conſider how we may enable the guardians to excel others in virtue,

both in words and in reality? Or after what manner our city may become

'ſimilar to the head and ſenſes of the prudent, through poſſeſſing in itſelf a

guard of this kind ?

CLIN. How, therefore, O guest, and after what manner, ſhall we ſpeak,

affimilating it to a thing of this kind ?

GUBST. It is evident that the city itſelf will reſemble the cavity of the

head; and that the junior guardians, who are ingenuous and ſagacious, will

be placed, as it were, on the highest ſummit, whence they can ſurvey, in a

circle, the whole city, and, while they defend it, deliver the ſenſes to the

memory, and announce to the elders every thing that takes place in the city.

But theſe being aſſimilated to intellect, through understanding in the highest

perfection a multitude of things which are worthy of regard, they will con

fult for 'the city, and employ the ju'nior guardians as agents in their conſulta

tions. For thus both will truly preſerve the city in common. Whether,

therefore, ſhall we ſay they are to be establiſhed in this manner, or not?

Or ſhall we ſay that they are all to be conſidered as equal, and not accurately

determine the difference between them, in education and diſcipline?

Cuts. But this, O wonderful man, is impoſſible.

Guxs-r.
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Guts-r. Let us, therefore, proceed to a more accurate diſcipline than the

former. *

CLIN. By all means. *

Guzs-r. But is not that which we just now touched upon the very thing

which we are in want of ? *

CLIN. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. We ſaid, then, that in every thing a conſummate artificer and

guardian ought not only to be capable of looking to many things, but ſhould

eagerly tend to one thing, and, when he has obtained a knowledge of it,

orderly diſpoſe according to this whatever he beholds.

CLIN. Right. '

Guesr. Can, therefore, any ſpeculation be aſſigned more accurate than

that which is able to look to one idea from things many and diſſimilar?

CLIN. Perhaps not.

Ours-r. Not perhaps, but in reality, O deemoniacal man ! there is not any

human method more clear than this.

CLlN. Believing what you ſay, O guest, I will admit it. Let us, there'

fore, proceed, ſpeaking agreeably to this aſſertion.

GUEST. As it appears, therefore, the guardians of a divine polity must be_'

compelled by us to ſee accurately, in the first place, what that is which is

the ſame in all the four virtues ; and which, being one thing in fortitude and

temperance, justice and prudence, we very properly call by one name,

virtue. Strenuoufly laying hold of this at preſent, O friends, if you are wil

ling, we will not leave it till we have ſufficiently ſaid what that is which is

to be looked to, whether as one thing, or as a whole, or as both, or in what

ever way it may ſubſist. Or can we think that, if this eſcapes, us We can

ever ſufficiently poſſeſs the things pertaining to virtue, reſpecting which we

are neither able to ſay whether it is many things, nor whether it is four

things, nor whether it is one thing? If, therefore, you are perſuaded by

our advice, we ſhall deviſe ſome method by which this may take place in

our city. Or, if it appears in every reſpect agreeable to you, we will diſmiſs

it.

CLlN. A thing of this kind, O guest, is by the hoſpitable God by no means

to be diſmiſſed, ſince you appear to us to ſpeak with the utmost rectitude.

But how can any one deviſe this method i'

Gvnsr. We ſhall not yet ſay how this is to be deviſed: but, in the first

3 c 2 Place:
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place, is it requifite or not that we ſhould firmly conſent among our

ſelves ?

CLIN. It is doubtleſs requiſite, if poflible. .

. GUBST. But what with reſpect to the beautiful and the good? Are ou

guardians to know that each of theſe is alone many? Or ſhould they, like

' wiſe, know that it is one, and how it is ſo?

CLIN. lt nearly ſeems neceſſary, that they ſhould know ſcientifically how

each of theſe is one.

Cures-r. But what? ought they to understand this, 'and at the ſame time

be incapable of evincing by arguments that they do understand it?

CLIN. But how can this be? For you ſpeak of a certain habit belonging

to a ſlave.

Guzsr. But what with reſpect to all ſerious purſuits? Shall we in a

ſimilar manner ſay, that thoſe who are to be truly guardians ought truly to

know the particulars reſpecting the truth oſ laws, be able ſufficiently to un

fold them in diſcourſe, and act agreeably to them, judging what things

ſubſist beautifully'according to nature, and what have a contrary ſubſistence?

CLIN. How is it poſſible we ſhould not?

GUEST. Is not that one of the most beautiful things which we ſeriouſly

diſcuſſed concerning the Gods? As that they are, that they appear to

poſſeſs a mighty power, and that this ought to he known by man, as far as

he is capable of knowing it? Likewiſe, that we ſhould pardon the greater

part of thoſe in the city, if they only follow the mandates of the. laws, but

that We ſhould not commit the guardianſhip of them to any one who has

not laboured to acquire all poſſible faith in things pertaining to the Gods?

And that we ſhould never chooſe any one for a guardian of the laws, who

is not a divine man, who has not laboured in the ſtudy of the laws, and who

does not excel in virtue i

CJJIN. lt is just, therefore, as you ſay, that he who is ſluggiſh, or incapable

of judging reſpecting things of this kind, ſhould be far removed from beauti

ful concerns.

GUEST. Do we, therefore, know that there are two things which lead to

a belief of the particulars Concerning the Gods, which we diſcuſſed above?

CLlN. What are they? .

GUEST. One is that which we aſſerted reſpecting the ſoul, that it is the

moſt antient and divine of all things, of which the motion. receiving genera

non
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tion imparts an ever-flowing eſſence : but the other is concerning the

orderly motion of the stars, and ſuch other things as through the dominion

of intellect adorn the univerſe. For he who contemplates theſe things

neither in a negligent nor in a stupid manner, can never become ſo impious

as not to be affected in a manner perfectly contrary to the conjectures of the

multitude. For theſe conceive that thoſe who apply themſelves to things

of this kind, I mean to astronomy and other neceſſary arts in conjunction

with it, become atheists, in conſequence of beholding things ſubſisting from

neceſſity, and not from the diano'e'tic energies oſ a will by which all things

are rendered good.

CLIN. How then do theſe ſubſist ?

GUEST. They now fuhſist, as I have ſaid, perfectly contrary to what they

would if they were conceived to be deprived of ſoul. For though ſuch as

more aceurately investigate theſe things than others, in a wonderful man

ner_toueh upon the truth, and by employing accurate reaſoning evince that

they are not destitute of ſoul and intellect; and though ſome of theſe '

dared to aſſert that it was intellect which adorned every thing in the heavens;

yet again erring with reſpect to the nature of the ſoul, as not knowing that

it is more antient than body, but conceiving it to be junior, they again, as

I may ſay, ſubverted all things, and, much more, themſelves. For, believing

that all ſuch things as are obvious to the ſight ctſubſist in the heavens *, they

conſidered the celestial regions as full of stones and earth, and many other -

inanimate bodies, and attributed to theſe the cauſes of the whole world. It

was owing to this, that many who touched upon ſuch like particulars were

accuſed ofimpicty, and of engaging in difficult undertakings. And, beſides.

this, thoſe who philoſophiſed were reviled by poets, and compared by them

to dogs barking in vain; and other things were ſaid ofthem which it would'

be fooliſh to repeat. But now, as l have ſaid, the very contrary to this

takes place.

CLIN. How ſo?

GUEST. No mortal man can ever become firmly pious who does not

admit theſe two things: viz. that ſoul is the most antient of all things which

' Viz. Anaxagoras and his followers. See the Phaedm

I' This is the doctrine of modern aſtronomet'. '

participate
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participate of generation, and is immortal ; and that it rules ' over all bodies.

But, beſides this, our guardian of the laws ſhould not be ignorant of that which

has been often aſſerted by us, that there is a true intellect in the stars; and

he ſhould likewiſe poſſeſs the neceſſary diſciplines which are previous to theſe

things; and employ a proper Muſe, in order to harmonize the purſuits of

Manners and legal institutions. And, lastly, he ſhould be able to render a

reaſon for ſuch things as admit one, and to ſhow why this is not poſſible with

other things. He who has not theſe requiſites for public virtues will nearly

never be a ſufficient governor of the whole city, but will be ſubſervient to

other governors. But it is now proper to conſider, O Clinias and Megillus,

whether we ought to establiſh the character we have been deſcribing, as the

future legal guardian of all the preceding laws, for the ſake of the preſer

vation of the whole city; at the ſame time, that nocturnal aſſembly of

governors, endued with all ſuch diſcipline as we have mentioned above,

being adopted : or how ſhall we act ?

CLr N. But, O best of men, why ſhould we not to the utmost of our power

establiſh him ?

szsr. We certainly ought all of us to strive to accompliſh- this. I, in.

deed, will cheerfully be your helper. For perhaps through ſkill in, and

the conſideration of, things of this kind, I may find many other aſſrstants

beſides myſelf.

CLrN. Let us, O guest, proceed in this path rather than any other, in

which Divinity himſelf nearly leads us. But let us now ſpeak of and deviſe

the method by which this may be properly accompliſhed.

GVBST. Laws about things of this kind, O Megillus and Clinias, cannot

be establiſhed till the city is orderly diſpoſed; for then their authority may

be legally determined. But they cannot in'any other way be adopted with

rectitude than by erudition and frequent examination in conjunction with

others.

CLlN. How ſo? Why do we again ſay this?

' As Plato, therefore, has demonstrated in the preceding Tenth Book, that the apparent orb of

every star is the vehicle of a ruling ſoul, it follows, according to him, that no one is firmly pious

who does not believe this. And hence, the groſs ignorance or impudence of thoſe ſophistical

priest' who have dared' to affert that Plato ridiculed the religion of his country is ſufficiently obvious.

Guasr.
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GURs'r. In the first place, without doubt, a catalogue ſhould be made of

thoſe men who are adapted to be guardians, by their age, by the power of

diſciplines, and by their manners and habits. In the next place, it is neither

eaſy to find what ought to be learnt, nor to become the diſciple of him who

diſcovers this. Beſides this, the times Will be in vain preſcribed in writing,

in which the ſeveral particulars ought to take place. For neither will the

learners be able to know when any thing may be opportunely learnt, before

ſcience of the diſcipline is generated in their ſouls. Hence, all theſe par

ticulars being ſpoken of occultly, will not be ſpoken of properly : but they

are occult, becauſe they cannot be rendered clearer by nnrration.

CLlN. Since this then is the caſe, O gueſt, what ſhall we do?

GUEST. We must act, O friends, according to the proverb. For we

must diſcuſs the affair in common and publicly. And if we wiſh to make

the dangerous trial, reſpecting the whole polity, we muſt do all things,

either, as they ſay, throwing thrice ſix, or three dice. I will, however,

undergo the danger n'ith you, in ſpeaking and explaining what appears to

me reſpecting the diſcipline and education which we have now diſcuſſed.

The hazardous enterpriſe is, indeed, neither ſmall, nor ſimilar to any other.

But I exhort you, O Clinias, to make this the object of your care. For

you, in the city oſ the Magncſmns, or in that to which Divinity ſhall give a

name, will obtain the greateſt glory iſ you establiſh it properly. Or cer

tainly, in this caſe, you cannot avoid appearing to be the bravest of all that

ſhall ſucceed )on. If then this divine aſſembly ſhall be establiſhed for us,

O friends and companions, the city must be delivered to its care. Nor will

there be any altercation, as I may ſay, with any oſ the legiſistors at preſent

reſpecting theſe inſtitutions. But, in reality, we ſhall nearly effect that in a

vigilant state, which wc touched upon in our diſcourſe a little before, as in

a dream, when we mingled together a certain image ofthe agreement oſ the

head with intellect, if theſe men are accurately mingled together ſor us,

are properly diſciplined, and when diſciplined reſide in the acropolis oſ the

region, ſo as to become ſuch guardians, and poſſeſs the virtue of preſervation

in ſuch a degree as we have not known any to poſſeſs it in the former part

of our lives.

MEGIL. O friend Clinias, from all that has been now ſaid by us, it follows,

4 that
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that we muſſst either omit the establiſhment of this city, or not diſmiſs this

our-guest, but by enlreaties and all manner of devices make him a partaker

with us in establiſhing the city.

CLIN. You ſpeak with the'greatest truth, Megillus. And I indeed ſhall

act in this manner ; but do you alſo cooperate with me.

MEGlL. I will.

THE END OF THE TWELFTH AND LAST BOOK OF THE LAWS
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